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PREFACE 

Over the last decades enormous progress has been made in health care. 

People survive in situations in which some years ago they were bound to 

decease. Young barn infants can be supported to outlive critical periods, 

that would have been fatal in the older days. Yes, even children are barn 

nowadays from wamen who inevitably remained childless formerly. 

During the forthcoming years, however, new developments will totally e

clipse recent progress. Biotechnology is bound to claim its place in our 

society next to micro-electronica. Hybride organs, recombinant D.N.A., 

mon~clonal antibodies and biochips will affect society at least as radi

cally as the computer and telecommunication did. Mankind will have to 

face new ethical and economie problems. e.g. Can it be justified that 

enormous amounts of money are spent to cure one patient, whilst it could 

be used for many other purposes that for society as a whole are more 

relevant? 

Notwithstanding these questions, impravement of health care will continue 

to be an important aim of science. At the "University of Technology" in 

Eindhoven, yearly some 50 man-years scientific staff are employed in 

biomedical health care technology. This number shall increase the forth

coming years. Being continuously supported by many students, this results 

in a large variety of subjects studled on. The group "technology for body 

fluids" takes part in this, by investigating the composition and artifi

cial clearing of body fluids. In this project, I've been engaged in the 

development of artificial liver support, from july 1984 until august 

1985. I did this work as my final practical year in university. 

This report deals with the quantification of processes cantrolling mass 

transfer in a haemeperfusion column (the "filmadsorber"). As it balances 

on the edge of oversimplification, its theme (titlepage) reflects in many 

passages. i.e. A simple newly developed model is compared with a model 

largely copied from previous studies, which includes more of the above 

mentioned processes, and therefore is more complicated. 
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As progress in health care will depend more and more upon the cooperaton 

between the medical world and the technologist, both should have access 

to each others terminology and way of thinking. For this purpose the 

sections 1.1 and 1.2 are included. The material in these sections may 

serve the technologist, ignorant of any biologica! knowledge with respect 

to the liver. It is intended to provide a basis for understanding the 

relationships between hepatic anatomy and function and the development of 

artificial liver support. As the people with a medical background that 

will read this report are assumed to be specialist in the field of blood 

clearance, they probably will not be alarmed by the technological part of 

it. 

Despite of many efforts, "tl:le artificial 1iver" is not yet reality and 

will not be the forthcoming years (section 1.3). This is partially due to 

the way development has proceeded up till now, in which empiricism and 

intuition prevailed. This thesis, as it is merely concerned with quanti

fication of a haemoperfusion column ("the filmadsorber"), doesn't alter 

this attitude. However, it indicates a new approach (chapter 6) that may 

make development less empirical and less intuitive. In its way, this 

report might be another small step forward on the "long and winding road" 

towards an artificial liver. 

Perry van Rijsingen 
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SUMMARY 

Haemo- or plasma perfusion columns and other devices containing sorbents, 

such as activated carbon and polymerie resins, have been developed over 

the last decade for removing taxie substances from the blood. The design 

of these perfusion devices has been largely empirica!. In addition little 

is known about which toxins should be removed, how much and how fast. 

Kinetic modelling provides the tool through which the development of 

artificial liver support may praeeed more rationally in the forthcoming 

years. 

For this purpose, a kinetic model of the detoxification device or system 

must be developed and validated in order to optimize the device and to 

know the clearance capacity provided by it. As we employed a haemoperfu

sion column containing adsorbents (the filmadsorber containing extremely 

smal! partiele of activated charcoal), this modelling is called "adsorp

tion kinetic" modelling. In addition a "pharmaco kinetic" model of the 

body must be developed to know the clearance capacity required from an 

artificial liver support system. This study aimed at the development of 

both models. 

Firstly, a sophisticated adsorption kinetic model of a haemoperfusion 

column has been adopted from previous studies. It incorporates intrapar

tiele diffusion (described by a quadratic driving. force equation), a 

finite external diffusion resistance and a nonlinear adsorption isotherm. 

In addition a simpler adsorption kinetic model of a haemoperfusion column 

is developed. This model, which has an analytic solution, assumes a line

ar adsorption isotherm, an instantaneous distribution of the sarbate over 

the adsorbent and a fluid phase concentration increasing linearly with 

the place in the column. 
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The parameters K 1 and Kg in the simple model are estimated with the aid 

of in-vitro (plasma) circulation experiments with the filmadsorber. (the 

simple model is described by 5 parameters measured independently from the 

circulation experiments and the K1 and Kg)• The model was validated using 

the data from these experiments. From this it is clear that the simple 

model is able to describe the dynamics of the filmadsorber. For columns 

using larger sarbent particles, the simple model still has to be valida

ted. An Algol programma ("PERRY/CIRCEXP/DATA") has been developed, which 

provides the user the possibility to estimate the involved parameters, to 

validate the model and to perfarm a sensivity analysis of the parame-

ters. 

An second Algol programme ("PERRY/SIMULATION") has been developed to 

validate the sophisticated model and to simulate the column's perfor

mance. The parameter for the external diffusion (ke) is calculated from 

K
1

• The other parameters where measured from independent experiments. The 

experimental circumstances in the various experiments, however, were 

basically different. Therefore the sophisticated model cannot be valida

ted using the data from the circulation experiments. 

Consequently the two models cannot be compared. This is not a major pro

blem, because a simple model which is able to describe a system is advan

tageous over any sophisticated model. The simple model has the advantages 

of having an analytic salution and of providing a simple objective mea

sure for the column's performance (K
1 

and K8). 

Secondly a pharmaco kinetic model of the liver's excretory function has 

been developed. It is based on the simplest enzyme reaction that occurs 

in the liver (without feed-back). This concept is far too simple to des

cribe what happens in the liver at microscopie level, yet it may give a 

macroscopie description of the liver's excretory function. This model 

includes both the liver's evereapacity and its maximum clearance capaci

ty. This pharmaco kinetic model still has to be validated experimental

ly. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Anatomy of the normal liver 

The liver lies in the right upper quadrant of the abdominal cavity, be

neath and attached to the diaphragm (fig. 1.1.1-1.1.2). It is the largest 

organ in the human body, weighing approximately 1500 g in the adult. The 

liver is a part of the system of digestive glands, among which it plays 

an extremely versatile role. 

figure 1. 1. 1 : 

Position and relative size 

of the liver in the body. 

figure 1.1.2: 

Position of the 

minal glands. 

1. liver 

2. gall bladder 

3. stomach 

4. duodenum 

7 

superior abdo-

5. pancreas 

6. spleen 

7. gullet 

(osophagus) 
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On visual basis the liver is divided into a left half and a right half by 

the peritoneal fold (falciform ligament), which connects the liver to the 

diaphragm and the anterior abdominal wall. Functionally, however, the di

vision of the liver is not based on the falciform ligament but rather on 

a plane that passes through the gall-hladder and inferior vena cava (fig. 

1.1.3). 

figure 1.1.3: 

Front view of the liver. 

1. he pa tic artery 

(arteria hepatica) 

2. portal vein 

(vena porta) 

3. bile duet 

4. gall-hladder 

5. hepatic vein 

(vena cava) 

The liver has a dual blood supply. The portal vein carries blood that al

ready passed through the capillary bed of the alimentary tract, including 

the pancreas and brings approximately 75 per cent of the afferent blood 

volume to the liver. This blood is rich in nutrients and other adsorbed 

substances, but relatively poor in oxygen. The second souree is the hepa

tic artery, a branch of the celiac trunk, which carries well-oxygenated 

blood to the liver. These major vessels, ensheathed in connective tissue 

stroma, enter the liver at the hepatic porta and immediatly begin to ar

borize throughout the parenchyma. 

Bile ducts accompany the hepatic artery and portal vein, thus constitu

ting the typical portal triad (fig 1.1.5). Bile flows from the bile cana

liculi of the liver to enter ductules, larger interhepatic bile ducts and 

finally, the right and left hepatic bile ducts, which emerge from the li

ver, unite in the porta hepatis and form the common hepatic duet. The 

common hepatic duet is joined by the cystic duet from the gall-hladder 
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to form the common bile duet. The bile passes through the common hepatic 

duet and the cystic duet to discharge into the gall-bladder. After thick

ening by absorption of water the bile once again flows through the cystic 

duet into the common bile duet, which empties into the duodenum (fig. 

1.1.4). 

figure 1 .1. 4: 

Schematic representation of the bile 

system. 

1. liver 

2. right and left hepatic bile duet 

3. common hepatic bile duet 

4. cystic duet 

5. gall bladder 

6. duodenum 

The basic unity of the liver is the lobule (fig. 1.1.5). It is about 2 mm 

in size, the boundaries of which are demarcated by connective tissue 

septa and the regular distribution of biliary and vascular vessels. When 

cut in a cross section, the typical appearance is a lobule that is rough

ly hexagonal and at the augles of the hexagenon are interlobular portal 

eauals containing connective tissue stroma and the portal triad. In the 

center of the the lobule and roughly running parallel to the interlobular 

portal canals, is the central vein or terminal hepatic venule. The paren

chyma, or the glandular epithelial cells, are arranged as single cel! 

plates, disposed between blood carrying vascular channels. These plates 

radiate from the central vein to the portal eauals at the periphery of 

the lobule. The forementioned blood carrying vascular channels, the li

ver's capillary vessels are called "sinusoides". Here and there, the 

sinusoides are lined by the so called ''Kuppfer cells", which are excee

dingly active phagocytes, thus part of the natura! defence mechanism. The 

degradation of the red blood cells also takes place in the Kuppfer cells. 
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figure 1.1.5: 

Liver lobules (microsco

pie). 

1. portal triad (inclu

ding biliary and 

vascular vessels) 

2. single cell plates of 

glandular epithelial 

cells 

3. sinusoides 

4. central vein or ter

minal vein 

5. Kuppfer cells 

The blood entering the liver through the portal vein and the hepatic 

artery, penetrates the liver lobule system via the portal triads, perfu

ses the sinusoides and gathers in the central veins. The central veins 

discharge into the hepatic vein, ending up in the right frontal part of 

~he brain. While perfusing the sinusoides the blood exchanges oxygen with 

the parenchyma. Simultaneously, exogenous.and endogenous substances are 

metabolised by these epithelial cells or excreted into the bile canalicu

li (fig. 1.1.6). 

In 1969, Rappaport ('69 R2) defined the liver lobule as an acinus. In 

this concept parenchymal cells are grouped into concentric zones surroun

ding the terminal afferent vessels. Zone 1 cells are the first to receive 

the blood, the last to undergo necrosis and the first to regenerate. 

Those cells in regions more distal to the afferent blood vessels, zones 2 

and 3, receive blood of considerable less nutritive value and thus are 

possibly less resistant to hepatotoxins and other veetors of hepatic 

injury. The oxygen tension decreases from zone 1 through zone 3. Scanning 

electron microscopy has !ent credence to Rappaport's concept. 
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f i gure l. 1 • 6 : 

Schematic representation of th~·blood and bile flow through the 

liver. 

l. bile duet 6. sinusoide 

5 

2. portal vein 7. parenchyma or glandular epithelial cells 

3. hepatic artery 8. Kuppfer célls 

4. portal triad 9. central vein 

5. liver lobule 

1.2 The functions of the normal liver 

The complicated structure of the liver as described in the previous sec

tion is demanded by its extremely versatile role and its very large capa

city. Its major functions are discussed in this section. 

The liver can be styled as the body's central laboratory. In the hepato

cytes a large number of reactions continuously take place. Total hepatic 

failure inevitably causes death within a few hours. On the other hand the 

organ has an enormous reserve capacity. Less then a fourth part of the 

liver is able to maintain someone alive. The numerous tasks of the organ 

can be summarized as follows: 
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a. metabolism of absorbed nutrients 

b. synthesis and degradation of plasma proteins 

c. excretion and detoxification of exogenous and endogenous substances 

d. conversion of bilirubin resulting from the continuous degradation of 

red blood cells 

e. production of substances required for digestive processes in the gut 

f. participation in the heath production of the body 

Ad.a. Metabolism of absorbed nutrients. 

The main energy carriers carbo hydrates, lipids and proteins as 

well as vitamines and minerals mainly reach the liver via the por

tal vein. There the most important chemica! conversions take place, 

required for further metabolism elsewhere in the body. 

The carbo-hydrates supply over 50 per cent of the energy needed for 

metabolism in the cells of the body. One of the liver's most impor

tant tasks is. to equalize the supply of energy over the day, i.e. 

to maintain the glucoses concentration at a certain level. Consi

dering the food administration not being continuous, this is not 

immediately obvious. For this purpose, carbo-hydrates are stepwise

ly converted into glucogen, which is stared in the liver. Glucogen 

can at any time be converted into glucoses, regulated by the liver, 

thus preventins hypoglycaemia, which develops in 40-50 per cent of 

the patients with severe liver damage (Samson,'67 Sl; Saunders,'76 

S2; Felig,'70 Fl). 

Another important task is the formation of complex lipids and lipo

proteins. Particularly important is cholesterol, which has a multi

ple function, e.g it is part of the very complicated cell membra-

nes. 

Cholesterol is partially administered directly by the nutrition and 

partially formed from other lipids. Both processes influence each 

other mutually. The blood cholesterol concentration is strictly 
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regulated by the liver and maintained at a certain level between 

3.9 and 7.24 mmol/1. Disturbance of this regulation, in liver fai

lure, can be hazardous, particularly an increase over 8.53 mmol/1 

causes fastening of cholesterol to the arterial inner wall. 

Ad.b. Synthesis of plasma proteins. 

An essential property of the human body is the continuous renewal 

of its structures. This requires an incessant replacement of ele

mentary units or molecule groups in the cell organelles. Conse

quently, a continuously available amount of structural proteins 

must be on stock. Next to the structural proteins, functional pro

teins must be available, e.g. enzymes, coagulation factores, hor

mones, carrier substances and immune substances. The formation and 

degradation of proteins in combination with the amount of protein 

deseending from the nutrition, result in a pool of amino acids, 

which are the basic structures of proteins. The liver maintains the 

plasma amino acid concentratien at a constant level. It also regu

latea the relative concentration of the various amino acids. 

In addition, the liver is able to convert proteins into carbo-hy

drates in case of a temporary deficiency. One of the main tasks, 

however, is the synthesis of a large number of proteins, which are 

released into the circulation, thus reaching the entire organism. 

The most important hepatic plasma proteins are albumines, some 

globulines and most of the coagulation factors. Albumines are the 

most abundant plasma proteins and therefore significant for the 

blood viscosity. Besides, it is a carrier substance for many 11-

pids, minerals etc., just as globulines. In addition, some globu

lines take part in the body's defence mechanism. 

As a result of coagulation factor deficiency, over 50 per cent of 

patients with liver failure develop severe haemorrhage, usually in 

the upper gastro-intestinal tract, but also in the nose, lungs or 

the retroperitoneal space (Groot de,'84 G3). 
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Ad.c Detoxification and excretion of exogenous and endogenous toxins. 

Exogenous toxins enter the body via the gut, e.g. harmful nutritive 

substances, medicines, alcohol, etc. Endogenous toxins, however, 

result from the body's metabolism, e.g. ammonia resulting from mus

cular exertion. It is converted into urea by the liver and excreted 

by the kidneys. 

In detoxification four possibilities occur: 

- The hepatocyte couverts the toxic substance and excretes it. 

The substance is converted but only partially excreted or not 

excreted at all. The remainder is stored as "garbage" in the hepa

tocytes. 

- The hepatocyte is damaged as a result of the toxic activity of a 

substance. It just slowly regenerates or doesn't reeover its pre

vious capacity at all. 

- The hepatocyte dies as a consequence of the toxic activity of a 

substance. 

In hepatic failure, many toxic substances accumulate in the body 

(see also Ad.d and Ad.e). Alone or in combination (synergism) they 

cause hepatic encephalopathy, cerebral edema, necrosis of hepatocy

tes and death. 

Ad.d Conversion of bilirubin, resulting from the continuous degradation 

of red blood cells. 

Bilirubin is the principal degradation product of the heme catabo

lism in mammals. lts major souree is haemoglobin of the senescent 

red blood cells, which are degraded in the mononuclear phagocytic 

cells of the spleen, bone marrow and the Kuppfer cells of the liver. 

Approximately 140 million red blood cells are degraded per minute. 

After release into the circulation, the pigment is reversibly bound 

to albumin and transported to the liver, which is normally the sole 

organ removing bilirubin from plasma. In the course of its transhe-
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patic transport bilirubin is esterified (or conjugated) with mono

saccharides, mainly glucuronic acid, to form mono- and diconjugated 

derivates, which, unlike unconjugated bilirubin are non-toxic and 

are readily excreted in the bile. The bile is drained into the ali

mentary canal, where the bulk of the conjugated bilirubin is elimi

nated with the feces, whereas a minor portion is reabsorbed and 

undergoes the so-called enterohepatic circulation. 

Bilirubin is a potentially toxic compound, which, particularly in 

newborn infants with severe unconjugated hyperbilirubinemia, can 

cause hepatic encephalopathy, irreversible brain damage and death. 

Ad.e Production of substances required for the digestive processes in the 

gut. 

In the liver, bile is produced and excreted. The bile drains into 

the alimentary tract. The bile contains bile acids, some of which 

are required for the digestive processes in the gut. The major part 

of the bile acids is reabsorbed and undergoes the enterohepatic 

circulation, similarly to some of the bilirubin. 

Ad.f Participation in the heath production of the body. 

The liver is the body's warmest organ. During digestion, the blood 

leaving the liver through the hepatic vein has a temperature of 

41°C. The organ is of great significanee for the completion and 

maintainance of the normal temperature of the body. 

This section and the previous one merely give a very limited introduetion 

in the biology of the liver. Nevertheless it might help the technolegist 

to read this report with full comprehension. More extensive information 

can be found in a great number of books written on the liver. For someone 

who really wants to read in depth about the liver, I would refer to Zakim 

and Boyer ('82 Zl), as it is a complete and up-to-date report of the 

organ and progress in the area. 
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1.3 Artificial liver support, medical relevanee 

As mentioned and explained in the previous section, total hepatic failure 

inevitably causes death within a few hours. In the near future, no arti

ficial liver support system will be able to take over all the vital func

tions of the real liver. In this respect, hybrid organs, that are to be 

developed during the next decades, offer new and perhaps better possibi

lities. None the less if a patient can be kept alive over a period of 

some weeks with the aid of synthetic support, i.e. if the "internal mi

lieu" can be artificially restored or maintained in a satisfactory condi

tion, this would mean an enormous step forward. 

Various groups of patients might benefit from temporary liver support: 

Patients with acute liver failure due to viral hepatitis, exposure to 

hepatotoxins or drug reactions. Temporary liver support can keep the 

patient alive until the patient's liver takes over again. This treat

ment is based on the liver's large ability to regenerate. 

Patients with chronic underlying liver disturbances, such as cirrho

sis, which result in severe haemorrhage. The low blood pressure re

sulting from bleeding, results in inadequate perfusion of the liver, 

necrosis of regeneratien nodules and consequent under-production of 

blood clotting factors (normally synthesised by the liver). A means of 

breaking through this vicious circle would result in impravement and 

stabilisation of the patient' s condition and allow the underlying 

liver diseases to be treated by other means. 

Patients with advanced cirrhosis and irreversible liver-failure for 

whom the only possible treatment is transplant. At present, there are 

no means whereby a patient with liver failure can be kept alive until 

such time as a donor liver becomes available. 

At this moment one is able to support various functions of the liver 

synthetically. Continuous administration of glucose usually prevents 

hypoglycaemia. Fresh frozen plasma and blood are given to replace the 

missing coagulation factors (Gimson, '82 G2) and other vital proteins. 

Artificial support of the excretory and detoxifying function of the li

ver, however, remains ineffective. 
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There have been many attempts at replacing the liver's excretory and 

detoxifying function in patients with acute hepatic failure (Berk et. 

al.,'76 B1). These include cross perfusion techniques, exchange transfu

sion of blood or plasma, extracorporeal pig or baboon liver perfusion and 

haemodialysis (artificial kidney). For one reasou or another, none of 

these methods is entirely satisfactory. 

Perfusion of blood and plasma from a patient in liver failure through a 

cartridge packed with sorbent material constitutes an alternative appro

ach. lts simplicity has much to commend it if a suitable biocompatible 

adsorbent can be found. The basic technique is very simple as is shown in 

Fig. 1.3.1. 

FIGURE 1.3.1 

l 
1 1. pump 

2 
2. column 

1 3. bubble trap 
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1.4 Haemo- and plasmaperfusion over activated charcoal or resins 

Perfusion of cartridges containing sarbents on itself is not new. Sar

bents are used extensively for industrial purification and separation 

processes. Their origins may be found in early recorded history (± 18th 

century, von Kienle,'80 K2) and the worlds literature contains many thou

sands of individual citations. Clinical applications of sarbents to rema

val of endogenous and exogenous substances directly from flowing blood, 

however, is a rather recent development. 

Sorption involves contacting a free fluid phase with a rigid and durable 

particular phase (the sorbent), which has the property of selectively 

taking up and storing one or more solute species (the sorbate) originally 

contained inthefluid (Perry et.al.,'73 Pl). Two types of sarbent have 

been incorporated into blood detoxification devices; i.e. adsorbents and 

ion exchange resins. 

Adsorbents utilize two different types of sorption mechanism, physically 

adsorption and chemisorption. Weak electrastatic (van der Waals) forces 

bind the sarbate in physical adsorption whereas chemica! forces (covalent 

bonds) bind the sarbate in chemisorption. A range of binding strengths 

exist between these extremes. Ion exchange, as the name implies, involves 

ionic binding forces; sarbate ions displays existing ions, of like char

ge, from exchange sit.es on the sarbent resin. Adsorbents have a limited 

capacity to act as ion exchangers and visa versa. Most perfusion devices 

employ adsorbents, with major emphasis on "activated charcoal". Only a 

few columns contain the adsorbent "uncharged resin", while even fewer 

contain ion exchange resins. 
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In haemeperfusion the patient's blood leaves the body from a large artery 

in the forearm, leg or subclavia, passes through a small bore plastic 

tube (blood line) to the sarbent cartridge and returns via another blood 

line to the corresponding vein. Typical flow rates are 100, 200 and 300 

ml/min. The pressure drop across some devices is such that a pump is not 

essential, but for safety reasoos a blood pump is always used. Heparin is 

administered before and during therapy to avoid clotting in the extracor

poreal circuit. Any small clots or air bubbles that should form in the 

circuit are collected in the bubble trap inserted in the veneus blood 

line (figure 1.3.1). 

Plasmaperfusion is analogous to haemeperfusion with the important diffe

rence that plasma containing most of the proteins is separated from the 

blood cells by a plasmapheresis filter. After that, the plasma perfuses 

the cartridge with the sarbent material to finally join the blood cells 

again to form the venous blood line. 

Most haemo- or plasmaperfusion columns consist of a packed bed of sorbent 

granules encased in a rigid plastic housing. Fine mesh plates at both 

ends of the bed retain the granules within the cartridge. The column is 

sterilized prior to clinical use. 

Some haemo- or plasmaperfusion columns differ from the packed bed design. 

For example, activated charcoal granules can be embedded in a film, which 

is wound in a tight spiral coil around a central spool. The coil is enca

sed in a cilindrical housing. This methad enables the use of smaller par

ticles (van Zutphen,'75 Z1, van Berlo, '82 B4), which is not possible in 

packed beds. The pressure drop in beds with extremely small particles 

would be to much. Besides, powdered particles cannot be coated indivi

dually. The filmadsorber, a column using extremely small particles is 

discussed in the next section. 
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As mentioned in the previous section the use of a cartridge with sorbent 

material for correcting biochemical abnormalities has considerable appeal 

because of its simplicity. Other clear advantages are its high capacity 

and broad spectrum of sorption. A major problem, however, encountered in 

the early attempts to haemoperfuse with activated charcoal was the forma

tion of carbon emboli. These minute particles of carbon were generated by 

attrition between granules of carbon. Ragstam ('66 Hl), showed that these 

micro-emboli accumulated in the lungs, spleen, liver and kidneys. 

Perfusion also produced drops in the number of platelets circulating 

through the extracorporeal circuit (Yatzidis,'64 Yl; Ounea,'65 02; Mytte

naere,'67 M2). Another problem is adhesion of white blood cells to the 

sorbent (Ounlop E.H.,'75 03). The lossof these cellular elements from 

the blood may predispose to bleeding, and possibly to infection. 

To reduce these effects, the activated carbon granules were encapsulated 

with biocompatible, semipermeable membranes. This coating allow toxins to 

pass into the carbon while preventing direct granular attrition and embo

li generation. The membranes are also more blood compatible than the car

bon and thereby reduce the platelet and white blood cell drop. 

Many investigations have been carried out in this field ever since coa

ting became the vogue in± 1965 (Yatzidis,'66 Y2; Rosenbaum et. al., '68 

R4; Andrade et.al., '72 Al; Winchester,'77 Wl; Hill,'77 H2). A very tho

rough study on coating has been carried out by Chang ('66 Cl; '69 C2; '70 

C3; '73 C4; '74 CS; '77 C6). 

From all these investigations it appears that all haemoperfusion systems 

can produce significant platelet drops, up to 50 per cent for coated car

bon and from 30 to 80 per cent for uncoated carbon. Uncoated resins have 

drops of 40 to 80 per cent. Losses from circulation of white blood cells 

amount to 30 per cent within one hour during haemoperfusion over coated 

charcoal, but by the end of the perfusion the levels have usually reeave

red (Gazzard, '74 Gl). Winchester ('77 Wl) concluded that tremenclous vari

ations can occu~ from subject to subject. Provided the carbon was proper

ly washed prior to coating, no emboli are detected anymore. 
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At first thought, coating is likely to have a negative influence on the 

capacity of the sorbent. This coating may produce a significant decrease 

in the rate of adsorption but uncoated ebareaal rapidly adsorbs protein 

so that the rate of adsorption of small molecules is also reduced (Berk, 

'78 B2). Dwing to this the negative influence of coating is of minor im

portance when put into praxis. 

Plasmaperfusion itself does not affect the platelets nor other blood 

cells, as will be clear. Still the forementioned plasmapheresis procedure 

has a negative influence in its turn, however less than the haemoperfu

sion. Disadvantages of plasmaperfusion may be furthermore: Additional use 

of expensive plasmapheresis cartridges and low plasma flow (70 ml/min at 

most) through the column. Investigations in the area of biocompatability 

mainly faces medica! and biomedical problems; this subject, however, is 

beyond the scope of this report. Therefore no further attention will be 

payed to it. 
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1.5 A haemo- and plasmaperfusion column using extremely small adsorbent 

particles: The filmadsorber. 

A factor of eminent importance in rapid solute remaval is the surface of 

the sarbent per unit volume available for this solute. The available 

sarbent surface per unit of sarbent volume is called the specific surfa

ce. Suppose the larger partiele has a 0.5 mm diameter. This means that 

the volume of one big partiele is 1000 times the volume of one small 

particle. But the surface area is only 100 times larger. Hence the speci

fic surface is ten times larger. 

Due to the inevitable embedding in the film, a column with 0.5 liter vo

lume containing the powdered charcoal, contains less sarbent material (± 

60 gr) when compared to packed bed columns of the same size (± 300 gr). 

Nevertheless the total specific surface remains larger when powdered 

charcoal is applied. 

This influence of the sarbent partiele size on the sorption characteris

tics has been recognized by several other groups as well (Davies et.al., 

'74 Dl; Malchesky et.al.,'77 Ml; Lauterberg et.al., '79 Ll; Holloway et. 

a1.,'79 H3; Gunderman et.al.,'81 G4; Ozdural et.al.,'82 01; Kawanishi 

et.al., '82 Kl). However the use of activated powdercharcoal by these 

groups was limited to experimental haemeperfusion only. Optimal designing 

of devices with keeping the advantages of powdercharcoal appeared to be a 

major problem. The concept of the filmadsorber 'with activated powder

charcoal embedded in a collodion film as coating has been developed at 

the Eindhoven University of Technology by van Zutphen ('75 Z2) and Riete

ma et.al. ('75 R3), but research was continued in 1980 only by Tangerman 

et.al. ('80 Tl) and van Berlo et.al. ('84 B5). 
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As explained in the previous section, in the filmadsorber the coated film 

is wound in a tight coil around a central spool. Van Zutphen ('75 Z2) 

used glass beads to separate two individual film layers to let the blood 

or plasma perfuse the column. Van Berlo et.al. ('82 B4) introduced small 

bulges in the film instead of the glass beads, which improved biocompata

bility while it didn't disturbe perfusion (figure 1.5.1). 

figure 1.5.1 

In this report the dynamics of the filmadsorber are investigated with the 

aid of kinetic modelling and in-vitro experiments. In the next section 

the basic aims of kinetic modelling are discussed. 
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1.6 Kinetic modelling in artificial liver support 

Kinetic modelling is the mathematica! description of a system, which 

enables us to analyse the dynamica of the system, i.e. its time dependent 

behaviour. We distinguish between two types of kinetic modelling. Firstly 

"device kinetic modelling", which is kinetic modelling of the detoxifica

tion device or system. Secondly "pharmaco kinetic modelling", which is 

kinetic modelling of the body (a precise definition is given in chapter 

5). We consider as main purposes of kinetic modelling in artificial liver 

support: 

1. Optimization of the detoxification device or system 

2. The indication of a strategy, by which a treatment can he performed as 

effective as possible, i.e. when and to what extent liver support is 

required? (= optimization of the treatment). 

Ad.1 For this purpose an objective criterium for the performance of a 

system is required. Besides, understanding of the individual mass 

transfer processes that occur in a system facilitates the optimiza

tion. 

Ad.2 For this purpose we need to know: 

a. The clearance capacity required from a detoxification system, 

i.e. - how much should he removed? 

- how fast the toxin(s) should be removed? 

b. The clearance capacity of a system, 

i.e. - how much can be removed? 

- how fast the toxin(s) can he removed? 

In this study only (ad)sorption devices were considered (the filmadsor

ber). An adsorption kinetic model must be able to provide the objective 

criterium, which is necessary to satisfy purpose 1 and 2b. A pharmaco 

kinetic model, in combination with a large number of medica! data must be 

able to answer question 2a (Scheme 1.6.1)~ As the concept of the pharmaco 

kinetic model in this thesis is new it is discussed insection 1.7. 
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medica! boundary conditions 

adsorption objective optimization optima! 

kinetic criterium of device 

modelling 1 device 

~ 2b 

pharmaco optimization 

kinetic of 

modelling 2a 2 treatment 

scheme 1.6.1: The objective criterium provided by adsorption kinetic 

modelling enables the optimization of the device, which results in the 

optima! device. Subsequently, the objective criterium reveals the clea

ring capacity of the optima! device. Pharmaco kinetica reveal the requi

red clearing capacity. This results in optimilization of the treatment, 

i.e. when and to what extend liver support is required. The numbers in 

this scheme agree with those used above. N.B. The whole optimization 

process is bound to clinical applications in human beings ( = medica! 

boundary conditions). 

Unless its potential applications and its indispensability in the more 

rational development of artificial liver support, the power of kinetic 

modelling should not be overestimated. An exact description of very com

plex biologica! systems or systems applying biologica! materials is im

possible, because the (extremely large number of) parameters involved 

cannot be measured all from independent experiments. In addition the 

measurement error in these systems is relatively large when compared to 

non-biologica! systems. Therefore, models in biology and biophysics must 

be as simple as possible. Only when a model is not able to give a mathe

matica! description of a system, then it should be extended. 
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Due to the fact that the models are bound to be a gross simplification of 

reality and that parameters are determined with little exactness, kinetic 

modelling merely helps at making the development of artificial liver 

support more rationally. It certainly does not provide a ready-made re

ceipt for solving the problems of artificial liver support. Therefore 

medical empiricism will remain to be inevitable to a large extent (Klink

mann H., private communication). Yet every step forward towards a more 

rational development is valuable. 

N.B. The model parameters in this thesis are measured for one substance 

(toxin). This implies that they are unique for this substance. Besides, 

the parameters are dependent upon the sorbent used, the protein binding, 

etc. For this reasou every parameter should be labelled. For the sake of 

notation, however, this labelling is avoided. 
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1.7 A need fora new strategy in the development of an artificial liver. 

So far, the development of artificial liver support systems, that must 

replace the liver's excretory and detoxifying function, has proceeded 

empirically and intuitively due to our ignorance of the toxins to be 

removed, the amount of the various toxins to be removed and the metabolic 

abnormalities to be corrected. Consequently no satisfactory indication is 

available when and to what extent a liver support system is required. 

N.B. As a disturbed "internal milieu" may cause further deterioration of 

the liver (section 1.2), thus aggravating its own condition, the cammen

cement of artificial support is of eminent importance. The liver, however 

partially out of function, still is able to fulfil an important part of 

his excretory and detoxifying task. This implies that the effect of arti

ficial liver support systems, must be seen as an additional clearance. 

Therefore, liver support must be started befare the clearance of the 

artificial support system is insufficient to make up for loss of clea

rance capacity due to proceeding deterioration of the liver. 

In our opinion, a new strategy can lead to a practical and useful indica

tion for when liver support must be started, for it may reveal the quan

tity of toxins, that should be removed artificially for varying condi

tions of the liver. This indication is required for a rational develop

ment of artificial liver support systems. 

In this strategy we must know the excretory and detoxifying capacity of 

the liver as a function of the residual functional liver mass and the 

blood flow, perfusing the liver parenchymal tissue. In chapter 6, the new 

strategy will be explained extensively. 
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1.8 The aim of this study 

The aim of the group "technology for body fluids" with respect to arti

ficial liver support is to indicate when and to what extent artificial 

liver support is required in liver failure. Kinetic modelling provides 

a tool which helps to provide this indication. Therefore an adsorption 

kinetic model of the detoxification device and a pharmaco kinetic model 

of the body is required. They must be able to satisfy the requirements 

mentioned in section 1.6. This study aims at the development of such 

models 
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CHAPTER 2: KINETIC MODELLING OF THE HAEMO- AND PLASMAPERFUSION DEVICE: 

ADSORPTION KINETICS 

2.1 Introduetion 

Perfusion with cartridges containing serbents finds its roots in the 18th 

century. Sarbents have been used for half a century or more for decclou

ration and effluent purification in the che~ical industry. In common with 

most perfusion devices, industrial types normally consist of packed beds 

of granular sorbents. The solution to be deccloured or purified passes 

through the packed bed only once, i.e. a single pass operation. For de

sign purposes it is assumed, that the concentratien of impurity entering 

the beds is constant. The performance of the bed is judged by the concen

tratien-time curve at the outlet, i.e. the breakthrough curve. Once the 

concentratien rises above an arbitrary tresheld value the bed is assumed 

to be saturated and it must be replaced or regenerated. A typical break

through curve is shown in figure 2.1.1 (curve a). 
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If the flow rate is infinitely slow or the mass transfer rate between the 

effluent and the adsorbent is infinitely fast, then the breakthrough 

curve is a step rather than a sigmoid shaped curve (figure 2.1.1, curve 

b). Therefore breakthrough occurs on curve "a" when only a part of the 

capacity has been utilized. Design of industrial devices eentres upon 

minimizing this loss of capacity. 

If the bed length exceeds a eertaio minimum value the shape of the break

through curve becomes independent of the length of the bed, i.e. a con

stant pattern. Values of the minimum length required are given by Vermeu

len ('58 V2) and Hashimoto et.al. ('77 H3). This constant pattern break

through curve merely undergoes a time shift to account for the changes in 

bed length. The constant pattern assumption can be applied for most in

dustrial packed beds, hence the above solutions are sufficient to design 

these devices. 

Unfortunately, the constant pattern results are derived for constant 

inlet concentration, whereas in clinical applications, the inlet concen

tration decreases with time. This reatricts the scope of quantitative 

design by this method. Nevertheless, it provides a framework in which 

semiquantitative rather than empirical design is possible (work specific 

to therapeutic medicine in general, and perfusion devices in particular, 

tends to be empirical). In addition, constant inlet concentration experi

ments are not generally applicable since constant pattern conditions are 

not usually achieved. 

For these reasoos very little effective work has been done to quantify 

the mass transfer processes in perfusion devices. In a haemoperfusion 

column several simultaneously interacting processes are associated with 

the remaval of a toxin: 

a. convection of toxin in the fluid in axial direction of the column 

b. axial mixing in the fluid perfusing the column 

- due to velocity profile 

- due to stochastics 

c. diffusion of the toxin in the fluid in the transverse direction to

wards the adsorbing or exchanging partiele 
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d. diffusion in the coating layer surrounding the sorption partiele 

e. diffusion of the toxin within the pores of the partiele 

f. sorption of the toxin on the solid surfaces of the pores (adsorption 

on the external surface is comparatively insignificant) 

g. competition for the sorption sites; i.e. competitive adsorption or ion 

exchange 

Processes typical for medical application of sorption in a haemo- or 

plasmaperfusion column 

h. time dependenee of the inlet concentratien 

i. reaction of the toxin with other components in the blood, e.g. protein 

binding 

j. sarbent pores getting silted up with protein molecules 

A model simulating in detail all these transfer processes constitutes a 

rather general description of the operation of fixed bed adsorbers or 

exchangers. Every process is described by at least one parameter, yet a 

limited number of experiments to determine the parameters can be perfor

med. This implies that only some of the parameters can be determined 

directly from the experiments. The others must be estimated from circala

tion experiments with the aid of curvefitting procedures, hence the va

lues of many parameters loose their physical significance. 

As an exact mathematica! description is actually inaccessible, an appro

ximate description must be formulated. Rational simplification can be 

performed by comparision of the physical significanee of the involved 

parameters, after which effects of several mass transfer processes in 

haemeperfusion can be neglected. However, in practice neglect of proces

ses frequently aften results from the ignorance of their effects so far. 

This made that design of haemo- and plasmaperfusion devices has proceeded 

empirically and intuitively rather than rationally. 
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Radcliffe ('78 Rl) was one of the first to break from the empirica! tra

dition in a reliable and usefull way. The advanced adsorption kinetic 

model presented in this report (section 2.2 to 2.5), has been based on 

his work. Other adsorption kinetic models worth mentioning are proposed 

by van Berlo et. al. ('84 Bl) and Mor et.al. ('80M2). Both simplify 

transfer processes with respect to Radcliffe's version. 

In this study an alternative approach is proposed for the sophisticated 

models mentioned above. In a simple model the column is treated as a 

"black box" relating the inlet concentration to the outlet concentration, 

without detailing the internal mass transfer phenomena. N.B. If a simple 

model satisfies the requirements (section 1.6), then it is superior to 

any more complicated model. 
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2.2 External diffusion 

In this section mass transfer processes will be discussed that occur in 

the fluid phase of the column. 

In our model the solid phase will be represented by an infinite slab 

(figure 2.2.1), since diffusion experiments showed that this approach 

gave the best fit to experimental data (Berlo, '84 B1). Its surface area 

contacting the fluid phase represents the total surface area on the pores 

per unit volume of the sorbent, the so called specific surface ap• 

Q C(x,z,t)l 

fluid phase c(z,t)l 
-4 + + + I 

* 
solid phase q(z,t)j 

q(x,z,t)l 

'+---

IC(x,z+dz,t) 

J lc(z+dz,t) 
t I I I I 

* jq(z+dz,t) 

lq(x,z+dz,t) 

dz -~' 
(1-E) 

figure 2.2.1: 

Slab model 

of column 

x 

z 

= place coordinate in transverse direction of column 

• place coordinate in axial direction of column 

C(x,z,t) =mixing cup concentration in fluid phase (at time t and place 

x and z in the column) 

* C(x,z,t) = fluid phase concentration at partiele (i.e. pore) surface 

q(x,z,t) = average solid phase concentration 

* q(x,z,t) = solid phase concentration at partiele (i.e. pore) surface 

E = bed porosity = volume of fluid in column per total volume 

Jt = mass transfer rate in transverse direction of column 

In accordance with Fickian diffusion, the mass transfer rate per unit 

volume of the column J in the tranverse direction of the column is given 

by: 

J (1 _ ~) x D x o C(x,z,t) 
t=- apx ~ 1 6 x 

where Dl = liquid diffusivity 
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Next to mass transfer in the transverse direction, mass transfer in the 

axial direction of the column occurs. This results in the typical concen

tration curve in figure 2.2.2. This axial mixing can be mathematically 

described by the following equation: 

o2c(z,t) 
Ja= g x Def x 

where Ja = mass transfer rate per unit volumn in axial direction 

Def = the effective dispersion coefficient in the fluid phase 

c . (a) 
figure 2.2.2: 

t Influence of 

I (b). axial mixing 
inlet 

pul se 
curve a: 

C-curve for 

plug flow 

curve b: 

typical C-curve 

for axial dis-

persion 

0 e -
Using the above expressions a mass balance over an infinite slab (with 

length dz) of the column provides the following equation for mass trans

fer in the fluid phase of the column: 

ê C(x,z,t) ê C(x,z,t) 
g x = - v 0x - a x 

ê t 0 z p 

o2c(x,z,t) + g x D _x 
er ê z2 

(1 ) 01
x o C(x,z,t) 

-g x ê x 

(2.2.1) 
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where va= superficial velocity ( va= A ~ 
A = cross sectional area of column 

In this equation the first term on the right hand side represents the 

transport of toxin through convection. 

The numeric solution of a system including equation 2.2.1 is not only 

complex but in addition only stable when implicit methods are used. For 

this reasou Radcliffe ('78 Rl) employed a quite different approach to 

descrihing dispersion phenomena in packed beds. He used a lumped parame

ter model, constructed from the elemental sorption and mass transfer 

processes discussed in section 2.2 to 2.4. It is both straightforward and 

stable. In this model the packed bed is conceived as a finite number of 

identical ideal stirred cells linked in series, each of which contains a 

moving fluid phase and a stationary sarbent phase (figure 2.2.3). 

Q ~ - figure 2.2.3: 
+ c (x,t) e x V + 

n n Radcliffe's 
cn-l(x,t) * 

C (x,t) 
J c (t) n 

' 
lumped 

n 

* 
q (x,t) 

qn(t) 

n m =pbxv n n 

-- -
nth cell 

parameter 

model 

where C ,t) =mixing cup concentration in fluid phase (at time t) 
n 

* C (t) = fluid phase concentration at partiele (i.e. pore) surface 
n 

q (t) = average solid phase concentration 
n 

* q (t) = solid phase concentration at partiele (i.e. pore) surface 
n 

J 

V 
n 

m 
n 

Q 

= mass transfer rate in transverse direction of column 

1 1 Of n th 11 = tota vo ume ce 

b in nth cell = sor ent mass 

= volumetrie flow rate 
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Its only disadvantage is, that for very small values of axial dispersion 

the number of cells in the model becomes large, and the number of diffe

rentlal equations rises in proportion, which in Radcliffe's numerical 

salution probably got problematic. Therefore, the use of the lumped para

meter model was realistic only for moderate to large values of axial 

dispersion. 

The Peelet number Pe represents the relative amounts of the solute con

veeeed vs. diffused along the column. Thus, the Peelet number represents 

a measure for the axial mixing and dispersion of the solute along the 

column. The peelet number is defined (utilizing the length of the column 

L as the length scale for normalizing): 

Pe(L) • 

For packed beds Pe1 > 100 (Mor et.al.,'80 M2), hence axial mixing ef

fects can be neglected. 

For these reasons most models of mass transfer in packed beds, such as 

haemo- or plasmaperfusion columns, assume plug flow, i.e. a flat velocity 

profile across the bed (the concentration curve for plug flow is an ideal 

pulse displaced one mean residence time, see figure 2.2.2). 

Conditions under which Mor et.el. measured a Pe > 100, thus making plau

sible the neglect of axial mixing effects, are not valid for the filmad

sorber. This implies, that in case of the filmadsorber, a next step will 

be to investigate the influence of axial dispersion. Until such time as a 

satisfactory answer has been given, we wil! assume plug flow, hence ne

glect the influence of axial mixing. 

The neglect of axial dispersion allows us to approximate Fickian diffu

sion by the two layer theory, in which we distinguish a bulk which flows 

as a plug and a laminar sublayer adjacent to the sarbent partiele which 

can be treated as a boundary layer (figure 2.2.4). The bulk is assumed to 

be well stirred and all mass transfer occurs over the thin boundary la

yer. 
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carrier 

---+ laminar layer I__,. .................... . I= I= plug flow 

I= .................... . 
laminar layer 

)R)o.opoö%5~~Q-oao
(J<JoDCb collodion film O~~q 

carrier 

figure 2.2.4: 

velocity profile of the 

the filmadsorber 

When axial dispersion is neglected and the two layer theory is applied 

there are two mechanisms involved in the development of the external 

diffusion resistance in perfusion devices: The fluid film resistance and 

the membrane resistance. The first resistance is common to all devices, 

but will differ because of differences in rheological behaviour. It is 

visualized as resulting from the laminar sublayer. The second resistance 

is found only in haemo-' or plasmaperfusion columns where the sorbent is 

coated with a biocompatible membrane. 

The two resistances are in series, thus the combined external resistance 

is equal to the sum of the two. Therefore, since the diffusion resistance 

is equal to the inverse of the mass transfer coefficient we have: 

1 
-= 
k e 

where k = external mass transfer coefficient 
e 

kf = fluid-film mass transfer coefficient 

k = membrane mass transfer coefficient 
m 

(2.2.2) 
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This boundary layer provides a simple and accurate model for diffusion 

from the fluid phase to the membrane. 

The membrane resistance is measured by assuming the membrane is a homoge

neaus solid phase through which the sorbate molecules can diffuse. It is 

also assumed to be uniform of thickness. This uniform thickness repre

seuts the mean distance for a molecule to reach the external surface of a 

sarbent particle. The membrane mass transfer coefficient km is equal to 

the effective sorbate diffusivity in the membrane divided by the estima

ted mean membrane thickness. 

The fluid film mass transfer coefficient ke must be measured experimen

tally. Hence the two contributing resistances kf and km cannot be de

termined independently. In our model we wil! assume one fluid layer re

presenting both the fluid phase and the collodion layer. 

In accordance with the two layer theory, the mass transfer rate per unit 

volume of the column in the transverse direction is given by: 

* J = (1 - e) x k x a x ( C(z,t) - C (z,t) ) e p 

Hence after neglect of axial dispersion and application of the two layer 

theory equation 2.2.1 can be rearranged into: 

(2.2.3) 

Equation 2.2.3 will be used in our advanced adsorption kinetic model. 
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2.3 Intrapartiele diffusion 

Adsorbents are either natural or synthetic materials of mieroparous 

structure with complex internal pores. The pores range from several Ang

str6ms diameter up to 10.000 A, although most of the internal volume is 

associated with pore diameters less than 50 A. The adsorption capacity 

results from the large internal surface of the pores (500 to 1200 m2 per 

g). However, the pore structure also provides a tortuous route for the 

sorbate to reach the internal adsorptive surface. Similar conditions 

apply in ion exchange resins, since those employed in blood detoxifica

tion devices consist of a synthetic polymerie matrix. As we used activa

ted charcoal only, no more attention will be payed to ion exchange re

sins. 

The structure of every granule of a given sorbent is different and the 

path taken by an individual sorbate molecule through the granule is pro

bably unique. Nevertheless it is possible to predict quite accurately the 

net movement of molecules in a granule by applying very simplistic models 

of intrapartiele diffusion. Two types of models based on Fickian diffu

sion have been proposed, namely, pore diffusion and solid or surface 

diffusion. In both cases all the sorbent granules are assumed to be iden-

tical and homogeneous. Most models assume spherical granules although a 

limited number consider cilindrical ones. The carbon granules we employed 

have an irregular shape. Since we apply the infinite slab model, where 

the total amount of embedded granules are conceived a continuous flat 

sheet of sorbent material, this irregularity is of no importance to us. 

In pore diffusion the sorbate diffuses through the pores, in the fluid

phase. At each point in the partiele the fluid-phase sorbate is in equi

librium with the solid-phase sorbate on the adjacent internal surface, in 

accordance with the equilibrium isotherm (section 2.4). The rate equation 

at any radial point is given by: 
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~ C(x,t) + ~ q(x,t) = D x 
~2c(x,t) 

(2.3.1) e x p x 
~ t 

e x 
p ~ t p p p 

~ x2 

where C(x,t) = fluid-phase concentratien within the partiele (in pore) 

q(x,t) = solid-phase concent ration within partiele 

x = place coordinate in "pore direction" 

e = porosity of partiele 
p 

D = pore diffusivity (assumed constant) 
p 

pp = apparenty density of partiele 

The solid or surface diffusion model assumes the sorbate diffuses in the 

solid phase. The equilibrium isotherm applies between the fluid phase and 

the solid phase concentrations at the external surface of the partiele as 

well as at the internal surfaces of the pores. When the::e is equilibrium · 

at surface then: 

e x 
p 

~ C(x,t) ~ q(x,t) ~2q(x,t) 
--~---- + p x - = D x p x 

~ t p ~ t s P ~ x2 
(2.3.2) 

The amount of sarbate accumulated in the fluid-phase within the partiele 

is usually only a fraction of that in the solid-phase. Pore and solid 

diffusion are sametimes assumed to occur in parallel. The rate equation 

for this combined diffusion model is formed by adding the right side of 

equation 2.3.1 to that of equation 2.3.2. 

The pore diffusivity is related to the diffusivity of the sarbate in the 

sarbent by the following equality: 

D 
p 

where = diffusivity of sarbate in the solvent 

= tortuosity factor 

However, the majority of papers that consider pore diffusion do not in

clude the porosity on the right hand side of equation 2.3.1. Hence the 

above equality becomes: 

0 eff = 
e x o

1 P = e x D 
l.I. p p 

where Deff = the effective diffusivity or 

apparent pore diffusivity 
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The tortuosity factor is an empirical coeffient that relates the pore and 

liquid diffusivities. Values of ~ usually fall within the range 2 to 6 

(Suzuki et.al.,'74 S4; Di Giano et.al., '72 D2). As it is not possible to 

estimate the tortuosity independently, the pore diffusivity cannot be 

predicted in advance, with the help of the above formulae. 

Experimental values of pore and solid diffusivities vary greatly from 

sorbent to sorbent. Spahn et.al. ('76 S2). In addition, there is no gene

ral relationship between the first principles (size of a sorbate mole

cule, mass, structure of sorbent) and the diffusivity in a particular 

sorbent. Therefore, it is necessary to measure the intrapartiele diffu

sivity directly for each sorbent and sorbate combination. In order to do 

this one must first decide which of the above models provides the best 

description of the intrapartiele diffusion. 

The choice of intrapartiele diffusion mechanism seems a difficult one. 

Pore and solid diffusion are only the theoretical extremes of the molecu

lar transport processes that may occur in a sorbent particle. Combined 

diffusion is an intermediate compromise. All three mechanisms involve 

gross simplifications of reality. Besides it is important to mention, 

that if a sorbent partiele has a porous structure it does not necessarily 

follow that the pore diffusion model will provide the best description of 

the kinetics. 

Hashimoto et.al. ('75 H2) compared the exact solutions for pore and solid 

diffusion respectively, in a theoretical batch experiment, with zero 

external mass transfer resistance. Provided a total of not more than 80 

per cent of the original sorbate in solution was adsorbed, then there was 

no significant difference between the sorbate kinetics for the two mecha

nisms (i.e. within the usual scatter of experimental data). This was 

confirmed by Neretnieks ('76 Nl). In most batch experiments however, the 

external mass transfer resistance, although quite small is not zero. 

Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that the pore and solid diffu

sion kinetics retain their similarity provided the intrapartiele diffu

sion is rate coatrolling (Neretnieks, '76 N2). 
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If the batch kinetics based on pore and the solid diffusion are indistin

guishible, it is only necessary to use one of the models to calculate the 

intrapartiele diffusivities from experimental data. The corresponding 

values of Ds and Dp are simply related by the partiele capacity ratio 

or partiele adsorption coefficient, Ap: 

P x qo 
A = _.p~---

P Co 
and D 

s 

D x e 
= •P p 

AP 

Dedrick et.al. ('67 Dl) compared the two models in batch experiments with 

several types of activaeed carbon and confirmed the theoretica! studies. 

When more than 80 per cent of the sarbate was adsorbed, and the simulated 

kinetics diverged, the experimental data were the best simulated by the 

solid diffusion model. This trend also applied when Hashimoto et.al. ('77 

H3) compared simulations of a packed bed perfusion column based on pore 

and solid diffusion respectively. 

These results suggest that, when the two intrapartiele kinetics diverge, 

solid diffusion may provide a better model for activaeed charcoal. In 

this report the intrapartiele diffusion is described by a solid diffusion 

model. As already mentioned in sec~ion 2.2 and earlier this section we 

wil! apply the flat sheet model in which the solid phase is represented 

by a flat sheet with specific surface ap• 

The intrapartiele diffusion equations 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 combined with the 

equilibrium isotherm (section 2.4) form a complex non-linear differential 

equation, the solutions of which are often unstable (Huang,'75 H5). Solu

tions and studies of stability criteria of complex partial differential 

equations are way beyond the scope of this project. 
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In previous studies several simplified rate equations were used that have 

been developed to approximate solid diffusion in sorbent particles. 

Glueckauf et.al. ('47 Gl) proposedan empirical, linear driving force 

(L.D.F.) expression for the rate of accumulation of sarbate in the parti

cle. Spahn et.al. ('75 S2) and Holland et.al. ('77 H4) have applied this 

model to the analysis of diffusion data for activated carbon. They con

cluded that although the L.D.F. approximation gives reasonable results 

for constant pattern breakthrough curves, it is far to insensitive to 

accurately predict the kinetics in a batch system. 

Vermeulen ('53 Vl), proposed a more sophisticated expression basedon a 

quadratic driving force (Q.D.F.), i.e: 

aq(z,t) = 60 x ~ x 
at q 

D * s x ( q(z,t)2- g(z,t)2 
d 2 2 x q(z,t) (2.3.1) 

p 

where ~q = an empirical coefficient which is a function of the iso

therm shape parameter R (Hall et.al., '66 Hl): 

~q = 
1 

(2.3.2) 
Rl"5 + 1.688(1-R) 

where 
1 

R = ( 1 +~x c0 ) 

This Q.D.F. applies well to a single pass operation, but has never been 

validated for application in haemo- and plasmaperfusion columns. Radclif

fe used the Q.D.F. model both to estimate the solid diffusivity and to 

describe the intrapartiele diffusion in the complete perfusion column 

model. He concluded that the Q.D.F. model provided a good fit to the 

experimental data. Yet, it may not be correct to compare simulations of 

the sarbate in a batch experiment (secton 3.1) produced by the exact and 

approximate solid diffusion models respectively. Van Berlo et.al. ('84 

Bl) obtained values for Ds/d2 through curvefitting of the exact solu

tion to the experimental data (batch experiments). Hence these results 

may not fit for Q.D.F. 
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2.4 Models of adsorption and ion exchange 

Although adsorption and ion exchange are very complex processes, at. a 

molecular level it is possible to characterize the net adsorption of 

molecules or ions onto the sarbent by an equilibrium isotherm. Experimen

tally, an equilibrium state exists between the quantity of sarbate adsor

bed or exchanged and the concentratien of the sarbate in the adjacent 

fluid. The functional relationship between the net quantity of sarbate 

adsorbed or exchanged and the sarbate concentratien in the fluid at equi

librium is the so called equilibrium isotherm (isotherm because the equi

ibrium is temperature dependent and so must be measured at constant tem

perature). The most convenient way to incorporate experimental isotherms 

into a mathematica! form is to fit a continuous algebraic function to the 

data. 

For adsorption of gases, several theoretica! studies have predicted the 

form of the function. These functions are based on either the molecular 

kinetics at the adsorbent/fluid interface or the thermodynamica of ad

sorption. 

The most widely used are the Langmuir and the Freundlich equations. The 

Freundlich equation was originally empirica! although it has subsequently 

been derived theoretically (Smisek, '70 Sl). 

For adsorption from dilute solutions, however, the kinetic and thermady

namie complexities prohibit the derivation of theoretica! equations for 

the equilibrium isotherms from first principles. In absence of such 

equations any suitable algebraic function of concentration can be used to 

describe the adsorption isotherm. However, because of the historica! 

links with gaseaus adsorption, the Langmuir and Freundlich equations are 

the principal expressions for descrihing equilibrium isotherms for 

adsorption from dilute solutions. The Langmuir and Freundlich equations 

are given below: 
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Langmuir isotherm: 
1). C(t) 

q(t) ~ qm ( 1 +!).x C(t) ) (2.4.1) 

Freundlich isotherm: q(t) "" TJ x C~(t) (2.4.2) 

where C(t) = fluid concentration of toxin (solute) 

q(t) = solid concentration of toxin (sorbate) 

qm = maximum solid phase concentration of substance 

KL = affinity constant in Langmuir isotherm 

T) = constant in Freundlich isotherm 

~ = constant in Freundlich isotherm 

Although for small C(t) both isotherms have a similar shape, the Langmuir 

isotherm distinguishes from the Freundlich isotherm through a maximum 

q(t) for large C(t). Despite of their different shapes, there is often 

nothing to choose between the two given the usual spread in isotherm data 

(Meier, '72 M1), if applied in a concentration range relevant to liver 

insufficiency. 

High concentrations levels do not occur in patients, since increase of 

concentration above a certain level is fatal, when compared to concentra

tions involved in industrial applications of packed beds (on concentrati-

on levels dealed with in industry the theory has been largely based). 

The expression for the Langmuir isotherm equivalences the mathematica! 

expression for the ion exchange isotherm (explained later in this sec

tion) and it gives a good description for low concentration levels. In 

addition, the Langmuir istherm agrees with physical reality, since it has 

a maximum q(t) which represents saturation. Therefore we used the Lang

muir isotherm in this study. 

The equations 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 can be conveniently normalized with respect 

to the maximum fluid-phase concentration, c0 and the corresponding maxi

mum solid-phase concentration, q0• After rearrangement, the equations 

become: 
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Normalized Langmuir isotherm: 
x(e) 

Y(e) • R + (1-R) X(9) 

Normalized Freundlich isotherm: Y(9) = X~(9) 

where X(e) = C(t)/C 0, Y(e) = q(t)/q 0, 

R = isotherm shape parameter (section 2.3) 

e = dimensonless time coordinate = ~ ~ 
c 

(2.4.3) 

(2.4.4) 

The ratio, R, defines the shape of the Langmuir isotherm. When R equals 1 

the isotherm is linear. This rarely occurs in practice. However, at low 

concentrations, experimental isotherms cao often be regarded as linear. 

This approximation has the advantage of simplifying the matbematics and 

facilitates algebraic solutions (Weber, '74 W1). In our simple model dis

cussed in section 2.6, we've also employed a linear isotherm. 

As we applied powdered activated charcoal in our experiments, an expres

sion for ion exchange wil! oot be derived. The mathematica! expression 

fora homovalent ion exchange isotherm is (Radcliffe,'78 R1) (Heterova

lent ion exchange is outside the scope of his thesis): 

x(e) 
Y(e) = R + ( 1-R ) x X(ê) (2.4.5) 

where R = ~ (K is the equilibrium constant of the ion exchange reaction 

This formula is equivalent to a Langmuir adsorption isotherm with the 

shape parameter, R, equal to the inverse of the ion exchange equilibrium, 

K. Hence general mass transfer solutions using a Langmuir isotherm are 

valid for both physical adsorption and homovalent ion exchange. 

Every application of sorbents in median involves more than one potential 

sorbate. Even in acute poisoning where there is only one toxin of direct 

relevance, other non-toxic metabolites or ions in the blood may be adsor

bed or exchanged. These sorbates may compete for the sorption sites, i.e. 

competitive adsorption or ion exchange. In these cases competitive equi

librium isotherms are used·, e.g the extended Langmuir equation (Perry 

et.al.,'73 Pl). 
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eq. 2.2.6 
where i = number of 

substances 

Competitive adsorption and ion exchange are extremely complicated when 

compared to single solute kinetics. Befare possible competitive adsorp

tion and ion exchange can be considered in perfusion devices it is cruei

al that the single solute kinetics are thoroughly understood. Therefore, 

this study, in common with the large majority of the work in the litera

ture, is conceived with single solute sorption only. 

This is not such a major limitation as it may first appear. If each type 

of sarbate is adsorbed or exchanged on different sites on the adsorbent 

then the sorption processes are independent, and each of the sorbates can 

be considered as separate cases of single solute sorption. That is, mul

tiple sorbates and single solute sorption are not necessarily mutually 

exclusive terms. 
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2.5 An advanced adsorption kinetic model 

The equations derived in the previous sections can be combined to form a 

system of partial differentlal equations, that gives a mathematica! des

cription of a haemo-or plasmaperfusion column, i.e.: 

E x öC(z,t) = -v0x öC(z,t)- k x a x (1-t::) x (C(z,t)-CCz,t)) 
öt öz e p 

p x öq(z,t) = 60 x ~x 
b öt q 

D x p * 
s b ( q(z,t)2- q(z,t)2 ) 
d2 x q(z,t) 

* q(z,t) = 

p 

* K1x C(z,t) 
q x ( * 

m 1 + K
1
x C(z,t) 

(2.5.1) 

(2.5.2) 

(2.5.3) 

As there is no accumulation of sorbate at the surface of the particle, 

the mass transfer rate at the external surface of the partiele must equal 

that within the particle, driven by intrapartical diffusion. This results 

in the fourth matching equation: 

60x~ x 
q 

* x (q(z,t)
2
-q(z,t)

2
)=k xa x(1-t::)x(c(z t)-CCz t)) 

2xq(z,t) e p ' ' (2.5.4) 

Despite its complexity this description excludes many of the mass trans

fer processes mentioned in section 2.1. Axial mixing effects are neglec

ted, however their influence in the filmadsorber remains uncertain. In

traparticle diffusion is approximated by a quadratic driving force, that 

has been derived for constant inlet concentration only and competitive 

adsorption is neglected. 
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Besides, some other effects have not even been discussed yet, i.e. the 

problems caused by the presence of proteins and cells. Blood is a complex 

dispersion of cells in plasma. The plasma is an aqueous salution of pro

teins, lipids, electrolytes, etc. Starage in this aqueous salution is 

just one of the several mechanisms for transport of toxins. Both cells 

and proteins contribute significantly to toxin starage and it is just to 

simple to tread starage in blood similar to this in a homogeneaus solu

tion. The influence of the heterogeneity of blood on the perfusion column 

performance must be taken into account when extrapolating in vitro data 

to clinical applications (also if in-vitro experiments are done with 

human plasma). The presence of proteins in plasma is incorporated in each 

parameter, determined in the experiments described in this report (plasma 

batch experiments and plasma circulation experiments, see chapter 3). As 

the biological parameters vary greatly from subject to subject, each 

column parameter is unique for each individual. The plasma used in the 

experiments was obtained from various individuals, hence the predictive 

value of the model is limited strongly. 

With respect to most drugs involved in overdose cases and to many of the 

suspected toxins in hepatic failure, a crucial factor is the binding of 

toxin to the plasma proteins. However, little is known about the influ

ence of protein being adsorbed at the external surface of the adsorbent, 

thus forming an extra coating around the particle. Chang ('83 Cl) assumed 

the adsorbed proteins to function as a carrier, but this was ever suppor

ted by reliable evidence. 

Notwithstanding potential shortcomings, Radcliffe ('78 Rl) obtained sa

tisfactory results with his model. Therefore it is further evaluated. 

The equations 2.5.1 to 2.5.4 can be normalized with respect to the maxi

mum fluid-phase concentration, c0 and the corresponding maximum solid

phase concentration q0 • The definitions of the normalized parameters can 

be found in appendix 12. The normalized equations are listed below: 
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oX(cr,e) 
oe 

A. 
- --x e: 

oX(cr,e) - N x ( X(cr,e) - x(cr,e) 
ocr e 

* oY(cr,e) ( Y(cr,e)2 - Y(cr,e)2 
oe = Nsx ~qx 2 x Y(cr,e) 

* YCcr,e) = X(cr,e) * 
R + (1-R) x X(cr,e) 

* N x x ( Y(cr,e) 2 - Y(cr,e) 2 ) = 
s ~q 2 x Y(cr,e) 

N x 
e 

* ( X(cr,e) - X(cr,e) ) 

(2.5.5) 

(2.5.6) 

(2.5.7) 

(2.5.8) 

This relatively complex adsorption kinetic model will be compared to a 

simpler model described in the following section. 
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2.6 A new approach: A simpler adsorption kinetic model 

A sophisticated model, including many of the mass transfer processes lis

ted in section 2.1 is valuable only if the parameters can be determined 

accurately and if it finds usefull application. Design of detoxification 

devices is one of the aims of kinetic modelling. Yet, as not enough inde

pendent experiments to determine the parameters can be performed, the 

value of the sophisticated model discussed in this chapter is limited. 

This results in an alternative approach. 

In the new concept we conceive the haemo- or plasmaperfusion column as a 

"black-box". We are interested merelyin the relation between the inlet 

and the outlet concentratien instead of the complicated mass transfer 

processes determining this relation. Therefore, we will derive a group of 

equations descrihing the transfer function of the system drawn in figure 

2. 6.1. 

+ Q + 

c ( t) 
0 

~ ~ 

well c 
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1 z 

batch 
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c ( t) 
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vd 
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( V. = V + Vb+ ~ x g x V ) 
~ s c 

system outlet volume 

(V0 =Vd+~xgxVc) 
Q flow through column 

g bed porosity 

K1 parameter in equation 2.6.1 

K8 parameter in equation 2.6.6 
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The adsorbed or exchanged toxin mass per unit time is assumed to be pro

portional to the concentration of the toxin in the column. For this pur

pose it is assumed that the mean concentration in the column is given by 

~x ( Ci(t) + C0 (t) ), e.g. by a function decreasing linearly with 

the place coordinate "z". This yields: 

d· m (t) 
-~a;;.__= KI x ( 

d t 

C.(t) + C (t) 
~ 0 

2 
) 

Where K
1 

= constant repreaenting the clearance rate 

(2.6.1) 

The total mass in the system remains constant during the performance, 

which yields: 

= m 
0 

(2.6.2) 

A mass balance over the batch gives us the third and matching equation: 

d C.(t) 
vi x d~t = Q x ( C

0
(t)- ci(t) ) (2.6.3)" 

The combined equations have a simple analytic solution (appendix 1): 

t t --
C.(t) =A x e 1:1 + B x e 't2 (2.6.4) 
~ 

t t 

C (t) = C x e "1 + D x e 't2 (2.6.5) 
0 

where 

l 
Q Q KI Q Q KI KI x Q 

-= ïV+ ïV+w-- I ( ( ïV'+ 2V i + 4V 
0 

)2 - <v x V ) 
"1 0 i 0 0 0 i 

1 Q Q KI Q Q KI KI x Q 
-= -+ -+-+ I ( ( -+ 2V i + 4V 

0 

)2 - <v x V ) ) 
't2 2V 2V. 4V 2V i 

0 ~ 0 0 i 

\ 
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Equation 2.6.1 holds for infinite adsorption capacity. As the amount of 

toxins to be removed usually is too large to consider the capacity being 

infinite, an extra term is added to describe saturation effects. Equation 

2.6.1 now becomes: 

d m (t) Ci(t) + C (t) Ka x ma(t) 
dat .,. K; x ( 2 o ) - -~v=--;;;......- (2.6.6) 

c 

where Ka = constant representing the saturation 

This equation, combined with the equation 2.6.2 and 2.6.3 has an analytic 

salution (appendix 2) similar to the one above, however the parameters 

are given by other expressions: 

t t 
Kax m0 c

1
(t) = P1 x e "t3 + R1 x e "t4 + 

(v x K1+ Kax (Vi + V
0
)j c 

(2.6.7) 

t t 
Ka x m0 --

c (t) = P2 x e "t3 + R2 x e "tq + 
(v x K1+ Kax (V.+ V )j 0 c ~ 0 

(2.6.8) 
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Where: 

1 Q 
-== -+ 
.,;3 2Vo 

Q K1 Ka 
-+-+--
2Vi 4V V 

0 c 

Q Q K1 Ka 
I ( ( _ + - + _ + _ )2 

Y 2V 2V. 4V V 

Q x ( K1x Vc+ Kax (Vi+ V
0

) ) 

voxvixvc ) 
0 l. 0 c 

1 Q 
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.,;4 2V o 
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mo 
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In table 2.6.1 a survey is presented of the involved parameters: 

parameters 
in theore-
tical model 

V. 
~ 

measured V 
0 

inde pen- V 
dently c 

mo 

Q 

measured K; 
from 

Ka experiment 

parameters 
in theoreti-
cal curves 

pl 

Rl 

p2 

R2 

'tl 

't2 

C(=) 

table 2.6.1: 

the parameters in the mathema

tica! equations descrihing the 

circulation experiment. 

C(=): "steady state" concentra

tien of the system 

The parameters in the right column are a function of the parameters in 

the left column, e.g.: 

Both the theoretica! model as the experimental curves are described by 7 

parameters. The 7 experimental parameters are related analytically to the 

7 theoretica! parameters, of which 5 are determined independently from 

the circulation experiment, i.e. they are model constants. This implies, 

that the model should fit the experimental data through the variatien of 

2 parameters only, i.e. K1 and Ka· 

This simple analytic salution makes the model easier applicable. Moreover 

the model is not only accessible to a limited group of specialists, but 

can be easily comprehended by those who only indirectly are concerned 

with the technological side of artificial liver support. The K1 constitu

tes a relative measure for the detoxification rate while the Ka gives a 

relative measure for the saturation. The best column is a column with a 

high K1 and a low Ka• In brief; if the experimental data are fitted in a 

satisfactory manner (i.e. within the usual scatter of experimental data), 

this model is advantageous over the more sophisticated one. 
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2.1 The link between the two adsorption kinetic models 

As both models describe the performance of the same device, there must be 

a functional relation between the two. If the diffusion limitation is 

neglected and the adsorption isotherm is assumed to be linear the K
1 

and 

Ka can be expressed as a function of ke x ap and qm x K1 (Appen-

dix 3 ) , i • e • : 

(2.7.1) 

(2.7.2) 

where ma: the apparent mass of sorbent in the column 

These relations hold for the filmadsorber, since the above assumptions 

have been validated for this device (van Berlo et. al.,'84 B1). For co

lumns containing larger particles, however, diffusion limitation may not 

be neglegible. 

The relations make the simple model even more valuable for several rea

sons. Firstly, as its solution is an analytica! expression, the K1 and Ka 

(and the ke x ap) can be estimated accurately, through curvefitting a 

simple analytica! expression to the experimental data. The experimental 

data are obtained from circulation experiments. Radcliffe ('78 R1) used 

stirred batch experiments to establish the value of ke x ap• The 

batch was stirred to simulate the rheological behaviour in a column. In 

batch experiments the convection term in equation 2.2.1 fails. Under 

those circumstances, the initia! slope of the c-curve directly gives 

ke x ap, since the concentration at the interface is approximately 

zero during the first minutes of the perfusion. 
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The experimental data obtained from circulation experiments are superior 

to those obtained from stirred batch experiments, because the ke is 

influenced by the rheological behaviour of the fluid in the column. The 

rheological behaviour that is artificially created by the stirrer may not 

simulate reality well enough to give a more accurate estimation of the 

ke x ap, than the new method. 

Secondly the equations 2.7.1 and 2.7.2 provide a tool for the determina

tion of the apparent sorbent mass in the column. In case of the filmad

sorber, the column sorbent mass has been estimated roughly from the col

lodion suspension charcoal concentration so far (the carrier is lead 

through this suspension to be coated with the collodion layer containing 

the sarbent particles). Besides some layers may not be perfused, and so 

far it was difficult to estimate the part of the sarbent that was contac

ted by the fluid. Hence, no indication was available for the estimation 

of the apparent sarbent mass. 

The new model, offers the required tool, because the KL and the qm 

can be measured experimentally from batch experiments (van Berlo et.al., 

'84 Bl). Hence, the values for K1 and K8 , which are estimated from circu

lation ~xperiments (Chapter 3), directly yield the ma, which is the 

mass of that part of the sarbent that actually is contacted by the fluid 

(= the apparent sarbent mass). The apparent sorbent mass is affected as 

well if the KL and qm are not corrected for competitive adsorption or 

protein binding. 

In case of a column containing larger particles, only the outer shell of 

the particles may be reached by the sorbate. So far, this assumption has 

never been proven nor quantified. If the simple model is positively vali

dated for larger particles, then the equation 2.7.2 yields that part of 

the sorbent partiele reached by the sorbate. 

In the next chapters, the circulation experiments, that provide us the 

parameters discussed above, are evaluated. Furthermore the two adsorption 

kinetic models are compared and validated. 
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Chapter 3: Determination of the cantrolling mass transfer parameter va

lues in the filmadsorber from in-vitro one compartmental cir

culation experiments. 

3.1 Introduetion 

Once the theoretical models are developed, the involved parameters must 

be determined. For this purpose one or more experiments are performed. 

The parameters are determined through fitting a theoretical curve to the 

experimental data. 

The K
1 

and Ka in the simple model are determined through fitting the the

oretical inlet and outlet curve (section 2.6) to data from in-vitro (re-) 

circulation experiments with human plasma. In these experiments plasma 

(with a toxin in solution) from a well stirred batch perfuses the filmad

sorber to flow into the batch again. 

The ke in the sophisticated model is calculated from K1 • The other 

parameters are taken from previous studies (van Berlo, '84 BI), i.e. 

Ds/d2p, KL and qm• 

The measurement errors in K 1 and Ka are determined through a sensivity 

analysis. The Algol programme "PERRY/CIRCEXP/DATA" enables the user to 

perfarm the curvefitting, the sensivity analysis and the model validation 

(i.e. to test whether the model is able to describe the columns perfor

mance). 
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3.2 In vitro circulation experiments: apparatus and methad 

The mass flux from the bulk to the fluid/solid interface is determined by 

the external mass transfer coefficient ke• In equation 2.2.2 we see 

that two mass transfer coefficients (the fluid-film mass transfer coeffi-

cient kf and the membrane mass transfer coefficient km) contribute to 

ke• The determination of ke is potentially a difficult one, since the 

kf is dependent upon the velocity profile in the column. It can be mea

sured experimentally or estimated from correlations in literature. Howe

ver for the case of finite bath experiments the correlations are contra

dictory (Furusawa et. al.,'73 Fl, Levins et. al.,'72 Ll). In addition, 

the km cannot be estimated a priori from the properties of the polymer 

coat~ng (Huang,'74 Hl). Therefore ke must be measured experimentally. 

Batch experiments like those employed to measure the intrapartiele diffu

sivity and the adsorption parameter are applicable for determination of 

the ke only if hydrodynamic effects are simulated. Radcliffe ('78 Rl) 

estimated the ke from the initia! fall in toxin concentration in stir

red batch experiments. He used Kolmogoroff's theory of isotropie local 

turbulence to relate the superficial velocity v0 , and hence the Reynolds 

number to the specific power dissipated by the impeller. 

In this study we calculated ke from the K1 in the simple model. The K1 

was estimated through fitting the theoretica! curve to results from in

vitro circulation experiments. This methad is quite straightforward and 

automatically includes hydrodynamic phenomena inside the column. As the 

K1 is measured experimentally we cannot determine the ke and the ap 

independently, hence the ke x ap is looked upon as one parameter. 

The specific surface ap is assumed to vary proportional to the film

length. Not all filmlayers, however, may be exposed to the fluid perfu

sing the column due to unequal winding. This obviously influences the 

specific surface. 
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figure 3.2.1: 

Experimental apparatus 

in in-vivo circulation 

experiments. 

p 

t 

z 

sampling place 

pressure gauge 

time-coordinate 

axial place-coordi

nate of column 

Ci(t): inlet concentration 

C
0

(t): outlet concentration 

Q flow through column 

As fluid we used human plasma. To simulate clinical conditions, the sys

tem was kept at a constant temperature of 37°C. The experiments had a 

total duration of 4 hours. The frequency of sampling gradually decreased 

during each experiment, from 5 minutes to 1 hour (appendix 8) 

The pressure drop over the column was measured to indicate possible cala

mities, e.g. obstruction of the column or blood lines by clotted pro

teins. 

As exogenous toxins paraquat, paracetamol, fenobarbutal and salicylic acid 

were used. As endogenous toxin the bile acid "cholic acid" and bilirubin 

were used. The toxin concentrations that were used have proven to be 

fata! when they occur in humans. For the toxin concentration measurements 

of the different toxins, suitable chemica! analysis methods are employed 

(van de Pols E., private communication). These methods had in common that 

the plasma cells and proteins were degraded, after which an aqueous solu

tion containing the toxin was separated from the bulk containing the 

degraded cells and proteins by centrifugion. Next the adsorbance of the 

aqueous salution was measured by a spectrofotometer. From the absorbance 

and the initia! plasma concentration, all the other conentrations were 

calculated using the following equation: 
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m0 ai(j)- a(O) 

Ci(j) • V7 x ai(i) - a(Ö) c (") 
0 J 

where Ci(j) 

Co(j) 

mo 

inlet concentratien of sample j 

outlet concentratien of sample j 

initial toxin mass 

system inlet volume 

inlet absorbance of sample j 

outlet absorbance of sample j 

a (j) - a(O) 
0 

a.(l)-a(O) 
]. 

V i 

ai(j) 

ao(j) 

ai(l) inlet absorbance of first sample (at start of perfu

sion) 

a(O) absorbance of a sample without toxin (= blanco) 

Discussion of forementioned analysis methods is way beyond the scope of 

this report. 

During every experiment all data are filled in in a pre-printed form with 

the experimental protocol, an example of which can be found in appendix 

8. After the experiment the data are stared on disk. This way a number of 

files is built up on disk, from which information can be read by a data 

handling programme. Starage of data in this way has the advantage of a 

uniform notation, hence it is easily accessible for different users. 
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3.3 Determination of the K 1 and Ka 

3.3.1 The first estimations of K1 and Ka 

K1 and Ka are determined by fitting the theoretica! curve to the experi

mental data (sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3). The quality of a fit often de

pends on the accuracy of the first estimate parameters values. Therefore, 

as a start, K1 is estimated from the slope the straight line that best 

fits the natural logarithm of the concentration and the Ka from the batch 

concentration at the end of the experiment. 

With the aid of linear regression the best fitting straight line is drawn 

through the natural logarithm of the inlet and outlet concentration. The 

~ 1 >> ~ 2 (note A2.1 in appendix 2), hence the second term in the equa

tions 2.6.4 and 2.6.5 is significant for small t only. This implies that 

for larger t the slope of the concentration curves is determined by the 

first term only, through which an approximation for ~l can be calculated 

from the slope of the best fitting straight line. 

t t 
Kax m0 

Ci(t) = P1 x e ~3 + R1 x e ~4 + 
(v x K1+ Kax (Vi + V

0
)j c 

(2.6.4) 

t t 
~3 ~4 + 

Ka x m0 
c (t) = P2 x e + R2 x e 

(V x K;+ Kax (Vi +V )j 0 c 0 

(2.6.5) 

When Ka is taken zero (we do not yet include saturation effects) and the 

second term in the equations 2.6.4 and 2.6.5 is neglected we have: 

t 
ln C~(t) = ln P1 -

• ~l 

ln C (t) 
0 

t = ln P2 -
~l 
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The following equations give us the relation between K 1 , ~ 1 and ~ 2 : 

(3. 3 .1) 

(3.3.2) 

Substitution of equation 3.3.1 in 3.3.2 yields: 

.L+ 
KI x Q x ~1 Q Q KI 

= -+-+ 
~1 V x vi V vi 2 x V 

0 0 0 

which after rearrangement gives: 

2 x V x V 
2 x Q x ( V i+ V o ) - i 0 

~1 

KI "" 2 x ~1 x Q vi 
(3.3.3) 

Once K1 is calculated from ~ 1 we can easily calculate ~ 2 from equation 

3.3.1. From ~ 1 and ~ 2 , the A, B, C and D can be calculated (section 

2.6). 

Experiments reveal that the value of B is much smaller than that of A and 

consequently the second term may be neglected in most cases. 
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C(t) * figure 3.3.1: 
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As the outlet concentration is normally lower than the inlet concentra

tion and the second term has a relative smal! value in the equation for 

the inlet concentration, the latter has more points that can be used in 

linear regression (figure 3.3.1). For this reason the inlet curve is used 

for linear regression. 

The distance between the two parallel straight lines drawn through the 

natura! logarithm of the inlet respectively the outlet concentration 

and their slope would provide the information to estimate both K 1 and Ka· 

Unfortunately, in practice the outlet curve often has only 1 or 2 points 

that can be used for linear regression. This implies that this way K 1 
would be determined far less accurately when compared to the estimation 

described above. 

For this reason, only the K 1 is estimated with the aid of linear regres

sion for K8 = 0. After that the Ka is estimated (however roughly when the 

column is not yet saturated) using the inlet and outlet concentration at 

the end of the experiment. Namely, under steady state conditions equation 

2.6.6 rearranges into: 
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C.(ao) + C (co) 
0 = K1 x ( ~ 2 ° ) - K8 x ma("") 

From equation 2.6.2 we have: 

m (co)= m -V x C.(ao) -V x C (co) 
a 0 i ~ o o 

Obviously at equilibrium the inlet concentratien equals the steady state 

outlet concentration. Hence: 

which after rearrangement yields: 

The fact that K8 is sametimes estimated roughly is not such a major limi

tation, because the values for K1 and K8 merely serve as inlet values for 

the curve fitting described in the following sections. 
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3.3.2 The choice of the curvefit procedure 

The programme library available at the computing center of the Eindhoven 

university of technology offers several standard curvefit procedures. Our 

choice was based on two utilities: 

1. Linear constraints, because the K1 and K8 cannot be less than zero. 

2. Deviation in y-axis direction ( = concentration ) only, because we 

assume that the time is measured without error. 

Ad.2 As criterium for neglecting the error in the time we chose: 

ddC~t) x ~ t >> ~ C(t) 

This criterium was satisfied in our experiments, where the ~ t = ±5 

seconds. In section 3.4 the ~ C is discussed. 

The procedure "PP5/SOURCE/QUADSUMMINLC" offers these utilities. Further

more the procedure offers the user a choice between three algorithms. 

These algorithms make use of the least squares optimization criterium for 

parameter estimation from experimental data: 

1. Gauss-Newton with Householder decomposition 

2. Gauss-Newton with Choleski decomposition 

3. Marquardt 

The algoritms 1 and 2 have a quadratic search criterium which is faster 

than the linear search criterium offered by 3. We have no preferenee for 

algorithm 1 or 2. Algoritm 2 is chosen without further justification. 
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3.4 The error in K1 and Ka 

It is extremely difficult to estimate the possible error in K 1 and Ka due 

to experimental errors. The best that can be achieved is a "guesstimate" 

based on a knowledge of the sensivity of the model simulation to the 

values of K1 and Ka· 

For this purpose the measurement error in the concentration of every 

sample must be estimated. These errors can be caused by: 

- errors due to the deproteinization method. 

- spectrofotometric errors. 

To estimate these errors we used the following method. Ten samples were 

taken and deproteinized separately after which the absorbance was measu

red. This test gives the sum of both errors. Also one big sample was 

deproteinized, divided into ten separate samples after which the absar

banee was measured. This gives gives the error caused by the spectrofoto~ 

metry only. 

An experiment was performed in which we solved 500 mgr salicylic acid in 

1000 ml human plasma. 

deproteinized separately (a) 

number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

a bsorbanee 0.802 0.804 0.783 0.811 0.806 0.800 0.805 0.817 

number 9 10 mean 

absorbance 0.830 0.827 0.809 
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n where x. concentration f .th sample I ( x.- x )2 _J 
0 J 

= j=1 J x mean concentration 0'2 
a n- 1 0'2 varianee in samples a a 

0'2 = 0.00019 0' standard deviation in samples a 
a a 

0' = 0.014 
a 

deproteinized before separation (b) 

number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

a bsorbanee 0.819 0.818 0.820 0.821 0.825 0.824 0.828 0.828 

number 9 10 mean 

a bsorbanee 0.829 0.829 0.824 

n 

I ( x. -x )2 

= j•1 J 
0'2 

b n - 1 

where x. concentration f .th sample 
_J 

0 J 

x mean concentration 

0'2 varianee in samples b b 
0'2 = 0.000019 

b O'b standard deviation in samples b 

0' = b 
0.004 

From this we may conclude, that both the spectrofotometry and the depro

teinization contribute significantly to the measure error. For this rea

sou the standard deviation found with metbod "a" is taken as measure 

error in the absorbence. 

The standard deviation must be determined for every substance that is 

used in the experiments because: 

The spectrofotometirc error depends upon the wave length that is used. 

Every substance is measured at another wave length. 

- The deproteinization error depends upon the chemical metbod that is 

used. The complexity of the various methods varies considerably and 

with that the error caused by it. 
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The time failed to determinate the measure error for all substances. The 

error due to the proteinization is estimated, camparing the complexity of 

the methode to the metbod that was used in experiments with salicylic 

acid. e.g. The deproteinization metbod for paraquat is more difficult 

than that for salicylic acid (table 3.4.1). Toxins 1 until 4 are measured 

with the same spectrofotometer (Zeiss P.M.Q.2). However the wavelength 

was different for each substance, the error introduced by the spectrofo

tometry is assumed to equal 0.004. 

table 3.4.1 error due to error due to total measure 

deproteinization spectrafotome try error 

1. salicylic acid 0.010 0.004 0.014 

2. paracetamol 0.010 0.004 0.014 

3. paraquat 0.020 0.004 0.024 

4. phenobarbital 0.020 0.004 0.024 

5. bilirubin 0.002 0.004 0.006 

The endogenous toxins (5 and 6) are measured in a hospital with profes

sional methode. The deproteinization error is assumed to be small in 

the cases of bilirubin and the apparatus error is assumed to equal that 

of the spectrofotometer. The cholic acid measurement results are given 

directly in terms of concentratien instead of absorbence. The relative 

error is estimated 1%. 

The error in the concentratien for sample number j is calculated in the 

following way (N.B. we assume the measure error in the absorbence to be 

an absolute error): 

A 

B" 



where Ci(j) 

ma 

V i 

ai(j) 

ai(1) 

a(O) 

A & B 
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inlet concentration of sample j 

initial toxin mass 

system inlet volume 

inlet absorbance of sample j 

inlet absorbance of first sample (at start of perfu

sion) 

absorbance of a sample without toxin (= blanco) 

constauts used to simplify the notation 

A+ 2 x !:::. A ma 
C.(j) +!:::. C.(j) =-X ( 

B - 2 ) 
]. ]. vi x !:::. A 

ma A x B + 2 x !:::. A x (A + B) + 4 x t.2A 
--x ( ) 

vi B2- 2 x t.2A 

ma A A 1 
"'_x ( -+ 2 x !:::. A x <-+ -) 

vi B B2 B 

N.B. B >> 2 x t.2A if the amount of toxin in solution is not too small 

hence 

c (") 
0 J 

where 

ma A A 1 
= - x - + 2 x !:::. A x (-- + -) 

V i B B2 B 

!:::. C.(j) 
]. 

ai(j)- a(O) 

(ai (1), - a(0)) 2 

Co(j) 

ao(j) 

a (j) - a(O) 
0 

ai(1)-a(O) 

inlet concentration of sample j 

outlet absorbance of sample j 

1 

+------
a.(1)- a(O) 

]. 
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Derived analogously we obtain the measure error in the outlet concentra-

tion. 

ma 
~ C (j) = -- x 2 x ~ A x ( 

o V. 
l. 

a (j) - a(O) 
--~o___________ + ------------
(ai (1) - a(0))2 

1 
) 

ai(1)-a(O) 

The error in the 5 parameters measured in the independent experiments are 

assumed to be negligible. This assumption is valid for Vi and v0 

only, if the porosity e is measured accurately. Future research aims at 

the accurate estimation of e. Until this aim is achieved, e is taken 

0.3. 

Once we know the measure error in the individual samples we can estimate 

the error in K1 and Ka with the aid of a sensivity analysis. It is impor

tant to mention that the inlet and outlet curve both are fixed for t = 
o. 

Viz.: C (0) • 0 (per definition) 
0 

and 
ma 

Ci(O) = -- (negligible error) 
vi 

In the computer programme ~ Ci(O) and ~ C0 (0) are taken smal! when 

compared to the other errors. 

The curvefitprocedure "QUADSUMMINLC" automatically perfarms a sensivity 

analysis by varying K 1 and Ka and approximates a variance/covariance 

matrix. The programme "PERRY/CIRCEXP/DATA" offers the user the utility of 

performing a manual sensivity analysis in an interactive process. 
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3.5 Data handling and presentation 

During this study, the algal-programme "PERRY/CIRCEXP/DATA" has been 

developed, with the aim of handling the experimental data and presenting 

them in several ways. 

The data handling includes several possibilities. Firstly the programme 

enables the user to estimate the parameters K; and Ka with the aid of 

curvefitting. In the first estimation of K 1 and Ka the number of points 

used for linear regression is either chosen by the computer either chosen 

by the user. The latter with the aim of making a superior first estima-

ti on. 

Secondly the ability of the model to predict the experimental results is 

taken as a measure of the validity op the model. The programme draws a 

plot for given K1 and Ka to enable the user to validate the model. Third

ly the errors for K1 and Ka can be estimated with the aid of a sensivity 

analysis. 

The data presentation also includes several possibilities. First of all 

the output can be printed. The inlet and outlet concentratien as well as 

the natural logarithm of the inlet and outlet concentratien are printed 

as a function of time. Purthermare all the involved constauts are listed 

(Volumes, toxin mass, flow, etc.) as well as the calculated values K 1, Ka 

and ke x ap• 

Secondly plots can be drawn of the inlet and outlet concentratien and the 

logaritm of the inlet and outlet concentration as a function of time. The 

experimental data are plotted in the graphic and several curves and a 

straight line in the logarithmic plot can be drawn. A survey is given 

below: 

In the logarithmic plot (Concentration vs. time) 

1. A straight line with slope ~ 1 , which is estimated with linear regres

sion. 
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In the other plot (Concentration vs. time) 

1. Only the points of measurement are plotted 

2. A curve drawn for Ka = 0 and K1 estimated with linear regression 

3. A curve drawn for K1 and Ka estimated with the curvefitting procedure 

4. Se ver al curves drawn for Kt and Ka estimated with the curvefitting 

procedure and for K1 and Ka chosen by the user ( with the purpose of 

sensivity analysis 

5. A curve drawn for K 1 and Ka chosen by the user ( enables the user to 

fit a curve manually) 

If desired in all curves the error of measurement is depicted, and rele

vant information is printed in the space below the plot. 
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3.6 Results 

Circulation experiments were performed with various toxins (the plots of 

the experimental data can be found in appendix 11): 

toxin number of experiments kind of toxin 

salicylic acid 5 exogenous toxin 

paracetamol 3 exogenous toxin 

paraquat 5 exogenous toxin 

fenobarbital 1 exogenous toxin 

cholic acid 2 endogenous toxin 

bilirubin 1 endogenous toxin 

Unfortunately a part of these results have little or no value, because of 

errors made in the experiment 

- In some cases, the inlet sample after 4 hours was taken as the blanco 

sample, for several reasons. In these cases the concentratien after 4 

hours equals zero. This is impossible consiclering the adsorption iso

therm. The relation between the inlet and outlet concentratien is dis

turbed, through which the model may be unable to fit the data (see 

paraquat 15-02-1985, pp. 86). For this reason, the paraquat experiments 

and the fenobarbital experiment are invalid. 

- In 1 paracetamol measurement (11-03-1985) the first sample (a(1)) is 

not measured because of an error in the deproteinization process. a(1) 

is estimated in this case. Consequently the results are not reliable. 

In one paracetamol experiment (15-03-1985) a large number of serious 

experimental errors were made. The results are not reliable. 
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Another part of the results were obtained with small columns (71 and 28 

ml). In the bilirubin experiment this was done for practical reasons. The 

low specific surface and the bad fit of the roll in the column made the 

amount of toxin that was removed very low. Consequently, the influence of 

the starting effects may become significant. The model fits the results. 

In case of salicylic acid 03-ü5-1985 nothing has been removed. Also in 

case of the bilirubin experiment, however, the data are fitted by the 

model. In this experiment little has been removed. 

The bilirubin plot and the fenobarbital plot reveal that the estimation 

of the error must be repeated for every substance. The errors are too 

large consirlering a more regular sequence of points of measurement than 

expected from the values of the errors. 

The cholic acid experiments are not fitted, probably due to programming 

errors. The algorthm is somewhat different from that applied to the other 

substances, because a concentration is given in the input file instead of 

an absorbence. This may be the reason. Also an error in the inputfile may 

be the reason. 

If we compared the salicylic acid experiment of 26-04-1985 with other 

experiments with this toxin, the removal is less than expected. This is 

probably caused by the numerous problems encountered during the execution 

of this experiment. 

The remaining experiments however lead to the following conclusions on 

the apparent sorbent mass and the influence of the flow (see tables 

3.6.2 and 3.6.3). 

- These experiments reveal that the flow has an influence on the K1 for 

salicylic acid. The K1 is at most at a flow Q = 200 ml/min. No functio-

nal relationship however can be derived from these three experiments. 

- The apparent sorbent mass varies between 3.7 and 12.8% per cent of the 

real sorbent weight, which is estimated from the charcoal concentration 

in the collodoid suspension, through which the carrier is lead in the 

pro.duction process. This may occur for several reasons (section 7.1). 
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Equation 2.7.2 shows that Ka is proportional to K 1, which is supported by 

the experimental results. This means that a new parameter Ka should be 

introduced, which equals the present Ka divided by K1 • In C(=) only one 

of the two parameters will occur instead of both. 

The following parameter values were found: 

Table 3.6.2. date flow KI Ka K e 

ml/min ml/min ml/min 1/min 

1.salicylic acid 
~ 
19-4-85 100 115 ± 7 9.5 ± 1.0 0.26 ± 0.02 

2. salicylic acid 24-4-85 200 320 ± 30 29 ± 3 0.70 ± 0.06 

3.salicylic acid 8-5-85 276 265 ± 8 18 ± 1 0.60 ± 0.02 

paracetamol 11-1-85 80.5 59. 4±1.5 2.4 ± 0.2 0.131± 0.003 

Table 3.6.3. date qm ~ m percentage a 
of real ma ss 

ml/mgr mgr % 

1.salicylic acid 19-4-85 1.12 1.06 6428 10.7 

2.salicylic acid 24-4-85 1.12 1.06 5964 9.9 

3.salicylic acid 8-5-85 1.12 1.06 7714 12.8 

paracetamol 11-1-85 0.92 7.7 2268 3.7 
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CHAPTER 4: COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF THE COLUMN PERFORMANCE 

4.1 Introduetion 

If we consider, "the indication of a strategy for treatment by which 

detoxification can be performed as effective as possible (section 1.6), 

to be one of the aims of kinetic modelling, then a kinetic model must 

have a predictive value. i.e. In a eertaio situation it should be able 

to tell after which perfusion time the concentration of a toxin in the 

body has reached a eertaio value. To this end a (adsorption) kinetic 

model of the column must be linked with a (pharmaco) kinetic model of the 

body (Chapters 5 and 6) and form an "integrated model". 

As far too many mass transfer processes inside the human body which are 

involved in the clinical application of a haemo- or plasmaperfusion co

lumn remaio unquantified, the predictive value of an integrated model 

including all these contributions is rather limited. As a first step we 

can conceive the body as one well mixed vessel or pool. We are well aware 

that this involves a gross simplification of reality (section 5.3), but 

it may provide a useful starting point. 

First, however, the models presented in chapter 2 must be validated, and 

its sensitivity to parametervariations must be tested. The simple model 

(section 2.6) yields an analytical expression for the batch toxin concen-

tration. Once the K; and Ka are estimated (section 3.4), the C-curve is 

determined by its starting conditions, i.e. the initial batch toxin con

centration, and some optional parameters, e.g. the batch volume and the 

perfusion flow rate. 

The determination of the C-curve in case of the advanced model, is rather 

more complicated, because it can only be solved numerically. The imple

mentation of the equations descrihing the advanced adsorption kinetic 

model is described in section 4.2. 
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4.2 Computer implementation of the advanced adsorption kinetic model 

4.2.1 Introduetion 

As explained in section 2.6, the column performance is described by four 

equations, that have been normalized for convenience: 

oX(cr,e) 
ae 

A = --x 
E 

ox < cr , e) ( * ) .._"~- - Ne x x ( cr, e) - x ( cr, e) 8a (4.2.1) 

oY(cr,e) 
oe 

* Y ê cr, e) = ___ x .... c_a_, e_._) -,---
R + (1-R) x X(cr,e) 

* ~ x ( Y(cr,e) 2 - Y(cr,e) 2 

Nsx q 2 x Y(cr,è) 

(4.2.2) 

(4.2.3) 

* = N x ( X(a,e) - X(cr,e) ) 
e 

(4.2.4) 

If the column is part of a recirculation system, where the outlet line of 

the column empties in the a well mixed tank, and the fluid coming from 

the batch perfuses the perfusion column (figure 4.2.1), then the mass 

balance for the batch per unit time provides: 

L 

t 
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C(L, t) 

.. 
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C(O,t) 
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C(O,t) 

figure 4.2.1: 

Recirculation system with a well 

stirred batch and a haemo- or 

plasma perfusion column 

t time-coordinate 

z axial place-coordinate 

the column 

C(O,t) inlet concentration 

C(L,t) outlet concentration 

Q flow through column 

V 
b 

volume of batch in tank 

of 



V x d C(O,t) = Q x ( C(L,t) - C(O,t) ) 
b d t 

where L = the column length 

In normalized form this equation can be writen: 

d X(O,e) 

d e 

whère 

= FL x ( X(1,e) - X(O,e) ) 

A x V 
FL = dimensionless flow rate ( FL = --~~c 

vb 

(4.2.5) 

To handle the system (eq. 4.2.1 to eq. 4.2.5) we split this system into 

groups of equations. First we shall approximate X(cr,e) and Y(cr,e), using 

* the equations 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. When X and Y are known, X(cr,e) and 

* Y(cr,e) shall be calculated using the equations 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. 

Once X, Y, x* and y* are calculated at every point in the column (in 

the finit difference representation we divide the column in a number of 

slices), we know the outlet concentration X(1,9) , which shall be used in 

equation 4.2.5. This yields the new value for X(O,e). The iteration 

scheme is presented below. It is an oversimplified representation given 

for the sake of surveyability. The reality is fairly complex, i.e. from 

every block X,Y,X*,Y*(cr,e) the values for X(cr+1,9) and Y(cr,9+1) are 

calculated: 

~~ ~ ~---+ ~ ----~--·~ -

* x (cr,e) __ _j 

lx<o. E>t-1) 1---··----rc. 
x*(cr,9+1) ___ j 

y*ccr.e) Y .. (cr,9+1) 

4.2.2 The approximation of X and Y 

To approximate X and Y, we use the equations 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3 and the 

boundary/starting values b. and c.: 



Startingvalues a. X1(0) = X2(0) = X3(0) = 1 
A 

b. X(a,e) = Y(a,e) = o ( e ~ - x a 
e: 

a > 0 ) 

Boundaryvalues c. X(O,e) = Xl(e) ( e > 0 ) 

We then obtain the system: 

oX~~,e) + ~e: x oX(a,e) + ~ x N x ( x(a,e) - x(a,e) ) = o 
Öa e: e (4.2.6) 

* oY(a,e) ( Y(a,e) 2 - Y(a,e)2 
oe - Nsx ~qx 2 x Y(a,e) = O (4.2.7) 

(4.2.8) 

X(a,e) = x 1 (e) c e > o ) i.e. concentration in entering (4.2.9) 

salution is X1(e). 

Y(a,e) = Y0 a > 0 ) (4.2.10) 

i.e. there wil! be no change in the fluid phase concentration and the 

solid phase concentration at any point in the column until the 

entering salution has had time to flow down to that point. 

x(a,e) = x 0 a > 0 ) (4.2.11) 

The system can be simplified by defining new dimensionless variables: 

and 

Here we introduce the total differential: 

From equation 4.2.6 we know: 
da A -=-dS e: and 

(4.2.12) 

de d(T+S) 
1 dS = dS = 
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He nee: 

Using this equation we can rearrange equation 4.2.6: 

oX(S,T) + N x ( X(S,T) - XCS,T) ) = 0 
oS e 

Again we use the total differential: 

From equation 4.2.12 we know: 

He nee: 
oY oY -=-oT oe 

~= 0 
dT 

and 

Using this equation we can rewrite equation 4.2.7: 

* 2 2 oY(S,T) _ N x ~ x ( Y(S,T) - Y(S)T) ) = O 
oT s q 2 x Y(S,T 

Using equation 4.2.8 we obtain: 

oY(S,T) - N x ( X(S,T) - XCS,T) ) = 0 
oT e 

~ = 1 
dT 

(4.2.13) 

(4.2.14) 

(4.2.15) 

With the equations 4.2.13 and 4.2.15 we obtain the system 4.2.6 to 4.2.11 

in the transformed form: 

oX(S,T) * ) = 0 + N x ( X(S,T) - X(S,T) (4.2.16) os e 

oY(S,T) ( * - N x X(S,T) - X(S,T) = 0 (4.2.17) oT e 

X(O,T) = X1(T) ( T > 0 ) (4.2.18) 

Y(S,O) = y 
i 

( s ) 0 ) (4.2.19) 

X(S,O) = x 
i 

( s ) 0 ) (4.2.20) 



We presume y; = x 
... i 
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= 0 

The finite difference representation of the system 3.11 to 3.15 is (using 

first order forward differences, resulting in Euler's single step expli

cit method): 

X(SS+1,TT) - X(SS,TT) + N x * ( X(SS,TT) - X(SS,TT) ) = 0 flS e 
(4.2.21) 

Y(SS,TT+1) - Y(SS,TT) _ * N x ( X(SS,TT) - X(SS,TT) ) = 0 
flT e 

(4.2.22) 

X(O,TT) = X1(TT) ( TT = 1, 2, ....... , TTMAX ) (4.2.23) 

Y(SS,O) = 0 ( ss = o, 1, ••••••• J SSMAX ) (4.2.24) 

X(SS,O) = 0 ( ss = 0, 1, ....... , SSMAX ) (4.2.25) 

In the programme "PERRY/SIMULATION" the X and Y are approximated by the 

procedure "EULEXCOLUMN". 

* * 4.2.3 The approximation of X and Y 

Substitution of equation 4.2.3 in 4.2.4 yields: 

* * * * F (X ) = a x (X ) 3 + b x (X ) 2 + c x (X ) + d = 0 

a = 2 x (1-R) 2x N x y 
e 

b = N x <jJ - N x <jJ x (1-R) 2x Y + 4 x R x (1-R) x N x Y - 2 x (1-R)2x N x 
s q s q e e 

c = -2x N x <jJ x R x (1-R) x y2- 4 x R x (1-R) x N x Y x x + 2 x N x R2x 
s q e e 

d = -N x <jJ x R2x y2 - 2 x N x R2x Y x X 
s q e 

y 

y 

2 
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Substitution of equation 4.2.4 in equation 4.2.3 yields: 

* * * * G(Y ) == a; x (Y )3 + ~ x (Y )2 + y x (Y ) + ö = 0 

N 
a; = (1-R) x s x cvq r 

e 

N 

~ = -
s x <jl N q 
e 

N 
y = -2 x R x Y - ( 1-R) x _! x cv x y2 - 2 x (1-R) x X x y 

N q 
e 

N 
ö = _! x cv x y2 + 2 x x x y 

Ne q 

* * A problem is the possibility of F(X )=0 and G(Y )=0 , both having three 

* roots. The X we look for,must in be the interval 0 - X (the interface 

concentration can't be larger than the fluid concentration). We now shall 

* prove, that only one root of F(X )•0 , lies in this interval. Hereby we 

use the fact that 0<R<1 and N , N , cv , Y and X can't be negative, which 
s e q 

yields: 

a ;> 0 

d ( 0 

a; > 0 

~ < 0 

y ( 0 

ö ) 0 

* First, we look at the extrema of the polynomial G(Y ): 

* G I (Y *) = d G(; ) = 3 x a; x (Y *) 2 + 2 x ~ x (Y *) + y = 0 
d y 

* The fact that 4x~ 2 - 12xa;xy > 4x~ 2 > 0 , implies that G'(Y ) has two 

* * roots, one fora positive value of Y and one for a negative value of Y • 
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* * This implies, that G(Y ) has one extremum (a maximum) for negative Y and 
* another extremum (a minimum) for positive Y. This tagether with the fact 

* that a>O and 6>0, proves that only one root of the equation G(Y )=0 

* * exists for negative Y and the other two for positive values of Y • 

* * * G(Y )=0 having a root for negative Y proves, that F(Y )=0 has at least 

* one root for negative X, using equation 4.2.9. Because a>O and ö<O,there 

* * must he another root of F(X )aO for X <0. Therefore, there will he just 

* * one root of equation F(X )=0 for X )0. As already mentioned, the right 

boundary for this root is X. As left root we can use the value of Xr 

* which is the right extremum of F(X ). 

* 

figure 

4.2.2 

* +X 

So the root of the third degree polynomial F(X ), must he found on the 

interval between Xr and X. The determination of the root is done with a 

third-order process, firstly described by Richmond ('44 R2). If F'(z) 

doesn't equal 0 and F"(z) exists, a procedure similar to the derivation 

of Newton's second-order formula yields 

(r+l) (r) 2 F( x(r)) F'( x(r)). 
x = x - _2_{_F_'_( _x_,(_r~) )_J2_.. __ F_(_..x~(.-r~) )...:.-F-.. (-x.,..( r-.:-)-) r=O, 1, 2, ••• 

Richmond's third-order formula requires the evaluation of F(x), F'(x) and 

F"(x) at each iteration step. The high rate of convergence must he balan

ced against the time required to calculate F"(x) as compared with New

ton's method. The methad assumes, of course, that both F'(x) and F"(x) 

can he evaluated, which in our case is easily done. 
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* The first estimation of root "Xo ", is made by evaluating the root of a 

quadratic equation : H(x) = p x2 + q x + r • (p, q and r can be found by 

stating : H(Xr)=F(Xr) H'(Xr)=O and H(X)=F(X) 

I compared this metbod with Newton's second-order iteration method and a 

method in which the root is determined by halving the interval at each 

step. The latter method used 34 steps to gain an exactness of 10-10. 

Newton's method used 6 steps and Richmond's method only 3. The 20,000-

fold determination of the root costed 9.4 P.U.'s for Newton's method, 

* * while Richmond's needed 7.2 P.U.'s. Since X and Y must be evaluated at 

* every grid-point,a cheap manoer to determine X was of major importance. 

* * In the programme the evalustion of X and Y is done by the procedure 

"INTERFACE" • 

4.2.4 The approximation of X(0,8) 

The equation, descrihing the campartment (equation 4.2.5) is approximated 

with Euler's explicit single step method: 

d X(0,8) 

d e = FL x ( X(0,8) - X(l,8) ) yields 

X(O,TT+l) - X(O,TT) 

Eê = FL x ( X(0,8) - X(l,8) ) 

In the programme, the X(0,8) is calculated by the procedure "EULEX3CP". 
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4.2.5 Transformation from the coordinates "T" into "0" 

e = ee . de 
T = TT dT 

S = SS • dS 

(in the programme Ge is called TTT) 

From equation 4.2.12 we can conclude 

Thus 

e = T + s 
00 dT = TT dT + SS • dS 

dS ee = TT + ss . äT 

dT = d0 and T = e- s 

Hence, the X as a function of e can be derived from the XD as a function 

of T : 
dS 

X(SS,00) = X(SS,TT+SS.dT) = XD(SS,TT) 

The same argument yields for Y Y(SS,00) dS = Y(SS,TT+SS.dT) = YD(SS,TT) 

and for x4 dS = X4 (TT+SSMAX.dT) = XD(SSMAX,TT) 
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4.2.6 The executing programme: "PERRY/SIMULATION" 

The programme "PERRY/SIMULATION" provides a numerical approximationnof 

the advanced adsorption kinetics model. The convergence of the iteration 

process is of the first order (van Rijsingen, '84 R3). The calculated 

results can be represented graphically as well as printed in a mesh dia-

gram. 

The graphical mode is a plot, including the experimental data points, a 

curve presenting the simple model and a curve presenting the advanced 

model. The mesh diagram gives the numeric values calculated by the pro

gramme. Moreover it may serve the system analyst to trace eventual pro

gramming errors. The mesh diagram can be found on the POOL memory after 

execution of the programme in the file "MESH/DIAGR", which also includes 

a list of the involved parameters. 

The programme can also produce the file "SIMULATON", which solely gives a 

list of the involved parameters. The file "INTERFACE", eventually gives 

the values of all identifiers involved in the procedure "INTERFACE", with 

the aim of tracing eventual errors. 

A listing of "PERRY/SIMULATION" can be found in appendix 7. The listing 

extensively explains the programme and the meaning of its identifiers. 

The programme uses standard programmes from the university library and 

programmes from the personal library "PERRYLIB". A listing of "PERRYLIB" 

is given in appendix 5. 
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4.3 Gomparision of the two models 

Notwithstanding the fact that the simple model has proven its ability to 

describe the filmadsorber's performance, it would be interesting to vali

date the sophisticated model as well. In particular because the simple 

model has not been proven to be able to describe the performance of a 

column containing larger sorbent particles. The sophisticated model how

ever includes diffusion limitation. Radcliffe ('78 R1) obtained satisfac

tory results with his model, on which ours is based. 

To validate the sophisticated model the following parameters are requi

red: 

k x a 
e P 

where 1: width of flat slab in model 

ke x ap can be calculated from K1 in case of the filmadsorber. K1 is 

estimated from the data of the circulation experiments with human plasma. 

The other parameters are taken from previous studies, where stirred batch 

experiments were pérformed with human plasma. In the latter case however, 

plasma was used of normal patients while the circulation experiments are 

performed with plasma from patients with a disease, e.g. Waldenstr~m and 

Wegener. 

Plasma protein concentrations have increased sharply, in these diseases. 

Consequently, the amount of toxin bound to proteins has increased sharp

ly. This protein binding enters into competition with the adsorption to 

the sorbent. In a sample the concentration is measured of both the bound 

toxins and the toxins in free solution. Hence C(~) increases for increa

sing plasma protein level. 

We may conclude from this that the experimental circumstances were basi

cally different in the various experiments. Therefore the sophiticated 

model cannot be validated with the data from the circulation experiment. 

We can see this in figure 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, where the data from table 

4.3.1 were used. 
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D 

~ 
s k x qm - a 

12 e p 

salicylic acid 1.0638 1.1236 0.0170 0.2595 

paracetamol 7.7074 o. 9200 0.0186 0.1306 

state of plas- normal normal normal sick 

ma donor 

table 4.3.1 

The C(~) in the circulation experiment is higher than predicted by the 

model which is obvious because the adsorption isotherm (measured with 

normal plasma) determines the C(~). 

The simple and the complicated model can only be compared when the expe

rimental circumstances are identical. This has not been the case in our 

experiments. Fortunately this is not such a major problem, since the 

simple model gives a good description of the filmadsorber. 

4.4 Literature chapter 4 

R1 Radcliffe D.F., Mass transfer in haemeperfusion columns and other 

sarbent based devices for blood detoxification, (1978), thesis, 

University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. U.K. 

R2 Richmond H.W., J. London. Math. Soc., (1944); Vol 19: pp.31 

R3 Rijsingen P.H. van, Report of a numerical approximation of a mathe

matical model, descrihing an integrated model of a haemeperfusion 

performance, internal report University of Technology of Eindhoven, 

(1984). 
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CHAPTER 5 KINETIC MODELLING OF THE BODY PHARMACO KINETICS 

5.1 Introduetion 

Once we have evaluated the mass transfer parameters of the haemeperfusion 

system from in-vitro experiments, as described in chapter 2 and 3, the 

results are to be extrapolated to predict what happens in a clinical 

situation. This extrapolation eentres on the kinetics of endogenous and 

exogenous toxins in the patien~s body. For the purpose of namegiving, 

generally the term "pharmaco kinetics" is used, which Kruger-Thiemer 

('77 K2) defined as: 

"Pharmaco kinetics constitutes the study of all processes involved in 

time-dependent concentration changes of drug, poison, other foreign sub

stances or their metabolites in human or animal bodies and isolated tis

sues and their description in mathematica! equations." 

According to this definition, the term "pharmaco kinetics", does oot 

include the important group of endogenous substances. Still we will apply 

this term, because it is generally used. In this particular report how

ever, the use of the term "pharmaco kinetics" also includes endogenous 

substances. 

The clinical performance of a heamoperfusion system is affected by the 

pharmaco kinetics in two ways. Firstly, the pharmaco kinetics control the 

~nlet concentration to the blood clearance system, since the system and 

the body are coupled to form a closed-loop, with the outlet concentration 

of the one being related to the other. As the performance of perfusion 

systems is dependent upon the inlet concentration, this is of great inte

rest. 
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Secondly, the pharmaco kinetics of the blood affect the mass transfer in 

the system, since perfusion systems usually have access only to the free 

toxin in the plasma, while a considerable amount occurs bound to proteins 

(see section 1.2). For this reason, the performance of the device may he 

reduced in comparision with in-vitro results, if the toxin is in simple 

aqueous solution instead of human plasma or blood. 

Consequently the effects of pharmaco kinetics in haemoperfusion are of 

eminent importance. Still they are frequntly overlooked in the design and 

interpretation of in vitro experiments and clinical evaluations. 

5.2 Considerations on pharmaco kinetic modelling 

Toxins exist in the body fluids and tissues in several forms; in free 

solution, as either ionized or neutral molecules, or bound to plasma or 

tissue proteins. Transport across biologica! membranes, such as those 

lining the gastro intestinal tract or those surrounding cells or sections 

of tissues, is usually by simple Fickian diffusion. The rate of diffusion 

depends upon the lipid/water partition coefficient of the membranes ac

tive transport (the more lipid soluble the toxin is, the higher the mem-

brane permeability) and the molecule size of the toxin. 

Protein binding is normally reversible. If the concentration of free, 

unionized toxins falls, some of the bound toxin is released into solution 

and visa versa. Likewise, the ionization is reversible. Therefore all the 

toxin in a given cell or section of tissue is ultimately accessible via 

the cell or tissue membrane. 

The pharmaco kinetics are modelled by consiclering the body as a series of 

well mixed, fluid and tissue compartments. Toxins are transported between 

these compartments either by diffusion through separating membranes, by 

active transport or by convection in the blood as it passes between com

partments. The compartments have a variable degree of anatomical signifi

canee dependent upon 
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the type of model of model employed. From the engineering view point 

pharmaco kinetic models of the body can be classified as structural, 

functional and a combination of both. 

Structural models are build up from known anatomical, physiological and 

pharmacological data relating to the distribution and movement of the 

toxin in question. A typical example is shown in figure 5.2.1. Functional 

models, on the other hand, are the pharmaco kinetic transfer functions of 

the body, i.e. the functional relationship between a stimulus (e.g. 

intravenous injection of drugs) and the toxin kinetic response. 
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figure 5.2.1: 

A typical example of a 

structural (fluid/tis

sue) pharmaco kinetic 

model of the body (Chen 

et.al, '76 Cl). It in

cludes the liver's dual 

blood supply. The Q's 

are flow rates through 

the various body regi-

ons 

Functional (linear) models are represented physically as compartments in 

series or parallel. Neither the compartments nor the parameter values 

necessarily correspond to any anatomical structure or physiological para

meter. Nevertheless it is common to label the first campartment as the 

blood or plasma and the others as tissue (e.g. liver) compartments. This 

type of model is often referred to as a campartment model. A typical 

example of a three campartment model is illustrated in figure 5.2.2. The 

k's represent one or more of the transport mechanisms described above. 
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INTRACELLULAR 

FLUID 

cz V?.. 

figure 5.2.2: 

Typical three compart

ment, functional model 

(Gormly et.al., '70 Gl). 

The C's are the concen

trations and the V's the 

volumes of the various 

compartments, the k's 

are the transfer rate 

coefficient, G a genera

tion rate and L an ex

c~etion rate coeffi-

cient. 

The type of model chosen to describe the pharmaco kinetics of a particu

lar toxin depends on many factors. These include the available physiolo

gical and pharmacological data on the toxin, the use of which the model 

is to be put and the precision required for that application. By its very 

nature a structural model represents an "average" patient whereas a func

tional model applies to a particular patient. For this reason, the latter 

is more suitable for individualised treatment, which can be styled as the 

new trend in medical treatment. 

An artiele that will be helpful in choosing a model is written by Zierler 

('81 Zl). It deals with the assumptions, purposes, salution and valida

tion of campartment models and compares them with several other approa

ches to pharmaco kinetic modelling. Another artiele with a similar aim is 

written by DiStefano ('82 Dl). 

A combined model also applies to a particular patient although it assumes 

certain "average" parameters, e.g. protein binding coefficients. Varia

tions between patients are often very large. Therefore, functional models 

will be just as accurate in particular applications. The relative simpli

city even makes them advantageous over structural models in many cases. 

Some functional models will be discussed in the next section. 
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5.3 Rate limiting processes in toxin removal 

With respect to the removal toxin from the body, the rate limiting kine

tic process is of critica! importance. In the simplest model, a single 

compartment, the rate limiting step is necessarily the eliminatien pro

cess. It is true to say, that the larger the clearance of the extracorpo

real system, the more rapid will be the removal of toxin. 

In multi-compartmental and structural models, however, it is possible for 

transport between two of the compartments or body regions to be rate li

miting. In these cases, increase in the system clearance above a thres

hold does little to improve the overall rate of toxin removal. This is in 

spite of the fact, that blood may be substantial cleared of toxin. Once 

the therapy ceases, toxin "rebounds" into the blood and the concentratien 

rises again (Gillette,'73 Gl; Widdop et.al., '75 Wl; Martin et.al., '77 

Ml). Excessive rates of toxin clearance may even lead to metabolic disor

der (Kennedy et.al.,'64 Kl). 

Clearly it is futile to increase the clearance of an extracorporeal deto

xification system above the level where inter-compartment transport forms 

the rate limiting step in toxin elimination. No artificial liver support 

system is able to even approach the capacity of the real liver. If there

fore, the liver is deteriorated totally, it can be assumed that elimina

tion by extracorporeal detoxification is the rate limiting step. Under 

these conditions, the most complex pharmaco kinetic model reduces to a 

single compartment. 

There is of course an intermediate state, where neither the device nor 

the inter-compartmental transport is the rate limiting step. In such 

cases the complex interactions in the pharmaco kinetic model become sig

nificant and the performance of a detoxification system must be judged by 

modelling the complete pharmaco kinetics of each toxin under investiga

tion. 
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Furthermore, toxins with a larger molecule size and therefore a relative 

smal! inter-compartmental transfer rate coefficient, need a multi-com

partmental approach more frequently. In case of the filmadsorber, which 

removes a solute more rapidly compared to other systems, the number of 

compartments must be chosen even more carefully, then for other systems. 
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CHAPTER 6 : A NEWLY DEVELOPED PHARMACO KINETIC MODEL OF THE LIVER'S EX

CRETORY FUNCTION, FORA NEW STRATEGY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARTIFICIAL 

LIVER SUPPORT 

6.1 Introduetion 

An implicit assumption in the methodology, that is undertaken so far in 

investigations to achieve the aim of developing an artificial liver sup

port system, is that the mass transfer in a detoxifying system provides a 

meaningful measure of the clinical performance. Yet, direct measurements 

of toxin remaval (i.e. clearance), only have significanee if: 

a. the toxin(s) has (have) been positively identified. 

b. the relationship between the concentratien of the toxin(s) in the 

blood and/or tissue compartments and the clinical symptoms is under

stood. 

c. the excretory and detoxifying capacity of the normal liver and of the 

liver as a function of the residual functional liver mass and the 

blood flow perfusing the liver parenchymal tissue is well known. 

Most investigations tend to highlight the excretion of some toxins chosen 

for various biomedical reasons. Most of them are selected because their 

relevanee in hepatic failure is more or less proved or at least suspec

ted. Still the identity of many of the ±80 putative endogenous substances 

accumulate in hepatic failure, is uncertain. The relevanee in hepatic 

coma of the identified substances has only partially been demonstrated. 

e.g. Zieve ('75 Z2) cited 14 different categories of metabolic distur

bance which has been recognized to accompany fulminant hepatic failure, 

many of which, when induced selectively in animals, were capable of pro

ducing coma. To date, none of these metabolic abnormalities has been 

shown to have an absolute correlation with the state of consciousness in 

either patients or animals with accute liver disease, and none is patheg

nomie for hepatic encephalopathy (Berk,'80 B3). From this it is clear 

that the problem touched upon by item a. is far from being solved. 
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The problem of unidentified toxins in acute hepatic failure does not 

exist in acute poisoning. However the relationship between toxin concen

tration and symptoms, in these cases, is often obscure. Therefore at 

present it is not possible to draw up a performance specification in 

terms of blood concentrations. For this reason development of detoxifica

tion systems has proceeded empirically and intuitively over the last 

decades, as already mentioned insection 1.7. 

This report does not attempt to solve the problem of mass transfer speci

fication. Therefore we do not pretend that as a result of the project 

discussed in this report we wil! be able to establish when and to what 

extent a liver support system is required. However, next to the identifi

cation of the controlling mass transfer processes in the "filmadsorber", 

which wil! make the above process less empirica! and intuitive, we deve

loped a kinetic model of the liver's excretory and detoxifying function. 

This pharmaco kinetic model in which we modelled the liver as an enzyme 

reactor, is both functional and structural (section 5.2). It may behelp

ful in filling up the gap in knowledge indicated in item c. For that 

purpose this theoretica! model remains to be evaluated and validated in

vivo by markers of hepatic failure. In this chapter forementioned model 

will be discussed. 

The choice of an appropriate marker wil! remain to be arbitrary until 

such time that a. and b. have been answered satisfactory. The selection 

of wel! known markers like "bilirubin" and some "bile-acids" (section 

1.2)(Zakim D, et.al.,'82 Zl), which relevanee has extensively been in

vestigated and proven, seems to be justifiable for the time being. Mean

while systematic investigations wil! be necessary in order to fill up the 

immense flaws indicated by the items a. and b. 

As far as the author is informed, no previous studies resulted in esta

blishing the excretory and detoxifying capacity of the normal and dete

riorated liver, with the aid of a similar model. This implies a new stra

tegy in the development of an artificial liver support system. 
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Existing models (mainly functional) assume proportionality between the 

residual liver mass, the flow perfusing the liver parenchymal tissue and 

the excretory and detoxifying capacity (Mor, '80 M1; Berk, '69 B1 & '80 

B3). Furthermore, no distinction is made between the excretory and deto

xifying function of the liver. The latter, however formally incorrect, 

can be justified by the fact that if a toxin is rendered harmless after 

biotransformation, then effectively it has been excreted. The first as

sumption, on the contrary, has some severe shortcomings. It ignores the 

maximum capacity of the liver and the drastic increase of the concentra

tien of relevant substances only when most of the organ is out of func

tion. The newly proposed model includes these phenomena. In addition one 

is able to distinguish between the excretory and detoxifying function of 

the liver if desired. Furthermore our model has a flow parameter, which 

completely lacks in purely functional models (section 5.2). 

6.2 The mathematica! equations descrihing the newly developed pharmaco 

kinetic model 

As already mentioned in section 6.1., in the present pharmacokinetic 

approach, the liver is modelled as an enzyme reactor. The flow through 

the reactor (Q) represents the blood flow perfusing the liver parenchymal 

tissue, while the height (h) of the reactor times the cross sectional 

area (A) represents the amount of residual functional liver mass, thus 

forming the structural part of the model. A schematic representation of 

the model is given in figure 6.2.1. The blood pool is assumed to be a 

well mixed vessel. This example conceives the body as a liver campartment 

and a blood compartment. Eventual other compartments are not essential in 

the further argumentation and therefore omitted. 

In order to describe the model with mathematica! equations, some basic 

knowledge of enzyme reactors is required. In appendix 4, a concise expla

nation is given on enzym reactors. 
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Q Figure 6.2.1 . . 
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Ch(t) 
. 

of liver [ mmol J ...... 
ml 

Q flow through 

reactor [ ml J min 
G generation 

h height of reactor [ cm J 
A cross section area 

of reactor [ cm2 J 

The total combination of enzyme reactions in the liver is infinitely 

complex and cannot be described formally by a kinetic model with a prac

tical relevanee for the optimization of treatment of hepa~ic insufficien

cy. This because the enormous amount of parameters cannot be measured 

independently and with a high enough accuracy. 

However, in order to be able to give an indication for the required clea

ring capacity under various circumstances (e.g. exogenous intoxications 

demand a fast detoxification while acute liver failure demands a continu

ous detoxification over a longer period), we must know the detoxifying 

function of the liver. For this purpose a mathematical model is required. 

Our hypothetic model is based on the simplest enzyme reaction that occurs 

in the liver (without feedback, i.e. the enzyme constauts are independent 

from the substrate concentration). We are well aware that this is an 

oversimplification, yet it may give a macroscopie description of the 

liver's function. When in future experiments should not validate this 

approach, then more complex enzyme processes need to be involved, e.g. 

allosteric enzymes, that exhibit Km values dependent upon the substrate 

concentration. 

The change of concentration of a compound in a salution fed through an 

enzyme reactor, a column with fixed enzyme molecules, that couvert the 

compound into (an)other one(s), is shown in figure 6.2.2: 
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C'(z) 

t 

I 

figure 6.2.2: 

(a) Concentratien C'(z) 

of a compound excreted 

by the liver as a func

tion of the distance 

passed through the en

zyme reactor. 

(b) concentratien of a 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% compound synthesized by 

------~~ z in the liver 

This reactor simulates the action of a liver. It is immediately evident 

that the si~e of the reactor (and the size of a healthy liver) can be 

diminished considerably (to 40%) without greatly affecting its action. 

\fuen, however, the size is diminished further ( to 20%) there may be seri

ous consequences. This is the essence of our model in a nutshell. In 

addition the model is also capable to describe the synthetic function of 

the liver (figure 6.2.2). 

The change of concentratien in an enzyme reactor can be described mathe

matically by equation A4.7. In our model the inlet concentratien Si is 

the concentratien C(t) of the bloodpool. We will call the outlet concen

tratien Ch(t). 

Hence: 

k x e
0 

x A x h 
(c(t) - c (t)) + K x ln(c (t)) = 

h m Ch(t) Q 

where e0: enzyme concentratien 

Km: Michaelis-Menten constant 

k : reaction rate constant 

The mass balance over the system of figure 6.2.1 provides: 

V x d C(t) = -Q x C(t) + Q x Ch(t) + G 
1 d t 

(6.2.1) 

(6.2.2) 
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6.3 The steady state behaviour of the model 

The model has both a time independend (stationary) and a time dependent 

(dynamic) representation. The first one gives the blood compartment con

centration when an equilibrium in generation of toxic compounds and deto

xification/excretion has been reached (the so called "steady state"), 

while the latter explains how the concentration C(t) reaches the steady 

state concentration c~ in time. First we will discuss the stationnary 

situation represented by equation. 

Once the "steady state" is obtained, ddC~t) = 0. The steady state blood 

compartment concentration will be called C • Under steady state conditi
e 

ons equation 6.2.2 can be rearranged into: 

(6.3.1) 

As Ch(t) at steady state is time independent the coordinate t is omitted. 

Substitution of equation 6.3.1 into equation 6.2.1 yields: 

~ + K x ln ( 
Q m 

c k x e 0 x A x h 
__ e--=G ) = --~---
Ce Q 

which can be rearranged into: 

c 
e 

G 1 
= - x ------~~~--------~--~--Q G - k x e 0 x A x h 

( 
1 - e 

Q x K 
m 

The total amount of the enzyme concerned equals e 0 x A x h. 

(6.3.2) 

The liver's detoxifying and excretory performance may decrease in various 

ways: 

1. Necrosis of the liver parenchymal tissue. 

2. Decrease of the blood flow perfusing the liver. 

3. Decrease of the enzyme concentration in the sinusoirlal cells. 
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Ad.l Decrease caused by partial dysfunction of the sinusoidal cells, e.g. 

in ischemia, can be simulated by decreasing reactor height "h", be

cause h represents the average length of the sinusoides used to 

clean the blood (N.B. the blood has been cleared long befare having 

reached the end of the sinuoide under normal conditions). 

If on the other hand , decrease of parenchymal tissue is not spread 

over the total organ, but occurs in some regions of the liver, e.g. 

in partial hepatectomy, the situation is different. The total number 

of sinusoides, all working parallel, decreases in these cases. The 

"A", being the cross sectional area of the reactor or the sum of the 

individual cross sectional areas of all reactors each representing 

one sinusoide, of course decreases in this situation. As a decrea

sing number of sinusoides automatically implies a proportional de

crease of blood flow perfusing the liver parenchymal tissue (the 

pressure drop over the liver is assumed to remain constant), the "Q" 

in our model decreases proportionally with A. 

Ad.2 The blood flow perfusing the liver parenchymal tissue and hence the 

liver's capacity mayalso be affected by other parameters than A, 

e.g. the blood pressure. This simply is simulated by varying Q. 

Ad.3 Decrease of the enzyme concentratien obviously is simulated by de-

creasing "e0". 

Despite of the fact, that no parameters have been determined yet, the 

model can describe the effects of the deterioration level on its detoxi

fying and excretory activity 

In this section the parameters are assumed to have the following values, 

that are arbitrarily chosen: 

= 3.3 x lo-4 ~ G min 

ml 
Q = 1200 min 

A = 7500 cm2 

h=0.2cm 

mm.ol 
ml x min 

= 6 x 10-s mm.ol 
Km Dir" 
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The large value for A represents the large number of sinusoides, while 

the moderate value for h agrees with the physical size of the average 

liver lobule. 

The blood flow perfusing the parenchymal tissue is measured by Hopkinsou 

et.al. ('68 Hl), using a square-wave electromagnetic flowmeter, which has 

proven to be the most reliable of the direct methods for measurement of 

hepatic arterial and total hepatic blood flow (N.B. a direct method mea

sures directly in the circulation). With this technique an average value 

of 16.7 ml/min/kg was recorded for the total hepatic blood flow in eigth 

normal human subjects. For a person weighing 70 kg, this agrees with a 

hepatic flow Q = 1169 ml/min, which is conveniently approximated in our 

numeric example by 1200 ml/min. 

As bilirubin is abundantly studied, experimental data are amply availa

ble. Therefore we choose bilirubin in this numeric example. The normal 

rate of bilirubin production is approximately 4 mg/day/kg (Berk, '71 BZ). 

For a subject of 70 kg this yields approximately 0.19 mg/min ~ 0.00033 

mmol/min (M = 584.68). 

In five examples the non-linear realation between the different parame

ters and the steady state concentration wil! be demonstrated graphically. 

In each of the following plots one parameter representing a biologica! 

proces or structure will be varied to show its influence on Ce• The 

other values remain unchanged when compared to the above ones. As already 

mentioned we used equation 6.2.4, 

Let's assume the average sinusoidal length h of a normal healthy liver 

equals 2. For h = 0.2 cm the steady state concentration of the blood co~ 

partment Ce approximates its minimum value for given parameter values 

(figure 6.3.1). This minimum value, which is assymptotically reached for 

infinite h, is determined by the generation rate of toxins and the flow 

perfusing the liver (see equation 6.3.1): 

lim C = ~Q = 2.75 x to- 1 mmol/ml 
h~ e 
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Initially, decrease of h (0.2 cm+ 0.1 cm) hardly effects the equilibrium 

concentration. Further decrease of h, however, rapidly becomes dramati

cal. For h = 0.0044 cm, G equals kxe 0xAxh, hence the exponentlal power in 

equation 6.3.2 equals 1, the denominator in equation 6.3.2 equals zero 

and Ce will be infinite: 

G 
h = k x e

0 
x A = 0.0044 cm lim 

h1-0.0044 
c ~ a> 

e 

From this we may conclude, that decrease of h becomes fatal, long before 

h reaches zero, which agrees with empirical findings, e.g. Opolon ('78 

01). 
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A possible decrease of the enzyme concentration e 0 x k has a similar 

effect (figure 6.3.2). For high e 0 x k Ce approximates its minimum 

va-

x k 

value which equals that approximated for large h. The minimum value of e 0 
x k is determined analogously when compared to that for h, i.e. G = 
kxe.0xAxh. For chosen parametervalues the minimum e = 2.2 x 10- 1 : 

G 
e 0 x k = ~--~ = 2.2 x 10-1 

h x A ml x min 
mmol c 

e 
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Variation of the cross sectional area is somewhat more complicated, be

cause the volumetrie flow rate Q varies proportionally with A. Suppose 

the A of a normal liver would equal 7500 cm2. In the purely theoretical 

case A + ~, Ce assymptotically reaches zero, since Q + ~ as well (fi

gure 6.3.3 ): 

lim 
A&Q+<» 

G c = - = 0 e Q 

In the more interesting case A decreases, we first see a moderate incre

ase of Ce• Further decrease (A < 20% of normal A), however, causes a 

dramatic increase of Ce• Ce becomes infinite when: 

G A = "__...---._~ = 165 cm2 
k x e 0 x h lim 

At 165 
c + ~ 

e 
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If the volumetrie rate Q is varied in figure 6.3.4, while A is assumed to 

remain constant (e.g. caused by decreasing blood pressure). For Q + 0 

obviously Ce • =: 

G 
lim Ce = Q + c:o 

Q+O 

For large Q equation 6.3.2 rearranges into: 

c 
e 

= 
G x K 

m 
k x e 0x A x h - G 

Hence, for large Q, C e is no function of Q: 

(6.3.3) 

10-6 mmol 
ïiU 

The plot reveals that for chosen parameter values, a decrease of Q at 

constant A has little effect both in the healthy liver (a) and the neera

tic liver (b) (A = 10% of normal A). N.B. The upper scale applies to 

curve b and the lower scale applies to curve a. 
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The above cases were concerned with decrease of the liver's detoxifying 

and excretory function. Another agent that causes hepatic insufficiency 

is increase of the toxin production rate G. This can be caused by regular 

administration of exogenous toxins (e.g. alcoholism) or by overproduction 

of endogenous toxins. As we see in figure 6.3.5 for low values of G, li

mited increase of it causes proportional increase of Ce• Further in

crease of G causes a dramatic increase of Ce• In the theoretica! case G 

t 0.015 mmol/min, the Ce would be infinite. 

G = k x e 0x A x h = 0.015 mmo! 
iiiii1 lim C ~ 

Gt0.015 e 

The plot shows the influence of decreased A (in curve a, A is normal, in 

curve b, A = 10% of the normal A) on Ce at increasing G. A dramatic 

increase (non-linearity) occurs faster in a subject with a deteriorated 

liver. 
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Figure 6.3.6 shows the maximum capacity of the liver for a substance 

(this plot has other parameter values when compared to the other plots). 

N.B. The plots in this section are produced by the programme "PERRY/EN

ZYMREAC", a listing of which can be found in appendix 10. 
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6.4 The dynamic behaviour of the model 

In this section the dynamic properties of the model are discussed. It 

explaines to us how the toxin concentration in the blood compartment 

reaches the steady state concentration Ce• 

In order to analyse the dynamic properties of the model, the equations 

6.2.1 and 6.2.2 have to be solved simultaneously. This system has an ana-

lytic salution only if we assume: C(t) << K • This assumption results in 
m 

a simplified form of equation 6.2.: 

K m ( c (t) ) 
x ln ë,""tt) = 

h 

k x e 0 x A x h 

Q 

which can be rearranged into: 

- ( 
k x e 0 x A x h 

K x Q ) 
m 

Substitution of equation 6.4.1 into 6.2.2 yields: 

- ( 
V d C(t) = -Q x C(t) x ( 1 - e 1 x d t 

k x e 0 x A x h 

K x Q 
m 

) 

) + G 

which after integration and rearrangement finally results into: 

C(t) = Q ~ IT x ( G - ( G - c0 x Q x IT x e 

For the sake of notation we introduced the parameter IT: 

IT = 1 - e 

k x e 0 x A x h 

Q x K 
m 

(6.4.1) 

(6.4.2) 
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We must distinguish between two different catagories of toxins. First of 

all, the endogenous substances, having a generation rate G. Some distur

bance may have changed the normal concentration of a substance and it is 

important to knowhow rapid the situation can be restored (figure 6.4.1). 

In the second place, the exogenous substances, not generated in the body 

(hence G = 0), but normally administered in one or more large portions. 

In this situation, a fast restoration of the normal situation (C(t) = 0), 

often is of eminent importance (figure 6.4.2). The dynamic version of the 

model tells us how fast the balance is restored: 
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C(t) figure 6.4.2: 
t Timedepence of 

I the concentra-

tion of an 

exogenous sub-

stance in the 

blood. 

G=O hence GXII 
=0 Q 

0 

0 _. t 

If the assumption C(t) << Km is not valid, the system (equations 6.2.1 

and 6.2.2) can only be solved numerically. The curves calculated numeri

cally are not essentially differenct from those calculated using equation 

6. 4. z·. 
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6.5 Calculation of the clearance capacity required for a liver support 

system 

If the liver function is to be supported artificially, the system presen

ted in figure 6.2.2 is extended to represent the body connected with a 

detoxification device. This is shown in figure 6.6.1. 

1. 
C(t) 

G -~ ;hA BLOOD 

C
0
(t) 

POOL 2. 

C(t) L 
.l I 

1 
h 

c V 
0 E 
L 

QJ lQl 
R 

u ..... r-
M 

.j. 

I 
1 

N C(t) Ch(t) + 

The mass balance over this system provides: 

Figure 6.6.1 : 

A schematic representa

tion of the body con

nected with a blood de

toxification device 

Q1 : flow through liver 

Q : flow through column c 
C

0
(t): outlet concen-

tratien of column 

(6.6.1) 

The equation descrihing the enzyme reactor remains unchanged: 

(c(t) - Ch(t)) +Km x ln(c (t)) = 
ch(t) 

k x e
0 

x A x h 

Q 
(6.6.2) 

We define the removal Rm of the detoxification device as the toxin mass 

that is removed per unit time. Rm is given by the following equation: 

Rm = Q x ( C(t) - C (t) ) 
c 0 

(6.6.3) 
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In order to maintain the patient in a satisfactory condition we assume 

that with the aid of the detoxifying system the equilibrium concentration 

is maintained at a level similar to that of a healthy patient. 

Under steady state conditions equation 6.6.1 rearranges into: 

0 = Q x ( C (t) - C(t) )+ G + Q x ( C (t) - C(t) ) 
1 h c 0 • 

Substitution of equation 6.6.3 yields: 

Q x ( C - C ) = G - Rm 
1 h e 

(6.6.4) 

Substitution of 6.6.4 into 6.6.2 yields after rearrangement (analogous to 

the derivation of equation 6.3.2. 

c e 

Rm 

= 
G - Rm 

Q 
x 

1 - e 

1 
G - k x e 0 x A x h 

( Q x K ) 
m 

G - k x e 0 x A x h 

( Q x K 
=G-cxqx(1-e m 

e 

, which can be rear-

ranged into 

) (6.6.5) 

In our numeric example equation 6.6.5 would give the following results: 

Rm = 0 for the values attributed to the parameters in section 6.3. This 

is obvious, since in a healthy person no artificial clearance is requi

red. In this case Ce = 1.49 x 10-6. 

In case, for example, of 70 % hepatectomy, A = 2250 cm2 and therefore Q = 
360 ml/min. Yet, a bilirubin concentration that is eigth times the normal 

level is sustained by the patient. N.B. if bilirubin concentration is 

increased then normally the concentrations of other toxins are increased 

as well. Ce without artificial clearing equals 5.22 x 10-6 mmol/ml. 

This means that no artificial liver support system is required in this 

stage. To keep the bilirubin concentration at a normal level, a Rm = 2.36 

x 10-4 mol/min would be required. 
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In case, however, of 90 % hepatectomy (A = 750 cm2, Q = 120 ml/min ), 

Ce without artificial support would be too high to survive (= 1.83 x 

10-5 mmol/ml ). In this situation a clearance is required Rm = 1.15 x 

10-~ mmol/min to keep a patient alive ( Ce = 1.19 x 10- 5 mmol/ml ). 

In case of 95 % hepatectomy (A= 375 cm2, Q = 60 ml/min ), the required 

Rm = 2.51 x 10-~ mmol/min to keep a patient alive ( Ce = 1.19 x 10-5 

mmol/ml ). Hence the required remaval capacity for 95% is more than twice 

that for 90%. 

From this numeric example it appears, that the model is able to give an 

expression for the clearance rate required to maintain the toxin blood 

concentratien at a specific level. This may serve as a rational indica

tion for the required clearance capacity of a blood detoxification system 

to be developed and for the time when liver support should be started, 

given the available clearance. This model may therefore serve to replace 

the rather empirica! and intuitive way artificial liver support is ap

proached so far. 
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6.6 Discussion on the new pharmaco kinetic model 

Notwithstanding its simplicity when compared to other combined (structu

ral/fuctional) models, for well choosen parameter values the model remar

kably simulates the function of the real liver. From several pharmaco 

kinetic parameters the toxin concentration in the blood campartment cao 

be calculated directly. In addition it provides some features of the real 

liver function, that have oot been included tagether by one model so 

far. 

First of all, it simulates the liver's overcapacity. From the figures 

6.3.1 to 6.3.3 it follows that a limited decrease of A or h or e is sus

tained easily, i.e. the Ce is increased moderately. Decrease under a 

eertaio level, however, becomes fatal very rapidly. This agrees with 

empirical findiogs, e.g. Opolon ('78 01) found that patients with hepato

cyte volume fractions of less than 35 per cent early in the clinical 

course of fulminant hepatic failure all died if the hepatocyte volume 

tended oot to increase. Patients in whom serial liver biopsies revealed 

appreciable increase in the hepatocyte volume fractions, on the other 

hand, all survived. 

Secondly, the model provides a description of the liver's maximum capaci

ty. From figure 6.3.5 it follows that an increase of the generation rate 

G is fatal only above a eertaio level. This is also supported by empiri

cally obtained data, e.g. the maximal rate of bilirubin production that 

is sustained is only eight times the normal value of approximately 4 

mg/day/kg in a healthy subject (Scharschmidt, '75 Sl). 

Thirdly, the influence of the flow is explained by the model. It reveals 

that decrease of Q at constant A has little effect both in the healthy 

liver and the necrotic liver. 

Fourthly, the model is also capable of descrihing the synthetic function 

of the liver (figure 6.2.2). 
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Finally the model provides an expression for the clearance capacity that 

is required from an artificial liver support system if one of the parame

ters is altered, e.g. 90 per cent necrosis. No other pharmaco kinetic 

model aims at all these purpose. In our opinion, the ignorance of the 

amount of substances that has to be removed is one of the reasans for the 

lack of rationalism in the development of artificial liver support so 

far. 

Alsode Groot et.al. ('84 G3) tried to answer the question: how much 

should be removed? From their calculations they concluded that the capa

city of the currently available artificial organs is probably insuffi

cient to restare the "internal milieu". However, to our apinion they 

omitted two relevant phenomena which may play an important role in consi

derations about required artificial liver support. 

Firstly, they assumed a linear relation between blood flow through the 

liver and the remaval capacity of the residual liver mass. Secondly they 

didn't take into account the fact that artificial remaval of substances, 

additional to the liver's restfunction of let's say 15%, may be suffi

cient torestare the "internal milieu". This presumption has already been 

supported by the results of studies of Chang ('83 Cl) and Gimson ('82 G2) 

who demonstrated better results when starting haemeperfusion in earlier 

stages of hepatic coma (grade 2 instead of grade 3 or 4). However, their 

studies haven't been controlled in double blind studies yet. 

As we see, our model, using some theoretical values for its parameters, 

is able to give an explanation for many empirical effects. Unfortunately 

we do not have all experimental data required to make the theory of real 

interest for the medical world yet. In addition we conceived the body as 

a two campartment model. The choice of the number of eventuel extra com

partments is dependent upon the application, e.g. if in artificial liver 

support the concentrations change rapidly, then an extra campartment may 

be required (see chapter 5). Also different substances may need a diffe

rent model, as their transfer rate may differ. 
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Notwithstanding the fact that the above reasoning is based on the liver 

(because of direct interest for this thesis) the same concept can be 

applied to kidney function as wel!. 

Of course this simple model still has to be validated experimentally. 

Hepatectomy and clamping the liver's artery and the hepatic veinare 

methods to alter some parameters. If experiments would show that enzyme 

reactions with feedback mechanisms are required to give an adequate des

cription then the possibility occurs of more than one stable state in the 

model. In that case one must be wel! aware of this extra complication. 

The effort required for determining the parameters in humans for all in

volved substances (or at least some relevant markers) wil! be enormous. 

For all involved substances systematic investigations must be carried 

out. i.e. the maximum blood toxin concentration that is sustained must be 

determined and a value must be attributed to the enzyme parameters. Fur

thermore, the blood toxin concentration has to be determined for several 

different values of the involved parameters. 

Therefore weneed methods for the objective measurement of A, h, Q, etc., 

most of which are to be developed newly. Also we need alternatives to 

some existing methods that burden the patient too much or that are too in 

accurate for this aim. Sophisticated scanning methods (e.g. nuclear mag

netic resonance, positon emission tomography) and chemica! analysis me

thods (biosensors specific to a toxin) may offer the required possibili

ties. Carefully obtained experimental data, tagether with the discussed 

model may incite to a new strategy in the development of artificial liver 

support. 
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7.1 Conclusions 

The Ka in the simple adsorption kinetic model should be replaced by a new 

Ka (Ka(new)=Ka(old)/K 1 ). In that case Ka is no langer a function of K;. 

The simple adsorption kinetic model gives an excellent fit to the experi

mental data in those cases where reliable experiments were performed. It 

is both easier applicable (having an analytica! solution) than the more 

sophisticated model and its parameters give a much better insight in the 

clearing capacity of a detoxification column. i.e. The best column is a 

column with a high K 1 (representing the clearance rate) and a low Ka(new) 

(representing the saturation). The model still has to be validated for 

columns containing larger particles. If in that case similar results are 

obtained, the simple model provides a new and convenient standard for 

comparision of columns containing sarbent material. 

The K 1 and Ka provide a relative measure which enables the physician to 

choose the most suitable column in a particular situation. e.g. In case 

of an exogenous intoxication the toxin must be removed as quick as pos

sible, hence the column with the highest K1 must be used. 

In case of the filmadsorber, ke x ap in the sophisticated model can 

be calculated from K
1 

in the simple model, which parameter is convenient

ly and accurately estimated using the analytic salution of the simple 

model. In the derivation of the functional relation between K1 and 

ke x ap, both a linear adsorption isotherm and a neglegible effect of 

diffusion limitation is assumed. Van Berlo ('84 B1) showed that for con-

centrations relevant to hepatic insufficiency the first assumption is 

valid. The latter assumption, however valid for the filmadsorber (van 

Berlo,'84 B1), may not hold for larger particles. This means that for 

larger particles, the ke x ap may not be given by equation 2.7.2. 
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Equation 2.7.2 yields the value for the apparent sorbent mass, which 

could not he determined for the filmadsorber so far. If the underlying 

assumptions (linear isotherm, no diffusion limitation) are positively 

validated for columns containing larger particles, then equation 2.7.2 

gives a measure of the part of the partiele reached by the sorbate. 

In the filmadsorber the apparent sorbent mass is experimentally found to 

be 3.7-12.8% of the real sorbent mass. In our opinion this mau he caused 

by: 

- an irregular perfusion of the spaee between the various filmlayers due 

to manual manufacturing of the column and/or to design, e.g. the dis

tanee between two filmlayers is too small. 

- a gradually increasing irregular perfusion of the spaee between the in

dividual filmlayers due to clotting of proteins which oeeurs at irre

gular shaped places, e.g. where the blood or plasma enters the fil~ 

roll. 

- fastening of clotted plasma to the filmsurfaee, whieh may oeeur due to 

whirls behind the bulges on the film surface. 

- competition of various toxins for sorption sites. If the sorptión capa• 

city of a sorbent for a toxin is influeneed significantly by the pre

senee of other toxins this has serious consequences. The parameters are 

measured for one toxin in normal plasma. In case of hepatic insuffi

ciency, however, the concentrations of endogenous toxins have inereased 

sharply, which influenees the parameters (i.e. Ka will inerease sharply 

in hepatie failure). In case of patients withother diseases the levels 

of several toxins may be inereased as well. Henee this uncertainty may 

also play a role in the plasma we used. 

- the fact that KL and qm are measured in normal plasma while the Ka 

is estimated from experiments with plasma from patients. In this case 

the KL and qm is not correeted for the inereased plasma binding in 

the diseased patients. 

The salieylate experiments reveal an influence of the flow on K1 • No 

funetional relationship however can be derived from the experiments. 
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The parameters from the sophisticated model are measured in three inde

pendent experiments. The experimental circumstances were basically diffe

rent and therefore the sophisticated model could not be validated nor 
0 

compared to the simple model. 

The pharmaco kinetic model has some clear advantages over existing mo

dels, because it includes some features of the liver function that are 

not included all together in one existing model as far as the author is 

informed. These features are: 

- the maximum capacity of the liver's function 

_ the evereapacity of the liver's function 

_ the influence of the flow on the liver's function 

The model both includes the liver's excretory function, its detoxifying 

function and its synthetic function. 
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7.2 Future research in haemeperfusion in hepatic insufficiency 

This section is divided into three parts. Firstly the main research lines 

of haemeperfusion in hepatic insufficiency are discussed. Secondly a more 

detailed view on the main lines is presented and thirdly some recommenda

tions for improvements in research in this project are given. 

7.2.1 The main research lines 

The final aim of the project is to indicate when and to what extend arti

ficial liver support is required. To reach this final aim an enormous 

amount of research is required. The main research lines to be followed 

are drawn in scheme 7.2.1. 

scheme 7 2 . .1 

- 1. body/liver function ~ 

• 2. biocompatability 4. clinical application 

·- 3. detoxification devices ~ 

In this scheme the biocompatability is the interface between the biclogi

cal subject and the device. Line 2 must be followed parallel (simultane

ously) to line 1 and 3. 

Ad1. The pharmaco kinetic model must be validated in-vitro and in-vivo. 

After that the parameters must be determined in normal and sick sub

jects. This must be done for all substances relevant to hepatic 

failure, firtsly in-vivo and secondly clinical. 
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Ad.2 The simple adsorption kinetic model must be validated for columns 

containing larger particles. After that the parameters must be de

termined for every substance/serbent combination in various devi-

ces. 

The pharmaco kinetic model and the adsorption kinetic model must be inte

grated to predict the column's performance when connected to the body• 

When this immense job is done, haemeperfusion is ready for clinical ap

plication. At that moment medica! empiricism must take over the more 

rational approach of the technologist, which has come to the limits of 

its applicability in this field. 

7.2.2 A more detailed view 

As the development of the filmadsorber is an important part of the pro

ject, line 3 concentratea on the optimization of this device and the 

judgement of its performance when compared to other haemeperfusion devi

ces. For this purpose, the next steps must be taken. 

The simple model has been validated for the filmadsorber. Yet a good 

estimation of the prosity ~ fails. This would allow the determination of 

Vi and V0 with a high accuracy (N.B. in this thesis the porosity was 

taken 0.3), which allows a more accurate determination of K 1 and Ka• 

The next step is the optimization of the filmadsorber. Therefore the K 1 

and the K8 must be determined experimentally for various flows, various 

distauces of the filmlayers, varying thickness of the coating, etc. In 

addition it is obvious that for optima! layer distance and thickness a 

column must have a specific surface as large as possible. 

If the simple model applies to devices using larger sorbent particles, 

the K1 and the Ka may serve as an objective criterium for comparision of 

columns. Therefore the simple model must be validated for these devices 

as well. In case the simple model would not give a satisfactory descrip

tion, another parameter must be added to the model. 
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The K
1 

and K8 are relative measures which enables the physician to choose 

the most suitable column in a particular situation. They cannot yet serve 

as an absolute measure that prediets exactly when the concentration has 

decreased under a certain level, because the influence of protein binding 

and competitive adsorption remains uncertain. Protein concentration and 

affinity for a toxin differs in every subject just as the concentrations 

of the whole spectrum of body fluids. To obtain the absolute measure, the 

influence of protein binding and competitive adsorption must be 

investigated thoroughly. 

While line 3 is followed the matching line 1 must be followed simulta

neously. Thereby the attention eentres on the newly developed pharmaco 

kinetic model. 

The pharmaco kinetic model provides an expression for the required rema

val capacity in the patient (suffering from hepatic insufficiency). In 

the first place however it must be validated in-vitro and in-vivo by 

markers of hepatic insufficiency. Decreases of the reactor surface A can 

be simulated in-vivo by partial hepatectomy and decrease of h can be 

simulated in-vivo by reversible ischaemia. In addition empirica! know

ledge is abundantly present in liver units in several hospita!. 

When the pharmaco kinetic model is validated, its parameters must be 

measured in patients. The residual liver mass (represented by A and h) 

must be measured, the flow through liver must be measured, etc. Some 

methods for measurements must be developed newly, for one or more of the 

following reasons: 

1. existing methods burden the patient to much 

2. existing methods have a low (too low) accuracy 

3. no methods are yet available 

Development of the required methods must be one of the aims of futura! 

research. 
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7.2.3 Recommendations for improvements 

The choice of plasma or blood is very important. Plasma or blood from 

patients is definitely different from that from normal subjects. There

fore plasma or blood from normal subjects must be taken. This would make 

"the results reproducible and comparable. In preparation of the pig expe

riments in Rostock (G.D.R., Wilhelm Pieck University) blood from pigs 

must be taken in the in-vitro experiments with the filmadsorber. 

Although many things have been improved during the past months, the cir

cumstances under which the experiments are performed leaves much to be 

desired, which inevitably reflects on the accuracy and the reproducibili

ty of the experiment. These bad circumstances are particularly created by 

the analyser himself and therefore can be avoided by the analyser as 

well. 

The parameters only repreaent the column in the experiment, because they 

are hand-made. i.e. The filmlength, layer distance, etc. differ for every 

column. Values for the parameters are usefull only when they are valid 

for every column that is produced. For this reason machine-made columns 

are required. 
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Appendix 1 : The analytic salution for a system of equations descrihing 

the one-compartmental circulation experiments. 

In order to be able to give an analytic salution for the system of mathe

matica! equations descrihing the kinetics of a one-compartmental circula

tion experiment the next assumption has to be made: The decrease of con

centration in the column is proportional to the axial place-coordinate 

in the column "z". This leads to the following system of equations (see 

figure A.l.1): 

+ Q + 

C
0
(t) 

c 

t 
0 

1 
z 
1 

u 
m 
n 

Ci(t) 

figure A. 1. 1 

well 

stirred 
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.. m 
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t time-coordinate 

z axial place-coordinate of 

the column 

c
1
(t) 

C
0
(t) 

m (t) 
a 

mo 

inlet concentration 

outlet concentration 

adsorbed mass 

total mass of substance in 

the system 

Vb volume of batch 

V 
0 

volume of column 

volume of supply line 

volume of discharge line 

system inlet volume 

( V i = V 8+ V b+ 1s x € x V c) 
system outlet volume 

( v
0 

= vd + 1s x Ex vc ) 
Q flow through column 

€ bed porosity 

K1 parameter in equation Al.l 
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substituting equation Al.2 in Al.l yields: 

K1 d Ci(t) d C (t) 
~x ( Ci(t) + Co(t) ) + d t x Vi + --d~o~t--- x Vo = 0 (A1.4) 

substituting equation Al.3 in Al.4 yields: 

(Al.S) 

The following starting conditions match equation Al.S: 

St.cd.l: 

St.cd.2: 

Note ALl: 

ei (O) = 

d c. ( t) 
l. 

d t 

» 

mo 

v-: 
l. 

= 
t=O 

e x V 
c 

i.e. the total amount of substance in the 

system is considered to reside in the 

batch, the inlet line and the first 

half of the column. 

Q x m0 i.e. from equation Al.3 sub-
V i x V i stituting C (0) = 0 and 

» ... V 
s 

0 

starting condition 1 

i.e. the volume of the batch is very large compared to the 

fluid volume in the column, which on its turn is very 

large compared to the volume of the discharge line. 

This results into the following comparisions: 

V 
0 

.. V + V 
b s 

.. 
he nee 

hence 

e x V 
c 

and » V 
0 
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With the aid of the starting conditions equation Al.5 can be solved ana

lytically. To simplify the notation we introduce new parameters: 

V x V. 
0 ~ 

Q 

The common solution of the homogeneaus differential equation of the 
d2Y(t) d Y(t) 

second order a0 x d t2 + a 1 x d t + a 2 x Y(t) = 0 is: 

À. x t 
y(t) • A x e 1 + B x e À.2 x t provided J.. 1 * J..2 

J..1 and J..2 are the roots of the characteristic equation: 

a0 x J..2 + a1 x À. + a2 = 0 

Derived analogously, the solution of equation Al.5 is: 

In this equation A and B can be found with the aid of the starting condi

tions. To simplify the notation we introduce new parameters: 

1 ---
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By substituting aa, a 1 and a 2 we obtain new expressions 
1 1 

for- and -: 
~1 ~2 

1 Q Q KI Q Q KI KI x Q 
-= rv+ zv:-+ 4v-.; ( ( 1V + + )2 - <v x v.) ) 
~1 V o 1.V: 7+V i 0 0 ~ 0 0 ~ 

1 Q Q KI Q Q KI KI x Q 
-""-+ -+rv+ .; ( < rv+ zv-:+ 4v )2- <v x V.) ) 
~2 2V o 2V. V i V o ~ 0 0 0 ~ 

In short notation, the expression for the solution of equation A1.5 is: 

t t -- --
(AL 6) 

Similarly, the starting conditions transfer into: 

A+ B St.cd.1 

A B Q x ma 
- + - = ~--:;--
~1 ~2 vixvi 

St.cd.2 

The substitution of starting condition 1 into 2 yields: 

ma 
(g_-.L) 1 A=- x x i 1 V. V. ~2 

~ ~ ---
(AL 7a) 

~1 ~2 

ma (g_-.L) 1 B =-x x 
V. vi ~1 1 1 
~ ---

(AL 7b) 

~2 ~1 
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Substitution of the equations A1.7 and A1.8 into equation A1.3 gives us 

an expression for C0 (t): 

t t -- --
C (t) a C x e ~1 + D x e ~2 

0 

1 (SL-1:....)x(1- vi )x 
V i ~2 Q x ~1 1 1 

~1 ~2 

V 
1 (Q 1 )x(1- i )x 

V i - ~ Q x ~2 1:_- 1:_ 

-----~ ...... -
No te Al.2: 

Q Q KI KI x 
n2 - ( ( 2V+ -+ 4V )2 - Cv zvi x 

0 0 0 

(Al. 9a) 

(Al.9b) 

(A1.9c) 

Q 

V. 
) J 

]. 

the first term on the right hand side can be approximated 

using note A1.1 

Q Q K1 V. x Q Q 
( 2V 

0 
+ 2V i + 4V 

0 
) 

2 = ( 2~ 
0 

x V i ) 
2 + ( 2V i ) 

2 + 

K1 Q x Q Q x K1 Q x K1 
( ) 2 
~ + 2v x vi + 4v x v + 4v x v > 

0 0 0 0 i 0 

Q x K1 Q x K1 Q x K1 V 
+ ... x ( 1 + i ) » 

4V x V 4V .x V v
0

x v
1 

4 ~ 
0 0 ]. 0 0 

KI x Q 

V x V. 
, hence 

0 ]. 

Q Q K1 K1 x Q 
( 2.'V" + lV + 4V )2 » (V x V ) 

0 i 0 0 i 

....L«....L 
~1 ~2 

hence: or ~1 >> ~2 
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Appendix 2 : The analytic salution for a system of equations descrihing 

the one-compartmental circulation experiments with inclusion of the sstu

ration of the adsorbent. 

In order to be able to give an analytic salution for the system of equa

tions descrihing the kinetics of a one-compartmental circulation experi

ment the same assumption has been made as in appendix 1. In appendix 2, 

however we will include the saturation phenomenom in the sarbent parti

cles in the column. This leads to a system of equation comparable to the 

equations A1.1 to Al.3 (see figure A.l.1). 

d m (t) c. (t) + c (t) KB a = K 1 x ( 
]. 0 ) -d t 2 

m (t) + C.(t) x V + C (t) x V = m 
a l. i 0 0 0 

d c. ( t) 
V x 

]. = Q x ( C
0
(t) - Ci(t) ) i d t 

where : parameter 

hence: 
dm (t) d Ci(t) 
--a~- ... -v x - v x 

d t i a t o 

x m 

V c 

d c (t) 
0 

d t 

Substitution of these equations into equation A2.1 leads to: 

c. ( t) 
-v x --~].--- - v x 

i d t 0 

c ( t) 
0 

d t 
= ~ x K I x ( C.(t) + C (t) ) -

]. 0 

(A2.1) 

(A2.2) 

(A2 .3) 



Which can be rearranged into: 

V x 
0 

d c (t) 
0 

-d~t- ... Ka x ma 
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After substitution of equation A2.3 we have: 

( V. +V ) 

( KI + Ka x 
~ 0 

) x c. ( t) + 
V ~ . 

c 

V x K1 V x Ka x V d Ci(t) 
( V i+ 

i +V + i 0 
) x 2 x Q 0 Q d t 

t t -- --

(A2.4) 

+ 

be the homogeneaus salution of 

the equation A2.4. Then the particular salution is: 

(A2 .5) 

The starting conditions remain unchanged, compared with those in appen

dix 1 (St.cd.1 and St.cd.2). With the help of equation A2.5 we can trans

fer them into the following form: 

Ka x ma 
P 1 + Rl + .,.(-v~x-~------~-~~ ........ = -K1 +Ka x (V.+ V) ) V c ~ 0 i 

St.cd.1 

St.cd.2 
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The starting conditions St.cd.1 and St.cd.2 (see appendix 1) rearrange 

into: 

mo Q 1 Ka V. 1 P1=- x ( ---+ (v x (V.+V)J 
x .2:.) x 

V. V. 't4 K 1+ Kax 't4 1 1 
~ ~ c ~ 0 ---

(A2.6a) 

't3 't4 

mo 
( Q 1 Ka vi 1 

Rl= -x ---+ 
(vcx (V i + V o)j 

x -) x 
vi vi 't3 K 1+ Kax 't3 1 1 ---·-c4 't3 

(A2.6b) 

Th . f 1 d 1 . h . A2 5 d A2 6 e express~ons or -- an - ~n t e equat~ons • an • are: 
't3 't4 

Q Q K 1 Ka Q x ( K 1x V+ Kax (V.+ V ) ) 
.; ( ( + )2 - c ~ 0 w-+w-+Fv- vxv.xv 

0 i 0 c 0 ~ c 

1 Q 
-=-+ 
-c4 2V o 

Q Q K1 Ka Q x ( K1x Vc+ Kax (V1+ V
0

) ) 

.; ( C 2V + 2V. + 4V + V ) 2 - ----::V-0-x~v~1-x~v~c-~......;;.__ 0 ~ 0 c 

Substitution of the equations A2.5 and A2.6 into equation A2.3 gives us 

an expression for C (t): 
0 

t --
(A2.7a) 
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Where: 

ma 
( Q 1 Ka vi 

) x p2 =-x ---+ 
(vcx (V i + V o) J 

x-
vi vi 't4 Kt+ Kax 't4 

(A2.7b) 

( 1 -
vi 

) x 1 
Q x 't3 1 1 ---'t3 't4 

ma 
( g__,L+ 

Ka vi 
) x R2 = tTT x 

(Vi + Vo)J 
x 

vi V. 't3 (Vx Kt+ Kax 't3 
~ c 

(A2.7c) · 

V. 1 
( 1 -

~ ) x 
Q x 't4 1 1 ---'t4 't3 

~ ............................ ... ... . 

Note A2.1: 

an argument analogous to that in A1.2 yields: 

Q Q Kt Ka Q x ( Ktx Vc+ Kax (V1+ V
0

) ) 

( '2'\1 + w: + 4V + V )2 » V x V x V 
0 ~ 0 c 0 i c 

he nee: ..1:_ < < ..l.. 
'tl 't2 
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Appendix 3 The relation between the parameters of both models 

If diffusion limitation is neglected, the sorbate is assumed to spread 

instantaneously over the sorbent, hence: 

* q(z,t) = q (z,t) 

If we assume KL x C0(t) << 1 in equation 2.4.1, the q(z,t) is approxi

mately proportional to c*(z,t), hence we have: 

* * q(z,t) = q (z,t) = qmx ~x C (z,t) 

For the sake of notation we introduce À: 

1 
À=---
~x~ 

Substitution in equation 2.2.2 yields: 

e:: x ..;.ê ~C=-(;:..z..:.'-t.:..) = 
ê t 

~ê C(z,t) - k x. a x(1-e::)x( C(z,t)-Àxq(z,t) ) 
A à z e p 

(A3.1) 

The mass of solute in fluid phase in the column m(z,t), can be expressed 

by: 

m(z,t) =V x e:: x C(z,t) 
c 

A mass balance over the system yields: 

Where p is the sorbent mass per unit volume of column 

This rearranges into: 

1 
q(z,t) =V x p x ( m0- V.x C.(t)- V x C (t)- e:: x V x C(z,t) ) 

~ ~ 0 0 c c 

(A3.2) 

(A3.3) 
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The absorbed mass ma(t) can be written as a function of m(z,t), Ci(t) 

and C0 (t) by setting a mass balance over the column( length L), which 

yields: 

d m(t) 
d t 

1 ==--x 
L 

L 
aat ( f m(z,t) x dz ) + Q x ( Ci(t)- C

0
(t) ) = 

0 

(substitution of equation A3.2) 

V x E L 
c x ( f a C(z,t) x dz ) + Q x ( C (t) - C (t) ) = 

L O o t i o 

(substitution of equation A3.1) 

V 
c -x 

L 

V 
~x 
L 

L 
( J ~x ° C(z,t) x dz ) + Q x ( c

1
(t) - C

0
(t) ) + 

O A o z 

L 
( J k x a x (1 - E) x ( C(z,t) - À x q(z,t) ) x dz = 

0 e p 

(the first two terms give zero; substitution of equation A3.3) 

V 
À ....Sx k x a x (1-E) X x ( v.x c1(t) +V x C

0
(t) - ma ) x L + L e p V x p ~ 0 c 

V 
À ) x 

L 
c k x (1-E) X ( 1 + E x f C(z,t) x dz = -x a x 

L e p p 
0 

x ~ Ci(t) + C (t) 
V x k x a x (1-e) x (1 + E ~ ) x ( 0 

) ) = 
p 

V x k x a x (1-e) x ( 
c

1
(t) + C

0
(t) 

) + c e p 2 

(1-E) x ~ x 
ma V. V 

V x k x a x (- v- + ( ~ + E ) x Ci(t) + ( V i+ 7) x c (t) ) c e p p v- "! 0 c c c 
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Substitution of equation A2.2 yields: 

d m (t) c
1
(t) + C (t) 

a = V x k x a x (1-e) x ( ( 0 
) - ~ x m(t) ) 

dt c e p p v-
c 

(A3.4) 

Gomparision of this equation with equation 2.6.1. yields: 

KI = ( 1 - E ) x V x k x a 
c e p 

À 
( 1 - E ) x V x k x a KI x V 

= ( 1 - E ) x V x c e p c 
Ka k x a x_= = 

c e p p ~x q x p ~x q x m m m a 

where apparent sorbent mass 
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Appendix 4 A brief essay on enzyme reactors 

Immobilized enzymes are enzyme molecules physically confined or localized 

duringa continuous catalytic process (Zaborski,'74 Z1). 

Enzymes immobilized in a reactor are frequently used in industry for 

several biochemica! processes. In order to give a mathematica! descrip

tion of an enzyme reactor we will give a few notes on enzyme reactions. 

In 1913 Michaelis and Menten ('13 M1) suggested a mechanism descrihing a 

simple enzyme reaction : 

K k 
E + S +! ES ~ E + P 

--+ (A4.1) 

In this equation S is the substrate, E the enzyme and P the product. ES 

is termed the "enzyme-substrate" complex. 

The first step was sufficiently rapid for it to be represented by an 
e x s 

equilibrium constant, K = , where x is the concentratien of ES, m x 
while e and s are the concentrations of E respectively s. K is generally 

m 
known as the Michaelis-Menten constant. k is a rate constant. 

c 

As x is not directly measurable e and s must be expressed in terms of the 

initially measured concentrations ea and sa, using the relationship: 

ea • e + x , hence x ~ ea 

sa = s + x 

Provided that sa is very large compared with ea, sa must be very large 

compared to x. Thus s=sa with good accuracy. 

Hence x= 
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Which can be rearranged into: 

eo eo 
(A4.2) x= "' 

( K ) + 1 ( K ) + 1 
sa s 

k 
The second step in the reaction ES ~ E + P, is a simple first-order 

reaction with reaction rate constant kc, which leads to: 

V = k X X = - (A4.3) 

In this equation, which is generally known as the "Michaelis-Menten" 

equation, v represents the velocity of the reaction. This velocity can 
d s d s 

also be written: - ~ • Hence v = - ~ 

A typical Michaelis-Menten curve is drawn in figure A4.1. 

V max 

~ V 
max 

s=K 
m ---+ s 

figure A4.2 
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The Michaelis-Menten equation A4.7 enables us to give a mathematica! 

description of an enzyme reactor by integrating it over the time an ali

quot passes the reactor of height h. For this purpose we shall write it 

in an alternative way: 

K 
( ~ + 1 ) x ds = - v x dt s max 

t, which is the time the substrate needs to reach point "z" in the reac-
A x z 

tor, can be defined as: t = --Q~-

In this equation, the A is the cross sectional area of the column and Q 

the flow rate through the column. This results in: 

K 
( ..!! + 1 ) x ds = - v x 

s max 

h 

f 
0 

A -x dz 
Q 

Hence: 
s. 

( ) + K. x ln(-2:.) si - sh m sh 

V 
= + __ m_a_x __ ~----= 

Q 

k x e 0 x A x h 

Q 
(A4.8) 

This equation is the mathematica! description of a reactor containing 

immobilized enzymes. 

Literature appendix 4 

M1 Michaelia M., Menten M.L., Biochem. z., (1913); Vol.49: pp.333. 

Z1 Zaborski O.R., Immobilized enzymes., (1974); 0-87819-016-3, Chemical 

Rubber Co. Press. 
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Appendix 5: Programme library: PERRYLIB 

The library "PERRYLIB" containes ALGOL procedures that are available for 

other programmes. This library can be extended if necessary. The compiled 

version of "PERRYLIB'' is stored as "PERRYLIBCODE". 

A description of the individual procedures is given in the programme 

listing. 
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BEGIN 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/DECLARATION ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/AXISCOMPLETE ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ ALGOL/QUEUEOFMARKS ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ ALGOL/MARK ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/TEXT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/STRAIGHTLINEPIECE ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/NEWOBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/DRAWOBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/CLEAROBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/SKIPPAPER ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/DISPOSEOBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/CURVEDLINEPIECE ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/PENCOLOR ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/DOTT ON APPL" 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
i.% i.% 
%% PROCEDURE "MAXIMUM" SEARCHES THE MAXIMUM Y-VALUE OF ALL POINTS, %% 
%% TO KNOW THE BOUNDARY'S OF THE GRAFIC. THE VALUE OF YMAX, FINALLY %% 
%% WILL BE A LITTLE BIT MORE THEN THE LARGEST Y-VALUE. FURTHERMORE, %% 
%% THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE NUMBER, THROUGH WHICH EVERY X- AND %% 
%% Y-VALUE MUST BE DIVIDED, TO FIT IN THE GRAFIC (A RECTANGLE OF %% 
%% [ACXRU-ACXLD] BY [ACYRU-ACYLD] CENTIMETERS). %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE MAXIMUM(XPARMIN,XPARMAX,XMAX,YAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 

ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
VALUE XPARMIN,XPARMAX,XMAX,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU; 
REAL ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMAX,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,SIZEX,SIZEY; 
INTEGER XPARMIN,XPARMAX; REAL ARRAY YAR[*]; 
BEGIN 

INTEGER XPAR,POWER; 
YMAX:-YAR[l]; 
FOR XPAR:=XPARMIN STEP 1 UNTIL XPARMAX DO 
BEGIN IF YAR[XPAR])YMAX THEN YMAX:=YAR[XPAR]; END; 
FOR POWER:=-10 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO 
IF YMAX >= lO**POWER AND YMAX < 10**(POWER+1) THEN 
BEGIN 

YMAX:=lO**(POWER-l)*ENTIER(YMAX*lO**(-POWER+1)+2); 
SIZEY:=lO**(POWER-1); 

END; 
SIZEX:=lO; 
XDIVIDER:=XMAX/(ACXRU-ACXLD); 
YDIVIDER:=YMAX/(ACYRU-ACYLD); 

END MAXIMUM; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
i.% i.% 
i.% THE PROCEDURE "DEV" CALCULATES THE ERROR OF MEASUREMENT OF EVERY %% 
i.% POINT AND DRAWS IT IN THE GRAFIC %% 
i.% i.% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%i.i.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%i.i.%%i.i.%%%%%%i.i.i.%%i.i.%i.i.i.i.%%%i.i.%%i.i.%%% 
PROCEDURE DEV(OBJ,XPARMIN,XPARMAX,XAR,YAR,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 

ACXLD,ACYLD,DEVAR); 
VALUE XPARMIN,XPARMAX,OBJ,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD; 
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REAL XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD; 
INTEGER OBJ,XPARMIN,XPARMAX; 
REAL ARRAY YAR,XAR,DEVAR[*]; 
BEGIN 

REAL XERMAX,XERMIN,YERMAX,YERMIN,XERMID; 
INTEGER XPAR; 
FOR XPAR:=XPARMIN STEP 1 UNTIL XPARMAX DO 
BEGIN 

YERMAX:=ACYLD+(YAR[XPAR]+DEVAR[XPAR] )/YDIVIDER; 
YERMIN:=ACYLD+(YAR[XPAR]-DEVAR[XPAR])/YDIVIDER; 
XERMID:=ACXLD+(XAR[XPAR]/XDIVIDER); 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,XERMID,YERMIN,XERMID,YERMAX,l); 
XERMAX:=XERMID+O.l ; 
XERMIN:=XERMID-0.1 ; 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,XERMIN,YERMIN,XERMAX,YERMIN,l); 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,XERMIN,YERMAX,XERMAX,YERMAX,l); 

END; 
END DEV; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% THE PROCEDURE "RECTANGLE" DRAWS A RECTANGLE %% 
%% XLD : X-COORDINATE LEFT-DOWN; XRU : X-COORDINATE RIGHT-UP %% 
%% YLD : Y-COORDINATE LEFT-DOWN; YRU : Y-COORDINATE RIGHT-UP %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE RECTANGLE(OBJ,XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU); 
VALUE OBJ,XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU; REAL XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU; INTEGER OBJ; 
BEGIN 

STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,XLD,YLD,XRU,YLD,l); 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,XRU,YLD,XRU,YRU,l); 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,XRU,YRU,XLD,YRU,l); 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,XLD,YRU,XLD,YLD,l); 

END RECTANGLE; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% THE PROCEDURE "AXISRECT" DRAWS THE AXIS' OF THE GRAFIC, AND %% 
%% PRINTS THE VALUE'S OF THE X- AND Y-COORDINATES ALONG THOSE AXIS'. %% 
%% FURTHERMORE A TEXT CAN BE WRITEN ALONG THE AXIS', GIVEN TO THE %% 
%% STRINGS "XTEXTSTR" AND "YTEXTSTR". %% 
%% ACXLD : AXIS CORNER X-COORDINATE LEFT-DOWN %% 
%% ACXRU : AXIS CORNER X-COORDINATE RIGHT-UP %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE AXISRECT(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX, 

XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
VALUE OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX,SIZEX,SIZEY; 
REAL ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX,SIZEX,SIZEY; 
STRING XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR; INTEGER OBJ; 
BEGIN 

INTEGER NUMBOFINTX,NUMBOFINTY; STRING DUMTEXTSTR; 
NUMBOFINTX:=(XMAX-XMIN)/SIZEX; NUMBOFINTY:=(YMAX-YMIN)/SIZEY; 
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AXISCOMPLETE(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYLD,NUMBOFINTX,O,XMIN,XMAX, 
TRUE,FALSE,0.2,XTEXTSTR); 

AXISCOMPLETE(OBJ,ACXRU,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,NUMBOFINTY,O,YMIN,YMAX, 
FALSE,FALSE,0.2,DUMTEXTSTR); 

AXISCOMPLETE(OBJ,ACXRU,ACYRU,ACXLD,ACYRU,NUMBOFINTX,O,XMAX,XMIN, 
TRUE,TRUE,0.2,DUMTEXTSTR); 

AXISCOMPLETE(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYRU,ACXLD,ACYLD,NUMBOFINTY,O,YMAX,YMIN, 
FALSE,TRUE,0.2,YTEXTSTR); 

END AXISRECT; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% THE PROCEDURE GRAPHICBOTTOM DRAWS A RECTANGLE BELOW A GRAPHIC %% 
%% IN WHICH THE MOST IMPORTANT DATA CAN BE WRITEN %% 
%% i.% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE GRAPHICBOTTOM(OBJ,SUBSTSTR,DATESTR,STPARMIN,STPARMAX, 

TEXTSTRAR,RCXLD,RCYLD,RCXRU,RCYRU,NUMBEROFMARKS); 
VALUE OBJ,STPARMIN,STPARMAX,RCXLD,RCYLD,RCXRU,RCYRU,NUMBEROFMARKS; 
REAL RCXLD,RCYLD,RCXRU,RCYRU; 
INTEGER OBJ,STPARMIN,STPARMAX,NUMBEROFMARKS; 
STRING SUBSTSTR,DATESTR; STRING ARRAY TEXTSTRAR[*]; 
BEGIN 

INTEGER CH,CHl,CH2,STPAR,IPAR; REAL NORM,SCALE; 
RECTANGLE(OBJ,RCXLD,RCYLD,RCXRU,RCYRU); 
CHl:=LENGTH(SUBSTSTR); CH2:=LENGTH(DATESTR); NORM:~4; SCALE:=0.3; 
IF CHl) 10 THEN CH1: =10; 
TEXT(OBJ,RCXLD+l,RCYRU-l.S,RCXLD+l+CHl,RCYRU-1.5,20,SUBSTSTR); 
TEXT(OBJ,RCXLD+l2.3,RCYRU-0.9,RCXLD+l4.7,RCYRU-0.9,0,"DATE :"); 
TEXT(OBJ,RCXLD+ll.S,RCYRU~l.S,RCXLD+11.5+0.4*CH2,RCYRU-1.5,0, 

DATESTR); 
IF NUMBEROFMARKS ) 0 THEN 
MARK(OBJ,RCXLD+0.5+0.5*SCALE,RCYRU-2+0.5*SCALE-5/NORM,1,SCALE); 
IF NUMBEROFMARKS ) 1 THEN 
MARK(OBJ,(RCXLD+RCXRU)/2+0.5+0.5*SCALE, 

RCYRU-2+0.5*SCALE-5/NORM,2,SCALE); 
IF NUMBEROFMARKS ) 2 THEN 
MARK(OBJ,RCXLD+O.S+O.S*SCALE,RCYRU-2+0.5*SCALE-7/NORM,4,SCALE); 
IF NUMBEROFMARKS ) 3 THEN 
MARK(OBJ,(RCXLD+RCXRU)/2+0.5+0.5*SCALE, 

RCYRu-2+0.5*SCALE-7/NORM,5,SCALE); 
TEXTSTRAR[S] :=" :INLET CONCENTRATION"; 
IF NUMBEROFMARKS) 1 THEN TEXTSTRAR[6] :=" :OUTLET CONCENTRATION"; 
IF NUMBEROFMARKS) 2 THEN TEXTSTRAR[7] :=" :INLET CONC. NOT USED"; 
IF NUMBEROFMARKS) 3 THEN TEXTSTRAR[8] :=" :OUTLET CONC. NOT USED"; 
FOR STPAR:=STPARMIN STEP 1 UNTIL STPARMAX DO 
BEGIN 

CH:=LENGTH(TEXTSTRAR[STPAR]); 
IF STPAR MOD 2 = 1 THEN 
TEXT(OBJ,RCXLD+O.S,RCYRU-2.0-(STPAR/NORM),RCXLD+O.S+SCALE*CH, 

RCYRU-2.0-(STPAR/NORM),O,TEXTSTRAR[STPAR]); 
IF STPAR MOD 2 = 0 THEN 
TEXT(OBJ,(RCXLD+RCXRU)/2+0.5,RCYRU-2.0-((STPAR-1)/NORM),(RCXLD+RCXRU 
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)/2+0.5+SCALE*CH,RCYRU-2.0-((STPAR-1)/NORM),O,TEXTSTRAR[STPAR]); 
END; 

%TEXT( OBJ, RCXLD+ 15, RCYRU-7 .4, RCXLD+l5 .8, RCYRU-7 .4 ,20, "EvdP"); 
%TEXT(OBJ ,RCXLD+l5 ,RCYRU-7. 7 ,RCXLD+l5. 6 ,RCYRU-7. 7 ,20, "PvR"); 

FOR IPAR:=2 STEP 1 UNTIL STPARMAX DO TEXTSTRAR[IPAR] :=" " . 
' END GRAPHICBOTTOM; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% THE PROCEDURE QSOWN CALCULATES THE SUM OF THE SQUARES OF THE %% 
%% DISTANCES BETWEEN THE EXPERIMENTALLY FOUND POINT AND THE THEORE- %% 
%% TICALLY PREDICTED POINT %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE QSOWN(INOUT,PARMIN,PARMAX,SUMQUAD,AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGR1ML, 

DMGRlML,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE, 
OUTl,HELP3MGRlML,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 

VALUE INOUT,PARMIN,PARMAX,AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,TAU1MINT, 
TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE,HELP3MGR1ML; 

REAL SUMQUAD,AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML ,DMGRlML, TAUlMINT, TAU2MIN1', 
HELP3MGR1ML; 

INTEGER INOUT,PARMIN,PARMAX,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE; FILE OUT!; 
REAL ARRAY CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR,TIMEOUTMINTAR, 

ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR[*]; 
BEGIN 

INTEGER IPAR; REAL REMAINDER,THEORYVALUE;; SUMQUAD:=O; 
IF INOUT=1 THEN FOR IPAR:=PARMIN STEP 1 UNTIL PARMAX DO 
BEGIN 

THEORYVALUE:=AMGRlML*EXP(-TIMEINMINTAR[IPAR]/TAUlMINT)+ 
BMGR1ML*EXP(-TIMEINMINTAR[IPAR]/TAU2MINT)+HELP3MGR1ML; 

REMAINDER:=((CINMGR1MLAR(IPAR]-THEORYVALUE)/ERRORINAR[IPAR])**2; 
IF QUADSUMPARAMVALUE=l THEN 
WRITE(OUTl,<"EXPERIMENTAL C INLET = ",El3.6,X4,"IPAR = ",13,/, 

"THEORETICAL C INLET = ",E13.6,X4,"REMAINDER = "E13.6,/, 
"OLD VALUE OF SUMQUAD = ",El3.6),CINMGR1MLAR[IPAR] ,IPAR, 
THEORYVALUE,REMAINDER,SUMQUAD); 

SUMQUAD:=SUMQUAD+REMAINDER; 
IF QUADSUMPARAMVALUE=l THEN 
WRITE(OUTl,<"NEW VALUE OF SUMQUAD = ",E13.6,/,14("%%%%%")>,SUMQUAD); 

END; 
IF INOUT=2 THEN FOR IPAR:=PARMIN STEP 1 UNTIL PARMAX DO 
BEGIN 

THEORYVALUE:=CMGRlML*EXP(-TIMEOUTMINTAR[IPAR]/TAUlMINT)+ 
DMGR1ML*EXP(-TIMEOUTMINTAR[IPAR]/TAU2MINT)+HELP3MGR1ML; 

REMAINDER:=((COUTMGR1MLAR[IPAR]-THEORYVALUE)/ERROROUTAR[IPAR])**2; 
IF QUADSUMPARAMVALUE=l THEN 
WRITE(OUTl,<"EXPERIMENTAL C OUTLET= ",El3.6,X4,"IPAR = ",!3,/, 

"THEORETICAL C OUTLET = ",El3.6,X4,"REMAINDER= "El3.6,/, 
"OLD VALUE OF SUMQUAD = ",El3.6),COUTMGR1MLAR[IPAR] ,IPAR, 
THEORYVALUE,REMAINDER,SUMQUAD); 

SUMQUAD:=SUMQUAD+REMAINDER; 
IF QUADSUMPARAMVALUE=l THEN 
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WRITE(OUTl,<"NEW VALUE OF SUMQUAD = ",El3.6,/,14("%%%%%")>,SUMQUAD); 
END; 

END QSOWN; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
i.% 
%% THE PROCEDURE INPVAL READS THE INPUTFILES CHOICE AND CIRCEXP/"SUB
%% STANCE"/"DAY"/"MONTH"/"YEAR". IN CHOICE A SURVEY IS GIVEN OF THE 
%% PERFORMED EXPERIMENTS. THE USER MAKES A CHOICE OF THE PRESENTED POS 
%% SIBILITIES. NEXT THE DATA FILE CIRCEXP/"SUBSTANCE"/ETC. WITH ALL THE 
%% NECESSARY INFORMATION OF THE PERFORMED EXPERIMENT IS READ. E.G. CIR
%% CEXP/SALICYLAAT 25/03/85 IS THE CIRCULATION EXPERIMENT WITH SALICY
%% LIC ACID PERFORMED ON THE 25TH OF MARCH 1985. A VALUE IS ATTRIBUTED 
i.% TO SOME IDENTIFIERS IN THIS PROCEDURE. 
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE INPVAL(INPSTRAR,TABLESTRAR,MOMGR,VOLCOMPlML,VOLSUPPLYML, 

VOLINML,VOLDISCHML,VOLCOLUMNML,VOLOUTML, 
POROS,FLOWMLlMINT,FILMLENGTHCM, 
CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,ORDAR,REMO,REMIN, 
DATESTR,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX, 
TIMEINMINTAR,TIMEOUTMINTAR,ABSINAR,ABSOUTAR, 
CONSTANTVALUEPRINT,CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT, 
SUBSTSTR,INPUTFORMCHOICE,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 

REAL MOMGR,VOLCOMPlML,VOLSUPPLYML,VOLINML,VOLDISCHML,VOLCOLUMNML, 
POROS,FLOWMLlMINT,FILMLENGTHCM,VOLOUTML; 

INTEGER PARINMIN,PARINMAX,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,CONSTANTVALUEPRINT, 
CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT,INPUTFORMCHOICE; 

REAL ARRAY ORDAR,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,ABSINAR,ABSOUTAR,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR[*); 

STRING DATESTR,SUBSTSTR; 
STRING ARRAY INPSTRAR[*,*],TABLESTRAR[*]; 
FILE REMO, REMIN; 
BEGIN 

FILE INVITRO(KIND=PACK,PACKNAME=="USER4.",FILETYPE=7, 
UNITS==CHARACTERS,TITLE="CIRCEXP."); 

FILE CHO(KIND==PACK,PACKNAME="USER4.",FILETYPE=7, 
TITLE="(TGTIEFl )CHOICE."); 

REAL BLANCO,CONCMGRlML,FMGRlML,ABSERROR,RELERRORPROC; 
INTEGER PARIN,PAROUT,CODE,SUBS,DAY,MONTH,YEAR,IPARMAX,IPAR,XPAR, 

CONTR,SUBSTMAX,CH; 
STRING REMSTR,DUMMYSTR; 
STRING ARRAY SUBSTSTRAR[l:lOOO],HEADSTRAR[l:l2]; 
REAL ARRAY FLOWML1MINTAR,CODEAR,NUMBERAR,MEASAR[0:50], 

DAYAR,MONTHAR,YEARAR(l:3,1:50]; 
%%i.%%%%%%%i.%i.%%i.%%%%i.i.%%%%%%%i.%%i.i.%i.i.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%i.%%%%%i.%i.%%%%% 
%% 
%% SECTION 1: SEARCHING PART 

%% 
%% 

%% ========================= %% 
i.% THIS SECTION GIVES THE NAME OF THE DESIRED FILE WITH EXPERIMENTAL %% 
%% DATA TO THE INPUT FILE "INVITRO". %% 
i.% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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WHILE CODE<900 DO 
BEGIN 

READ(CHO,/,CODE,SUBSTSTRAR[CODE] ); 
IF CODE<900 THEN 
BEGIN 

REMSTR:=STRING(CODE,*) CAT "=" CAT SUBSTSTRAR(CODE]; 
WRITE(REMO,/,REMSTR); SUBS:=CODE; 

END; 
END; 
SUBSTMAX:=SUBS; 
WRITE( REMO, <"CHOOSE SUBSTANCE BY NUMBER")); 
READ(REMIN,/,SUBS); IPAR:=l; 
SUBSTSTR:=SUBSTSTRAR(SUBS]; CH:=LENGTH(SUBSTSTRAR[SUBS]); 
WHILE CODEAR[IPAR]<900 DO 
BEGIN 

READ(CHO,/,CODEAR[IPAR] ,NUMBERAR(IPAR] ,MEASAR[IPAR] ,DAYAR[l,IPAR], 
MONTHAR[l,IPAR] ,YEARAR[l,IPAR],FLOWML1MINTAR[IPAR], 
DAYAR(2,IPAR],MONTHAR[2,IPAR],YEARAR(2,IPAR], 
DAYAR(3,IPAR],MONTHAR[3,IPAR] ,YEARAR[3,IPAR]); 

IF CODEAR[IPAR]=SUBS THEN 
BEGIN 

CONTR:=1; IPAR:=IPAR+1; 
END; 

END; 
IPARMAX :=IPAR-1; 
D.UMMYSTR:="NUMBER OF COMBINATIONS OF MEASUREMENTS FOR " CAT 

SUBSTSTR CAT" = "CAT STRING(IPARMAX,*); 
WRITE(REMO,/,DUMMYSTR); 
WRITE(REMO,<"NUMBER FLOW THROUGH COLUMN")); 
FOR IPAR:=l STEP 1 UNTIL IPARMAX DO 
WRITE( REMO, <X2, I3 ,XlO, I6, 11 ML/MIN. "), IPAR, FLOWMLlMINTAR[ IPAR]); 
WRITE(REM0,(11 CHOOSE ONE OF THESE COMBINATIONS BY NUMBER">); 
READ(REMIN,/,IPAR); 
DATESTR:="DATE OF CIRCULATION EXPERIMENT : "CAT 

STRING(DAYAR[l,IPAR],*) CAT" "CAT 
STRING(MONTHAR(l,IPAR],*) CAT"-" CAT 
STRING(YEARAR[l,IPAR],*); 

WRITE(REMO,/,DATESTR); 
DATESTR:="DATE OF ADSORPTION KINETICS EXP.: "CAT 

STRING(DAYAR[2,IPAR] ,*) CAT " " CAT 
STRING(MONTHAR[2,IPAR] ,*) CAT " - " CAT 
STRING(YEARAR[2,IPAR],*); 

WRITE(REMO,/,DATESTR); 
DATESTR:="DATE OF ADSORPTION ISOTHERM EXP.: "CAT 

STRING(DAYAR[3,IPAR] ,*) CAT 11 
" CAT 

STRING(MONTHAR(3,IPAR] ,*) CAT" - " CAT 
STRING(YEARAR[3,IPAR],*); 

WRITE(REMO,/,DATESTR); 
DAY:=DAYAR[l,IPAR]; MONTH:=MONTHAR[l,IPAR] ;YEAR::YEARAR[l,IPAR]; 
BEGIN 

ARRAY YY(l:l3]; POINTER P; 
REPLAGE P:=POINTER(YY) BY "(TGTIEFl)CIRCEXP/", 
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SUBSTSTR, 
"/" ,DAY FOR 2 DIGITS, 
"/" ,MONTH FOR 2 DIGITS, 
"/" ,YEAR FOR 2 DIGITS,"."; 

REPLACE INVITRO.TITLE BY P; 
END; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% SECTION 2: INPUT PART %% 
%% ======~============== %% 
%% THE ABSORPTION OF THE INLET- AND OULET CONCENTRATION WILL BE READ %% 
%% FROM THE SELECTED FILE WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA. IN ADDITION AN IN- %% 
%% TERACTIVE PART ENABLES THE USER TO LET THE PROGRAMME DISPLAY VA- %% 
%% RIAS VALUES, I.E. PARAMETERS, CONCENTRATIONS, ETC. %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

READ(INVITRO,(T2,A24,T26,A45),INPSTRAR[l,l] ,INPSTRAR[l,2]); 
TABLESTRAR[l] :=INPSTRAR[l,l] CAT INPSTRAR[l,2]; 
READ(INVITRO,<T2,A24,T26,A45),INPSTRAR[2,1] ,INPSTRAR[2,2]); 
TABLESTRAR(2] :=INPSTRAR[2,1] CAT INPSTRAR[2,2]; 
READ(INVITRO,<T2,A24,T26,A45),INPSTRAR[3,1] ,INPSTRAR[3,2]); 
TABLESTRAR[3] :=INPSTRAR[3,1] CAT INPSTRAR[3,2]; 
READ(INVITRO,<T2,A24,T26,A45),INPSTRAR[4,1],INPSTRAR[4,2]); 
TABLESTRAR[4] :=INPSTRAR[4,1] CAT INPSTRAR[4,2]; 
READ(INVITRO,<T2,A24,T26,A45),INPSTRAR[S,l] ,INPSTRAR[S,2]); 
TABLESTRAR[S] :=INPSTRAR[S,l] CAT INPSTRAR[5,2]; 
READ(INVITRO,<T2,A24,T26,A45),INPSTRAR[6,1],INPSTRAR[6,2]); 
TABLESTRAR[6] :=INPSTRAR[6,1] CAT INPSTRAR[6,2]; 
READ(INVITRO,<T2,A35,T37,A34),INPSTRAR[7,1] ,INPSTRAR[7,2]); 
TABLESTRAR[7] :=INPSTRAR[7,1] CAT INPSTRAR[7,2]; . 
READ(INVITRO,<T2,A24,T26,A45),INPSTRAR[8,1],INPSTRAR[8,2] ); 
TABLESTRAR[8] :=INPSTRAR[8,1] CAT INPSTRAR[8,2]; 
READ(INVITRO,<T2,A24,T26,A45),INPSTRAR[9,1] ,INPSTRAR[9,2]); 
TABLESTRAR[9]:=INPSTRAR[9,1] CAT INPSTRAR[9,2]; 
READ(INVITRO,<Tl,All,Tl3,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[l0,1] ,INPSTRAR[10,2], 
INPSTRAR[10,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[lO] :=INPSTRAR[l0,2] CAT INPSTRAR[lO,l] CAT INPSTRAR[l0,3]; 
BLANCO:=DECIMAL(INPSTRAR[lO,l]); 
IF BLANCO=lOOO THEN BEGIN INPUTFORMCHOICE:=lOOO; BLANCO:=O; END; 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,T13,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[ll,l] ,INPSTRAR[ll,2], 
INPSTRAR(ll,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[ll] :=INPSTRAR[ll,2] CAT INPSTRAR[ll,l] CAT INPSTRAR[ll,3]; 
MOMGR:=DECIMAL(INPSTRAR[ll,l]); 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,T13,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[l2,1],INPSTRAR[l2,2], 

INPSTRAR[l2,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[l2] :=INPSTRAR[12,2] CAT INPSTRAR[12,1] CAT INPSTRAR[12,3]; 
VOLCOMP1ML:=DECIMAL(INPSTRAR[12,1]); 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,T13,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[l3,1] ,INPSTRAR[13,2], 

INPSTRAR[13,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[17] :=INPSTRAR[13,2] CAT INPSTRAR[13,1] CAT INPSTRAR[13,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,Tl3,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[l4,1] ,INPSTRAR[l4,2], 

INPSTRAR[ 14,3] ) ; 
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TABLESTRAR[18] :=INPSTRAR[14,2] CAT INPSTRAR[14,1] CAT INPSTRAR[14,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,Tl3,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[l5,1] ,INPSTRAR[15,2], 

INPSTRAR[15,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[l9] :=INPSTRAR[15,2] CAT INPSTRAR[15,1] CAT INPSTRAR[15,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,(T2,A30,T32,A39>,INPSTRAR[l6,1] ,INPSTRAR[16,2]); 
TABLESTRAR[20] :=INPSTRAR[16,1] CAT INPSTRAR[l6,2]; 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,A11,T13,A48,T61,A10),INPSTRAR[17,1] ,INPSTRAR[17,2], 

INPSTRAR[17,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[ 21] :=INPSTRAR[ 17·,2] CAT INPSTRAR[ 17,1] CAT INPSTRAR[ 17,3] ; 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,Al1,Tl3,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[18,1] ,INPSTRAR[18,2], 

INPSTRAR[ 18 ,'3]); 
TABLESTRAR[22] :=INPSTRAR[l8,2] CAT INPSTRAR[18,1] CAT INPSTRAR[18,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,<T1,Al1,T13,A48,T61,Al0>,INPSTRAR[l9,1] ,INPSTRAR[l9,2], 

INPSTRAR [ 19 , 3] ) ; 
TABLESTRAR[23] :=INPSTRAR[l9,2] CAT INPSTRAR[l9,1] CAT INPSTRAR[19,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,<T1,All,T13,A48,T61,A10),INPSTRAR[20,1] ,INPSTRAR[20,2], 

INPSTRAR[20,3] ); 
TABLESTRAR[24] :=INPSTRAR[20,2] CAT INPSTRAR[20,1] CAT INPSTRAR[20,3]; 
FLOWML1MINT:=DECIMAL(INPSTRAR[20,1] ); 
READ(INVITRO,<T2,A25,T27,A44>,INPSTRAR[21,1] ,INPSTRAR[21,2]); 
TABLESTRAR[25] :=INPSTRAR[21,1] CAT INPSTRAR[21,2]; 
READ(INVITRO,<T1,Al1,T13,A48,T61,Al0>,INPSTRAR[22,1] ,INPSTRAR[22,2], 

INPSTRAR[22,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[26] :=INPSTRAR[22,2] CAT INPSTRAR[22,1] CAT INPSTRAR[22,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,<T1,All,Tl3,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[23,1] ,INPSTRAR[23,2], 

INPSTRAR[23,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[27]:=INPSTRAR[23,2] CAT INPSTRAR[23,1] CAT INPSTRAR[23,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,<Tl,Al1,T13,A48,T61,Al0>,INPSTRAR[24,1] ,INPSTRAR[24,2], 

INPSTRAR[24,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[28] :=INPSTRAR[24,2] CAT INPSTRAR[24,1] CAT INPSTRAR[24,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,/,HEADSTRAR(l],HEADSTRAR[2],HEADSTRAR[3],HEADSTRAR(4], 

HEADSTRAR[5] ,HEADSTRAR[6] ,HEADSTRAR[7] ,HEADSTRAR[8]); 
DATESTR:=STRING(DAY,*) CAT "-" CAT STRING(MONTH,*) 

CAT"-" CAT STRING(YEAR,*); 
XPAR:=O; PARINMAX:=PAROUTMAX:=O; PARINMIN:=l; 
WHILE TIMEINMINTAR[PARIN]<SOOO OR TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUT]<SOOO DO 
BEGIN 

READ(INVITRO,/,PARIN,TIMEINMINTAR[PARIN] ,ABSINAR[PARIN] ,PAROUT, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTl,ABSOUTAR[PAROUT]); 

IF TIMEINMINTAR[PARIN]<SOOO THEN PARINMAX:=PARINMAX+1; 
IF TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUT]<SOOO THEN PAROUTMAX:=PAROUTMAX+1; 

END; 
READ(INVITRO,<Tl,All,T13,A48,T61,AlO>,INPSTRAR[25,1] ,INPSTRAR[25,2], 

INPSTRAR[25,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[13] :=INPSTRAR[25,2] CAT INPSTRAR[25,1] CAT INPSTRAR[25,3]; 
VOLSUPPLYML:=DECIMAL(INPSTRAR[25,1]); 
READ(INVITRO,<T1,Al1,T13,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[26,1] ,INPSTRAR[26,2], 

INPSTRAR[26,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[14] :=INPSTRAR[26,2] CAT INPSTRAR[26,1] CAT INPSTRAR[26,3]; 
VOLDISCHML:=DECIMAL(INPSTRAR[26,1]); 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,A11,T13,A48,T61,A10),INPSTRAR[27,1] ,INPSTRAR[27,2], 

INPSTRAR[27,3]); 
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TABLESTRAR[lS] :=INPSTRAR[27,2] CAT INPSTRAR[27,1] CAT INPSTRAR[27,3]; 
VOLCOLUMNML:•DECIMAL(INPSTRAR[27,1]); 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,T13,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[28,1] ,INPSTRAR[28,2], 

INPSTRAR[28,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[16] :=INPSTRAR[28,2] CAT INPSTRAR[28,1] CAT INPSTRAR[28,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,T13,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[29,1],INPSTRAR[29,2], 

INPSTRAR[29,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[29] :=INPSTRAR[29,2] CAT INPSTRAR[29,1] CAT INPSTRAR[29,3]; 
POROS:=DECIMAL(INPSTRAR[29,1]); 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,Tl3,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[30,1] ,INPSTRAR[30,2], 

INPSTRAR[30,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[30] :=INPSTRAR[30,2] CAT INPSTRAR[30,1] CAT INPSTRAR[30,3]; 
FILMLENGTHCM:=DECIMAL(INPSTRAR[30,1]); 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,Tl3,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[31,1],INPSTRAR[31,2], 

INPSTRAR[31,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[31] :=INPSTRAR[31,2] CAT INPSTRAR[31,1] CAT INPSTRAR[31,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,<T2,A25,T27,A44),INPSTRAR[32,1] ,INPSTRAR[32,2]); 
TABLESTRAR[32] :=INPSTRAR[32,1] CAT INPSTRAR[32,2]; 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,T13,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[33,1] ,INPSTRAR[33,2], 

INPSTRAR[33,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[33] :=INPSTRAR[33,2] CAT INPSTRAR[33,1] CAT INPSTRAR[33,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,<Tl,All,T13,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[34,1],INPSTRAR[34,2], 

INPSTRAR[34,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[34]:=INPSTRAR[34,2] CAT INPSTRAR[34,1] CAT INPSTRAR[34,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,<Tl,All,T13,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[35,1] ,INPSTRAR[35,2], 

INPSTRAR[35,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[35] :=INPSTRAR[35,2] CAT INPSTRAR[35,1] CAT INPSTRAR[35,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,T13,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[36,1],INPSTRAR[36,2], 

INPSTRAR[36,3]); . 
TABLESTRAR[36] :=INPSTRAR[36,2] CAT INPSTRAR[36,1] CAT INPSTRAR[36,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,Tl3,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[37 ,l],INPSTRAR[37,2], 

INPSTRAR[37,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[37] :=INPSTRAR[37,2] CAT INPSTRAR[37,1] CAT INPSTRAR[37,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,T13,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[38,1] ,INPSTRAR[38,2], 

INPSTRAR[38,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[38] :=INPSTRAR[38,2] CAT INPSTRAR[38,1] CAT INPSTRAR[38,3]; 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,Tl3,A48,T61,Al0),INPSTRAR[39,1],INPSTRAR[39,2], 

INPSTRAR[39,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[39] :=INPSTRAR[39,2] CAT INPSTRAR[39,1] CAT INPSTRAR[39,3]; 
ABSERROR:=DECIMAL(INPSTRAR[39,1]); 
READ(INVITRO,(Tl,All,Tl3,A48,T6l,Al0),INPSTRAR[40,1] ,INPSTRAR[40,2], 

INPSTRAR[40,3]); 
TABLESTRAR[40]:=INPSTRAR[40,2] CAT INPSTRAR[40,1] CAT INPSTRAR[40,3]; 
RELERRORPROC:=DECIMAL(INPSTRAR[40,1]); 
FOR XPAR:=41 STEP 1 UNTIL 50 DO READ(INVITRO,(Tl,A70), 

TABLESTRAR[XPAR]); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% SECTION 3: VALUE PART %% 
%% ===================== %% 
%% IN THIS SECTION SOME VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS ARE GIVEN A VALUE %% 
%% WITH THE AID OF INFORMATION FROM THE DATA FILE. AMONG OTHERS THE %% 
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%% VALUE OF THE CONCENTRATION (INLET AND OUTLET) IS CALCULATED FROM %% 
%% THE ABSORBANCE. FURTHERMORE SOME CONSTANTS ARE GIVEN A VALUE, %% 
%% INDEPENDENT ON THE INFORMATION FROM THE DATA FILE. %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

VOLINML:=(VOLSUPPLYML+VOLCOMPlML+POROS*VOLCOLUMNML/2); 
VOLOUTML:=(VOLDISCHML+POROS*VOLCOLUMNML/2); 
IF INPUTFORMCHOICE=lOOO THEN FMGRlML:=l ELSE 
BEGIN 

CONCMGRlML:=MOMGR/VOLINML; 
FMGRlML:=CONCMGRlML/(ABSINAR[l] -BLANCO); 

END; 
FOR XPAR:=l STEP 1 UNTIL PAROUTMAX DO 
BEGIN 

CINMGRlMLAR[XPAR] := FMGRlML*(ABSINAR[XPAR] -BLANCO); 
IF CINMGRlMLAR[XPAR]<O THEN CINMGRlMLAR[XPAR] :=0; 
ERRORINAR[XPAR] :=2*ABSERROR*FMGR1ML*(l+(ABSINAR[XPAR]-BLANCO)/ 

(ABSINAR[l]-BLANCO)); 
COUTMGRlMLAR[XPAR] := FMGRlML*(ABSOUTAR[XPAR] -BLANCO); 
IF COUTMGRlMLAR[XPAR]<O THEN COUTMGRlMLAR[XPAR] :=0; 
ERROROUTAR[XPAR] :=2*ABSERROR*FMGR1ML*(l+(ABSOUTAR[XPAR]-BLANCO)/ 

(ABSINAR[l]-BLANCO)); 
IF CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT=l THEN 
WRITE(REMO,<"CI=",E13.6,X4,"CO=",El3.6), 

CINMGRIMLAR[XP_AR] ,COUTMGRlMLAR[XPAR]); 
END; 
ERROROUTAR[O] :=ERRORINAR[l] :=2*ABSERROR*FMGR1ML/(PAROUTMAX*4); 
IF CONSTANTVALUEPRINT=l THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,< 

END; 

"VOLINML = 11
, El3. 6 ,X4, "VOLD IS CHARGE = 11

, El3. 6, /, 
11VOLCOLUMNML = 11 ,El3.6,X4, 11VOLCOMP1ML = 11 ,E13.6,/, 
11VOLINML = 11 ,El3.6,X4, 11 VOLOUTML = ",El3.6,/, 
"VOLSUPPLYML = ",E13.6,X4,"POROS(ITY) = ",El3.6,/, 
"FLOWMLlMINT = ",El3.6,X4,"MOMGR = ",E13.6,/, 
"FMGRIML = 11 ,El3.6,X4,"CONCMGRIML = ",E13.6>, 
VOLINML,VOLDISCHML,VOLCOLUMNML,VOLCOMPIML,VOLINML, 
VOLOUTML,VOLSUPPLYML,POROS,FLOWMLlMINT,MOMGR, 
FMGRlML,CONCMGRlML); 

END INPVAL; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% THE PROCEDURE DRAWCURVE DRAWS TWO CURVES USING THE EQUATIONS OF THE%% 
%% INLET AND OUTLET CONCENTRATION IN THIS THESIS %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE DRAWCURVE(OBJ,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML, 

DMGRlML,TIMEMAX,ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,PLOTF, 
HELP3MGR1ML,COLOUR,LINEMODE,REMO); 

VALUE OBJ,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGRIML,CMGRIML,DMGR1ML,TIMEMAX, 
ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,HELP3MGR1ML,COLOUR,LINEMODE; 
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REAL TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGR1ML,TIMEMAX,ACXLD, 
ACYLD,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,HELP3MGR1ML; 

FILE PLOTF,REMO;INTEGER OBJ,COLOUR,LINEMODE; 
BEGIN 

REAL STARTTIMEMINT,STARTCONCINMGRlML,STARTCONCOUTMGRlML, 
STARTSLOPEINMGRlMLMINT,STARTSLOPEOUTMGRlMLMINT, 
ENDTIMEMINT,ENDCONCINMGRlML,ENDCONCOUTMGRlML, 
ENDSLOPEINMGRlMLMINT,ENDSLOPEOUTMGRlMLMINT; 

INTEGER IPAR,JPAR; JPAR:=LINEMODE-1; 
ENDCONCINMGR1ML:=AMGR1ML+BMGR1ML+HELP3MGR1ML; 
ENDSLOPEINMGR1MLMINT:=-AMGR1ML/TAU1MINT-BMGR1ML/TAU2MINT; 
ENDTIMEMINT:=O; PENCOLOR(OBJ,COLOUR); 
FOR IPAR:=l STEP 1 UNTIL 80 DO 
BEGIN 

JPAR:=JPAR+l; 
STARTSLOPEINMGRlMLMINT:=ENDSLOPEINMGRlMLMINT; 
STARTCONCINMGRlML:=ENDCONCINMGRlML; 
STARTTIMEMINT:=ENDTIMEMINT; 
STARTSLOPEOUTMGRlMLMINT:=ENDSLOPEOUTMGRlMLMINT; 
STARTCONCOUTMGRlML:=ENDCONCOUTMGRlML; 
ENDTIMEMINT:=IPAR*TIMEMAX/80; 
ENDCONCINMGRlML:=AMGRlML*EXP(-ENDTIMEMINT/TAUlMINT)+ 

BMGR1ML*EXP(-ENDTIMEMINT/TAU2MINT)+HELP3MGR1ML; 
ENDSLOPEINMGRlMLMINT:=-AMGRlML*EXP(-ENDTIMEMINT/TAUlMINT)/ 

TAUlMINT 
-BMGR!ML*EXP(-ENDTIMEMINT/TAU2MINT)/ 
TAU2MINT; 

ENDCONCOUTMGRlML:=CMGRlML*EXP(-ENDTIMEMINT/TAUlMINT)+ 
DMGR1ML*EXP(-ENDTIMEMINT/TAU2MINT)+HELP3MGR1ML; 

ENDSLOPEOUTMGRlMLMINT:=-CMGRlML*EXP(-ENDTIMEMINT/TAUlMINT)/ 
TAUlMINT 
-DMGR1ML*EXP(-ENDTIMEMINT/TAU2MINT)/ 
TAU2MINT; 

IF JPAR )= 2 AND JPAR < LINEMODE THEN 
BEGIN 

DOTT(OBJ,ACXLD+STARTTIMEMINT/XDIVIDER, 
ACYLD+STARTCONCINMGRlML/YDIVIDER); 

DOTT(OBJ,ACXLD+STARTTIMEMINT/XDIVIDER, 
ACYLD+STARTCONCOUTMGRlML/YDIVIDER); 

END; 
IF JPAR = LINEMODE THEN 
BEGIN 

CURVEDLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD+STARTTIMEMINT/XDIVIDER, 
ACYLD+STARTCONCINMGRlML/YDIVIDER, 
STARTSLOPEINMGRlMLMINT*XDIVIDER/YDIVIDER, 
ACXLD+ENDTIMEMINT/XDIVIDER, 
ACYLD+ENDCONCINMGRlML/YDIVIDER, 
ENDSLOPEINMGRlMLMINT*XDIVIDER/YDIVIDER,l); 

CURVEDLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD+STARTTIMEMINT/XDIVIDER, 
ACYLD+STARTCONCOUTMGRlML/YDIVIDER, 
STARTSLOPEOUTMGRlMLMINT*XDIVIDER/YDIVIDER, 
ACXLD+ENDTIMEMINT/XDIVIDER, 
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ACYLD+ENDCONCOUTMGRlML/YDIVIDER, 
ENDSLOPEOUTMGRlMLMINT*XDIVIDER/YDIVIDER,l); 

JPAR:=O; 
E~; 

END; 
DRAWOBJECT(PLOTF,OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
CLEAROBJECT(OBJ); 
PENCOLOR(OBJ,l); 

END DRAWCURVE; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% THE PROCEDURE PARANDTAUFROMK CALCULATES THE FOLLOWING PARMiETERS %% 
%% FROM THE K7 AND K8. A, B, C, D, TAUl, TAU2 AMD C(EQUILIBRIUM). %% 
%% THESE PARAMETERS DETERMINE THE THEORETICAL CURVE. C(EQUILIBRIUM) %% 
%% IS CALLED HELP3MGR1ML. IN ADDITION KE x AP IS CALCULATED. ALL THE %% 
%% PARAMETERS ARE NAMED IN THE FOLLOWING WAY. NA}m + UNITY E.G. THE %% 
%% PARAMETER A RAS THE NAME AMGRlML BECAUSE ITS UNITY IS MASS PER %% 
%% VOLUME %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE PARANDTAUFROMK(INOUT,K7ML1MINT,K81MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT, 

AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,VOLINML,MOMGR, 
VOLOUTML,VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGRlML,KEAPlMINT, 
K7ML1MINTSCALE); 

VALUE K7ML1MINT,K81MINT,INOUT,VOLINML,K7ML1MINTSCALE, 
VOLOUTML,VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,MOMGR, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT; 

REAL K7ML1MINT,K81MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML, 
DMGR1ML,VOLINML,VOLOUTML,VOLCOLUMNML,K7ML1MINTSCALE, 
FLOWML1MINT,POROS,MOMGR,PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML, 
KEAPlMINT; 

INTEGER INOUT; FILE REMO; 
~Gm 

REAL HELP11MINT,HELP21MINT2,K7ML1MINTPR; 
K7ML1MINTPR:=K7ML1MINT*K7ML1MINTSCALE; 
HELP11MINT:=FLOWML1MINT/(2*VOLOUTML)+ 

FLOWML1MINT/(2*VOLINML)+K7ML1MINTPR/ 
(4*VOLOUTML)+K81MINT/VOLCOLUMNML; 

HELP21MINT2:=K7ML1MINTPR*FLOWML1MINT/(VOLOUTML*VOLINML)+ 
K81MINT*FLOWML1MINT*(VOLINML+VOLOUTML)/ 
(VOLOUTML*VOLINML*VOLCOLUMNML); 

HELP3MGR1ML:=K81MINT*MOMGR/(VOLCOLUMNML*K7ML1MINTPR+K81MINT* 
(VOLINML+VOLOUTML)); 

IF HELP11MINT/HELP21MINT2 ) 10000 
THEN TAU1MINT:=l/(HELP11MINT-SQRT(HELP11MINT**2-HELP21MINT2)) 
ELSE TAU1MINT:=(HELP11MINT+SQRT(HELP11MINT**2-HELP21MINT2))/ 

HELP21MINT2; 
TAU2MINT:=l/(TAU1MINT*HELP21MINT2); 
AMGR1ML:=MOMGR/VOLINML*(FLOWML1MINT/VOLINML-l/TAU2MINT+ 

HELP3MGR1ML*VOLINML/(MOMGR*TAU2MINT))/ 
(1/TAU1MINT-l/TAU2MINT); 
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BMGRlML:=MOMGR/VOLINML*(FLOWMLlMINT/VOLINML-1/TAUlMINT+ 
HELP3MGR1ML*VOLINML/(MOMGR*TAU1MINT))/ 
(l/TAU2MINT-l/TAU1MINT); 

IF INOUT NEQ 1 THEN 
BEGIN 

CMGRlML:=AMGRlML*(l-VOLINML/(FLOWMLlMINT*TAUlMINT)); 
DMGR1ML:=BMGR1ML*(l-VOLINML/(FLOWML1MINT*TAU2MINT)); 

END; 
KEAP1MINT:=K7ML1MINTPR/((l-POROS)*VOLCOLUMNML); 
IF PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT=l THEN 
WRITE(REMO,<"THE PARAMETER VALUES DURING THE CURVEFITTING ARE",/, 

"K7ML1MINT = ",El3.6," ML/MINT",/, 
"K81MINT = ",El3.6," ML/MINT",/, 
"KEAPlMINT = ",El3.6," 1/MINT",/, 
"TAUlMINT = ",El3.6," MINT",/, 
"TAU2MINT = ",El3.6," MINT",/, 
"AMGRlML = ",E13.6," MGR/ML",/, 
"BMGRlML = "' El3. 6'" MGR/ML"' I' 
"CMGRlML = ", E 13.6 , " MGR/ML", /, 
"DMGRlML .. "' E13. 6 '" MGR/ML 11

' I' 
"HELPllMINT = "' El3 .6 '" 1/MINT"' I' 
"HELP21MINT2= ",El3.6," l/MINT**2",/, 
"HELP3MGR1ML= ", E13. 6," MGR/ML "), 
K7ML1MINTPR,K81MINT,KEAP1MINT, 
TAUlMINT,TAU2MINT,AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML, 
HELP11MINT,HELP21MINT2,HELP3MGR1ML); 

END PARANDTAUFROMK; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
EXPORT ONE; 
EXPORT TWO; 
EXPORT MAXIMUM; 
EXPORT DEV; 
EXPORT RECTANGLE; 
EXPORT AXISRECT; 
EXPORT GRAPHICBOTTOM; 
EXPORT QSOWN; 
EXPORT INPVAL; 
EXPORT DRAWCURVE; 
EXPORT PARANDTAUFROMK; 
FREEZE (TEMPORARY); 
END. 
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Appendix 6: Computer programme: PERRY/CIRCEXP/DATA 

The interactive data handling and presentation programme "PERRY/CIRCEXP/

DATA" (ALGOL) is described in section 3.5. A functional description of 

the programme is given in the programme listing. 

The programme is designed to be extended for data handling and presenta

tion of other experiments as well. It is originally develloped to perfarm 

data handling and presentation for both circulation and batch experiments 

(diffusion kinetics, adsorption isotherm). The circulation experiment are 

handled in block 1. The batch experiments must be handled in block 2 and 

3 in the future. 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~l.i.i.%%%%i.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% %% 
%% THIS PROGRAMME ENABLES THE USER TO EXECUTE A SCALA OF DATA MANA- %% 
%% GEMENT PROCEDURES. RESULTS FROM THE EXPERIMENTS ON THE FILM AD- i.% 
%% SORBER CAN BE TABLELISED AND DRAWN IN GRAPHICS IN VARIOUS WAYS. %% 
%% BLOCK 1 : DATA MANAGEMENT OF THE IN-VITRO ONE COMPARTMENTAL CIR- %% 
%% CULATION EXPERIMENTS. %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
BEGIN 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/DECLARATION ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/AXISCOMPLETE ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ ALGOL/QUEUEOFMARKS ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/MARK ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/TEXT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/STRAIGHTLINEPIECE ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE 11 PLOTTER/ALGOL/NEWOBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/DRAWOBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE 11 PLOTTER/ ALGOL/CLEAROBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/SKIPPAPER ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE ":PLOTTER/ALGOL/DISPOSEOBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/CURVEDLINEPIECE ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "STATLIB/ALGOL/DECLARATION ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "STATLIB/ALGOL/CONFIDENCELINEARREGRESSION ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PPS/SOURCE/QUADSUMMINLC ON APPL" 
FILE REMIN(KIND=REMOTE,MYUSE=IN),REMO(KIND=REMOTE,MYUSE=OUT); 
FILE OUT(KIND=PACK,PACKNAME="POOL.",NEWFILE=TRUE,TITLE="CIRCEXP."); 
FILE OUTl(KIND=PACK,PACKNAME="POOL.",NEWFILE=TRUE,TITLE="QUADSUM."); 
FILE PLOTF(KIND=PREVIEWER); 
FILE ITERATIONREPORT(KIND=PACK,PACKNAME="POOL.",NEWFILE=TRUE,PROTECTION 

=SAVE); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
LIBRARY LIB(TITLE="(TNNMlO)PERRYLIBCODE."); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE INPVAL(INPSTRAR,TABLESTRAR,MOMGR,VOLCOMPIML,VOLSUPPLYML, 

VOLINML,VOLDISCHML,VOLCOLUMNML,VOLOUTML, 
POROS,FLOWMLlMINT,FILMLENGTHCM, 
CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,ORDAR,REMO,REMIN, 
DATESTR,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX, 
TIMEINMINTAR,TIMEOUTMINTAR,ABSINAR,ABSOUTAR, 
CONSTANTVALUEPRINT,CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT, 
SUBSTSTR,INPUTFORMCHOICE,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 

REAL MOMGR,VOLCOMPlML,VOLSUPPLYML,VOLINML,VOLDISCHML,VOLCOLUMNML, 
POROS,FLOWMLlMINT,FILMLENGTHCM,VOLOUTML; 

INTEGER PARINMIN,PARINMAX,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,CONSTANTVALUEPRINT, 
CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT,INPUTFORMCHOICE; 

REAL ARRAY ORDAR,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRIMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,ABSINAR,ABSOUTAR,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR[*]; 

STRING DATESTR,SUBSTSTR; STRING ARRAY INPSTRAR[*,*],TABLESTRAR[*]; 
FILE REMO,REMIN; LIBRARY LIB; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE MAXIMUM(XPARMIN,XPARMAX,XMAX,YAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 

ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
VALUE XPARMIN,XPARMAX,XMAX,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU; 
REAL ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMAX,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,SIZEX, 
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SIZEY; 
INTEGER XPARMIN,XPARMAX; REAL ARRAY YAR[*]; LIBRARY LIB; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE AXISRECT(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX, 

XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
VALUE OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX,SIZEX,SIZEY; 
REAL ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX,SIZEX,SIZEY; 
INTEGER OBJ; STRING XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR; LIBRARY LIB; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE RECTANGLE(OBJ,XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU); 

VALUE OBJ,XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU; REAL XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU; INTEGER OBJ; 
LIBRARY LIB; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE DEV(OBJ,XPARMIN,XPARMAX,XAR,YAR,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD, 

ACYLD,DEVAR); 
VALUE OBJ,XPARMIN,XPARMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD; 
REAL XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD; 
INTEGER OBJ,XPARMIN,XPARMAX; REAL ARRAY XAR,YAR,DEVAR[*]; 
LIBRARY LIB; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE GRAPHICBOTTO~(OBJ,SUBSTSTR,DATESTR,STPARMIN,STPARMAX, 

TEXTSTRAR,RCXLD,RCYLD,RCXRU,RCYRU, 
NUMBEROFMARKS) ; _ 

VALUE OBJ,STPARMIN,STPARMAX,RCXLD,RCYLD,RCXRU,RCYRU,NUMBEROFMARKS; 
REAL RCXLD,RCYLD,RCXRU,RCYRU; STRING SUBSTSTR,DATESTR; 
INTEGER.OBJ,STPARMIN,STPARMAX,NUMBEROFMARKS; 
STRING ARRAY TEXTSTRAR[*]; LIBRARY LIB; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE QSOWN(INOUT,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,SUMQUAD,AMGRlML,BMGRlML, 

CMGRlML,DMGRlML,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE, 
OUTl,HELP3MGRlML,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 

VALUE INOUT,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML, 
TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE,HELP3MGR1ML; 

REAL SUMQUAD,AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,TAUlMINT,TAU2MINT, 
HELP3MGR1ML; 

REAL ARRAY CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR,TIMEOUTMINTAR, 
ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR[*]; 

INTEGER INOUT,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE; FILE OUTl; 
LIBRARY LIB; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE DRAWCURVE(OBJ,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGRIML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML, 

DMGRlML,TIMEMAX,ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 
PLOTF,HELP3MGR1ML,COLOUR,LINEMODE,REMO); 

VALUE OBJ,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGR1ML, 
TIMEMAX,ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,HELP3MGR1ML,COLOUR, 
LINEMODE; 

REAL TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGR1ML,TIMEMAX, 
ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,HELP3MGR1ML; 

INTEGER OBJ,COLOUR,LINEMODE; FILE PLOTF,REMO; LIBRARY LIB; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE PARANDTAUFROMK(INOUT,K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT, 
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AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,VOLINML,MOMGR, 
VOLOUTML,VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT, 
K7ML1MINTSCALE); 

VALUE K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,INOUT,VOLINML,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,MOMGR, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,K7ML1MINTSCALE; 

REAL K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML, 
DMGR1ML,VOLINML,VOLOUTML,HELP3MGR1ML,VOLCOLUMNML,MOMGR,POROS, 
FLOWMLlMINT,PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,KEAP1MINT,K7MLlMINTSCALE; 
INTEGER INOUT; FILE REMO; LIBRARY LIB; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
INTEGER IPAR,JPAR,LPAR,XPAR,OBJ,TAB,PLOT,CH,COLOUR,NUMBEROFPOINTSPRINT, 

LPARMIN,LPARMAX,LOPARMIN,LOPARMAX,IPARMAX,NORMl,NORM2, 
POINTCHOICE,PARINMAX,PAROUTMAX,PARINMIN,PAROUTMIN,LINEMODE, 
STOPCRIT,ITERATIONMAX,OUTPUT,STOP,I,INOUT,CURVECHOICE, 
YESNUMBIN,NONUMBIN,YESNUMBOUT,NONUMBOUT,BOUNDARYCHOICE, 
NUMBEROFMARKS,PARAMETERVALUEPRINT,PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT, 
CURVEFITVALUESPRINT,CONSTANTVALUEPRINT,CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT, 
ACCURACYVALUECHANGE,INPUTFORMCHOICE,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE; 

REAL XFROM,XTO,YTO,YFROM,DIFCINMGRlML,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX, 
CORCINMGR1ML,DEVCINMGR1ML,MOMGR,DISPLAYCHOICE,HELP3MGR1ML, 
LCINMGR1MLMAX,LCOUTMGR1MLMAX,KEAP1MINT,K7CFML1MINT,K8CF1MINT, 
KEAPD1MINT,K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,POROS,DUMMY,D, 
DIFCOUTMGRlML,CORCOUTMGRlML,DEVCOUTMGRlML,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 
ACXLD,ACXRU,ACYLD,ACYRU,RCXLD,RCXRU,RCYLD,RCYRU,FILMLENGTHCM, 
VOLCOLUMNML,VOLCOMP1ML,VOLINML,VOLDISCHML,K7ML1MINTSCALE, 
VOLOUTML,VOLSUPPLYML,FLOWMLlMINT,SLOPEINMGRlMLMINT,SUMQUAD, 
AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,BETAARlMEMORY,BETAAR2MEMORY,FUNCTI, 
K7MINML1MINT,K7MAXML1MINT,K8MINIMINT,K8MAX1MINT,ERRRELPERCENT, 
RELERRORPROC;CMGRlMLNORMALIZER,ABMASSTHEORYMGR,ABMASSEXPERIMGR, 
EPSABS,EPSREL,SIZEX,SIZEY,EXPAC,EXPBD; 

REAL ARRAY TIMEINMINTAR,TIMEOUTMINTAR,ABSINAR,ABSOUTAR,ERRORINAR, 
ERROROUTAR,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,LCINMGRIMLAR, 
LCOUTMGRlMLAR[O:lOO], 
ORDAR,RESIDUALAR[l:50],BETAAR,DFIDBETAAR[1:2], 
CURVEFITAR,CURVECINMGRlMLAR,CURVETIMEINMINTAR, 
CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR,CURVETIMEOUTMINTAR,CURVEERRORINAR, 
CURVEERROROUTAR[O:lOO], 
VARCOVAR(1:2,1:2],LIMITAAR(l:2,1:4] ,LIMITATBAR[1:4]; 

STRING XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR,SUBSTSTR,FILMLENGTHCMSTR,FLOWMLlMINTSTR, 
DATESTR,DUMMYSTR,OTHERSTR; 

STRING ARRAY TEXTSTRAR(l:30] ,INPSTRAR(l:60,1:3],TABLESTRAR[l:60]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%i.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%i.%%%%%%%i.i.i.%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% THE PROCEDURE CONFLINREGRB CALCULATES THE BEST FITTING STRAIGTH %% 
%% LINE (Y=AxX + B) THROUGH A NUMBER OF POINTS WHERE ITS B IS KNOWN %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE CONFLINREGRB(XAR,YAR,IPARMIN,IPARMAX,SLOPE,B,CORREL,DELTA); 
REAL SLOPE,B,DELTA,CORREL; REAL ARRAY XAR,YAR[*]; 
INTEGER IPARMIN,IPARMAX; 
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BEGIN 
INTEGER IPAR; REAL SUMX,SUMY,SUMQUAD,SUMQUADX,SUMQUADY; 

%FOR IPAR:=IPARMIN STEP 1 UNTIL IPARMAX DO XAR[IPAR] :=IPAR; 
%YAR[O] :=6;YAR(l] :=4.8;YAR(2] :=3;YAR[3] :=3.1 ;YAR[4] :=2;YAR[S] :=2.1; 
%YAR[6].:=3;YAR[7] :=l.l;YAR[8] :=2;YAR[9] :=.4;YAR[l0] :=1; 

SUMX:=SUMY:=SUMQUAD:=SUMQUADX:=SUMQUADY:=O; 
FOR IPAR:=IPARMIN STEP 1 UNTIL IPARMAX DO 
BEGIN 

SUMX:=SUMX+XAR[IPAR]; SUMY:=SUMY+YAR[IPAR]; 
SUMQUADX:=SUMQUADX+(XAR[IPAR])**2; 
SUMQUADY:=SUMQUADY+(YAR[IPAR])**2; 

END; 
B:=(-SLOPE*SUMX+SUMY)/(IPARMAX-IPARMIN+l); 
FOR IPAR:=IPARMIN STEP 1 UNTIL IPARMAX DO 
SUMQUAD:=SUMQUAD+(YAR[IPAR]-SLOPE*XAR[IPAR]-B)**2; 
DELTA:=SQRT(SUMQUAD/(IPARMAX~IPARMIN))/SUMQUADX; 
CORREL:=SLOPE*SQRT((SUMQUADX-(SUMX**2)/(IPARMAX-IPARMIN+l))/ 

(SUMQUADY-(SUMY**2)/(IPARMAX-IPARMIN+l))); 
END CONFLINREGRB; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% THE PROCEDURES RESIDU CALCULATE THE VALUE OF THE RESIDUAL OF %% 
%% POINT NUMBER I. THIS CAN BE DONE ON THE INLET (-IN) AND OUTLET %% 
%% (-OUT) SIDE OR BOTH (-INOUT). IF B IS ZERO THEN RESIDU! MUST BE %% 
%% CHOSEN ELSE RESIDU2 %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE RESIDU2IN(BETAAR,FUNCTI,I); 
REAL FUNCTI; INTEGER I; REAL ARRAY BETAAR[*]; 
BEGIN 

IF BETAAR[l] NEQ BETAARtMEMORY OR BETAAR[2] NEQ BETAAR2MEMORY THEN 
BEGIN 

K7ML1MINT:=BETAAR(l]; K8ML1MINT:=BETAAR[2]; 
PARANDTAUFROMK(l,K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML, 

BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,VOLINML,MOMGR,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT, 
K7ML1MINTSCALE); 

BETAARlMEMORY:=BETAAR[l]; BETAAR2MEMORY:=BETAAR[2]; 
IF CURVEFITVALUESPRINT=l THEN 
WRITE(REMO,<"K7ML1MINT=",El3.6,X4,"K8ML1MINT=",El3.6), 
BETAAR[l],BETAAR[2]); . 

END; 
IF CURVEFITVALUESPRINT=l THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,("CURVEFITTING IS DONEON THE INLET POINTS")); 
WRITE(REMO,<"Bl=",El3.6,X4,"BlMEM=",El3.6),BETAAR[l],BETAARlMEMORY); 
WRITE(REMO,("B2=",El3.6,X4,"B2MEM=",El3.6),BETAAR(2],BETAAR2MEMORY); 
WRITE(REMO,("CURVECINMGR1MLAR[",I2,"]=",El3.6), 

I,CURVECINMGRlMLAR(I]); 
END; 
IF CURVECINMGRlMLAR[I]=O THEN CURVECINMGRlMLAR[I] :=0.00001; 
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IF TAUlMINT=O THEN TAUlMINT:=O.OOl; 
IF TAU2MINT=O THEN TAU2MINT:=0.001; 

%WRITE(REMO,<S(El3.6,X2,/)),AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CURVECINMGR1MLAR[I], 
% TAUlMINT, TAU2MINT); 

FUNCTI:=(CURVECINMGRlMLAR[I]
AMGRlML*EXP(-CURVETIMEINMINTAR[I]/TAUlMINT)
BMGR1ML*EXP(-CURVETIMEINMINTAR[I]/TAU2MINT)-HELP3MGR1ML)/ 
CURVEERRORINAR[I]; 

END RESIDU2IN; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE RESIDUliN(BETAAR,FUNCTI,I); 
REAL FUNCTI; INTEGER I; REAL ARRAY BETAAR[*]; 
BEGIN 

IF BETAAR[l] NEQ BETAARtMEMORY THEN 
BEGIN 

K7ML1MINT:=BETAAR[l]; 
PARANDTAUFROMK(l,K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML, 

BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,VOLINML,MOMGR,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT, 
K7ML1MINTSCALE); 

BETAARlMEMORY:=BETAAR[l]; 
IF CURVEFITVALUESPRINT=l THEN 
WRITE(REMO,<"K7ML1MINT=",El3.6,X4,"K8ML1MINT=O"),BETAAR[l]); 

END; 
IF CURVEFITVALUESPRINT=l THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO, (" CURVEFITTING IS DONE ON THE INLET POINTS">); 
WRITE(REMO,("Bl=",El3.6,X4,"BlMEM=",El3.6),BETAAR[l],BETAARlMEMORY); 
WRITE(REMO,<"CURVECINMGR1MLAR[",I2,"]=",El3.6), 

I,CURVECINMGRlMLAR[I]); 
END; 
IF CURVECINMGRlMLAR[I]=O THEN CURVECINMGRlMLAR[I] :=0.00001; 
IF TAUlMINT=O THEN TAUlMINT:=O.OOl; 
IF TAU2MINT=O THEN TAU2MINT:=0.001; 
FUNCTI:=(CURVECINMGRlMLAR[I]-

AMGRlML*EXP(-CURVETIMEINMINTAR[I]/TAUlMINT)
BMGR1ML*EXP(-CURVETIMEINMINTAR[I]/TAU2MINT)-HELP3MGR1ML)/ 
CURVEERRORINAR[I]; 

END RESIDUliN; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE RESIDU20UT(BETAAR,FUNCTI,I); 
REAL FUNCTI; INTEGER I; REAL ARRAY BETAAR[*]; 
BEGIN 

IF BETAAR(l] NEQ BETAARlMEMORY OR BETAAR[2] NEQ BETAAR2MEMORY THEN 
BEGIN 

K7ML1MINT:=BETAAR[l]; K8ML1MINT:=BETAAR[2]; 
PARANDTAUFROMK(2,K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML, 

BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,VOLINML,MOMGR,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT, 
K7ML lMINTSCALE) ; 
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BETAARlMEMORY:=BETAAR[l]; BETAAR2MEMORY:=BETAAR[2]; 
IF CURVEFITVALUESPRINT=l THEN 
WRITE(REMO,("K7ML1MINT=",El3.6,X4,"K8ML1MINT==",El3.6), 
BETAAR[l] ,BETAAR[2]); 

END; 
IF CURVEFITVALUESPRINT==l THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,<"CURVEFITTING IS DONE ON THE OUTLET POINTS")); 
WRITE(REMO,<"Bl==",El3.6,X4,"BlMEM=",El3.6),BETAAR[l],BETAARlMEMORY); 
WRITE(REMO,<"B2==",El3.6,X4,"B2MEM=",El3.6>,BETAAR[2],BETAAR2MEMORY); 
WRITE(REMO,<"CURVECOUTMGR1MLAR[",I2,"]=",El3.6>, 

I,CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR[I] ); 
END; 
IF CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR[I]=O THEN CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR[I] :=0.00001; 
IF TAUlMINT=O THEN TAUlMINT:==O.OOl; 
IF TAU2MINT=O THEN TAU2MINT:=0.001; 
FUNCTI:=(CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR[I]-

CMGRlML*EXP(-CURVETIMEOUTMINTAR[I]/TAUlMINT)
DMGR1ML*EXP(-CURVETIMEOUTMINTAR[I]/TAU2MINT)-HELP3MGR1ML)/ 
CURVEERROROUTAR[I]; 

END RESIDU20UT; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE RESIDUlOUT(BETAAR,FUNCTI,I); 
REAL FUNCTI; INTEGER I; REAL ARRAY BETAAR[*]; 
BEGIN 

IF BETAAR[l] NEQ BETAARlMEMORY THEN . 
BEGIN 

K7ML1MINT:==BETAAR[l]; 
PARANDTAUFROMK(2,K7ML1MINT,K8MLlMINT,TAUlMINT,TAU2MINT,AMGRlML, 

BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,VOLINML,MOMGR,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT, 
K7ML1MINTSCALE) ; 

BETAARlMEMORY:=BETAAR[l]; 
IF CURVEFITVALUESPRINT=l THEN 
WRITE(REMO,("K7ML1MINT==",El3.6,X4,"K8ML1MINT=O"),BETAAR[l]); 

END; 
IF CURVEFITVALUESPRINT=l THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,("CURVEFITTING IS DONE ON THE OUTLET POINTS")); 
WRITE(REMO,("Bl=",E13.6,X4,"BlMEM=",El3.6),BETAAR[l],BETAAR1MEMORY); 
WRITE(REMO,("CURVECOUTMGR1MLAR[",I2,"]=",E13.6), 

I, CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR[ I]); 
END; 
IF CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR[I]=O THEN CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR[I] :=0.00001; 
IF TAUlMINT==O THEN TAUlMINT:=O.OOl; 
IF TAU2MINT=O THEN TAU2MINT:==0.001; 
FUNCTI:=(CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR[I]-

CMGRlML*EXP(-CURVETIMEOUTMINTAR[I]/TAUlMINT)
DMGR1ML*EXP(-CURVETIMEOUTMINTAR[I]/TAU2MINT)-HELP3MGR1ML)/ 
CURVEERROROUTAR[I]; 

END RESIDUlOUT; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE RESIDU2INOUT(BETAAR,FUNCTI,I); 
REAL FUNCTI; INTEGER I; REAL ARRAY BETAAR[*]; 
BEGIN 

IF BETAAR(l] NEQ BETAARlMEMORY OR BETAAR[2] NEQ BETAAR2MEMORY THEN 
BEGIN 

K7ML1MINT:=BETAAR[l]; K8ML1MINT:=BETAAR[2]; 
PARANDTAUFROMK(3,K7ML1MINT,K8MLIMINT,!AUIMINT,TAU2MINT,AMGRIML, 

BMGRIML,CMGRIML,DMGRIML,VOLINML,MOMGR,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLIMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT, 
K7MLIMINTSCALE); 

BETAARIMEMORY:=BETAAR[l]; BETAAR2MEMORY:=BETAAR[2]; 
IF CURVEFITVALUESPRINT=l THEN 
WRITE(REMO,<"K7MLIMINT=",E13.6,X4, 11K8=1MINT",El3.6), 
BETAAR[l],BETAAR[2]); 

END; 
IF CURVEFITVALUESPRINT=l THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO, <" CURVEFITTING IS DONE ON INLET AND OUTLET POINTS")); 
WRITE(REMO,<"Bl=",E13.6,X4,"BlMEM==",El3.6),BETAAR[l],BETAARIMEMORY); 
WRITE(REMO,<"B2=",El3.6,X4,"B2MEM=",El3.6),BETAAR[2],BETAAR2MEMORY); 
WRITE(REMO,<"CURVECINMGR1MLAR[",I2,"]=",E13.6), 

I,CURVECINMGRlMLAR[I]); 
END; 
IF CURVECINMGRlMLAR[I]=O THEN CURVECINMGRlMLAR[I] :=0.00001; 
IF CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR[I]=O THEN CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR[I] :=0.00001; 
IF TAUlMINT=O THEN TAUlMINT:=O.OOOOl; 
IF TAU2MINT=O THEN TAU2MINT:=0.00001; 
IF I LEQ YESNUMBIN THEN 
BEGIN 
FUNCTI:=(CURVECINMGRlMLAR[I]-

AMGRlML*EXP(-CURVETIMEINMINTAR[I]/TAUlMINT)
BMGR1ML*EXP(-CURVETIMEINMINTAR[I]/TAU2MINT)
HELP3MGR1ML)/ 
CURVEERRORINAR[I]; 

%WRITE(REMO,<"INLET",I3,X2,I3,E13.6,X2,El3.6>,I,YESNUMBIN, 
% CURVEERRORINAR[I],FUNCTI); 
END; 
IF I ) YESNUMBIN THEN 
BEGIN 
FUNCTI:=(CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR[I-YESNUMBIN]-

CMGRlML*EXP(-CURVETIMEOUTMINTAR[I-YESNUMBIN]/TAUlMINT)
DMGR1ML*EXP(-CURVETIMEOUTMINTAR[I-YESNUMBIN]/TAU2MINT)
HELP3MGR1ML)/CURVEERROROUTAR[I-YESNUMBIN]; 

%WRITE(REMO,("OUTLET",I3,X2,I3,E13.6,X2,El3.6),I,YESNUMBIN, 
% CURVEERROROUTAR[I-YESNUMBIN],FUNCTI); 
END; 

END RESIDU2INOUT; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE RESIDUliNOUT(BETAAR,FUNCTI,I); 
REAL FUNCTI; INTEGER I; REAL ARRAY BETAAR[*]; 
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BEGIN 
IF BETAAR[1] NEQ BETAAR1MEMORY THEN 
BEGIN 

K7ML1MINT:=BETAAR[1]; 
PARANDTAUFROMK(3,K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML, 

BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGR1ML,VOLINML,MOMGR,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT, 
K7ML1MINTSCALE); 

BETAAR1MEMORY:=BETAAR[1]; 
IF CURVEFITVALUESPRINT=l THEN 
WRITE(REMO,("K7ML1MINT=",El3.6,X4,"K8ML1MINT=O"),BETAAR[1]); 

END; 
IF CURVEFITVALUESPRINT=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO, ("CURVEFITTING IS DONE ON INLET AND OUTLET POINTS")); 
WRITE(REMO,("Bl=",E13.6,X4,"BlMEM=",E13.6),BETAAR[1],BETAAR1MEMORY); 
WRITE( REMO, ("CURVECINMGRlMLAR[", I2,"] =", E13. 6), 

I,CURVECINMGR1MLAR[I]); 
END; 
IF CURVECINMGRlMLAR[I]=O THEN CURVECINMGRlMLAR[I] :=0.00001; 
IF CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR[I]•O THEN CURVECOUTMGR1MLAR[I] :=0.00001; 
IF TAU1MINT=O THEN TAU1MINT:=0.001; 
IF TAU2MINT=O THEN TAU2MINT:=0.001; 
IF I LEQ YESNUMBIN THEN 
FUNCTI:=(CURVECINMGR1MLAR[I]-

AMGR1ML*EXP(-CURVETIMEINMINTAR(I]/TAU1MINT)
BMGR1ML*EXP(-CURVETIMEINMINTAR[I]/TAU2MINT)-HELP3MGR1ML)/ 
CURVEERRORINAR[I]; 

IF I ) YESNUMBIN THEN 
FUNCTI:=(CURVECOUTMGR1MLAR(I-YESNUMBIN]

CMGR1ML*EXP(-CURVETIMEOUTMINTAR[I-YESNUMBIN]/TAU1MINT)
DMGR1ML*EXP(-CURVETIMEOUTMINTAR[I-YESNUMBIN]/TAU2MINT)
HELP3MGR1ML)/CURVEERROROUTAR[I-YESNUMBIN]; 

END RESIDU1INOUT; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE GRADRESIN(BETAAR,DFIDBETAAR,I); 
INTEGER I; REAL ARRAY BETAAR,DFIDBETAAR[*]; 
BEGIN 
END GRADRESIN; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

ACXLD:=4.0; ACXRU:=l8.0; ACYLD:=l2; ACYRU:=27; 
RCXLD:=2.5; RCXRU:=l8.5; RCYLD:=2; RCYRU:=10; 
XMIN:=XMAX:=O; 
TEXTSTRAR[1]:="0NE-COMPARTMENTAL IN-VITRO CIRCULATION EXPERIMENTS"; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% INTERACTIVE PART 1 %% 
%% HERE YOU CHOOSE THE DESIRED DATA FILE AND YOU GIVE THE COMMANDS %% 
%% FOR OPERATING THE PROGRAMME %% 
%% %% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
MYSELF.OPTION:=*& 1[12:1]; 
INPVAL(INPSTRAR,TABLESTRAR,MOMGR,VOLCOMP1ML,VOLSUPPLYML,VOLINML, 

VOLDISCHML,VOLCOLUMNML,VOLOUTML,POROS, 
FLOWML1MINT,FILMLENGTHCM,CINMGR1MLAR,COUTI1GR1MLAR,ORDAR, 
REMO,REMIN,DATESTR,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX, 
TIMEINMINTAR,TIMEOUTMINTAR,ABSINAR,ABSOUTAR,CONSTANTVALUEPRINT, 
CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT,SUBSTSTR,INPUTFORMCHOICE,ERRORINAR, 
ERROROUTAR) ; 

WRITE(REMO,</"THIS PROGRAMME OFFERS YOU THE POSSIBILITY TO MAKE A SCALA" 
," OF TABLES"/"AND GRAPHICS." 
,"IN ORDER TO MAKE A CHOICE, YOU HAVE TO GIVE 1 INPUT",/, 

"BELOW THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED POSSIBILITIES THAT ARE FOLLOWING" 
//"NOW GIVE ZERO INPUT TO CONTINUE AND THEN WAIT UNTILL ALL" 
," THE POSSIBI-"/"LITIES ARE LISTED AND THEN GIVE 1 OR 0 IN" 
, "BETWEEN THE COMAS. ")); READ( REMIN, /,DUMMY) ; 

WRITE(REMO,< 
"1: IN GRAPHICS 4 & 6, THE POINTS WILL BE CONNECTED BY A STRAIGHT LINE"/ 
"2: IN EVERY GRAPHIC, THE ERROR IN EVERY POINT WILL BE DEPICTED "/ 
"%% IN THE FIRST BLOCK (3-6), YOU'LL FIND THE cmJMANDS FOR DATA-MANA- "/ 
"%% MENT OF THE RESULTS FROM THE ONE-COMPARTMENTAL IN-VITRO CIRCULA- "/ 
"i.% TION EXPERIMENTS.I.E: INLET- AND OUTLET-CONCENTATION OF THE COLUMN"/ 
"3: THE CONCENTRATIONS WILL BE TABLELISED AS A FUNCTION OF TIME "/ 
"4: THE CONCENTRATIONS WILL BE DRAWN IN A GRAPHIC AS A FUNCTION OF TIME" 
/''5: THE LOGARITHM OF THE CONCENTRATIONS WILL BE TABLELISED "/ 
"6: THE LOGARITHM OF THE CONCENTRATIONS WILL BE DRAWN IN A GRAPHIC "/ 
"7 : THE BEST FITTING CURVE WILL BE CALCULATED AND ORAWN IN A GRAPHIC "/ 
"8 :ONE CAN DRAW A CURVE IN THE GRAPHIC BY CHOOSING THE PARAMETERS "/ 
"9 :GIVES A GRAPHIC WITH CHOOSEN (8) AND CALCULATED ( 7) CURVES DRAWN "/ 
" IN ONE GRAPHIC "/ 
"10:GIVES A GRAPHIC WITH THREE CURVES. FOR K7 AND K8 AND (+ OR- 10% )"/ 
"ll:GIVES A FINAL GRAPHIC FOR CHOOSEN K7 AND K8 "/ 
>); 

WRITE(REM0,<"0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/1/1/",/, 
11 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/0/ 1/">); 

WRITE(REMO,<ll(" ,"))); 
READ(REMIN,/,FOR JPAR:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 11 DO ORDAR[JPAR]); 
WRITE(REMO,("IF THE VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS, CONCENTRATIONS, ETC., ", 

"MUST BE DISPLAYED"/"DURING THE EXECUTION OF THE PROGR", 
"AMME THEN GIVE 1 INPUT">); READ(REMIN,/ ,DISPLAYCHOICE); 

IF DISPLAYCHOICE=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,<"FOR 1 INPUT THE VALUES WILL BE DISPLAYED OF:",/, 
"1: K7, K8, TAU!, TAU2, APAR, BPAR, CPAR, DPAR, ETC.",/, 
"2: IDEM DITO, BUT NOW THEY ARE DISPLAYED AT EVERY ITERATIONSTEP",/, 
" IN THE CURVEFITTING PROCEDURE",/, 
"3: THE ACCURACY PARAMETERS IN THE CURVEFITTING PROCEDURE. IN",/, 
" ADDITION THESE PARAMETERS CAN BE ALTERED", /, 
"4: OTHER RELEVANT VALUES IN THE CURVEFITTING PROCEDURE",/, 
"5 : THE CONCENTRATIONS", /, 
"6: CONSTANTS, E.G. VOLUMES, FLOWS, MASS, ETC.",/, 
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"7: VALUES OF THE PROCEDURE QSOWN (IN QUADSUM ON POOL)",/, 
"8: PARINMIN, PARINMAX, YESNUMBIN, NONUMBIN, PAROUTMIN, ETC.",/, 
"1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,",/,"0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,")); 
READ(REMIN,/,PARAMETERVALUEPRINT,PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT, 

ACCURACYVALUECHANGE,CURVEFITVALUESPRINT, 
CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT,CONSTANTVALUEPRINT, 
QUADSUMPARAMVALUE,NUMBEROFPOINTSPRINT); 

END; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% 
%% B L 0 C K 1 
%% ============ 

%% 
%% 
i.% 

%% %% 
%% IN THIS BLOCK THE DATA FROM THE ONE-COMPARTMENTAL IN-VITRO CIR- %% 
%% CULATION EXPERIMENTS ARE HANDLED: %% 
%% GRAPHICS CAN BE DRAWN WITH THE INLET- AND OUTLET CONCENTRATION %% 
%% AS WELL AS THE LOGARITHM OF THE INLET- AND OUTLET CONCENTRATION %% 
%% AS A FUNCTION OF TIME. THE NUMERIC VALUES CAN BE PRINTED AND DIS- %% 
%% PLAYED AS WELL. IN ADDITION THE PARAMETER K7 ( -KeAp ) IS ESTIMA- %% 
%% TED WITH THE AID OF LINEAR REGRESSION AT THE LOGARITHM OF THE %% 
%% CONCENTRATION. THE PARAMETER K7 IS ESTIMATED WITH HIGHER ACCURACY %% 
%% BY MINIMALIZING THE SUM OF THE QUADRATES OF THE DISTANCE FROM THE %% 
%% ESTIMATED CURVE TO THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA. THIS METBOD ALSO ESTI- %% 
%% MATES THE PARAMETER K8 ( -qm ). %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
IF ORDAR(3]=1 OR ORDAR(4]=1 OR ORDAR(5]=1 OR ORDAR(6]=1 OR 

ORDAR[7]=1 OR ORDAR(8]=1 OR ORDAR[9]=1 OR ORDAR[10]=1 THEN 
BEGIN 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% BLOCK 1 : 
%% SECTION 1: LOGARITHM/LINEAR REGRESSION PART 
%% =========================================== 

%% 
%% 
%% 

%% THE LOGARITHM OF THE INLET- AND OUTLET CONCENTRATIONS IS CALCULA- %% 
%% TED FOR THOSE CONCENTRATIONS, LARGER THEN A PRECHOOSEN DISCRIMI- %% 
%% NATING VALUE, DETERMINATED BY NORM! AND NORM2. FOR THE OULET CON- %% 
%% CENTRATION, EVERY POINT HAS TO BE SMALLER THEN THE PREVIOUS ONE. %% 
%% IF DESIRED, YOU ARE ABLE TO DEFINE YOUR OWN DISCRIMINATION CRITE- %% 
%% RIA BY EXPLICITLY CHOOSING THE POINTS OF MEASUREMENT USED FOR LI- %% 
%% NEAR REGRESSION. THE LINEAR REGRESSION IS PERFORMED IN THIS PART %% 
%% AS WELL. IT DELIVERS A VALUE FOR THE SLOPE OF THE STRAIGHT LINE %% 
%% WHICH FITS THE POINTS OF MEASUREMENT BEST. FROM THIS VALUE, ALL %% 
%% THE DESIRED PARAMETERS ARE CALCULATED. %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

IF ORDAR[4]=1 OR ORDAR(5]=1 OR ORDAR[6]=1 OR ORDAR[7]=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

POINTCHOICE:=O; 
WRITE(R&""'O, (/,"WE HAVE REACHED THE PART WHERE THE PROGRAMME STARTS" 

" THE LINEAR", /, "REGRESS ION ! ! ">); 
WRITE(REMO,("IF YOU WANT TO CHOOSE THE POINTS OF MEASUREMENT, USED" 
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" FOR LINEAR"/"REGRESSION YOURSELF, THEN GIVE 1 INPUT" 
". FOR 0 INPUT THE COMPUTER WILL" /"MAKE THIS CHOICE")); 

READ(REMIN,/,POINTCHOICE); 
IF POINTCHOICE=l THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,("GIVE SUBSEQUENTLY THE MINIMUM VALUE OF THE POINTS " 
,"OF THE INLET-"/"CONCENTRATION USED FOR LINEAR REGRE" 
, "SS ION, THE MAXIMUM VALUE AND" /"THE MINL'1UM AND MAX" 
, "IMUM V ALUE OF THE OUTLET-CONCENTRA TION")) ; 

READ(REMIN,/,LPARMIN,LPARMAX,LOPARMIN,LOPARMAX); 
END; 
MAXIMUM(PARINMIN,PARINMAX,XMAX,CINMGRlMLAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 

ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
LPAR:=l; NORMl:=SO; NORM2:=50; CMGRlMLNORMALIZER:=YMAX/100; 
FOR XPAR:=l STEP 1 UNTIL PARINMAX DO 
BEGIN 

IF CINMGRlMLAR[XPAR] < CMGRlMLNORMALIZER 
THEN LCINMGRlMLAR[XPAR]:=O 
FLSE LCINMGRlMLAR[XPAR] :=LN(CINMGRlMLAR[XPAR]/CMGRlMLNORMALIZER); 
IF CINMGRlMLAR[XPAR]>CINMGRlMLAR[l]/NORMl AND XPAR(PARINMAX+l 
AND POINTCHOICE=O THEN LPAR:•LPAR+l; 

END; 
IF POINTCHOICE=O THEN BEGIN LPARMAX:=LPAR-l;LPARMIN:=l; END; 
IF LPARMAX>LPARMIN THEN 
CONFIDENCELINEARREGRESSION(TIMEINMINTAR,LCINMGRlMLAR, 

LPAR:=l; XPAR:=l; 

LPARMIN,LPARMAX,SLOPEINMGRlMLMINT,DIFCINMGRlML, 
RESIDUALAR,CORCINMGRlML,-l,DEVCINMGRlML); 

WHILE COUTMGRlMLAR[XPAR]<~COUTMGRlMLAR[XPAR+l] AND XPAR<PAROUTMAX DO 
XPAR:=XPAR+l; 
IF POINTCHOICE=O THEN LOPARMIN:=XPAR+l; 
FOR XPAR:=l STEP 1 UNTIL PAROUTMAX DO 
BEGIN 

IF COUTMGRlMLAR[XPAR] < CMGRlMLNORMALIZER 
THEN LCOUTMGRlMLAR[XPAR] :=0 ELSE 
LCOUTMGRlMLAR[XPAR] :=LN(COUTMGRlMLAR[XPAR]/CMGRlMLNO~~ALIZER); 
IF COUTMGR1MLAR[XPAR])(CINMGR1MLAR[l]/(NORM2)) AND 

XPAR(PAROUTMAX AND 
POINTCHOICE=O THEN LPAR:=LPAR+l; 

END; 
IF POINTCHOICE=O THEN LOPARMAX:=LPAR-1; 
IF LOPARMAx>LOPARMIN THEN 
CONFLINREGRB(TIMEOUTMINTAR,LCOUTMGRlMLAR, 

LOPARMIN,LOPARMAX,SLOPEINMGRlMLMINT, 
DIFCOUTMGRlML,CORCOUTMGRlML,DEVCOUTMGRlML); 

D:=DIFCINMGRlML-DIFCOUTMGRlML; 
TAUlMINT:=-1/SLOPEINMGRlMLMINT; 
K7ML1MINTSCALE:=(2*FLOWML1MINT*(VOLINML+VOLOUTML) 

- 2*VOLINML*VOLOUTML/TAU1MINT)/ 
(2*TAU1MINT*FLOWML1MINT-VOLCOMP1ML); 

K7ML1MINT:=l; WRITE(REMO,<"K7 SCALE =",El3.6),K7ML1MINTSCALE); 
KEAP1MINT:=K7ML1MINTSCALE/((l-POROS)*VOLCOLUMNML); 
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TAU2MINT:=VOLOUTML*VOLINML/ 
(K7ML1MINT*TAU1MINT*FLOWML1MINT); 

AMGR1ML:=CINMGR1MLAR[l]*(FLOWML1MINT/VOLINML-l/TAU2MINT)/ 
(l/TAU1MINT-l/TAU2MINT); 

BMGRlML:=-CINMGRlMLAR[l]*(FLOWMLlMINTIVOLINML-liTAUlMINT)I 
(l/TAUlMINT-liTAU2MINT); 

CMGRlML:=AMGRlML*(l-VOLINML/(FLOWMLlMINT*TAUlMINT)); 
DMGR1ML:=BMGR1ML*(l-VOLINMLI(FLOWML1MINT*TAU2MINT)); 
IF PARAMETERVALUEPRINT=l THEN 
WRITE(REMO, <"THE ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS WITH THE HELP OF", 
11 LINEAR11

, I, 11 REGRESSION IS (K8 IS NOT ESTIMATED BUT TAKEN 0) ",I, 
11 K7ML1MINT= 11 ,El3 .6, 11 ML/MINT" ,X3, 11 K8ML1MINT= 11

, El3.6, 11 ML/MINT", /, 
"TAUlMINT = 11 ,El3.6, 11 MINT ",X3,"TAU2MINT = ",El3.6," MINT ",/, 
"AMGRlML = ",El3.6," MGR/ML ",X3,"BMGR1ML = ",El3.6," MGRIML",/, 
"CMGRlML = ",El3.6," MGRIML ",X3,"DMGR1ML = ",El3.6," MGRIML",I, 
"LPARMIN = 11 ,I3,X22, 11LOPARMIN = ",!3,/, 
11LPARMAX = ",I3,X22,"LOPARMAX = ",I3,/, 
11 SLOPEINMGR1MLMINT = 11 ,El3.6), 
K7ML1MINTSCALE,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML, 
DMGRlML,LPARMIN,LOPARMIN,LPARMAX,LOPARMAX,SLOPEINMGRlMLMINT'; 

END; . 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% BLOCK1 : 
%% SECTION 5: GRAPHICS 1: THE LOGARITHMIC REPRESENTATION 

%% 
%% 

%% ===================================================== %% 
%% THE LOGARITHM OF THE INLET AND OUTLET CONCENTRATION WILL BE %% 
%% DRAWN IN A GRAPHIC AS A FUNCTION OF TIME. A STRAIGHT LINE IS %% 
%% DRAWN WITH THE AID OF LINEAR REGRESSION, WHICH CALCULATES THE %% 
%% SLOPE.OF THIS LINE. FROM THIS SLOPE THE PARAMETERS K7, TAU1, %% 
%% TAU2, A, B, C AND D ARE CALCULATED. %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

IF 0RDAR[6]=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

NEWOBJECT( OBJ); 
XMAX:=TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX]; 
MAXIMUM(PARINMIN,LPARMAX,XMAX,LCINMGRlMLAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 

ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
XTEXTSTR:="TIME IN MINUTES --)11

; 

YTEXTSTR:="NATURAL LOGARITHM OF THE CONCENTRATION*1000 --->"; 
AXISRECT(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX, 

XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,LPAR,LPARMIN,LPARMAX, 

ACXLD+(TIMEINMINTAR[LPAR]/XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(LCINMGR1MLAR[LPAR]IYDIVIDER),l,0.2); 

FOR LPAR:=l STEP 1 UNTIL (LPARMIN-1) DO 
MARK(OBJ,ACXLD+(TIMEINMINTAR[LPAR]/XDIVIDER), 

ACYLD+(LCINMGR1MLAR[LPAR]/YDIVIDER),4,0.2); 
FOR LPAR:=(LPARMAX+l) STEP 1 UNTIL PARINMAX DO 
MARK(OBJ,ACXLD+(TIMEINMINTAR[LPAR]/XDIVIDER), 

ACYLD+(LCINMGR1MLAR[LPAR]IYDIVIDER),4,0.2); 
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IF LOPARMIN < LOPARMAX TEEN 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,LPAR,LOPARMIN,LOPARMAX, 

ACXLD+(TIMEOUTMINTAR[LPAR]/XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(LCOUTMGR1MLAR[LPAR]/YDIVIDER),2,0.2); 

FOR LPAR:=l STEP 1 UNTIL (LOPARMIN-1) DO 
MARK(OBJ,ACXLD+(TIMEOUTMINTAR[LPAR]/XDIVIDER), 

ACYLD+(LCOUTMGR1MLAR[LPAR]/YDIVIDER),S,0.2); 
FOR LPAR:=(LOPARMAX+1) STEP 1 UNTIL PAROUTMAX DO 
MARK(OBJ,ACXLD+(TIMEOUTMINTAR[LPAR]/XDIVIDER), 

ACYLD+(LCOUTMGR1MLAR[LPAR]/YDIVIDER),S,0.2); 
IF ORDAR[2]=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

DEV(OBJ,PARINMIN,LPARMAX,TIMEINMINTAR,LCINMGR1MLAR, 
XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERRORINAR); 

DEV(OBJ,LOPARMIN,LOPARMAX,TIMEOUTMINTAR,LCOUTMGR1MLAR, 
XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERROROUTAR); 

END; 
RECTANGLE(OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
TEXTSTRAR(3] :=11 K7 IS ESTIMATED WITH LINEAR REGRESSION (INLET) 11

; 

TEXTSTRAR(9] :=11 THE SLOPE: 11 CAT STRING(SLOPEINMGR1MLMINT,6); 
TEXTSTRAR[10]:=11 POROSITY: 11 CAT STRING(POROS,*); 
TEXTSTRAR[11] :=11THE AXIS CROSS SECTIONS ARE: 11 

CAT STRING(DIFCINMGR1ML,S) 
CAT 11 AND" CAT STRING(DIFCOUTMGR1ML,S); 

TEXTSTRAR[13] :="INLET MIN,MAX: " CAT STRING(LPARMIN,*) CAT 11
," CAT 

STRING(LPARMAX,*); 
TEXTSTRAR[14] :="OUTLET MIN,MAX: " CAT STRING(LOPARMIN,*) CAT"," 

CAT STRING(LOPARMAX,*); 
TEXTSTRAR[lS] :="K7: 11 CAT STRING(K7ML1MINT,8) CAT " ML/MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[17] :="TAUl: 11 CAT STRING(TAU1MINT,8) CAT" MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[18]:="TAU2: "CAT STRING(TAU2MINT,8) CAT 11 MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[19] :="A: "CAT STRING(AMGR1ML,8) CAT "MGr/ML"; 
TEXTSTRAR[20] :=11 B: " CAT STRING(BMGR1ML,8) CAT 11MGr/ML"; 
TEXTSTRAR[21] :="C: 11 CAT STRING(CMGR1ML,8) CAT "MGr/ML"; 
TEXTSTRAR[22] :="D: " CAT STRING(DMGR1ML,8) CAT "MGr/ML"; 
NUMBEROFMARKS:=4; 
GRAPHICBOTTOM(OBJ,SUBSTSTR,DATESTR,l,24,TEXTSTRAR,RCXLD,RCYLD, 

RCXRU,RCYRU,NUMBEROFMARKS); 
DRAWOBJECT(PLOTF,OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
CLEAROBJECT(OBJ); 
IF ORDAR[l] = 1 THEN 
BEGIN 

LCINMGR1MLMAX:=SLOPEINMGR1MLMINT*TIMEINMINTAR[PARINMAX] 
+DIFCINMGR1ML; 

IF LCINMGR1MLMAX<O 
THEN STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD+(DIFCINMGR1ML/YDIVIDER), 

ACXLD-DIFCINMGR1ML/ 
(SLOPEINMGR1MLMINT*XDIVIDER),ACYLD,1) 

ELSE STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD+(DIFCINMGRlML/YDIVIDER), 
ACXLD+(TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX]/XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(LCINMGRlMLMAX/YDIVIDER),l); 

LCOUTMGRlMLMAX:=SLOPEINMGRlMLMINT*TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX]+ 
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DIFCOUTMGRlML; 
IF LOPARMIN < LOPARMAX THEN IF LCOUTMGR1MLMAX<O 
THEN STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD+(DIFCOUTMGR1ML/YDIVIDER), 

ACXLD-DIFCOUTMGR1ML/ 
(SLOPEINMGR1MLMINT*XDIVIDER),ACYLD,1) 

ELSE STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD+(DIFCOUTMGR1ML/YDIVIDER), 
ACXLD+(TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX]/XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(LCOUTMGR1MLMAX/YDIVIDER),1); 

DRAWOBJECT(PLOTF,OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
CLEAROBJECT(OBJ); 

END; 
DISPOSEOBJECT(OBJ); 
SKIPPAPER(PLOTF); 

END; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% BLOCK 1 : %% 
%% SECTION 6: GRAPHICS 2 %% 
%% ===================== %% 
%% THE INLET AND OUTLET CONCENTRATION IS DRAWN IN GRAPHIC AS A FUNC- %% 
%% TION OF TIME. A CURVE IS DRAWN IN THE GRAPHIC, CALCULATED WITH %% 
%% THE PARAMETERS ESTIMATED WITH THE AID OF LINEAR REGRESSION (SEC- %% 
%% TION 4). RELEVANT DATA ARE PRINTED IN THE SPACE BELOW THE GRA- %% 
%% PHIC. %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

IF ORDAR[4]=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

NEWOBJECT(OBJ); 
XMAX:=TIMEOUTMINTAR(PAROUTMAX]; 
MAXIMUM(PARINMIN,PARINMAX,XMAX,CINMGR1MLAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 

ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
XTEXTSTR:="TIME IN MINUTES -->"; 
YTEXTSTR:="CONCENTRATION IN MGr/ML -->"; 
AXISRECT(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX, 

XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
COUTMGRlMLAR[O]:= 0 ; TIMEOUTMINTAR[O] := 0 ; 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,LPAR,LPARMIN,LPARMAX, 

ACXLD+(TIMEINMINTAR[LPAR]/XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(CINMGR1MLAR[LPAR]/YDIVIDER),1,0.2); 

FOR LPAR:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL (LPARMIN-1) DO 
MARK(OBJ,ACXLD+(TIMEINMINTAR[LPAR]/XDIVIDER), 

ACYLD+(CINMGR1MLAR[LPAR]/YDIVIDER),4,0.2); 
FOR LPAR:=(LPARMAX+l) STEP 1 UNTIL PARINMAX DO 
MARK(OBJ,ACXLD+(TIMEINMINTAR[LPAR]/XDIVIDER), 

ACYLD+(CINMGR1MLAR[LPAR]/YDIVIDER),4,0.2); 
IF LOPARMIN < LOPARMAX THEN 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,LPAR,LOPARMIN,LOPARMAX, 

ACXLD+(TIMEOUTMINTAR[LPAR)/XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(COUTMGR1MLAR[LPAR]/YDIVIDER),2,0.2); 

FOR LPAR:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL (LOPARMIN-1) DO 
MARK(OBJ,ACXLD+(TIMEOUTMINTAR[LPAR]/XDIVIDER), 
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ACYLD+(COUTMGR1MLAR[LPAR]/YDIVIDER),S,0.2); 
FOR LPAR:=(LOPARMAX+l) STEP 1 UNTIL PAROUTMAX DO 
MARK(OBJ,ACXLD+(TIMEOUTMINTAR(LPAR]/XDIVIDER), 

ACYLD+(COUTMGR1MLAR[LPAR]/YDIVIDER),S,0.2); 
RECTANGLE(OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
IF ORDAR(2]~1 THEN 
BEGIN 

DEV(OBJ,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,TIMEINMINTAR,CINMGRlMLAR, 
XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERRORINAR); 

DEV(OBJ,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,TIMEOUTMINTAR,COUTMGRlMLAR, 
XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERROROUTAR); 

END; 
TEXTSTRAR[3] :="K7 IS ESTIMATED WITH LINEAR REGRESSION (INLET)"; 
TEXTSTRAR[9] :="K7: "CAT STRING(K7ML1MINT,8) CAT" ML/MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[lO] :="K8: "CAT STRING(K8ML1MINT,8) CAT " ML/MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[ll] :="TAU!: "CAT STRING (TAU1MINT,8) CAT" MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[l2] :="TAU2: "CAT STRING (TAU2MINT,8) CAT " MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[l3] :="A: "CAT STRING (AMGR1ML,6) CAT "MGr/ML"; 
TEXTSTRAR[l4] :="B: "CAT STRING (BMGR1ML,6) CAT "MGr/ML"; 
TEXTSTRAR[lS]:•"C: "CAT STRING (CMGR1ML,6) CAT "MGr/ML"; 
TEXTSTRAR[16] :="D: "CAT STRING (DMGR1ML,6) CAT "MGr/ML"; 
TEXTSTRAR[l7] :="INLET MIN,MAX: " CAT STRING(LPARMIN,*) CAT "," CAT 

STRING(LPARMAX,*); 
TEXTSTRAR[l8] :="OUTLET MIN,MAX: " CAT STRING(LOPARMIN,*) CAT "," 

CAT STRING(LOPARMAX,*); 
QSOWN(l,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,SUMQUAD,AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML, 

DMGRlML,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE,OUT1, 
HELP3MGR1ML,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 

TEXTSTRAR [ 19] : ="QUAD. SUM IN LET:" CAT STRING( SUMQUAD, 6) ; 
QSOWN(2,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,SUMQUAD,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML, 

DMGRlML,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE,OUT1, 
HELP3MGR1ML,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 

TEXTSTRAR[20] :="QUAD. SUM OUTLET:" CAT STRING(SUMQUAD,6); 
NUMBEROFMARKS:=4; 
GRAPHICBOTTOM(OBJ,SUBSTSTR,DATESTR,l,20,TEXTSTRAR,RCXLD,RCYLD, 

RCXRU,RCYRU,NUMBEROFMARKS); 
DRAWOBJECT(PLOTF,OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
CLEAROBJECT(OBJ); 
LINEMODE:=COLOUR:=l; 
IF ORDAR(l] = 1 THEN 
DRAWCURVE(OBJ,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGR1ML, 

TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX],ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER, 
YDIVIDER,PLOTF,HELP3MGR1ML,COLOUR,LINEMODE,REMO); 

DISPOSEOBJECT(OBJ); 
SKIPPAPER(PLOTF); 

END; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

IF ORDAR[lO]=l THEN 
BEGIN 

NEWOBJECT( OBJ) ; 
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XMAX:=TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX]; 
MAXEMUM(PARINMIN,PARINMAX,XMAX,CINMGR1MLAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 

ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
XTEXTSTR:="TIME IN MINUTES -->"; 
YTEXTSTR:="CONCENTRATION IN MGriML --->"; 
AXISRECT(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX, 

XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
COUTMGR1MLAR[O]:= 0 ; TIMEOUTMINTAR[O] := 0 ; 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,LPAR,PARINMIN,PARINMAX, 

ACXLD+(TIMEINMINTAR[LPAR]IXDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(CINMGR1MLAR[LPAR]IYDIVIDER),1,0.2); 

QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,LPAR,PARINMIN,PARINMAX, 
ACXLD+(TIMEOUTMINTAR[LPAR]IXDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(COUTMGR1MLAR[LPAR]IYDIVIDER),2,0.2); 

RECTANGLE(OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
BEGIN 

DEV(OBJ,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,TIMEINMINTAR,CINMGR1MLAR, 
XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERRORINAR); 

DEV(OBJ,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,TIMEOUTMINTAR,COUTMGR1MLAR, 
XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERROROUTAR); 

END; 
TEXTSTRAR[3] :=" 
TEXTSTRAR[ 9] : ="Q : 
TEXTSTRAR[11] :="Vc: 
TEXTSTRAR[10] :="MO: 
TEXTSTRAR[12] :="Vi: 
TEXTSTRAR[13] :="Vo: 
TEXTSTRAR[14] :=" 
TEXTSTRAR [ 15] : =" 
TEXTSTRAR[16] :=" 
TEXTSTRAR [ 17] : =" 
TEXTSTRAR[ 18] :=" 
TEXTSTRAR[20] :=" 

"CAT STRING(FLOWML1MINT,6) CAT" MLIMIN"; 
"CAT STRING(VOLCOLUMNML,6) CAT" ML"; 
"CAT STRING(MOMGR,6) CAT" MGR"; 
"CAT STRING(VOLINML,6) CAT " ML"; 
"CAt STRING(VOLOUTML,6) CAT" ML"; 

11 • 

' 11 • 

' 11 • 

' " . 
' 11 • 

' 11 • 

' NUMBEROFMARKS:=2; 
GRAPHICBOTTOM(OBJ,SUBSTSTR,DATESTR,1,20,TEXTSTRAR,RCXLD,RCYLD, 

RCXRU,RCYRU,NUMBEROFMARKS); 
DRAWOBJECT(PLOTF,OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
CLEAROBJECT(OBJ); 
DISPOSEOBJECT(OBJ); 
SKIPPAPER(PLOTF); 

END; 

" . 
' 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
IF ORDAR[7]=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

NEWOBJECT( OBJ) ; 
XTEXTSTR:="TIME IN MINUTES -->"; 
YTEXTSTR:="CONCENTRATION IN MGriML -->"; 
WRITE(REMO,<I, 

"AT THIS MOMENT THE PROGRAMME STARTS FITTING THE THEORET ICAL" I 
"CURVE TO THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS !!"I 
"A CURVE CAN BE FITTED ON THE INLET OR OUTLET POINTS OR BOTH"I 
"1 : THE CURVE WILL BE FITTED ON THE INLET POINTS" I 
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"2 : THE CURVE WILL BE FITTED ON THE OUTLET POINTS"/ 
"3 : THE CURVE WILL BE FITTED ON BOTH SERIALS OF POINTS"/ 
"MAKE YOUR CHOICE BY GIVING THE NUMBER")); 

READ(REMIN,/,CURVECHOICE); 
XMAX:=TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX]; 
MAXDMUM(PARINMIN,PARINMAX,XMAX,CINMGRlMLAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 

ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
AXISRECT(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX, 

XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
RECTANGLE(OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
IF CURVECHOICE=1 OR CURVECHOICE=3 THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,<"CHOOSE POINTS USED FOR CURVEFITTING ON THE INLET CU" 
"RVE BY"/"GIVING 1 INPUT. FOR NULL INPUT, THE POINT " 
"WILL BE OMITTED")); 

IF P ARINMAX > 9 THEN 
WRITE(REMO, <* (X2), * ( Il,", ")), 1 0-PARINMIN, PARINMAX-9, 

FOR IPAR:=10 STEP 10 UNTIL PARINMAX DO FOR JPAR:=IPAR 
STEP 1 UNTIL MIN(IPAR+9,PARINMAX) DO IPAR/10); 

WRITE(REMO, <* ( Il,", ")> ,PARINMAX-PARINMIN+l, 
FOR IPAR:=PARINMIN STEP 10 UNTIL (PARINMAX+PARINMIN) DO 
FOR JPAR:=(IF IPAR<10 THEN IPAR ELSE IPAR+1-PARINMIN) 
STEP 1 UNTIL MIN(IPAR+10-PARINMIN,PARINMAX). 
DO (IF JPAR-IPAR+PARINMIN>9 THEN 0 ELSE JPAR-IPAR+ 
PARINMIN)); 

WRITE(REMO, <* ( "1, ")> ,PARINMAX-PARINMIN+-1); 
READ(REMIN,/,FOR IPAR:=PARINMIN STEP 1 UNTIL PARINMAX DO 

CURVEFITAR[IPAR]); XPAR:=l; WRITE(REMO,</>); 
FOR IPAR:=PARINMIN STEP 1 UNTIL PARINMAX DO 
IF CURVEFITAR[IPAR] NEQ 0 THEN 
BEGIN 

CURVECINMGRlMLAR[XPAR] :=CINMGRlMLAR[IPAR]; 
CURVETIMEINMINTAR[XPAR] :=TIMEINMINTAR[IPAR]; 
CURVEERRORINAR[XPAR] :=ERRORINAR[IPAR]; 
XPAR:=XPAR+l; 

END; 
YESNUMBIN:=XPAR-1; XPAR:=l; 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,IPAR,1,YESNUMBIN, 

ACXLD+(CURVETIMEINMINTAR[IPAR]/XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(CURVECINMGR1MLAR[IPAR]/YDIVIDER),l,0.2); 

IF CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT=l THEN 
FOR IPAR:=l STEP 1 UNTIL YESNUMBIN DO 
WRITE(REMO,("CURVECINMGR1MLAR[",I2,"]=",El3.6," MGR/ML"), 

IPAR,CURVECINMGRlMLAR[IPAR]); 
FOR IPAR:=PARINMIN STEP 1 UNTIL PARINMAX DO 
IF CURVEFITAR[IPAR] = 0 THEN 
BEGIN 

CURVECINMGRlMLAR[XPAR] :=CINMGR1MLAR[IPAR]; 
CURVETIMEINMINTAR[XPAR]:=TIMEINMINTAR[IPAR]; 
XPAR:=XPAR+l; 

END; 
NONUMBIN:=XPAR-1; XPAR:=l; 
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QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,IPAR,l,NONUMBIN, 
ACXLD+(CURVETIMEINMINTAR[IPAR]/XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(CURVECINMGR1MLAR[IPAR]/YDIVIDER),3,0.2); 

IF CURVECHOICE=l THEN 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,IPAR,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX, 

ACXLD+(TIMEOUTMINTAR[IPAR]/XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(COUTMGR1MLAR[IPAR]/YDIVIDER),2,0.2); 

IF CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT=1 THEN 
FOR IPAR:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NONUMBIN DO 
WRITE(REMO,("CURVECINMGR1MLAR[",I2,"]=",E13.6," MGR/ML"), 

IPAR,CURVECINMGR1MLAR[IPAR]); 
END; 
IF CURVECHOICE=2 OR CURVECHOICE=3 THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,("CHOOSE POINTS USED FOR CURVEFITTING ON THE OUTLET CU" 
"RVE BY"/"GIVING 1 INPUT. FOR NULL INPUT, THE POINT" 
" WILL BE OMITTED")); 

IF PAROUTMAX>9 TEEN 
WRITE(REMO,<*(X2),*(Il,",")),10-PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX-9, 

FOR IPAR:=10 STEP 10 UNTIL PAROUTMAX DO FOR JPAR:=IPAR 
STEP 1 UNTIL MIN(IPAR+9,PAROUTMAX) DO IPAR/10); 

WRITE(REMO, (* ( I1,", ")) ,PAROUTMAX-PAROUTMIN+1, 
FOR IPAR:=PAROUTMIN STEP 10 UNTIL (PAROUTMAX+PAROUTMIN) 
DO FOR JPAR:=(IF IPAR(10 THEN IPAR ELSE IPAR+1-
PAROUTMIN) STEP 1 UNTIL MIN(IPAR+10-PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX) 
DO (IF JPAR-IPAR+PAROUTMIN>9 THEN 0 ELSE JPAR-IPAR+ 
PAROUTMIN)); 

WRITE(REM0,(*("1,")),PAROUTMAX-PAROUTMIN+1); 
READ(REMIN,/,FOR IPAR:=PAROUTMIN STEP 1 UNTIL PAROUTMAX DO 

CURVEFITAR[ IPAR]); XPAR:=1; 
FOR IPAR:=PAROUTMIN STEP 1 UNTIL PAROUTMAX DO 
IF CURVEFITAR[IPAR] NEQ 0 THEN 
BEGIN 

CURVECOUTMGR1MLAR[XPAR] :=COUTMGR1MLAR[IPAR]; 
CURVETIMEOUTMINTAR[XPAR] :=TIMEOUTMINTAR[IPAR]; 
CURVEERROROUTAR[XPAR] :=ERROROUTAR[IPAR]; 
XPAR :=XPAR+1; 

END; 
YESNUMBOUT:=XPAR-1; XPAR:=1; 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,IPAR,1,YESNUMBOUT, 

ACXLD+(CURVETIMEOUTMINTAR[IPAR]/XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(CURVECOUTMGR1MLAR[IPAR]/YDIVIDER),2,0.2); 

IF CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT=l THEN 
FOR IPAR:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL YESNUMBOUT DO 
WRITE(REMO,("CURVECINMGR1MLAR[",I2,"]=",E13.6," MGR/ML"), 

IPAR,CURVECINMGR1MLAR[IPAR]); 
FOR IPAR:=PAROUTMIN STEP 1 UNTIL PAROUTMAX DO 
IF CURVEFITAR[IPAR] = 0 THEN 
BEGIN 

CURVECOUTMGR1MLAR[XPAR] :=COUTMGR1MLAR[IPAR]; 
CURVETIMEOUTMINTAR[XPAR] :=TIMEOUTMINTAR[IPAR]; 
XPAR:=XPAR+1; 
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END; 
NONUMBOUT:=XPAR-1; XPAR:=l; 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,IPAR,l,NONUMBOUT, 

ACXLD+(CURVETIMEOUTMINTAR[IPAR]/XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(CURVECOUTMGR1MLAR[IPAR]/YDIVIDER),4,0.2); 

IF CURVECHOICE=2 THEN 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,IPAR,PARINMIN,PARINMAX, 

ACXLD+(TIMEINMINTAR[IPAR]/XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+(CINMGR1MLAR[IPAR]/YDIVIDER),l,0.2); 

IF CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT=1 THEN 
FOR IPAR:~1 STEP 1 UNTIL NONUMBOUT DO 
WRITE(REMO,<"CURVECOUTMGR1MLAR[",I2,"]=",E13.6," MGR/ML"), 

IPAR,CURVECOUTMGRlMLAR[IPAR] ); 
END; 
IF ORDAR[2]=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

DEV(OBJ,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,TIMEINMINTAR,CINMGR1MLAR, 
XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERRORINAR); 

DEV(OBJ,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,TIMEOUTMINTAR,COUTMGR1MLAR, 
XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERROROUTAR); 

END; 
IF NUMBEROFPOINTSPRINT=1 THEN 
WRITE(REMO,("YESNUMBIN = ",I3,X4,"NONUMBIN = ",13,/, 

"YESNUMBOUT = "' I3 'X4 '"NONUMBOUT = "' I3' I' 
"PARINMIN = 11

' I3 ,X4 '"PARINMAX = 11
' I3' I' 

"PAROUTMIN = ", I3 ,X4, "PAROUTMAX = ", I3), 
YESNUMBIN,NONUMBIN,YESNUMBOUT,NONUMBOUT, 
PARINMIN,PARINMAX,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
LIMITAAR[l,l] :=1; LIMITAAR[1,2] :=0; 
LIMITAAR[2,1]:=0; LIMITAAR[2,2] :=1; 
BETAAR[1] :=K7ML1MINT; BOUNDARYCHOICE:=O; 
IF CINMGR1MLAR[PARINMAX] NEQ 0 THEN 
BEGIN 

BETAAR[2] :=K7ML1MINT*CINMGR1MLAR[PARINMAX]*VOLCOLUMNML/ 
((MOMGR-CINMGR1MLAR[PARINMAX]* 
(VOLINML+VOLOUTML))*1.2); 

IF BETAAR[2]<0 THEN BETAAR[2] :=0.0000001; 
END 
ELSE BETAAR[2] :=0; 
K8ML1MINT:=BETAAR[2]; 
PARANDTAUFROMK(3,K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML, 

BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGR1ML,VOLINML,MOMGR,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT, 

K7ML1MINTSCALE); 
WRITE(REMO,<"THE FIRST ESTIMATIONS OF THE INVOLVED PARAMETERS ARE:"/ 
"K7ML1MINT= ", El3. 6," ML/MINT" ,X4, "K8ML !MINT= ", E13. 6," ML/MINT", /, 
"TAUlMINT= ",El3.6," MINT ",X4,"TAU2MINT = ",El3.6," MINT ",/, 
"AMGR1ML = ",E13.6," MGR/ML ",X4,"BMGR1ML = ",E13.6," MGR/ML",/, 
"CMGRlML = ",El3.6," MGR/ML ",X4,"DMGR1ML = ",El3.6," MGR/ML"), 
K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML, 
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WHILE BOUNDARYCHOICE=O DO 
BEGIN 
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WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE THE LOWER BOUNDARY OF K7ML1MINT, N.B. )= 0 ")); 
READ(REMIN,/ ,K7MINML1MINT); 
IF K7MINML1MINT(0.0001 THEN K7MINML1MINT:=0.0001; 
IF BETAAR[l](K7MINML1MINT THEN BETAAR[l] :=K7MINML1MINT*l.l; 
IF CINMGRlMLAR[PARINMAX] NEQ 0 THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,("GIVE THE LOWER BOUNDARY OF K8ML1MINT, N.B. )=O">); 
READ(REMIN,/,K8MIN1MINT); 
IF K8MIN1MINT(0.0000001 THEN K8MIN1MINT:=0.0000001; 
IF BETAAR[2]<K8MIN1MINT 
THEN BETAAR[2] :=K8MIN1MINT*l.l; 

END; 
LIMITATBAR[l] :=K7MINML1MINT; 
IF CINMGRlMLAR[PARINMAX] NEQ 0 THEN 
LIMITATBAR[2] :=K8MIN1MINT; 
STOPCRIT:=l23; ITERATIONMAX:=500; EPSABS:=@-5; EPSREL:=@-5; 
IF ACCURACYVALUECHANGE=l THEN 
BEGIN . 

WRITE(REMO,<"EPSABS AND EPSREL ARE THE ACCURACY PARAMETERS IN " 
"THE CURVEFIT PROCEDURE",/,"EPSABS = ",El3.6,X4, 
"EPSREL = ",E13.6),EPSABS,EPSREL); 

WRITE(REMO,("GIVE THEMA VALUE YOURSELF: EPSABS RESP. EPSREL">); 
READ(REMIN,/,EPSABS,EPSREL); 

END; 
IF CINMGRlMLAR[PARINMAX] NEQ 0 THEN 
BEGIN 

IF CURVECHOICE=l THEN 
QUADSUMMINLC(YESNUMBIN, 2,2, BETAAR,RESIDU2 IN,LIMITAAR,LIMITATBAR, 

O,O,GRADRESIN,23,STOPCRIT,EPSABS,EPSREL,@-5, 
ITERATIONMAX,l,VARCOVAR,ITERATIONREPORT); 

IF CURVECHOICE=2 THEN 
QUADSUMMINLC(YESNUMBOUT,2,2,BETAAR,RESIDU10UT,LIMITAAR, 

LIMITATBAR,O,O,GRADRESIN,23,STOPCRIT,EPSABS,EPSREL, 
@-5,ITERATIONMAX,l,VARCOVAR,ITERATIONREPORT); 

IF CURVECHOICE=3 THEN 
QUADSUMMINLC(YESNUMBIN+YESNUMBOUT,2,2,BETAAR,RESIDU2INOUT, 

LIMITAAR,LIMITATBAR,O,O,GRADRESIN,23,STOPCRIT, 
EPSABS, EPSREL,@-S,ITERATIONMAX,l, 
VARCOVAR,ITERATIONREPORT); 

END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 

IF CURVECHOICE=l THEN 
QUADSUMMINLC(YESNUMBIN,l,l,BETAAR,RESIDUliN,LIMITAAR,LIMITATBAR, 

O,O,GRADRESIN,23,STOPCRIT,EPSABS,EPSREL,@-5, 
ITERATIONMAX,l,VARCOVAR,ITERATIONREPORT); 

IF CURVECHOICE=2 THEN 
QUADSUMMINLC(YESNUMBOUT,l,l,BETAAR,RESIDUlOUT,LIMITAAR, 

LIMITATBAR,O,O,GRADRESIN,23,STOPCRIT,EPSABS,EPSREL, 
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@-S,ITERATIONMAX,l,VARCOVAR,ITERATIONREPORT); 
IF CURVECHOICE=3 THEN 
QUADSUMMINLC(YESNUMBIN+YESNUMBOUT,l,l,BETAAR,RESIDUliNOUT, 

LIMITAAR,LIMITATBAR,O,O,GRADRESIN,23,STOPCRIT, 
EPSABS, EPSREL,@-S,ITERATIONMAX,l, 
VARCOVAR,ITERATIONREPORT); 

BETAAR[2] :=0; 
END; 
WRITE(REMO,<"THE ITERATION STOPS BECAUSE OF STOPCRITERIUM",I4,/, 
"IF STOPCRITERIUM = 123, THEN MINIMALIZATION OF THE SUM OF THE"/ 
"RESIDUALS IS PERFORMED CORRECTLY. IF NOT, ASK INFORMATION OR"/ 
"READ RC-INFORMATION 5.6."),STOPCRIT); 
IF STOPCRIT=812 THEN WRITE(REMO,<"THE STOPCRITERIUM IS 812, CH", 

"OOSE A SMALLER VALUE FOR" /"THE ACCURACYPARAMETERS")); 
K7CFML1MINT:=BETAAR[l]; K8CF1MINT:=BETAAR[2]; 
PARANDTAUFROMK(3,K7CFML1MINT,K8CF1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML, 

BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,VOLINML,MOMGR,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT, 
KiMLlMINTSCALE); 

IF PARAMETERVALUEPRINT=l THEN 
WRITE(REMO,<"K7CFML1MINT= ",El3.6," ML/MINT",X4, 

"K8CF1MINT = ",El3.6," ML/MINT",/, 
"TAUlMINT = ",El3.6," MINT ",X4, 
"TAU2MINT = ",El3.6," MINT ",/, 
"AMGRlML = ", El3. 6," MGR/ML ", X4, 
"BMGRlML = ",E13.6," MGR/ML ",/, 
"CMGRlML = ",El3.6," MGR/ML ",X4, 
"DMGRlML = ",El3.6," MGR/ML "), 
K7CFML1MINT,K8CF1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML, 
BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML); 

WRITE(REMO,<"IF YOU WANT TO TRY OTHER BOUNDARY VALUES GIVE 0 IN" 
"PUT ELSE GIVE 1 INPUT">) ; READ( REMIN, /, BOUNDARYCHOICE); 

END; 
TEXTSTRAR[3] :="K7 AND K8 ARE CALCULATED WITH CURVEFITTING"; 
TEXTSTRAR[9] :="K7 : "CAT STRING(K7CFML1MINT*K7ML1MINTSCALE,6) 

CAT" ML/MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[lO] :="K8 : "CAT STRING(K8CF1MINT,6) CAT" ML/MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[ll]:="D K7: "CAT 

STRING(SQRT(VARCOVAR[l,l])*K7ML1MINTSCALE,6) 
CAT " ML/MIN"; 

TEXTSTRAR[l2] :="D K8: "CAT STRING(SQRT(VARCOVAR[2,2]),6) 
CAT " ML/MIN"; 

TEXTSTRAR[l3] :="TAUl: "CAT STRING (TAU1MINT,6) CAT" MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[14] :="TAU2: "CAT STRING (TAU2MINT,6) CAT" MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[lS]:="A: "CAT STRING (AMGR1ML,6) CAT" MGr/ML"; 
TEXTSTRAR[16] :="B: "CAT STRING (BMGR1ML,6) CAT" MGr/ML"; 
TEXTSTRAR[l7] :="C: "CAT STRING (CMGR1ML,6) CAT "MGr/ML"; 
TEXTSTRAR[l8] :="D: "CAT STRING (DMGR1ML,6) CAT" MGr/ML"; 
QSOWN(l,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,SUMQUAD,AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML, 

DMGRlML,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,~IMEINMINTAR, 

TIMEOUTMINTAR,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE,OUT1, 
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HELP3MGR1ML,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 
TEXTSTRAR[l9] :="QUAD. SUM INL.:" CAT STRING(SUMQUAD,8); 
QSOWN(2,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,SUMQUAD,AMGRIML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML, 

DMGRlML,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,TAUIMINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE,OUT1, 

HELP3MGR1ML,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 
TEXTSTRAR[20] :="QUAD. SUM OUTL. :" CAT STRING(SUMQUAD,8); 
TEXTSTRAR[21] :="Ke x Ap:" CAT STRING(KEAPIMINT,6) CAT" I/MIN"; 
TE:XTSTRAR[22]:="D Ke x Ap:" CAT 

STRING(KEAP1MINT*SQRT(VARCOVAR[l,l])/K7CFML1MINT,6); 
IF CURVECHOICE=l THEN 
TEXTSTRAR[23] :="CURVEFITTING IS DONEON THE INLET POINTS"; 
IF CURVECHOICE=2 THEN 
TEXTSTRAR[23] :="CURVEFITTING IS DONEON THE OUTLET POINTS"; 
IF CURVECHOICE=3 THEN 
TEXTSTRAR[23] :="CURVEFITTING IS DONE ON BOTH CURVES"; 
NUMBEROFMARKS:=4; 
GRAPHICBOTTOM(OBJ,SUBSTSTR,DATESTR,I,24,TEXTSTRAR,RCXLD,RCYLD, 

RCXRU,RCYRU,NUMBEROFMARKS); 
DRAWOBJECT(PLOTF,OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
CLEAROBJECT(OBJ); 
LINEMODE:~COLOUR:=l; 
DRAWCURVE(OBJ,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGRIML, 

TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX],ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER, 
YDIVIDER,PLOTF,HELP3MGR1ML,COLOUR,LINEMODE,REMO); 

DISPOSEOBJECT(OBJ); 
SKIPPAPER(PLOTF); 

END; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

IF ORDAR[8]=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

INTEGER CHOOSEYOURSELF; CHOOSEYOURSELF:=O; 
XTEXTSTR:="TIME IN MINUTES ->"; 
YTEXTSTR:="CONCENTRATION IN MGr/ML -->"; 
XMAX:=TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX]; 
MAXIMUM(PARINMIN,PARINMAX,XMAX,CINMGRlMLAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 

ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
WHILE CHOOSEYOURSELF=O DO 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,</,"IN THIS SECTIONONE CAN ATTRIBUTE ANY DESIRED" 
, "VALUE TO THE PARAMETERS")); 

WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE A VALUE FOR K7ML1MINT")); 
READ(REMIN,/ ,K7ML1MINT); 
WRITE(REMO,("GIVE A VALUE FOR K81MINT"));READ(REMIN,/,K8ML1MINT); 
PARANDTAUFROMK(3,K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML, 

BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,VOLINML,MOMGR,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT, 
K7ML1MINTSCALE); 

NEWOBJECT(OBJ); 
AXISRECT(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX, 

XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
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RECTANGLE(OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,XPAR,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,ACXLD+(TIMEINMINTAR[XPAR]/ 

XDIVIDER),ACYLD+(CINMGR1MLAR[XPAR]/YDIVIDER),l,0.2); 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,XPAR,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,ACXLD+ 

(TIMEOUTMINTAR[XPAR]/XDIVIDER),ACYLD+ 
(COUTMGR1MLAR[XPAR]/YDIVIDER),l,0.2); 

IF ORDAR(2]=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

DEV(OBJ ,PARINMIN, PARINMAX, TIME.INMINTAR,CINMGRlMLAR, 
XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERRORINAR); 

DEV(OBJ,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,TIMEOUTMINTAR,COUTMGRlMLAR, 
XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERROROUTAR); 

END; 
TEXTSTRAR[3] :="K7 AND K8 ARE ELECTED BY PROGRAMMER"; 
TEXTSTRAR[9] :="K7: "CAT STRING(K7ML1MINT,8) CAT "ML/MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[lO] :="K8: "CAT STRING(K8ML1MINT,8) CAT" ML/MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[ll] :="TAUl: "CAT STRING(TAU1MINT,8) CAT "MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[12] :="TAU2: "CAT STRING(TAU2MINT,8) CAT " MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[13] :="A: "CAT STRING(AMGR1ML,6) CAT "MGr/ML"; 
TEXTSTRAR[l4] :="B: "CAT STRING(BMGR1ML,6) CAT "MGr/ML"; 
TEXTSTRAR[15] :="C: "CAT STRING(CMGR1ML,6) CAT "MGr/ML"; 
TEXTSTRAR[l6] :="D: "CAT STRING(DMGR1ML,6) CAT "MGr/ML"; 
QSOWN(l,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,SUMQUAD,AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML, 

DMGRlML,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE,OUT1, 
HELP3MGR1ML,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 

TEXTSTRAR[l7] :="QUAD. SUM INLET:" CAT STRING(SID1QUAD,6); 
QSOWN(2,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,SUMQUAD,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML, 

DMGRlML,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSID1PARAMVALUE,OUT1, 
HELP3MGR1ML,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 

TEXTSTRAR[l8]:="QUAD. SUM OUTLET:" CAT STRING(SUMQUAD,6); 
IF PARAMETERVALUEPRINT=l THEN 
WRITE(REMO,<"K7ML1MINT= ",El3.6," ML/MINT",X4, 

"K8ML1MINT = ",El3.6," ML/MINT",/, 
"TAUlMINT = ",El3.6," MINT ",X4, 
"TAU2MINT = ",El3.6," MINT ",/, 
"AMGRlML. = ",El3.6," MGR/ML ",X4, 
"BMGRlML = ",El3.6," MGR/ML ",/, 
"CMGRlML = ",El3.6," MGR/ML ",X4, 
"DMGRlML = ", El3. 6," MGR/ML "), 
K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML, 
BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML); 

NUMBEROFMARKS:=2; 
GRAPHICBOTTOM(OBJ,SUBSTSTR,DATESTR,l,22,TEXTSTRAR,RCXLD,RCYLD, 

RCXRU,RCYRU,NUMBEROFMARKS); 
DRAWOBJECT(PLOTF,OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
CLEAROBJECT(OBJ); 
LINEMODE:=COLOUR:=l; 
DRAWCURVE(OBJ,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGR1ML, 

TIMEOUTMINTAR(PAROUTMAX],ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER, 
YDIVIDER,PLOTF,HELP3MGR1ML,COLOUR,LINEMODE,REMO); 
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DISPOSEOBJECT(OBJ); 
SKIPPAPER(PLOTF); 
WRITE(REMO,<"IF YOU WANT GIVE OTHER VALUES TO THE PARAMETERS," 

" THEN GIVE 0 INPUT" I "ELSE GIVE 1 INPUT")) ; 
READ(REMIN,I,CHOOSEYOURSELF); 

END; 
END; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
IF ORDAR[9] =1 THEN 
BEGIN 

INTEGER ANOTHERCURVE,TEL; REAL K7ML1MINTCF,K8ML1MINTCF; 
ANOTHERCURVE:=l; TEL:=O; 
XTEXTSTR:="TIME IN MINUTES -->"; 
YTEXTSTR:="CONCENTRATION IN MGriML -->"; 
XMAX:=TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX]; 
MAXIMUM(PARINMIN,PARINMAX,XMAX,CINMGRlMLAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 

ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
NEWOBJECT( OBJ); 
AXISRECT(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX, 

XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
RECTANGLE(OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,XPAR,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,ACXLD+(TIMEINMINTAR[XPAR]I 

XDIVIDER),ACYLD+(CINMGR1MLAR[XPAR]IYDIVIDER),1,0.2); 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,XPAR,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,ACXLD+ 

(TIMEOUTMINTAR[XPAR]IXDIVIDER),ACYLD+ 
(COUTMGR1MLAR[XPAR]IYDIVIDER),1,0.2); 

IF ORDAR[2]=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

DEV(OBJ,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,TIMEINMINTAR,CINMGRlMLAR, 
XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERRORINAR); 

DEV(OBJ,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,TIMEOUTMINTAR,COUTMGRlMLAR, 
XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERROROUTAR); 

END; 
WRITE(REMO,</, 
"IN THIS SE CT ION THE CURVE CALCULATED WITH THE AID OF CURVE- ",I, 
"FITTING AND CURVES FOR CHOOSEN VALUES OF K7ML1MINT AND ",/, 
"K8ML1MINT ARE DRAWN")); 
IF ORDAR[7] NEQ 1 THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,("GIVE THE K7 AND K8 ESTIMATED WITH CURVEFITTING")); 
READ(REMIN,I,K7CFML1MINT,K8CF1MINT); 

END; 
TEXTSTRAR(3] :="CALCULATED VALUES ARE COMPARED WITH CHOSEN ONES"; 
TEXTSTRAR[9] :="K7: "CAT STRING(K7CFML1MINT,8) CAT "ML/MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[10]:="K8: "CAT STRING(K8CF1MINT,8) CAT" ML/MIN"; 
PARANDTAUFROMK(3,K7CFML1MINT,K8CF1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML, 

BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGR1ML,VOLINML,MOMGR,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT, 
K7ML1MINTSCALE); 

LINEMODE:=COLOUR:=l; 
DRAWCURVE(OBJ,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGR1ML, 
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TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX],ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER, 
YDIVIDER,PLOTF,HELP3MGR1ML,COLOUR,LINEMODE,REMO); 

QSOWN(l,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,SUMQUAD,AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML, 
DMGRlML,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE,OUT1, 
HELP3MGR1ML,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 

TEXTSTRAR(ll] :="QUAO. SUM INLET:" CAT STRING(SUMQUAD,6); 
QSOWN(2,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,SUMQUAD,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML, 

DMGRlML,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE,OUT1, 
HELP3MGR1ML,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 

TEXTSTRAR[l2] :="QUAD. SUM OUTLET:" CAT STRING(SUMQUAD,6); 
LINEMODE:=COLOUR:=2; 
WHILE ANOTHERCURVE=l DO 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE A VALUE FOR K7ML1MINT")); 
READ(REMIN,/,K7ML1MINT); 
WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE A VALUE FOR K8ML1MINT">); 
READ(REMIN,/ ,K8ML1MINT); 
PARANDTAUFROMK(3,K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML, 

BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,VOLINML,MOMGR,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARAMETERCURVEFITPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT, 
K7ML1MINTSCALE); 

DRAWCURVE(OBJ,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGR1ML, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX],ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER, 
YDIVIDER,PLOTF,HELP3MGR1ML,COLOUR,LINEMODE,REMO); 

TEXTSTRAR[l3+TEL] :="K7: "CAT STRING(K7ML1MINT,8) CAT" ML/MIN"; 
TEXTSTRAR[14+TEL] :="K8: "CAT STRING(K8ML1MINT,8) CAT" ML/MIN"; 
QSOWN(l,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,SUMQUAD,AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML, 

DMGRlML,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE,OUT1, 
HELP3MGR1ML,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 

TEXTSTRAR[l5+TEL] :="QUAO. SUM INLET:" CAT STRING(SUMQUAD,6); 
QSOWN(2,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,SUMQUAD,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML, 

DMGRlML,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE,OUT1, 
HELP3MGR1ML,ERRORINAR,ERROROUTAR); 

TEXTSTRAR[16+TEL] :="QUAD. SUM OUTLET:" CAT STRING(SUMQUAD,6); 
IF PARAMETERVALUEPRINT=l THEN 
WRITE(REMO,<"K7ML1MINT= ",El3.6," ML/MINT",X4, 

"K8ML1MINT = ",El3.6," ML/MINT",/, 
"TAUIMINT = ",E13.6," MINT ",X4, 
"TAU2MINT = ",E13.6," MINT ",/, 
"AMGRlML = ",El3.6," MGR/ML ",X4, 
"BMGRlML = ",El3.6," MGR/ML ",/, 
"CMGRlML = ",El3.6," MGR/ML ",X4, 
"DMGRlML = ",El3.6," MGR/ML ">, 
K7ML1MINT,K8ML1MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML, 
BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML); 

TEL:=TEL+4; COLOUR:=COLOUR+l; IF COLOUR)3 THEN COLOUR:=l; 
LINEMODE:=LINEMODE+l; 
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WRITE(REMO,<"IF AN ANOTHERCURVE MUST BE DRAWN THEN GIVE 1" 
"INPUT">); 

READ(REMIN,/,ANOTHERCURVE); 
END; 
NUMBEROFMARKS:=2; 
IF TEL < 9 THEN 
GRAPHICBOTTOM(OBJ,SUBSTSTR,DATESTR,1,22,TEXTSTRAR,RCXLD,RCYLD, 

RCXRU,RCYRU,NUMBEROFMARKS); 
DRAWOBJECT(PLOTF,OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
DISPOSEOBJECT(OBJ); 
SKIPPAPER(PLOTF); 

END; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% BLOCK 1 : %% 
%% SECTION 10: TABLELISING PART %% 
%% ============================ %% 
%% THE CONCENTRATION AS WELL AS THE ABSORBANCE ARE TABLELISED AS A %% 
%% FUNCTION OF TIME. IN ADDITION THE NATURAL LOGARITHM OF THE CON- %% 
%% CENTRATION IS TABLELISED AS A FUNCTION OF TIME. FURTHERMORE ALL %% 
i.% THE OTHER RELEVANT DATA ARE WRITEN TO THE OUTPUT FILE, WHICH IS %% 
%% NAMED "CIRC/EXP/REPORT" AND IS STORED ON "POOL". RELEVANT DATA %% 
%% IS THE INPUT FROM THE DESIRED DATA FILE, THE CALCULATED AND ES- %% 
%% TIMATED VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS, AND THE INFORMATION ON THE LI- %% 
%% NEAR REGRESSION AND CURVEFITTING. %% 
%% N.B. MORE EXTENDED INFORMATION ON THE CURVEFITTING PROCEDURE CAN %% 
%% BE FOUND IN THE FILE "ITERATIONREPORT" ON POOL. %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

IF ORDAR[3]=1 OR ORDAR[5]=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

FOR XPAR:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 40 DO WRITE(OUT,/,TABLESTRAR[XPAR]); 
WRITE(OUT,</>); WRITE(OUT,<"NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO,", 
" TIME OUT, ABS. OUT, CONC. OUT,">); 
WRITE(OUT,<XS,"(MIN)",X14,"(MGR/ML)",X7,"(MIN)",Xl5,"(MGR/ML)">); 
FOR XPAR:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL MIN(PARINMAX,PAROUTMAX) DO 
WRITE(OUT,<I2,", ",F7.2,", ",F7.3,", ",F10.4,", ",I3,", ",F7.2,"," 

,F7.3,", ",F10.4,", ">,XPAR,TIMEINMINTAR[XPAR], 
ABSINAR[XPAR],CINMGRlMLAR[XPAR], 
XPAR,TIMEOUTMINTAR[XPAR] ,ABSOUTAR[XPAR], 
COUTMGR1MLAR[XPAR]); 

I F PAR INMAX> P AROUTMAX THEN 
FOR XPAR:=PAROUTMAX+1 STEP 1 UNTIL PARINMAX DO 
WRITE(OUT,<X35,I2,", ",F7.2,", ",F7.3,", ",F10.4,", "),XPAR, 

TIMEINMINTAR[XPAR],ABSINAR[XPAR],CINMGRlMLAR[XPAR]); 
IF PARINMAX<PAROUTMAX THEN 
FOR XPAR:=PARINMAX+1 STEP 1 UNTIL PAROUTMAX DO 
WRITE(OUT,<X35,I2,", ",F7.2,", ",F7.3,", ",Fl0.4,", ">,XPAR, 

TIMEOUTMINTAR[XPAR],ABSOUTAR[XPAR],COUTMGR1MLAR[XPAR]); 
WRITE( OUT, <I>); 
FOR XPAR:=41 STEP 1 UNTIL 50 DO WRITE(OUT,/,TABLESTRAR[XPAR]); 
IF ORDAR[7]=1 THEN 
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BEGIN 
WRITE(OUT,(/,"THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE CALCULATED WITH", 

"CURVEFITTING"/>); 
WRITE(OUT,< 

"K7 = ",El3.6," ML/MINT",X3,"K8 = ",El3.6," ML/MINT",/, 
"DELTA K7 = ",El3.6," ML/MINT",X3,"DELTA K8 = ",El3.6," ML/MINT",/, 
"REL.ERROR IN K7 = ",F6.2 ," %",X9, 
"REL.ERROR IN K8 = ",F6.2 ," %",1, 
"TAUl = ",El3.6," MINT ",X3,"TAU2 = 
"A = ",El3.6," MGR/ML ",X3,"B = 
"C = ",El3.6," MGRIML ",X3,"D = 
"Ke x Ap = ",El3.6," liMINT ",X3,"DEL.KexAp= 
"Vi = ",El3.6," ML ",X3,"Vo = 
"Vc = ",El3.6," ML ",X3,''MO = 
"Q (flow) = ",El3.6," MLIMINT",X3,"C(equil.)= 

",E13.6," 
",E13.6," 
",E13.6," 
",E13.6," 
",E13.6," 
",E13.6," 
",E13.6," 

MINT ",/, 
MGR/ML",I, 
MGRIML", I, 
liMINT",I, 
ML ",/, 
ML 11 I ' ' MGRIML"), 

K7CFML1MINT*K7MLIMINTSCALE,K8ML1MINT, 
SQRT(VARCOVAR[l,l])*K7ML1MINTSCALE, 
SQRT(VARCOVAR[2,2]),SQRT(VARCOVAR[l,l])/K7CFML1MINT*100, 
SQRT(VARCOVAR[2,2])/K8ML1MINT*l00, 
TAUli.1INT, TAU2MINT ,AMGRlML, BMGRlML, CMGRlML, DMGRlML ,KEAP !MINT, 
KEAP1MINT*SQRT(VARCOVAR[l,l])/K7CFML1MINT,VOLINML,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,MOMGR,FLOWMLlMINT,HELP3MGRlML); 
IF TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX]ITAU1MINT>20 
THEN EXPAC:=O 
ELSE EXPAC:=EXP(-TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX]ITAUlMINT); 

IF TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX]ITAU2MINT)20 
THEN EXPBD: =0 
ELSE EXPBD:=EXP(-TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX]ITAU2MINT); 
ABMASSTHEORYMGR:=FLOWMLlMINT*((AMGRlML-CMGRlML)*TAUlMINT*(l-EXPAC)+ 

(BMGR1ML-DMGR1ML)*TAU2MINT*(l-EXPBD)); 
ABMASSEXPERIMGR:=MOMGR-VOLINML*CINMGRlMLAR[PARINMAX]; 
WRITE(OUT,<I,"REMOVED TOXIN MASS (THEORY) = ",El3.6), 
ABMASSTHEORYMGR) ; 
WRITE(OUT,<I,"REMOVED TOXIN MASS (EXPER.) = ",E13.6), 
ABMASSEXPERIMGR); 

END; 
END; 
H' ORDAR[S]=l THEN 
BEGIN 

OTHERSTR 

END; 

:=OTHERSTR CAT "THE SLOPE IS: " 
CAT STRING(SLOPEINMGRlMLMINT,S) 
CAT "THE AXISDIFERENCE ARE : " 
CAT STRING(DIFCINMGRlML,S) CAT 
CAT STRING(DIFCOUTMGRlML,S); 

" AND " 

END; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% END OF BLOCK 1 %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
LOCK(OUT,CRUNCH); LOCK(OUTl,CRUNCH); 
END. 
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Appendix 7: Computer programme: FERRY/SIMULATION 

The interactive ALGOL programme "PERRY/SIMULATION" enables the user to 

compare the simple and the sophisticated model described in this thesis. 

In addition, the programme is able to simulate an integrated system (co

lumn connected with the body), where the body is modelled by two or three 

compartments. The part of it which contains the implementation of the 

sophisticated model is described in section 4.2. A further description of 

the programme is given in the programme listing • 

As "PERRY/SIMULATION" has not been used for the aim for which it was 

developed no example of its output is given in the appendix (most of the 

output files can be used to trace programming errors and therefore no~ 

relevant to the user). The figure 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 are produced by "PERRY

/ S IMULATION" • 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% THIS PROGRAMME SDMULATES THE PERFORMANCE OF A COLUMN WHEN CONNEC- %% 
%% TED TO A BATCH. IT USES THE SOPHISTICATED MODEL EXPLAINED IN SEC- %% 
%% TION 2 OR THE EQUATION FOR THE INLET- AND OUTLET CONCENTRATieN IN %% 
%% THE SIMPLE MODEL. %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
BEGIN 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/DECLARATION ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/AXISCOMPLETE ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/QUEUEOFMARKS ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ ALGOL/MARK ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/TEXT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/STRAIGHTLINEPIECE ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/NEWOBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/DRAWOBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/CLEAROBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/SKIPPAPER ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/DISPOSEOBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/CURVEDLINEPIECE ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/DOTT ON APPL" 
FILE REMIN(KIND=REMOTE,MYUSE=IN),REMO(KIND~REMOTE,MYUSE=OUT); 
FILE OUTl(KIND=PACK,PACKNAME="POOL.",NEWFILE=TRUE,TITLE="MESH/DIAGR."); 
FILE OUT2(KIND=PACK,PACKNAME="POOL.",NEWFILE=TRUE,TITLE="SIMULATION."); 
FILE OUT3(KIND=PACK,PACKNAME="POOL.",NEWFILE=TRUE,PROTECTION=SAVE, . 

TITLE="INTERFACE."); 
FILE PLOTF(KIND=PREVIEWER); 
LIBRARY LIB(TITLE•"PERRYLIBCODE."); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE INPVAL(INPSTRAR,TABLESTRAR,MOMGR,VOLCOMPlMLML,VOLSUPPLYML, 

VOLINML,VOLDISCHML,VOLCOLUMNMLML,VOLOUTML, 
POROS,FLOWMLlMINT,FILMLENGTHCM, 
CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,ORDAR,REMO,REMIN, 
DATESTR,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX, 
TIMEINMINTAR,TIMEOUTMINTAR,ABSINAR,ABSOUTAR, 
CONSTANTVALUEPRINT,CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT, 
SUBSTSTR,INPUTFORMCHOICE); 

REAL MOMGR,VOLCOMPlMLML,VOLSUPPLYML,VOLINML,VOLOUTML,VOLCOLUMNMLML, 
VOLDISCHML,POROS,FLOWMLlMINT,FILMLENGTHCM; 

INTEGER PARINMIN,PARINMAX,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX,CONSTANTVALUEPRINT, 
CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT,INPUTFORMCHOICE; 

REAL ARRAY ORDAR,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,ABSINAR,ABSOUTAR[*]; 

STRING DATESTR,SUBSTSTR; STRING ARRAY INPSTRAR[*,*] ,TABLESTRAR[*]; 
FILE REMO,REMIN; LIBRARY LIB; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE MAXIMUM(XPARMIN,XPARMAX,XMAX,YAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 

ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
VALUE XPARMIN,XPARMAX,XMAX,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU; 
REAL ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMAX,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,SIZEX,SIZEY; 
INTEGER XPARMIN,XPARMAX; REAL ARRAY YAR[*]; LIBRARY LIB; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE AXISRECT(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX, 

XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
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VALUE OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX,SIZEX,SIZEY; 
REAL ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX,SIZEX,SIZEY; 
INTEGER OBJ; STRING XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR; LIBRARY LIB; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE RECTANGLE(OBJ,XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU); 
VALUE OBJ,XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU; REAL XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU; INTEGER OBJ; 
LIBRARY LIB; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE DEV(OBJ,XPARMIN,XPARMAX,XAR,YAR,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD, 

ACYLD,ERRRELPERCENT,ERRABSMGRlML); 
VALUE OBJ,XPARMIN,XPARMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERRRELPERCENT, 

ERRABSMGRlML; 
REAL XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ERRRELPERCENT,ERRABSMGRlML; 
INTEGER OBJ,XPARMIN,XPARMAX; REAL ARRAY XAR,YAR[*]; 
LIBRARY LIB; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE GRAPHICBOTTOM(OBJ,SUBSTSTR,DATESTR,STPARMIN,STPARMAX, 

TEXTSTRAR,RCXLD,RCYLD,RCXRU,RCYRU, 
NUMBEROFMARKS); 

VALUE OBJ,STPARMIN,STPARMAX,RCXLD,RCYLD,RCXRU,RCYRU,NUMBEROFMARKS; 
REAL RCXLD,RCYLD,RCXRU,RCYRU; STRING SUBSTSTR,DATESTR; 
INTEGER OBJ,STPARMIN,STPARMAX,NUMBEROFMARKS; 
STRING ARRAY TEXTSTRAR[*]; LIBRARY LIB; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE QSOWN(INOUT,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,FUNCTI,AMGRlML,BMGRlML, 

CMGRlML,DMGRlML,CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR, 
TIMEOUTMINTAR,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE, 
OUTl,HELP3MGRlML); 

VALUE INOUT,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML, 
TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE,HELP3MGR1ML; 

REAL FUNCTI,AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,TAUlMINT,TAU2MINT, 
HELP3MGR1ML; 

REAL ARRAY CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR,TIMEINMINTAR,TIMEOUTMINTAR[*]; 
INTEGER INOUT,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,QUADSUMPARAMVALUE; 
FILE OUTl; LIBRARY LIB; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE DRAWCURVE(OBJ,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML, 

DMGRlML,TIMEMAX,ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 
PLOTF,HELP3MGR1ML,COLOUR,LINEMODE,REMO); 

VALUE OBJ,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGR1ML, 
TIMEMAX,ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,HELP3MGR1ML,COLOUR, 
LINEMODE; 

REAL TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGR1ML,TIMEMAX, 
ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,HELP3MGR1ML; 

INTEGER LINEMODE,COLOUR,OBJ; FILE PLOTF,REMO; LIBRARY LIB; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE PARANDTAUFROMK(INOUT,K7ML1MINT,K81MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT, 

AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,VOLINML,MOMGR, 
VOLOUTML,VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARANDTAUVALUEPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT); 

VALUE K7ML1MINT,K81MINT,INOUT,VOLINML,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,MOMGR, 
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PARANDTAUVALUEPRINT; 
REAL K7ML1MINT,K81MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML, 

DMGR1ML,VOLINML,VOLOUTML,MOMGR,HELP3MGR1ML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,PARANDTAUVALUEPRINT,KEAPlMINT; 
INTEGER INOUT; FILE REMO; LIBRARY LIB; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
INTEGER IPAR,JPAR,LPAR,XPAR,OBJ,TAB,PLOT,CH,ST,STMIN,STMAX, 

POINTCHOICE,PARINMAX,PAROUTMAX,PARINMIN,PAROUTMIN, 
NUMBEROFMARKS,PARAMETERVALUEPRINT,DIMLESSCONSTANTVALUEPRINT, 
CONSTANTVALUEPRINT,CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT,INPUTFORMCHOICE, 
SS,SSMAX,TT,TTMAX,TTMAXC,TTEND,CONV,DISPLAYCHOICE, 
PARANDTAUVALUEPRINT,INTERFACEVALUEPRINT,LINEMODE,COLOUR, 
QUADSUMPARAMVALUE; 

REAL XFROM,XTO,YTO,YFROM,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,SIZEX,SIZEY, 
MOMGR,KEAPlMINT,APPMASSSORBENTMGR, 
K7ML1MINT,K81MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,POROS, 
XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ERRRELPERCENT,ERRABSMGR1ML,HELP3MGR1ML, 
ACXLD,ACXRU,ACYLD,ACYRU,RCXLD,RCXRU,RCYLD,RCYRU,ERR,FILMLENGTHCM, 
VOLCOLUMNML,VOLCOMPlML,VOLINML,VOLDISCHML, 
VOLOUTML,VOLSUPPLYML,FLOWMLlMINT, 
AMGRlML,BMGRlML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,EPSABS,EPSREL, 
ABSERRORMGRL,RELERRORPROC,QMAXMGRlMGR,ClOMGRlML,C20MGRlML, 
C30MGR1ML,QOMGR1MGR,COLUMNLENGTHMM,RHOBMGR1ML,KLANGMUIRML1MGR, 
DIFFUSSEFF1MINT,KAPPA12ML1MINT,COLUMNLENGTHMAX,TIMEMAX, 
KAPPA13ML1MINT,VOLCOMP2ML,VOLCOMP3ML,GENRATEMGR1MINT, 
EXCRETCOEFML1MINT,ADSORPCOEF,NE,NS,SHAPEPAR,KAP12, 
KAP13,FL,GEN,EXCR,PSIQ,COMPNUMBER,DRAWPOINTMAX,TETAMAX, 
TIMEMAXMINT,DT,DTC,DS,EPS,XX,YY,XXINT,YYINT; 

REAL ARRAY TIMEINMINTAR,TIMEOUTMINTAR,ABSINAR,ABSOUTAR, 
CINMGRlMLAR,COUTMGRlMLAR[O:lOO], 
ORDAR,RESIDUALAR[l:50],BETAAR,DFIDBETAAR[l:2]; 

STRING XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR,SUBSTSTR,FILMLENGTHCMSTR,FLOWMLlMINTSTR, 
DATESTR,DUMMYSTR,OTHERSTR; 

STRING ARRAY TEXTSTRAR[l:30],INPSTRAR[l:60,1:3],TABLESTRAR[1:60]; 
BOOLEAN SAVE; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
i.% i.% 
%% * * i.% 
%% THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE X AND THE Y • THESE ARE THE EQUI- %% 
i.% LIBRIUMCONCENTRATIONS AT THE SORBENT SURFACE IN THE LIQUID PHASE %% 
i.% RESPECTIVELY IN THE SOLID PHASE. X ASTERISK IS FOUND WITH RICH- %% 
i.% MOND'S THIRD-ORDER ITERATION. %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

PROCEDURE INTERFACE(SHAPEPAR,NS,NE,PSIQ,EPS,XX,YY,XXINT,YYINT,SAVE, 
INTERFACEVALUEPRINT); 

VALUE SHAPEPAR,NS,NE,PSIQ,EPS,XX,YY,INTERFACEVALUEPRINT; 
REAL SHAPEPAR,NS,NE,PSIQ,EPS,XX,YY,XXINT,YYINT; 

BOOLEAN SAVE; INTEGER INTERFACEVALUEPRINT; 
BEGIN 

REAL AX,BX,CX,DX,C,CONTROL,FlX,F2X,F3X,XR,XL,ARG,ROOTVALUE; 
INTEGER J; LABEL LOUP; 
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AX:=2* ( 1-SHAPEPAR)**Z*NE*YY; 
BX:=NS*PSIQ-NS*PSIQ*(1-SHAPEPAR)**2*YY**2 + 

4*SHAPEPAR* ( 1-SHAPEPAR)*NE*YY-2* ( 1-SHAPEPAR)**Z*NE*YY*XX; 
CX:=-2*NS*PSIQ*SHAPEPAR*(l-SHAPEPAR)*YY**2 -

4*SHAPEPAR*(1-SHAPEPAR)*NE*YY*XX + 2*NE*SHAPEPAR**2*YY; 
DX:=-NS*PSIQ*SHAPEPAR**2*YY**2 - 2*NE*SHAPEPAR**2*YY*XX; 
IF AX=O 
THEN XL:=-CX/(2*BX) 
ELSE 

IF BX=O 
THEN IF CX(O THEN XL:=SQRT(-CX/(3*AX)) ELSE XL:=O 
ELSE 

IF BX>O AND CX>O 
THEN XL:=O 
%% X IS POSITIVE PER DEFINITION (CONCENTRATION CANNOT BE NEGATIVE) 
%% BX>O AND CX>O YIELDS XL<O. TEE LEFT BOUNDARY IS OF COURSE 
%% CHOOSEN ZERO IN THIS SPECIAL CASE 
ELSE 

IF ABS(3*AX*CX)(ABS(BX/100) 
TEEN XL: ==-CX/ ( 2*BX) 
ELSE 

IF 3* AX*CX)BX**2 
THEN XL:=O 
%% IN THIS CASE THE FUNCTION F(X) HAS NO EXTREMA. FOR X=O, 
%% HOWEVER, F(X)=DX(O. ACCO&DING TO THIS TEE LEFT BOUNDARY 
%% IS CHOOSEN ZERO 
ELSE XL:=(-BX+SQRT(BX**2-3*AX*CX))/(3*AX); 

ROOTVALUE:=3*AX*XL**2+2*BX*XL+CX; 
XR:=XX; 
IF INTERFACEVALUEPRINT=l THEN 
WRITE(OUT3,</,"Ax = ",E13.6,X9,"Bx = ",E13.6,/, 

"Cx = ",E13.6,X9,"Dx = ",E13.6,/, 
"XL= ",E13.6,X9,"XR = ",E13.6,>, 
AX,BX,CX,DX,XL,XR); 

IF XL=XR THEN CONTROL:=C:=XL ELSE 
BEGIN 

F2X:=AX*(XR**3- XL**3) + BX*(XR**2- XL**2) + CX*(XR- XL); 
F1X:=AX*XL**3 + BX*XL**2 + CX*XL + DX; ARG:=-F1X/F2X; 
IF INTERFACEVALUEPRINT=1 THEN . 
WRITE( OUT3, <"3.A .XL**2+2. B .XL+C = ", E13. 6, /, 

IF ARG<O 
THEN ARG:=O 

"A.XL**3+B .XL**2+C.XL+D = 11
, E13.6> ,ROOTVALUE, Fl X); 

ELSE C:=XL + (XR-XL)*SQRT(ARG); J:=O; 
IF INTERFACEVALUEPRINT=l THEN WRITE(OUT3,<"Co = ",E13.6),C); 
IF (AX*C**3 + BX*C**2 + CX*C + DX) = 0 THEN CONTROL:=C; 

END; 
WHILE ABS(C-CONTROL))EPS DO 
%BEGIN 
% CONTROL:=C; J:=J+1; 
% C:=C-(AX*C**3 + BX*C**2 + CX*C + DX)/(3*AX*C**2 + 2*BX*C + CX); 
% IF J)20 TEEN BEGIN SAVE:=TRUE; GO LOUP; END; 



%END; 
BEGIN 
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FlX:= AX*C**3 + BX*C**2 + CX*C + DX; CONTROL:=C; J:=J+l; 
F2X:= 3*AX*C**2 + 2*BX*C + CX; F3X:= 6*AX*C + 2*BX; 
C:=C - ( 2*FlX*F2X )/(2*F2X**2 - F1X*F3X); 
IF J>SO THEN BEGIN SAVE:=TRUE; GO LOUP; END; 

END; 
LOUP: XXINT:=C; YYINT:=XXINT/(SHAPEPAR+(l-SHAPEPAR)*XXINT); 
IF INTERFACEVALUEPRINT=l THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(OUT3,<"X = ",E15.8,X7,"Y = ",E15.8,//," *",X28,"*"),XX,YY); 
WRITE(OUT3,<"X = ",E15.8,X9,"Y = ",E15.8,/,"NUMBER OF ITERATION", 

"STEPS =", I4) ,XXINT, YYINT ,J); 
END; 

END INTERFACE; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES Xl, X2 AND X3. THESE ARE THE CONCENTRA- %% 
%% TIONS IN THE BLOOD-, LIVER-, RESPECTIVELY THE EXTRAVASCULAR COM- %% 
i.i. PARTMENT. IT USES EULER'S EXPLICIT SINGLE STEP METHOD OF THE %% 
%% FIRST ORDER. %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%i.%%%i.%%%i.%%%%%%%%%%i.i.%%%%%%%%%%i.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%i.%%%%i.i.%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE EULEX3CP(KAP12,KAPl3,FL,GEN,EXCR,Zl,Z2,Z3,Z4,ZZl,ZZ2,ZZ3, 

DT,VOLCOMP1ML,VOLCOMP2ML,VOLCOMP3ML,COMPNUMBER,REMO); 
VALUE Zl,Z2,Z3,Z4,KAP12,KAP13,FL,GEN,EXCR,DT,VOLCOMPlML, 

VOLCOMP2ML,VOLCOMP3ML; 
REAL ZZ1,ZZ2,ZZ3,Zl,Z2,Z3,Z4,GEN,EXCR,KAP12,KAP13,FL,DT, 

VOLCOMP1ML,VOLCOMP2ML,VOLCOMP3ML; 
INTEGER COMPNUMBER; FILE REMO; 
BEGIN 

IF COMPNUMBER> 3 THEN 
WRITE( REMO, <"NUMBER OF COMP ARTMENTS IS TO LARGE, STOP PROGRAMME">) ; 
IF COMPNUMBER=3 THEN 
BEGIN 

ZZl:=Zl + DT*(KAP12*(Z2-Zl) + KAP13*(Z3-Zl) + FL*(Z4-Zl) +GEN); 
ZZ2:=Z2 + DT*(KAP12*(VOLCOMP1ML/VOLCOMP2ML)*(Zl-Z2)); 
ZZ3:=Z3 + DT*(KAP13*(VOLCOMP1ML/VOLCOMP3ML)*(Zl-Z3) - EXCR*Z3); 
%WRITE(OUT,<4(E13.6,X3)>,Zl,ZZl,ZZ2,ZZ3); 
%WRITE(REM0,<4(El3.6,X3)),Zl,ZZl,ZZ2,ZZ3); 

END; 
IF COMPNUMBER=2 THEN 
BEGIN 

ZZl:=Zl + DT*(KAP13*(Z3-Zl) + FL*(Z4-Zl) +GEN); 
ZZ3:=Z3 + DT*(KAP13*(VOLCOMP1ML/VOLCOMP3ML)*(Zl-Z3)- EXCR*Z3); 
%WRITE(OUT,(3(E13.6,X3)>,Zl,ZZl,ZZ3); 
%WRITE(REM0,<3(E13.6,X3)),Zl,ZZl,ZZ3); 

END; 
IF COMPNUMBER=l THEN 
BEGIN 

ZZl:=Zl + DT*(FL*(Z4-Zl) +GEN); 
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%WRITE(OUT,<2(El3.6,X3)),Zl,ZZ1); 
%WRITE(REM0,<2(E13.6,X3)),Zl,ZZ1); 

E~; 

E~ EULEX3CP; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE X AND Y. THESE ARE THE CONCENTRA- i.% 
i.% TIONS IN THE FLUID PHASE RESPECTIVELY THE SOLID PHASE IN THE Cû- %% 
%% LUMN. IT USES EULER'S EXPLICIT SINGLE STEP METHOD OF THE FIRST %% 
%% ORDER. FROM THE VALUE OF X AT POINT ZZMAX (THE E~ OF THE COLUMN) %% 
%% THE OUTLET CONCENTRATION X4 IS DEDUCTED. %% 
%% i.% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE EULEXCOLUMN(ADSORPCOEF,POROS,NE,DT,DS,XZ,XZZ,XZINT,YZ,YZZ); 
VALUE ADSORPCOEF,POROS,NE,DT,DS,XZ,XZINT,YZ; 
REAL ADSORPCOEF,POROS,NE,DT,DS,XZ,XZZ,XZINT,YZ,YZZ; 
BEGIN 

REAL SORP; SORP: 2 NE*(XZ-XZINT); 
XZZ:=XZ- DS*ADSORPCOEF/POROS*SORP; YZZ:=YZ + DT*SORP; 

END FINDIFCOLUMN; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% i. i. 
%% THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE Xl, X2 A~ X3, USING PROCEDURE EUL- %% 
%% EX3CP. USING Xl AT TIME TT AS BOUNDARY VALUE X(O,TT), IT CALCU- %% 
i.i. LATES X AND Y USING PROCEDURE EULEXCOLUMN AND X AND Y ASTERISK %% 
%% USING PROCEDURE INTERFACE. AT FIRST ENTRY, Xl[O], X2[0] AND X3[0] %% 
%% MUST BE GIVEN. THE CONCENTRATIONS X ~ Y ARE ASSUMED THE BE 0 i.% 
%% UNTIL PERFUSION STARTS. %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE EULFINDIF(SHAPEPAR,NS,NE,PSIQ,EPS,SSMAX,TTMAX,KAP12, 

KAP13,POROS,ADSORPCOEF,GEN,FL,EXCR,TETAMAX, 
DT,DS,X,Y,XINT,YINT,Xl,X2,X3,X4,SAVE,TTEND, 

VOLCOMP1ML,VOLCOMP2ML,VOLCOMP3ML,COMPNUMBER, 
INTERFACEVALUEPRINT); 

VALUE SHAPEPAR,NS,NE,PSIQ,EPS,SSMAX,TTMAX,KAPl2,KAP13,POROS, 
ADSORPCOEF,GEN,DT,EXCR,TETAMAX,DS,VOLCOMPlML,VOLCOMP2ML, 
VOLCOMP3ML,FL,COMPNUMBER,INTERFACEVALUEPRINT; 

INTEGER SSMAX,TTMAX,TTEND,COMPNUMBER,INTERFACEVALUEPRINT; 
REAL SHAPEPAR,NS,NE,PSIQ,EPS,KAPl2,KAP13,POROS,ADSORPCOEF, 

GEN,EXCR,DT,FL,DS,TETAMAX,VOLCOMP1ML,VOLCOMP2ML,VOLCOMP3ML; 
BOOLEAN SAVE; 

REAL ARRAY X,Y,XINT,YINT[*,*] ,Xl,X2,X3,X4[*]; 
BEGIN 
INTEGER SS,TT,TTT,COUNTTT; 
REAL Zl,Z2,Z3,Z4,ZZl,ZZ2,ZZ3,XZ,XZZ,XZINT,YZ,YZZ; 
LABEL EXIT; REAL ARRAY XD,YD,XDINT,YDINT[O:SSMAX,O:TTMAX]; 
i.FOR SS:=O STEP 1 UNTIL SSMAX DO BEGIN XD[SS,O] :=0; YD(SS,O] :=0; END; 
i.FOR TT:=ENTIER(SSMAX*DS/DT) STEP -1 UNTIL 0 DO 
%BEGIN 
i. X4[TT] :=0; 
i. FOR SS:=ENTIER(SSMAX*DS/DT) STEP -1 UNTIL ENTIER(SS*DS/DT) DO 



% X[SS,TT] :•Y[SS,TT] :=0; 
%END; 
FOR TT:=O STEP 1 UNTIL TTMAX DO 
BEGIN 
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FOR SS :=0 STEP 1 UNTIL SSMAX DO 
BEGIN 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CALL INTERFACE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
XX:=XD[SS,TT]; YY:=YD[SS,TT]; 

INTERFACE(SHAPEPAR,NS,NE,PSIQ,EPS,XX,YY,XXINT,YYINT,SAVE, 
INTERFACEVALUEPRINT); 

XDINT[SS,TT] :=XXINT; YDINT[SS,TT] :=YYINT; 
IF SAVE THEN GO EXIT; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CALL EliLEXCOLUMN %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
XZ:=XD[SS,TT]; XZINT:=XDINT[SS,TT]; YZ:=YD[SS,TT]; 
EULEXCOLUMN(ADSORPCOEF,POROS,NE,DT,DS,XZ,XZZ,XZINT,YZ,YZZ); 
IF SS NEQ SSMAX TEEN XD[SS+l,TT] :=XZZ; IF TT NEQ TTMAX TEEN 
YD[SS,TT+l] :=YZZ; TTT:=TT + ENTIER(SS*DS/DT); 
IF TTT<TTMAX+l THEN 
BEGIN 

X[SS,TTT] :•XD[SS,TT]; Y[SS,TTT] :=YD[SS,TT]; 
XINT[SS,TTT] :=XDINT[SS,TT]; YINT[SS,TTT] :=YDINT[SS,TT]; 

END; 
X4[TT] :=X[SSMAX,TT]; 
END; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CALL EULEX3CP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
IF TT NEQ TTMAX THEN 
BEGIN 

Zl:=Xl[TT]; Z2:=X2[TT]; Z3:=X3[TT]; Z4:=X4[TT]; 
EULEX3CP(KAP12,KAP13,FL,GEN,EXCR,Zl,Z2,Z3,Z4,ZZl,ZZ2,ZZ3, 

DT,VOLCOMP1ML,VOLCOMP2ML,VOLCOMP3ML,COMPNUMBER,REMO); 
Xl[TT+l] :=ZZl; X2[TT+l] :=ZZ2; X3[TT+l] :=ZZ3; 
IF TT NEQ TTMAX THEN XD[O,TT+l] :=Xl[TT]; 
IF (TT+l)<=ENTIER(DTC/DT) THEN XD[O,TT+l] :=DT*(TT+l)/DTC; 

END; 
COUNTTT:=COUNTTT+l; 
IF COUNTTT)l01 THEN 
BEGIN WRITE(REMO,<"NUMBER OF STEPS TT= ",E8.l),TT);COUNTTT:=O;END; 

END; 
EXIT: 
IF SAVE THEN WRITE(REMO,<"CALCULATIONS HAVE STOPPED BECAUSE OF A LOOP" 

" OR A NEGATIVE", /, "SQUAREROOT ARGUMENT IN PROCEDURE INTERFACE" 
,/,"RESULTS ARE NOT VALID")) 
ELSE WRITE(REMO,<"THE SET OF DIFFERENTlAL EQUATIONS ARE SOL", 

"VED IN A CORRECT MANNER")); 
IF SAVE THEN WRITE( REMO, <"NUMBER OF STEPS TT = ",ES .1), TT) ; 

TTEND: =TTMAX; 
END EULFINDIF; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% * * %% 
%% THIS PROCEDURE PRINTS A MESH DIAGRAM. THE VALUES FOR X , Y , X %% 
%% AND Y ARE PRINTED IN THE GRID POINTS AT SIX DIFFERENT PLACES IN %% 
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%% THE COLUMN. BESIDES Xl, X2 AND X3 ARE PRINTED. 
%% 

%% 
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE GRID(ST,STMIN,STMAX,SSMAX,X,Y,XINT,YINT,Xl,X2,X3,X4,0UT1); 
VALUE ST,STMIN,STMAX,SSMAX; INTEGER ST,STMIN,STMAX,SSMAX; 
REAL ARRAY X,Y,XINT,YINT[*,*),Xl,X2,X3,X4[*); FILE OUT!; 
BEGIN 

INTEGER TT,II,SSS; REAL ARRAY 5[0:5); 
SSS:=ENTIER(SSMAXI5); II:=O; 
FOR SS:=O STEP SSS UNTIL SSMAX DO 
BEGIN 

S[II) :=SS; II:=II+l; 
IF II=5 THEN SS:=SSMAX-SSS; 

END; 
WRITE(OUTl,<Xl2,6( 11 SS=",I3,X9),X3,"Xl,2,3,4(TT) 11 ,1),FOR II:=O STEP 

1 UNTIL 5 DO S[II)); 
FOR TT:=O STEP 1 UNTIL 20 DO 
BEGIN 

WRITE(OUTl,(X8,6( 11%%%%%%%%%%%%%%11 ,Xl),X4, 11 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%11
)); 

WRITE( OUTl, <X8, 6( 11% %11 ,X 1) ,X4, "% %")); 
WRITE( OUT1, <X8, 6( "%X=", F9. 5," %", Xl), X4, "%Xl=", F8. 5," %"), FOR II :=0 
STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO X[S[II),TT) ,Xl[TT)); 
WRITE(OUTl,(X8,6("%-----------%",Xl),X4,"%-----------%")); 
WRITE( OUT!, (X8, 6( "%Y=", F9 .5, 11 %",X 1) ,X4, "%X2=", F8. 5, 11 %"), FOR II :=0 
STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO Y[S[II) ,TT) ,X2[TT) ); 
WRITE( OUT1, <"TT=", I4 ,Xl, 6( "%--------%",X 1) ,X4, "%-----------%"), 

TT); 
WRITE( OUT!, (X8, 6( 11%X*=11

, F8. 5," %", Xl) ,X4, 11%X3=", F8. 5," %"), FOR II: =0 
STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO XINT[S[II),TT) ,X3[TT)); 
WRITE(OUTl, <X8 ,6( "%----------%" ,Xl) ,X4, "%---------%")); 
WRITE( OUT!, (X8, 6( "%Y*=", F8. 5," %",X 1) ,X4, 11%X4= 11

, F8. 5, 11 %"), FOR II: =0 
STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO YINT[S[II) ,TT) ,X4[TT) ); 
WRITE( OUT!, (X8, 6( "% %",X 1) ,X4, 11% %")); 
WRITE( OUT! , <X8, 6 ( 11%%%%%%%%%%%%%%", X 1) , X4, 11 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%11 

, I I>) ; 
END; 
FOR TT:=STMIN STEP ST UNTIL STMAX DO 
BEGIN 

WRITE( OUTl, (X8, 6( 11%%%%%%%%%%%%%%11 ,XI) ,X4, "%%%%%%%%%%%%%%")); 
WRITE( OUTl, <X8, 6( "% %",X 1) ,X4, "% %11

)); 

WRITE( OUT!, <X8, 6 ("%X=", F9 .5," %", Xl) ,X4, "%Xl =", F8 .5," %"), FOR II :=0 
STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO X[S[II),TT] ,Xl[TT]); 
WRITE( OUT!, (X8, 6( "%-----------%" ,Xl) ,X4, "%------------%")); 
WRITE(OUTl, <X8, 6( "%Y=", F9 .5," %" ,Xl) ,X4, 11%X2= 11

, F8 .5, 11 %11
), FOR II :=0 

STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO Y[S[II) ,TT),X2[TT) ); 
WRITE(OUTl,<"TT=11 ,I4,Xl,6( 11%--------%",Xl),X4, 11%----------%"), 

TT); 
WRITE( OUT!, (X8 ,6( "%X* =11

, F8 .5, 11 %", Xl) , X4, 11%X3=", F8 .5," %"), FOR II :=0 
STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO XINT[S[II) ,TT) ,X3[TT]); 
WRITE( OUT!, (X8 ,6( "%------------%" ,Xl), X4, 11%-----------%11

)); 

WRITE( OUTl, (X8, 6( 11 %Y* =11
, F8. 5, 11 %",X 1) ,X4, 11%X4=11

, F8. 5, 11 %"), FOR II: =0 
STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO YINT[S[II] ,TT) ,X4[TT] ); 
WRITE( OUT!, <X8, 6( "% %",X 1) ,X4, 11% %">) ; 
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WRITE(OUT1,(X8,6("%%%%%%%%%%%%%%",X1),X4,"%%%%%%%%%%%%%%",//>); 
END; 

END GRID; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% INPUT PART: %% 
%% 1. SSMAX AND TTMAX ARE TO BE CHOOSEN SUCH, THAT DT < DS %% 

%% 2. THE BOOLEAN SAVE MUST HAVE THE VALUE "FALSE" % 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
WRITE(REMO,< 
"IF A ONE-COMPARTMENTAL V ALlDATION OF THE MODELS TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA"/ 
"IS PERFORMED THEN GIVE 1 INPUT, IF A MULTI-COMPARTMENTAL PREDICTIVE"/ 
"SIMULATION WITH THE MODELS IS PERFORMED THEN GIVE 0 INPUT")); 
READ(REMIN,/,ORDAR[1]); 
WRITE(REMO,<"IF A MESH DIAGRAM MUST BE PRINTED, THEN GIVE 1 INPUT")); 
READ(REMIN,/,ORDAR[2]); 
WRITE(REMO,("IF RESULTS MUST BE PLOTTED, THEN GIVE 1 INPUT")); 
READ(REMIN,/ ,ORDAR[3]); 
WRITE(REMO,<"IF THE PARAME'.:'ERS AND DIM.LESS NUMBERS MUST BE DISPLAYED", 

" REMOTELY" /, "THEN GIVE 1 INPUT")); 
READ(REMIN,/,DISPLAYCHOICE); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

ACXLD:•4.0; ACXRU:=18.0; ACYLD:=l2; ACYRU:=27; 
RCXLD:=2.5; RCXRU:=18.5; RCYLD:=2; RCYRU:=10; 
ERR:=O.OS; XMIN:=XMAX:=O; 
TEXTSTRAR(1] :="ONE-COMPARTMENTAL IN-VITRO CIRCULATION EXPERIMENTS"; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% i.% 
%% INTERACTIVE PART 1 %% 
%% HERE YOU GIVE THE COMMANDS FOR OPERATING THE PROGRAMME %% 
%% i.% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%i.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%i.i.i.i.i.i.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
MYSELF.OPTION:=*& 1[12:1]; 
INPVAL(INPSTRAR,TABLESTRAR,MOMGR,VOLCOMPlML,VOLSUPPLYML,VOLINML, 

VOLDISCHML,VOLCOLUMNML,VOLOUTML,POROS, 
FLOWML1MINT,FILMLENGTHCM,CINMGR1MLAR,COUTMGR1MLAR,ORDAR, 
REMO,REMIN,DATESTR,PARINMIN,PARINMAX,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX, 
TIMEINMINTAR,TIMEOUTMINTAR,ABSINAR,ABSOUTAR,CONSTANTVALUEPRINT, 
CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT,SUBSTSTR,INPUTFORMCHOICE); 

IF DISPLAYCHOICE=l THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,<"FOR 1 INPUT THE VALUES WILL BE DISPLAYED OF:",/, 
"1: THE INVOLVED PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS.", /, 
"2: THE CONCENTRAT IONS." , / , 
"3: THE DIMENSIONLESS CONSTANTS, E.G. ADSORPCOEF, TETA, QO, ETC.",/, 
"4: THE PARAMETERS A,B,C,D,TAUl,TAU2, IN PARANDTAUFROMK.",/, 
"5: THE PARAMETERS IN THE PROCEDURES INTERFACE IN THE FILE INTERFACE" 
,/," ON POOL",/, 
"1,2,3,4,5,",/,"0,0,0,0,0,">); 
READ(REMIN,/,PARAMETERVALUEPRINT,CONCENTRATIONVALUEPRINT, 

DIMLESSCONSTANTVALUEPRINT,PARANDTAUVALUEPRINT, 
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INTERFACEVALUEPRINT); 
END; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% 
%% B L 0 C K 1 
%% ============ 

%% 
%% 
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
WRITE(REMO, ("GIVE NUMBER OF SLICES IN WHICH COLUMN IS DIVIDED")); 
READ(REMIN,/,SSMAX); 
%IF ORDAR(2]=1 THEN 
%BEGIN • 
% WRITE(REMO,("IF CONVERGENCE MUST BE CALCULATED GIVE 1 INPUT")); 
% READ(REMIN,/,CONV); 
%END; 
IF CONV = 1 THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,<"IF CONVERGENGE MUST BE CALCULATED, A START VALUE OF THE"/ 
"TIME STEPS MUST BE GIVEN TO PREVENT THE BOUNDARYCONDI-"/ 
"TIONS FROM BEING ALTERED. GIVE THE STARTVALUE FOR TTMAX")); 

READ(REMIN,/ ,TTMAXC); 
END; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
WRITE(REMO, <"GIVE THE K7 (ML/MINT], RESPECTIVELY THE K8 [I/MINT]")); 
READ(REMIN,/,K7ML1MINT,K81MINT); 
WRITE(REMO,("GIVE THE EFFECTIVE SOLID DIFFUSIVITY; d(film) IS THE"/ 

"THICKNESS/2 OF A FILMLAYER: Ds(eff)=Ds/d(film) (1/MINT]">); 
READ(REMIN,/,DIFFUSSEFFlMINT); 
WRITE(REMO,("GIVE THE APPARENT SORBENT MASS (MGR]">); 
READ(REMIN,/,APPMASSSORBENTMGR); 
RHOBMGRlML:=APPMASSSORBENTMGR/VOLCOLUMNML; 
WRITE( REMO, ("G IVE THE MAXIMUM SOL ID PHASE CONCENTR. : Qm (MGR/MGR] ")); 
READ(REMIN,/,QMAXMGRlMGR); 
WRITE(REMO,("GIVE THE AFFINITY CONSTANT IN THE LANGMUIR ISOTHERM: Kl", 

" [ML/MGR] ")); READ( REMIN, /, KLANGMUIRML lMGR); 
IF ORDAR[l]=O THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,("GIVE THE GENERATIONRATE: G (MGR/MINT]")); 
READ(REMIN,/ ,GENRATEMGRlMINT); 
WRITE(REMO,("GIVE THE EXCR. COEF. OF THE LIVER: E liver [ML/MINT]")); 
READ(REMIN,/,EXCRETCOEFMLlMINT); 
WRITE(REMO,("GIVE THE NUMBER OF COMPARTMENTS, 1 =( NUMBER =( 3 ")); 
READ(REMIN,/,COMPNUMBER); 
WRITE(REMO, ("GIVE THE VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1: Vl [ML] ")); 
READ(REMIN,/ ,VOLCOMPlML); 
IF COMPNUMBER) 1 THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,("GIVE THE VOLUME OF COMPARTMENT 2: V2 [ML]")); 
READ(REMIN,/ ,VOLCOMP2ML); 

END; 
IF COMPNUMBER)2 THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,("GIVE THE VOLUME OF COMPARTMENT 3: V3 [ML]")); 



READ(REMIN,/,VOLCOMP3ML); 
END; 
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WRITE(REMO,("GIVE THE MASS TRANSFER RATE: KAPPA12 [ML/MINT]">); 
READ(REMIN,/,KAPPA12ML1MINT); 
WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE THE MASS TRANSFER RATE: KAPPA13 [ML/MINT]")); 
READ(REMIN,/,KAPPA13ML1MINT); 
WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE THE CONCENTRATION IN THE ",Xl," COMPARTMENTS WHEN"/ 

"HAEMOPERFUSION IS STARTED; [MGR/ML]"),COMPNUMBER); 
IF COMPNUMBER=l THEN READ(REMIN,/,ClOMGRlML); 
IF COMPNUMBER=2 THEN READ(REMIN,/,Cl0MGR1ML,C20MGR1ML); 
IF COMPNUMBER=3 THEN READ(REMIN,/,ClOMGRlML,C20MGRlML,C30MGRlML); 
POROS:=0.3;%%THIS IS AN ESTIMATION FOR THE POROSITY%% 
WRITE(REMO,("GIVE THE FLOW THROUGH THE COLUMN: Q [ML/MINT]">); 
READ(REMIN,/,FLOWMLIMINT); 
VOLCOLUMNML:=SOO; %%IN ML%% 
WRITE(REMO,<"HOW LONG IS PERFUSION PERFORMED (IN MINUTES)">); 
READ(REMIN,/,TIMEMAXMINT); 

END; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
KEAP1MINT:=K7ML1MINT/((l-POROS)*VOLCOLUMNML); 
IF ORDAR[l]=l THEN ClOMGRlML:=MOMGR/VOLINML; 
QOMGRlMGR:=QMAXMGRlMGR*(KLANGMUIRMLlMGR*ClOMGRlML/(l+KLANGMUIRMLlMGR* 

Cl OMGRlML)) ; 
ADSORPCOEF:=RHOBMGRlML*QOMGRlMGR/ClOMGRlML; 
NE:=KEAPlMINT*(l-POROS)*VOLCOLUMNML/FLOWMLlMINT; 
NS:=60*DIFFUSSEFF1MINT*ADSORPCOEF*VOLCOLUMNML/FLOWML1MINT; 
GEN:=ADSORPCOEF*VOLCOLUMNML*GENRATEMGRlMINT/(FLOWMLlMINT*VOLCOMPlML* 

ClOMGRlML); 
FL:=ADSORPCOEF*VOLCOLUMNML/VOLCOMPlML; 
SHAPEPAR:=l/(l+KLANGMUIRMLIMGR*CIOMGRIML); 
PSIQ:=l/(SHAPEPAR**l.5+1.688*(1-SHAPEPAR)); 
COMPNUMBER: = 1 ; 
IF ORDAR[l]=O THEN 
BEGIN 

KAP12:=ADSORPCOEF*VOLCOLUMNML*KAPPA12ML1MINT/(VOLCOMP2ML*FLOWML1MINT); 
KAP13:=ADSORPCOEF*VOLCOLUMNML*KAPPA13ML1MINT/(VOLCOMP3ML*FLOWML1MINT); 
EXCR:=ADSORPCOEF*VOLCOLUMNML*EXCRETCOEFMLlMINT/ 

(VOLCOMP3ML*FLOWML1MINT); 
END; 
IF ORDAR[l]=l THEN TIMEMAXMINT:=TIMEOUTMINTAR[PAROUTMAX]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% THE DIMENSIONLESS MAXIMUM TIME "TETAMAX" IS CALCULTED. THE DIMEN- %% 
%% SIONLESS. THE MAXIMUM PLACE COORDINATE "SIGMA" IS DEFINED 1. %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
TETAMAX:=TIMEMAXMINT*FLOWMLlMINT/(VOLCOLUMNML*ADSORPCOEF); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% THE TRANSFORMED EXPRESSION FOR THE DIMENSIONLESS MAXIMUM TIME AND %% 
%% PLACE COORDINATE ARE CALCULATED. %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
COLUMNLENGTHMAX:=POROS/ADSORPCOEF; 
TIMEMAX:=TETAMAX-COLUMNLENGTHMAX; 
DS:=COLUMNLENGTHMAX/SSMAX; 
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TTMAX:=ENTIER(TIMEMAX*2*SSMAX*ADSORPCOEF/POROS); 
DT:=TIMEMAX/TTMAX; 
IF PARAMETERVALUEPRINT=1 THEN 
WRITE(REMO,<"PARAMETERS",/, 
"K7 [ML/MINT] = 11

, El3. 6 ,X4, "KB [ 1 /MINT] = 11
, E13. 6, I, 

"KeAp [1/MINT] = ",E13.6,X4,"Ds eff. [MM2/MINT] = ",E13.6,/, 
"Vcolumn [ML] = ",E13.6,X4,"Vcomp.1 [ML] = ",E13.6,/, 
"Vcomp.2 [ML] = ",E13.6,X4,"Vcomp.3 [ML] = ",E13.6,/, 
"FLOW [ML/MINT] = 11

, E13. 6 ,X4, 11 11
, I, 

"KAPPA12 [ML/MINT] = ",E13.6,X4,"KAPPA13 [ML/MINT] = ",E13.6,/, 
"G (MGR/MINT] = ",E13.6,X4,"E liver [ML/MINT] = ",E13.6,/, 
"Q max [MGR/MGR] = ",El3.6,X4,"K langm.[ML/MGR] = ",E13.6,/, 
"Q(O) [MGR/MGR] = ",El3.6,X4,"C(O) [MGR/ML] = ",El3.6,/, 
"L col. [MM] = ",El3.6,X4,"RHO b [MGR/ML] = ",E13.6), 
K7ML1MINT,K81MINT,KEAP1MINT,DIFFUSSEFF1MINT,VOLCOLUMNML, 
VOLCOMP1ML,VOLCOMP2ML,VOLCOMP3ML,FLOWML1MINT, 
KAPPA12MLlMINT,KAPPA13MLlMINT,GENRATEMGRlMINT,EXCRETCOEFMLlMINT, 
QMAXMGRlMGR,KLANGMUIRMLlMGR,QOMGRlMGR,C10MGR1ML,COLUMNLENGTHMM, 
RHOBMGR1ML); 
IF DIMLESSCONSTANTVALUEPRINT=1 THEN 
WRITE(REMO, <"DIMENSIONELESS NUMBERS", /, 
"Ne = ",E13.6,X4,"Ns = ",E13.6,/, 
"ADSORP.COEF. = ",El3.6,X4.,"POROSITY = ",El3.6,/, 
"R shape parameter = ",E13.6,X4,"PSI(q) hall factor= ",E13.6,/, 
"KAP12 = ",E13.6,X4,"KAP13 = ",El3.6,/, 
"GENERATION RATE == ",El3.6,X4,"EXCR. RATE COEF. = ",EI3.6,/, 
"FL flow rate = ",E13.6,X4,"DIM.LESS TIME MAX. = ",E13.6,/, 
"Transformed dimensionless max. axial place coord. = ",El3.6,/, 
"Transformed dimensionless maximum time'coordinate = ",El3.6), 
NE,NS,ADSORPCOEF,POROS,SHAPEPAR,PSIQ,KAP12,KAP13,GEN,EXCR,FL,TETAMAX, 
COLUMNLENGTHMAX,TIMEMAX); 
IF ORDAR[2]=1 TEEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(OUTl,<"PARAMETERS",/, 
"K7 [ML/MINT] = ",El3.6,X4,"K8 [!/MINT] = ",El3.6,/, 
"KeAp [1/MINT] = ",El3.6,X4,"Ds eff. [MM2/MINT] = ",El3.6,/, 
"Vcolumn [ML] = ",El3.6,X4,"Vcomp.1 [ML] = ",El3.6,/, 
"Vcomp.2 [ML] = ",El3.6,X4,"Vcomp.3 [ML] = ",El3.6,/, 
"FLOW [ML/MINT] = ",El3.6,X4," ",/, 
"KAPPA12 [ML/MINT] = ",El3.6,X4,"KAPPA13 [ML/MINT] = ",E13.6,/, 
"G [MGR/MINT] = ",El3.6,X4,"E liver [ML/MINT] = ",E13.6,/, 
"Q max [MGR/MGR] = ",El3.6,X4,"K langm.[ML/MGR] = ",El3.6,/, 
"Q(O) [MGR/MGR] = ",El3.6,X4,"C(O) [MGR/ML] = ",El3.6,/, 
"L col. (MM] = ",El3.6,X4,"RHO b [MGR/ML] = ",El3.6), 
K7ML1MINT,K81MINT,KEAP1MINT,DIFFUSSEFF1MINT,VOLCOLUMNML, 
VOLCOMP1ML,VOLCOMP2ML,VOLCOMP3ML,FLOWML1MINT, 
KAPPA12ML1MINT,KAPPA13ML1MINT,GENRATEMGR1MINT,EXCRETCOEFML1MINT, 
QMAXMGR1MGR,KLANGMUIRML1MGR,QOMGRIMGR,C10MGR1ML,COLUMNLENGTID1M, 
RHOBMGRIML); 
WRITE(OUTl ,<"DIMENSIONELESS NUMBERS" ,/, 
"Ne = ",E13.6,X4,"Ns 
"ADSORP.COEF. = ", El3.6 ,X4, "POROSITY 

= ", El 3. 6 , I , 
= ",El3.6,/, 
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"R shape parameter = ",E13.6,X4,"PSI(q) hall factor= ",E13.6,/, 
"KAP12 = ",El3.6,X4,"KAP13 = ",El3.6,/, 
"GENERATION RATE ::11: ",El3.6,X4,"EXCR. RATE COEF. = ",E13.6,/, 
uFL flow rate = ",El3.6,X4,"DIM.LESS TIME MAX = ",El3.6,/, 
"Transformed dimensionless max. axial place coord. = ",El3.6,/, 
"Transformed dimensionless maximum time coordinate = ",El3.6), 
NE,NS,ADSORPCOEF,POROS,SHAPEPAR,PSIQ,KAPl2,KAP13,GEN,EXCR,FL,TETAMAX, 
COLUMNLENGTHMAX,TIMEMAX); 

END; 
WRITE(OUT2,<"PARAMETERS",/, 
"K7 [ML/MINT] = ",E13.6,X4,"K8 [I/MINT] = ",El3.6,/, 
"KeAp [!/MINT] = ",El3.6,X4,"Ds eff. [MM2/MINT] = ",El3.6,/, 
"Vcolumn (ML] = ",E13.6,X4,"Vcomp.l [ML] = ",El3.6,/, 
"Vcomp.2 [ML) = ",El3.6,X4,"Vcomp.3 [ML] = ",El3.6,/, 
"FLOW [ML/MINT] = ",El3.6,X4," ",/, 
"KAPPA12 [ML/MINT] = ",E13.6,X4,"KAPPA13 [ML/MINT] = ",El3.6,/, 
"G [MGR/MINT] = ",El3.6,X4,"E liver [ML/MINT] = ",El3.6,/, 
"Q max [MGR/MGR] = ",E13.6,X4,"K langm.[ML/MGR] = ",El3.6,/, 
"Q(O) [MGR/MGR] = ",El3.6,X4,"C(O) [MGR/ML] "'",El3.6,/, 
"L col. [MM) = ",E13.6,X4,"RHO b [MGR/ML] = ",El3.6>, 
K7ML1MINT,K81MINT,KEAP1MINT,DIFFUSSEFF1MINT,VOLCOLUMNML, 
VOLCOMP1ML,VOLCOMP2ML,VOLCOMP3ML,FLOWML1MINT, 
KAPPA12ML1MINT,KAPPA13ML1MINT,GENRATEMGR1MINT,EXCRETCOEFML1MINT, 
QMAX~RlMGR,KLANGMUIRMLlMGR ,QOMGRlMGR, ClOMGRlML,COLUMNLENGTHMM, 
RHOBMGRlML) ; 
WRITE( OUT2, <"D IMENS IONELESS NUMBERS", /, 
"Ne = ",El3.6,X4,"Ns = ",El3.6,/, 
"ADSORP.COEF. = ",El3.6,X4,"POROSITY = ",El3.6,/, 
11R shape parameter = ",El3~6,X4,"PSI(q) hall factor= ",El3.6,/, 
"KAP12 = ",El3.6,X4,"KAP13 = ",E13.6,/, 
"GENERATION RATE = ",El3.6,X4,"EXCR. RATE COEF. = ",El3.6,/, 
"FL flow rate = ",E13.6,X4,"DIM.LESS TIME MAX.= ",El3.6,/, 
"Transformed dimensionless max. axial place coord. = ",El3.6,/, 
"Transformed dimensionless maximum time coordinate = ",El3.6), 
NE,NS,ADSORPCOEF,POROS,SHAPEPAR,PSIQ,KAPl2,KAP13,GEN,EXCR,FL,TETAMAX, 
COLUMNLENGTHMAX,TIMEMAX); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

ST:=ENTIER(TTMAX/30); EPS:=O.OOOOOOOOOl; SAVE:=FALSE; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
IF CONV=l THEN DTC:=TETAMAX/TTMAXC ELSE DTC:=DT; 
WRITE(REMO,(/, 
"TTMAX 
"DT 
TTMAX,SSMAX,DT,DS); 
WRITE(OUTl,</, 
''TTMAX 
"DT 
TTMAX,SSMAX,DT,DS); 
WRITE(OUT2,</, 
"TTMAX 
"DT 
TTMAX,SSMAX,DT,DS); 

= ",El3.6,X4,"SSMAX 
= ",El3.6,X4,"DS 

= ",El3.6,X4,"SSMAX 
= ",El3.6,X4,"DS 

= ",El3.6,X4,"SSMAX 
= ",El3.6,X4,"DS 

= ",El3.6,/, 
= ",El3.6>, 

= ",El3.6,/, 
= ",El3.6), 

= ",E13.6,/, 
= ",El3.6), 
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%%%%%i.i.i.%%%%i.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%i.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
BEGIN 

REAL ARRAY X,Y,XINT,YINT[O:SSMAX,O:TTMAX], Xl,X2,X3,X4[0:TTMAX]; 
Xl[O] :=1; X2[0] :=C20MGRlML/ClOMGRlML; 
X3[0]:=C30MGRlML/ClOMGRlML; X4[0] :=0; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CALL EULFINDIF %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
EULFINDIF(SHAPEPAR,NS,NE,PSIQ,EPS,SSMAX,TTMAX,KAP12,KAP13, 

POROS,ADSORPCOEF,GEN,FL,EXCR,TETAMAX,DT,DS,X,Y,XINT, 
YINT,Xl,X2,X3,X4,SAVE,TTEND,VOLCOMP1ML,VOLCOMP2ML, 

VOLCOMP3ML,COMPNUMBER,INTERFACEVALUEPRINT); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% DRAW A GRAPHIC %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
IF ORDAR(3]=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

NEWOBJECT(OBJ); 
XMAX: =TIMEMAXMINT; 
MAXIMUM(PARINMIN,PARINMAX,XMAX,CINMGRlMLAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 

ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
XTEXTSTR:="TIME IN MINUTES --->"; 
YTEXTSTR:="CONCENTRATION IN MGr/ML -->"; 
AXISRECT(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX, 

XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
COUTMGRlMLAR[O] :=0; TIMEOUTMINTAR[O]:=O; 
QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,TT,PARINMIN,PARINMAX, 

ACXLD+TIMEINMINTAR[TT]/XDIVIDER, 
ACYLD+CINMGR1MLAR[TT]/YDIVIDER,l,0.2); 

QUEUEOFMARKS(OBJ,TT,PAROUTMIN,PAROUTMAX, 
ACXLD+TIMEOUTMINTAR[TT]/XDIVIDER, 
ACYLD+COUTMGR1MLAR[TT]/YDIVIDER,2,0.2); 

RECTANGLE(OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
TEXTSTRAR[3] :="SIMULATION WITH SIMPLE AND COMPLEX MODEL"; 
TEXTSTRAR(9] := "------ : SIMULATION WITH. SIMPLE MODEL"; 
TEXTSTRAR(ll] :="----------- : SIMULATION WITH COMPLEX MODEL"; 
TEXTSTRAR[l3] :="K7 = "CAT STRING(K7ML1MINT,6) CAT" ML/MIN 11

; 

TEXTSTRAR[l4] :="K8 = 11 CAT STRING(K81MINT,6) CAT 11 1/MIN "; 
TEXTSTRAR [ 15] : ="KeAp= " CAT STRING( KEAP !MINT, 6) CAT " 1 /MIN " ; 
TEXTSTRAR[16] :="K(L)= 11 CAT STRING(KLANGMUIRML1MGR,6)CAT" ML/MGR 11

; 

TEXTSTRAR(17] :="Qmax= " CAT STRING(QMAXMGR1MGR,6) CAT " MGR/MGR"; 
TEXTSTRAR[l8]:="Ds/d**2="CAT STRING(DIFFUSSEFF1MINT,6)CAT" I/MINT 11

; 

TEXTSTRAR[19] :="RHOb= "CAT STRING(RHOBMGR1ML,6) CAT 11 HGR/ML "; 
NUMBEROFMARKS :=2; 
GRAPHICBOTTOM(OBJ,SUBSTSTR,DATESTR,l,20,TEXTSTRAR,RCXLD,RCYLD, 

RCXRU,RCYRU,NUMBEROFMARKS); 
DRAWOBJECT(PLOTF,OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
CLEAROBJECT(OBJ); 
PARANDTAUFROMK(3,K7MLIMINT,K81MINT,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGRIML, 

BMGRIML,CMGRlML,DMGRlML,VOLINML,MOMGR,VOLOUTML, 
VOLCOLUMNML,FLOWMLlMINT,POROS,REMO, 
PARANDTAUVALUEPRINT,HELP3MGR1ML,KEAP1MINT); 

DRAWCURVE(OBJ,TAU1MINT,TAU2MINT,AMGR1ML,BMGR1ML,CMGR1ML,DMGR1ML, 
TIMEMAXMINT,ACXLD,ACYLD,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,PLOTF, 
HELP3MGR1ML,COLOUR,2,REMO); 

DRAWPOINTMAX:=TTMAX; 
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WHILE DRAWPOINTMAX)lOO DO DRAWPOINTMAX:=DRAWPOINTMAX/2; 
WHILE DRAWPOINTMAX)SO DO DRAWPOINTMAX:=DRAWPOINTMAX/1.1; 
ST:=ENTIER(TTMAX/DRAWPOINTMAX); 
FOR TT:=O STEP ST UNTIL (TTMAX-1) DO 
BEGIN 

STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD+TT*TIMEMAXMINT/(TTMAX*XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+ClOMGRlML*X[O,TT]/YDIVIDER, 
ACXLD+(TT+l)*TIMEMAXMINT/(TTMAX*XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+ClOMGRlML*X[O,TT+l]/YDIVIDER,1); 

STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD+TT*TIMEMAXMINT/(TTMAX*XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+ClOMGRlML*X[SSMAX,TT]/YDIVIDER, 
ACXLD+(TT+l)*TIMEMAXMINT/(TTMAX*XDIVIDER), 
ACYLD+ClOMGRIML*X[SSMAX,TT+1]/YDIVIDER,l); 

END; 
DRAWOBJECT(PLOTF,OBJ,0,0,21,29.7); 
CLEAROBJECT(OBJ); 
DISPOSEOBJECT(OBJ); 
SKIPPAPER(PLOTF); 

END; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%~%%%%%%%%%% CALL GRID %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
IF ORDAR[2]=1 THEN 
BEGIN 

STMIN:=20; STMAX:=TTMAX; ST:=ENTIER((STMAX-STMIN)/25); 
GRID(ST,STMIN,STMAX,SSMAX,X,Y,XINT,YINT,Xl,X2,X3,X4,0UT1); 

END; 
E~; 

IF ORDAR[2]=1 THEN LOCK(OUTl,CRUNCH); 
LOCK(OUT2,CRUNCH); 
E~. 
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Appendix 8: Example of the input for PERRY/CIRCEXP/DATA and 

FERRY/SIMULATION 

The programmes mentioned in appendix 6 and 7 use the following files as 

input files: 

a. CHOICE: this file contains a survey of the experiments that are per

formed. 

b. CIRCEXP/"substance"/"day"/"month"/"year", 

e.g. :CIRCEXP/PARACETAMOL/11/01/85. 

this file contains all the infomation of the circulation experiment 

with paracetamol performed on the 11th of january 1985. 

The programme knows which experiments have been performed after having 

read CHOICE and presents this information to the user. The user can 

choose the desired experiment that must be handled. After that the pro

gramme read the desired file. N.B. CHOICE must be extended for other 

experiments as well in the future. 



FILE CHOICE 

1, PARATHION, 
2, PARAQUAT, 
3, FENOBARBUTAL, 
4, PARACETAMOL, 
5, SALICYLAAT, 
6, CHOLIC ACID, 
7, BILIRUBIN, 
1000, DOESN'T EXIST, 
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I, 1, 2, 23, 11, 1984, 123, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
2, 1, 4, 14, 12, 1984, 301, 20, 6, 1983, 18, 8, 1983, 
2, 2, 5, 20, 12, 1984, 96, 20, 6, 1983, 18, 8, 1983, 
2, 3, 6, 8, 1, 1985, 291, 20, 6, 1983, 18, 8, 1983, 
2, 4, 0, 15, 2, 1985, 192, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
2, 5, 0, 19, 3, 1985, 218, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
3, 1, 8, 20, 3, 1985, 129, 99, 99, 9999, 99, 99, 9999, 
4, 1, 7, 11, 1, 1985, 81, 9, 3, 1983, 17, 8, 1983, 
4, 2, 0, 11, 3, 1985, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
4, 3, 0, 15, 3, 1985, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
5, 1, 0, 19, 4, 1985, 100, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
5, 2, 0, 24, 4, 1985, 200, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
5, 3, 0, 26, 4, 1985, 300, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
5, 4, 0, 3, 5, 1985, 167, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
5, 5, 0, 8, 5, 1985, 276, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
6, 1, 0, 21, 5, 1985, 100, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, 
6, 2, 0, 29, 5, 1985, 208, 0, 0, o, o, 0, 0, 
7, 1, 0, 10, 5, 1985, 64, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
1000, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
C N C 
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FILE CIRCEXP/PARACETAMOL/11/01/85 

SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION : PARACETAMOL 
SOLUTION : HUMAN PLASMA 
NA1'1E OF PATIENT .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• , 
POSSIBLE DISEASE : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT : 11-01-1985 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S): ERIC V/D POLS PERRY VAN RIJSINGEN 

' DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NlJMBER OF COLlJMN : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 

0.043 ,ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 1/CM 
1350.6 ,AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION MGR 
3000 , VOLUME OF CaMPARTMENT 1 ML 

, INLET PRESSURE MM HG 
,OUTLET PRESSURE • MM HG 

37 , TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION DEG CEL 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 

,REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) SEC 
,REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 MI.. ( " " ) SEC 
,REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( " " ) SEC 

80.5 ,FLOW THROUGH COLUMN ~/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 

10 
NO, TIME 

1 , 
2, 
3, 
4, 
5, 
6, 
7, 
8, 
9, 

10, 
11, 

30 
30 

650 

0.3 
893 

16.7 

,WAVE LENGTH 
, SPLIT WIDTH 
,PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 

IN,ABSORBANCE IN ,(1/CM) ,NO,TIME 
0, 1.049 , 1, 

1 0 ' 0 • 9 30 , 2 , 
20, 0.810 ' 3, 
30 , 0. 7 2 7 ' 4 ' 
45, 0.604 , 5, 
60 ' 0. 50 3 ' 6 ' 
92, 0.407 ' 7, 

120, 0.317 , 8, 
180 , 0. 2 7 3 , 9 , 
240, 0.235 ,10, 

10000, 0 , 11 , 
,VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE 
,VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE • 
,VOLUME OF COLUMN 
,VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN 
,ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
,LENGTH OF FILM 
,WIDTH OF FILM 

OUT, (MIN), 
5, 

12' 
22, 
32, 
47, 
62, 
92, 

122, 
182, 
240, 

10000, 

ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 

NM 
MM 
MM 

ABSORBANCE OUT 
0.442 
0.440 
0.436 
0.410 
0.344 
0.320 
0.260 
0.247 
0.218 
0.185 
0 

ML 
ML 
ML 
MI.. 
1 
CM 
CM 

TYPE OF 
750 
250 

,AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
,AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 

100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.006 
0 

,AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
,AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
,INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
,LENGHT OF COLUMN 
,ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 
,RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. % 
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NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT ................................ ' ..................................................................... ' ..................................................................... , ................................................. . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . . ................. , ................................. . ......................... . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • ........................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
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Appendix 9: Example of the output of PERRY/CIRCEXP/DATA 

PERRY/CIRCEXP/DATA is able to create a number of data-files and stores 

them on the temporary "POOL" memory. Some of the files contain informa

tion that serves to trace eventual errors in the input files or in the 

programme itself. Of these files no example is given. The most important 

file however are "CIRCEXP" and "ITERATIONREPORT". 

The output files CIRCEXP can be found in appendix 10 where they accompany 

the plots. ITERATIONREPORT is the iterationreport from the curvefitproce

dure. In this appendix an example is presented of the iterationreport of 

the curvefit procedure for salicylic acid 24-04-1985. The iterationreport 

gives important information. e.g. the K1 and K8 have a correlation coef

ficient of 0.94. N.B. The K1 is scaled to make it of the order 1. Hence 

x[1j times the sealing factor yields the real K1 • 
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 

METHOD = GAUSS-NEWTON(ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION) 

DERIVATIVES = NUMERICAL 

LINEMIN METHOD = STRONG QUADRATIC SEARCH 

NUMBER OF VARIABLES = 2 

NUMBER OF RESIDUALS = 23 

NUMBER OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS = 0 

NUMBER OF INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS = 2 

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS = 500 

OUTPUT PARAMETER = 1 

EP.SABS FOR OPTIMUMTEST = l.OOE-05 

EPSREL FOR OPTIMUMTEST = 1.00E-05 

TOLERANeE FOR STATUS OF CONSTRAINTS = 1.00E-05 

STOPGRIT = 123 FROM 1=NORMDELTAX < EPSABS+EPSREL*NORM(XK) 
2=DELTAFX < EPSABS+EPSREL*ABSFX(K) 
3=NORMGRAD < EPSABS+EPSREL*NORMGRAD(XO) 

I XSTARTING( I] 

1 1.00000000E+OO 
2 6.45008982E-û2 

THIS IS THE FEASIBLE X-STARTING GIVEN BY THE USER. 

FX= 3.47421535E+03 
FX = 3.47421535E+03 

ITER FX DFX NORMDX NORMPG TIME( S) NR.FEV ACT.CONSTRAINTS 

0 3.474215E+03 o. o. 2.0E+03 1.8 4 
1 1.591122E+03 1. 9E+03 5.3E+Ol 1.8E+02 1.8 11 
2 1.956289E+Ol 1.6E+03 2.9E+01 1.2E+OO 1. 9 22 
3 1.662029E+01 2.9E+OO 6.6E+OO 6.8E-02 2.0 30 
4 1.661908E+01 1.2E-03 1.1E-O 1 1.3E-03 2.0 37 
5 1.661908E+Ol 4.8E-07 2.2E-03 2.9E-05 2.1 44 
6 1.661908E+Ol 7.0E-10 2.5E-06 3.0E-05 2.2 52 
6 1.661908E+Ol 7.0E-10 2.SE-06 3.0E-05 2.2 52 
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THE PROCESS IS TERMINATED BECAUSE STOPCRIT = 123 

SOLUTION AND APPROX~MATION FOR STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
I X[ I] STDEV[ I] 100*STDEV[ I] /X[ I] 

1 2.93307234E+01 2.51E+OO 
2 2.93196352E+01 3.09E+OO 

FX = 1.66190789E+01 

EVALUATION OF THE CONSTRAINTS 
I (ATX-B) [I] 

1 2.93306234E+01 
2 2.93196351E+01 

8.6 % 
10.5 % 

APPROXIMATION FOR THE VARIANCE/COVARIANCE MATRIX 
ROW ELEMENTS 

1 6.305E+OO 
2 7.299E+OO 9.565E+OO 

APPROXIMATION FOR THE CORRELATION MATRIX 
ROW ELEMENTS 

1 l.OOOE+OO 
2 9.400E-01 1.000E+OO 
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Appendix 10: Computer programme: "PERRY/ENZYMREAC" 

The plots in section 6.3 are produced by the interactive ALGOL programme 

"PERRY/ENZYMREAC''. In the outputfile "ENZYMREAC" information is presented 

about the assymptotes and the involved parameters. As this outputfile is 

not of direct interest to us it is not presented here. 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %% 
%% THIS PROGRAMME DRAWS A PLOT OF THE EQUILIBRIUM CONCENTRATION OF %% 
%% THE BLOOD POOL WHEN THE LIVER IS MODELLED AS AN ENZYME REACTOR. %% 
%% THIS CONCENTRATION IS PLOTTED AS A FUNCTION OF THE VARIOUS PARA- %% 
%% METERS. %% 
%% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
BEGIN 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/DECLARATION ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/AXISCOMPLETE ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ ALGOL/QUEUEOFMARKS ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ ALGOL/MARK ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTERiALGOL/TEXT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/STRAIGHTLINEPIECE ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/NEWOBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/DRAWOBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/CLEAROBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/SKIPPAPER ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ ALGOL/DISPOSEOBJECT ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/CURVEDLINEPIECE ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "STATLIB/ ALGOL/DECLARATION ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "STATLIB/ALGOL/CONFIDENCELINEARREGRESSION ON APPL" 
$ INCLUDE "PP5/SOURCE/QUADSUMMINLC ON APPL" 
FILE REMIN(KIND=REMOTE,MYUSEsiN),REMO(KIND=REMOTE,MYUSE=OUT); 
FILE OUT(KIND=PACK,PACKNAME="POOL.",NEWFILE=TRUE,TITLE="ENZYMEREAC."); 
FILE OUTl(KIND=PACK,PACKNAME="POOL.",NEWFILE=TRUE,PROTECTION=SAVE, 

TITLE="CONTROL."); 
FILE PLOTF(KIND=PREVIEWER); 
LIBRARY LIB(TITLE="PERRYLIBCODE."); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE AXISRECT(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX, 

XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
VALUE OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX,SIZEX,SIZEY; 
REAL ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX,SIZEX,SIZEY; 
INTEGER OBJ; STRING XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR; LIBRARY LIB; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE RECTANGLE(OBJ,XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU); 

VALUE OBJ,XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU; REAL XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU; INTEGER OBJ; 
LIBRARY LIB; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%i.%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
PROCEDURE MAXIMUM(XPARMIN,XPARMAX,XMAX,YAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER, 

ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
VALUE XPARMIN,XPARMAX,XMAX,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU; 
REAL ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XMAX,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,SIZEX,SIZEY; 
INTEGER XPARMIN,XPARMAX; REAL ARRAY YAR[*]; LIBRARY LIB; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
REAL PROCEDURE CONC(PARAM,NUMBER,IPAR,XMAX,COUNT); 
VALUE NUMBER,XMAX,COUNT; REAL XMAX; INTEGER NUMBER,COUNT; 
INTEGER ARRAY IPAR[*]; REAL ARRAY PARAM[*,*]; 
BEGIN 

REAL CONCEN; 
PARAM[NUMBER,IPAR(NUMBER]] :=IPAR(NUMBER]*XMAX/COUNT; 
%WRITE(OUTl,<"IPAR[l]=",El3.6,X4,"PARAM[l,IPAR(l]]=",El3.6,/, 
% " IP AR [ 2 ] =" , E 13 • 6 , X 4 , "P ARAM ( 2 , IP AR [ 2 ] ] =" , E 13 • 6 , / , 
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% "IPAR[ 3] =" ,E13.6 ,X4, "PARAM[ 3 ,IPAR[ 3]] =", E13.6, I, 
% "IPAR [ 4] ""11 

, E13. 6 , X4 , "PARAM [ 4 , IPAR[ 4] ] =" , E 13.6 , I , 
% "IPAR[ 51 =", E13.6 ,X4, "PARAM[ 5, IPAR[ 51 1 =", E13.6, I, 
% "IPAR[6]==",E13.6,X4,"PARAM[6,IPAR[6]1=",E13.6,1, 
% "IP AR [ 7] =", E13. 6 ,X4, "PARAM [ 7 , IPAR [ 7] ] =", E13. 6), 
% IPAR[1] ,PARAM[l,IPAR[l]],IPAR[2] ,PARAM[2,IPAR[2]], 
% IPAR[3] ,PARAM[3,IPAR[3]],IPAR[4] ,PARAM[4,IPAR[4]], 
% IPAR[5],PARAM[5,IPAR[5]] ,IPAR[6],PARAM[6,IPAR[6]], 
% IP AR [ 7 ] , P ARAM [7 , IP AR [ 7 ] ] ) ; 
IF NUMBER = 8 THEN 
CONCEN:=PARAM[l,IPAR[1]]1(PARAM[2,IPAR[2]]*(1-EXP((PARAM[l,IPAR[1]1-

PARAM[3,IPAR[31]*PARAM[4,IPAR[41]*PARAM[8,IPAR[81])1 
(PARAM[2,IPAR[2]]*PARAM[7,IPAR[7]])))) 

ELSE 
CONCEN:=PARAM[l,IPAR[l1]1(PARAM[2,IPAR[2]]*(1-EXP((PARAM[l,IPAR[l]]

PARAM[3,IPAR[3]]*PARAM[4,IPAR[4]]*PARAM[5,IPAR[51]* 
PARAM[6,IPAR[6]])1(PARAM[2,IPAR[2]]*PARAM[7,IPAR[7]])))); 

%WRITE(OUTl,<"CONCEN=",E13.6),CONCEN); 
CONC :=CONCEN; 

END CONC; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
REAL XMAX,YMAX,REMAINDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU, 

XSTART,YSTART,XEND,YEND,LIMITX,LIMITY,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,SIZEX, 
SIZEY; 

INTEGER ST,STMIN,STMAX,STSTART,STEND,COUNT,CHOICE,NUMBER,OBJ,JPAR, 
CHOOSEYOURSELF,ANOTHERPLOT; 

INTEGER ARRAY IPAR[1:81; REAL ARRAY PARAM[l:8,0:2000],YMAXAR[l:l]; 
STRING XTEXTSTR,YTEXTSTR; BOOLEAN READY; 
XLD:=YLD:=O; XRU:=13; YRU:=13; COUNT:=200; ANOTHERPLOT:=l; 
ACXLD:=ACYLD:=3; ACXRU:=lO; ACYRU:=lO; 
YTEXTSTR:="EQUILIBRIUM CONCENTRATION IN MMOLIML"; 
WHILE ANOTHERPLOT=l DO 
BEGIN 

REAL ARRAY XAR,YAR[0:2000]; 
NEWOBJECT(OBJ); 
RECTANGLE(OBJ,XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU); 
WRITE(REMO,<"IF YOU WANT TO CHOOSE THE PARAMETER VALUES YOURSELF, " 

"THEN GIVE 1 INPUT")); READ( REMIN, I, CHOOSEYOURSELF) ; 
IF CHOOSEYOURSELF=O THEN 
BEGIN 

PARAM[1,0]:=0.00033; 
PARAM[4,0]:=0.2; 
PARAM[7,01 :=6@-5; 

END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 

PARAM[2,0] :=1200; 
PARAM[5 ,0] :=1@-3; 

PARAM[3,0]:=7500; 
PARAM[6,0] :=0.01; 

WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE THE GENERATIONRATE G 
READ(REMIN,I ,PARAM[l,O]); 

[MMOLIMINT] ">); 

WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE Q 
READ(REMIN;I,PARAM[2,0]); 

[MLIMINT] 

WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE THE CROSS SECTIONAL AREA OF REACTOR [CM**2] 
READ(REMIN,I ,PARAM[3,0]); 

">); 

">); 
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WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE THE LENGTH OF THE REACTOR 
READ(REMIN,/,PARAM(4,0]); 
WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE THE ENZYME CONCENTRATION 
READ(REMIN,/,PARAM[S,O]); 
WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE THE REACTION RATE CONSTANT k 
READ(REMIN,/ ,PARAM[6,0]); 
WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE THE MICHAELIS-MENTEN CONSTANT Km 
READ(REMIN,/ ,PARAM(7,0]); 

END; 

[CM] ")); 

[MMOL/ML] ")); 

[I/MINT] ")); 

[MMOL/ML] ")); 

WRITE(REMO,<"L GENERATIONRATE G [MMOL/MINT] = ",El3.6,/, 
"2. VOLUMETRie FLOW RATE Q [ML/MINT] = ",El3.6,/, 
"3. CROSS SECTIONAL AREA A [CM**2] = ",El3.6,/, 
"4. LENGTHOF COLUMN h [CM] = ",El3.6,/, 
"5. ENZYME CONCENTRATION e [MMOL/ML] = ",El3.6,/, 
"8. e x k (k=REACTION CONSTANT)[MMOL/ML.MINT] = ",El3.6>, 
PARAM[l,O],PARAM[2,0],PARAM[3,0],PARAM[4,0],PARAM[S,O], 
PARAM[5,0]*PARAM[6,0]); 

WRITE(REMO,<"CHOOSE ONE OF THESE COMBINATIONS TO VARY")); 
READ(REMIN,/,NUMBER); 
WRITE( REMO, <" REA CT ION RATE CONSTANT k [ 1/M INT] 

" MICHAELIS-MENTEN CONSTANT Km [MMOL/ML] 
PARAM[6,0],PARAM(7,0]); 

= ",El3.6,/, 
= ",E13.6>, 

WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE THE MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION OF THE PLOT")); 
READ(REMIN,/,YMAXAR(l]); 
IF NUMBER=l THEN 
BEGIN 

LIMITX:=PARAM[6,0]*PARAM(5,0]*PARAM[3,0]*PARAM[4,0]; 
WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE CHOSEN PARAMETER")); 
READ(REMIN,/,XMAX); 
MAXIMUM(l,l,XMAX,YMAXAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU, 

ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); SIZEX:=XMAX/10; 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD+LIMITX/XDIVIDER,ACYLD, 

ACXLD+LIMITX/XDIVIDER,ACYRU,3); 
XTEXTSTR:="GENERATION RATE IN MMOL/MIN"; 

END; 
IF NUMBER NEQ 1 THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE(REMO,<"GIVE THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE CHOSEN PARAMETER")); 
READ( REMIN, / ,XMAX); 
MAXIMUM(l,l,XMAX,YMAXAR,YMAX,XDIVIDER,YDIVIDER,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU, 

ACYRU,SIZEX,SIZEY); SIZEX:=XMAX/10; 
END; 
IF NUMBER=2 THEN 
BEGIN 

LIMITY:=PARAM[l,O]*PARAM[7,0]/(PARAM[3,0]*PARAM[4,0]*PARAM[S,O]* 
P ARAM [ 6 , 0] - P ARAM [ 1 , 0] ) ; 

STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD+LIMITY/YDIVIDER, 
ACXRU,ACYLD+LIMITY/YDIVIDER,3); 

XTEXTSTR:="FLOW RATE IN ML/MIN"; COUNT:=2000; 
END; 
IF NUMBER=3 THEN 
BEGIN 
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LIMITX:=PARAM[l,O]/(PARAM[4,0]*PARAM[S,O]*PARAM[6,0]); 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD+LIMITX/XDIVIDER,ACYLD, 

ACXLD+LIMITX/XDIVIDER,ACYRU,3); 
WRITE(REMO,<"THE FLOW RATE Q VARlES PROPORTIONAL TO THE AREA A">); 
XTEXTSTR:="A (REPRESENTING NUMBER OF SINUSOIDES) IN CM**2"; 

END; 
IF NUMBER=4 THEN 
BEGIN 

LIMITX:=PARAM[l,O]/(PARAM[3,0]*PARAM[S,O]*PARAM[6,0]); 
LIMITY:=PARAM[l,O]/PARAM[2,0]; 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD+LIMITX/XDIVIDER,ACYLD, 

ACXLD+LIMITX/XDIVIDER,ACYRU,3); 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD+LIMITY/YDIVIDER, 

ACXRU,ACYLD+LIMITY/YDIVIDER,3); 
XTEXTSTR:=-"H (REPRESENTING LENGTHOF SINUSOIDES) IN CM"; 

END; 
IF NUMBER=S THEN 
BEGIN 

LIMITX:=PARAM[l,O]/(PARAM[3,0]*PARAM[4,0]*PARAM[6,0]); 
LIMITY:=PARAM[l,O]/PARAM[2,0]; 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD+LIMITX/XDIVIDER,ACYLD, 

ACXLD+LIMITX/XDIVIDER,ACYRU,3); 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD+LIMITY/YDIVIDER, 

ACXRU,ACYLD+LIMITY/YDIVIDER,3); 
XTEXTSTR:="ENZYME CONCENTRATION IN MMOL/ML"; 

END; 
IF NUMBER=8 THEN 
BEGIN 

LIMITX:=PARAM[l,O]/(PARAM[3,0]*PARAM[4,0]); 
LIMITY:=PARAM[l,O]/PARAM[2,0]; 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD+LIMITX/XDIVIDER,ACYLD, 

ACXLD+LIMITX/XDIVIDER,ACYRU,3); 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD+LIMITY/YDIVIDER, 

ACXRU,ACYLD+LIMITY/YDIVIDER,3); 
XTEXTSTR:="e x kIN MMOL/(ML.MINT)"; 

END; 
IF NUMBER=l 
THEN 
BEGIN 

ST:=l; STSTART:=O; STEND:=COUNT; 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 

ST:=-1; STSTART:=COUNT; STEND:=l; 
END; 
REMAINDER:=PARAM(NUMBER,O]; 
XSTART:=XMAX*STSTART/COUNT; 
IPAR[NUMBER] :=STSTART; 
YSTART:=CONC(PARAM,NUMBER,IPAR,XMAX,COUNT); 
FOR IPAR[NUMBER] :=STSTART+ST STEP ST UNTIL STENO DO 
IF NOT READY THEN 
BEGIN 
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XEND:=XSTART; XAR[IPAR[NUMBER]] :=XSTART:=XMAX*IPAR[NUMBER]/COUNT; 
YEND:=YSTART; 
YAR[IPAR[NUMBER]] :=YSTART:~CONC(PARAM,NUMBER,IPAR,XMAX,COUNT); 
IF YSTART)YMAX THEN READY:=TRUE; 
STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ACXLD+XSTART/XDIVIDER, 

ACYLD+YSTART/YDIVIDER, 
ACXLD+XEND/XDIVIDER, 
ACYLD+YEND/YDIVIDER,l); 

END; 
AXISRECT(OBJ,ACXLD,ACYLD,ACXRU,ACYRU,O,O,XMAX,YMAX,XTEXTSTR, 

YTEXTSTR,SIZEX,SIZEY); 
IPAR[NUMBER] :=0; PARAM[NUMBER,O] :=REMAINDER; 
WRITE(OUT,("l. GENERATIONRATE G [MMOL/MINT] = ",El3.6,/, 

"2. VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE Q [ML/MINT] = ",E13.6,/, 
"3. CROSS SECTIONAL AREA A [CM** 2] == ", E13. 6, /, 
"4. LENGTHOF COLUMN h [CM] = ",E13.6,/, 
"5. ENZYME CONCENTRATION e [MMOL/ML] = ",El3.6,/, 
" REACTION RATE CONSTANT k [ 1/MINT] = ",E13.6 ,/, 
" MICHAELIS-MENTEN CONSTANT Km [MMOL/ML] = ",E13.6), 
PARAM[l,O],PARAM[2,0] ,PARAM[3,0],PARAM[4,0] ,PARAM[S,O], 
PARAM[6,0] ,PARAM[7,0] ); 

WRITE(OUT,</"NUMBER CHOOSEN TO VARY WAS ",Il),NUMBER); 
WRITE(OUT ,</"HORIZONTAL ASSYMPTOTE FOR Y = ", E13.6) ,LIMITY); 
WRITE(OUT,<"VERTICAL ASSYMPTOTE FOR X = ",E13.6),LIMITX); 
FOR JPAR:=O STEP 1 UNTIL COUNT DO 
BEGIN 

WRITE(OUT,("XAR[",I3,"] = ",El3.6),JPAR,XAR[JPAR]); 
WRITE(OUT,("YAR[",I3,"] = ",E13.6),JPAR,YAR[JPAR]); 

END; 
LIMITX:=LIMITY:=O; IPAR[NUMBER] :=0; READY:=FALSE; 
IF NUMBER=2 THEN COUNT:=200; 
DRAWOBJECT(PLOTF,OBJ,XLD,YLD,XRU,YRU); 
DISPOSEOBJECT(OBJ); 
SKIPPAPER(PLOTF); 
WRITE(REMO,("IF YOU WANT TO DRAW ANOTHER PLOT, THEN GIVE 1 INPUT")); 
READ(REMIN,/,ANOTHERPLOT); 
IF ANOTHERPLOT=1 THEN 
WRITE(OUT,<////,"THE VALUES FORANOTHER PLOT ARE LISTED BELOW",//)); 

END; 
LOCK(OUT,CRUNCH); 
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Appendix 11: The experimental data 

In this appendix a survey is presented of the data from all the experi

ments that are performed in relation with this thesis. First a plot is 

presented that shows the points of measurement and their error. If the 

experiment is performed in a reliable way (section 3.6), the same plot, 

but with the best fitting theoretical curve is given. 

Each plot is accompanied by the outputfile "CIRCEXP". 

Remark: In all the files of the early paraquat experiments the part "ne

cessary comments" has not been filled up. It is therefore omitted. 
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ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERlMENTS 
K7 RNO K8 RRE CRLCULRTEO WITH CURVEFITTING 
~:INLET CONCENTRRTION 6:0UTLET CONCENTRRTION 
X:INLET CONC. NOT USED 0:0UTLET CONC. NOT USEO 
K7 : 115.33 ML/MIN K8 : 9.5961 ML/MIN 
0 K7: 6.9794 ML/MlN 0 K8: .97596 ML/MIN 
TRU1: 31.685 MIN TRU2: .74609 MlN 
R: .47836 MGr/ML B: .00438 MGr/ML 
C: -.0163 MGr/ML 0: -.1878 MGr/ML 
QURO. SUM INL.:18.11874 QURO. SUM OUTL.:l4.53705 
Ke x Rp: .25945 1/MIN 0 Ke x Rp: .01570 
CURVEFITTING IS OONE ON BOTH CURVES 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION SALICYLAAT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
SOLUTION HUMAN PLASMA , 
NAME OF PATIENT HR VAN DIJK •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
POSSIBLE DISEASE WEGENER ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••, 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT 19-04-1985 •••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••• , 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S): WVJ TAEN/CM SCHEERDER/PH VAN RIJSINGEN ••••••• , 
DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN: ? •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
N1JMBER OF COL~ : 3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 0.109 1/CM 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 2250 MGR 
VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1 3145. ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE • 36. ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 25. ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 635. ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN 193. ML 
INLET PRESSURE 5-15 MM HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE 0. MM HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 37 DEG CEL , 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT 11 • 09 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) 150 SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( 11 11 

) 300 SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( 11 11 

) 600 SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 100 ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBANCE. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBANCE. 

530. 

10 
0.3 

918. 
. 16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.014 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO, TIME OUT,ABS. OUT, 
(MIN) (MGR/ML) (MIN) 

1 , o.oo, 1.351, 0.6868 , 1, 5.00, 0.404, 
2, 10.00, 1.155, 0.5784 , 2, 12 .00, 0.536, 
3, 20.00, 0.862, 0.4164 , 3, 22.00, 0.513, 
4, 30.00, 0.750, 0.3544 , 4, 32.00, 0.495, 
5, 40.00, 0.659, 0.3041 , 5, 42.00, 0.494, 
6, 50.00, 0.738, 0.3478 , 6, 52 .00, 0.526, 
7, 60.00, 0.526, 0.2306 , 7, 62.00, 0.491, 
8, 90.00, 0.501, 0.2168 , 8, 92.00, 0.445, 
9, 120.00, 0.480, 0.2051 , 9, 122.00, 0.438, 

10, 180.00, 0.486, 0.2085 10, 182.00, 0.452, 
11, 240.00, 0.500, 0.2162 , 11, 240.00, 0.508, 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.1631, 
0.2361, 
0.2234, 
0.2134, 
0.2129, 
0.2306, 
0.2112, 
0.1858, 
0.1819, 
0.1897, 
0.2206, 
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NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT :-225 ML CITRAATOPLOSSING AAN 
HET PLASMA TOEGEVOEGD. 

1 

, 
-170 ML VAN HET PLASMA VERWIJD-, 

ERD OM DE CITRAATOPLOSSING TE KUNNEN TOEVOEGEN. 
-INLAATDRUK NEEMT AF TOT 0-10. , 
-MONSTER 6-IN WERD 3* VERDUND; , 

ECHTER DE EXTINCTIE GEDRAAGT ZICH WAARSCHIJNLIJK NIET LINEAIR. 

THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE CALCULATED WITH CURVEFITTING 

K7 = 1.153265E+02 ML/MINT 
DELTA K7 = 6.979369E+OO ML/MINT 
REL.ERROR IN K7 = 6.05 % 
TAUl = 3.168489E+Ol MINT 
A = 4.783584E-Ol MGR/ML 
C • -1.626906E-02 MGR/ML 
Ke x Ap = 2.594522E-Ol I/MINT 
Vi • 3.276250E+03 ML 
Vc = 6.350000E+02 ML 
Q (flow) = l.OOOOOOE+02 ML/MINT 

K8 = 9.596220E+OO ML/MINT 
DELTA K8 = 9.759630E-Ol ML/MINT 
REL.ERROR IN K8 = 10.17 % 
TAU2 = 7.460934E-Ol MINT 
B = 4.375410E-03 MGR/ML 
D = -1.877579E-Ol MGR/ML 
DEL.KexAp= 1.570162E-02 I/MINT 
Vo = 1.202500E+02 ML 
MO = 2.250000E+03 ML 
C(equil.)= 2.040269E-01 MGR/ML 

REMOVED TOXIN MASS (THEORY) = 1.580752E+03 

REMOVED TOXIN MASS (EXPER.) = 1.541667E+03 
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ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERIMENTS 

~:INLET CONCENTRATION 

Q ; 
Vc: 
Vo: 

200 ML/MIN 
650 ML 

132.5 ML 

~:OUTLET CONCENTRATION 

MO: 2248 MGR 
Vt: 3335.5 ML 
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ONE-COMPARTMENTAL IN-VITRO CIRCULATION EXPERiMENTS 
K7 ANO KB ARE CALCULATEO WITH CURVEFITTING 
~:INLET CONCENTRATION à:OUTLET CONCENTRBTION 
X:INLET CONC. NOT USEO ~:OUTLET CONC. NOT USEO 
K7 : 319.41 ML/MIN KB : 29.320 MLJMIN 
0 K7: 27.343 ML/MIN 0 KB: 3.0927 MLJMIN 
T A U 1 : 1 2 . 9 4 6 M 1 N T A U 2 : . 3 5 B 7 2 M fN 
A: .45909 MGr/ML B: .0017B MGr/ML 
C: -.1323 MGr/ML 0: -.OBOB MGr/~L 
QUAO. SUM INL.: 10 .B0026 QUAO. SUM OUTL. :5 .B1B221 
Ke x Ap: .70199 1/MIN 0 Ke x Ap: .06009 
CURVEFITTING IS OONE ON BOTH CURVES 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION SALICYLAAT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
SOLUTION HUMAN PLASMA 
NAME OF PATIENT J DE VOS •••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
POSSIBLE DISEASE WALDENSTROEM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••, 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT 24-04-1985 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S): WVJ TAEN/CM SCHEERDER/PH VAN RIJSINGEN ••••••• , 
DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN : 18-04-85 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NUMBER OF COLIJMN : 3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 0.075 1/CM 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 2248 MGR 
VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1 3200. ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE • 38. ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 35. ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 650. ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN 230. ML 
INLET PRESSURE 40-50 MM HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE 20. MM HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 37 DEG CEL , 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT 11.40 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) 74. SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( " " ) 150 SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( " " ) 300 SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 200 ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBANCE. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBANCE. 

530. 
0.01 

10 
0.3 

925. 
L6.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.014 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO, TIME OUT~ABS. OUT, 
(MIN) (MGR/ML) (MIN) 

1 ' o.oo, 1.128' 0.6740 ' 1 ' 6.00, 0.311, 
2, 10.00, 0.705, 0.4032 2, 12.00, 0.326, 
3, 20.00, 0.572, 0.3181 ' 3, 22.00, 0.398, 
4, 30.20, 0.405, 0.2112 ' 4, 32.00, 0.405, 
5, 40.00, 0.374, 0.1914 5, 42.00, 0.419, 
6, 50.00, 0.408, 0.2131 ' 6, 52.00, 0.420, 
7, 60.00, 0.401, 0.2087 7, 62.00, 0.414, 
8, 90.00, 0.376, 0.1927' 8, 92.00, 0.425, 
9, 120.00, 0.418, 0.2195 

' 
9, 122.00, 0.439' 

10, 180.00, 0. 381' 0.1959 10, 182.00, 0.466, 
11, 240.00, 0.371, 0.1895 , 11, 240.00, 0.434, 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.1510, 
0.1606, 
0.2067, 
0.2112, 
0.2202, 
0.2208, 
0.2170, 
0.2240, 
0.2330, 
0.2503' 
0.2298, 
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1 

NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT :-UV-SPECTROFOTOMETER WAS NIET , 
GEHEEL BETROUWBAAR. 

-CA. 225 ML CITRAATOPLOSSING 
WAS AAN HET PLASMA TOEGEVOEGD (0.3 MOL). 

THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE CALCULATED WITH CURVEFITTING 

K7 = 3.194062E+02 ML/MINT 
DELTA K7 = 2.734310E+Ol ML/MINT 
REL.ERROR IN K7 = 8.56 % 
TAUl = 1.294582E+Ol MINT 
A = 4.590869E-Ol MGR/ML 
C = -1.323337E-Ol MGR/ML 
Ke x Ap = 7.019916E-01 I/MINT 
Vi = 3.335500E+03 ML 
Vc = 6.500000E+02 ML 
Q (flow) = 2.000000E+02 ML/MINT 

K8 = 2.931994E+Ol ML/MINT 
DELTA K8 = 3.092735E+OO ML/MINT 
REL.ERROR IN K8 = 10.55 % 
TAU2 = 3.587225E-01 MINT 
B = 1.775412E-03 MGR/ML 
D = -8.076595E-02 MGR/ML 
DEL.KexAp= 6.009472E-02 1/MINT 
Vo = 1.325000E+02 ML 
MO = 2.248000E+03 ML 
C(equil.)= 2.130996E-01 MGR/ML 

REMOVED TOXIN MASS (THEORY) = 1.537206E+03 

REMOVED TOXIN MASS (EXPER.) = 1.616084E+03 
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ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERIMENTS 

~:INLET CONCENTRRTION 

Q : 300 ML/MIN 
Vc: 650 ML 
Vo: 132.5 ML 

~:OUTLET CONCENTRRTION 

MO: 2551.1 MGR 
Vt: 3235.5 ML 
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TIME IN MINUTES ---> 

SRL!CYLRRT DRTE 
26-4-1985 

ONE-COMPARTMENTAL IN-VITRO CIRCULATION EXPERIMENTS 
K7 ANO KB ARE CALCULATEO WITH CURVEFITTING 
~:INLET CONCENTRATION ~:OUTLET CONCENTRATION 
X:INLET CONC. NOT USEO ~:OUTLET CONC. NOT USEO 
K7 : 32.751 ML/MIN KB : 10.9B2 ML/MIN 
0 K7: 5.5119 ML/MIN 0 KB: 3.3272 ML/MIN 
TAU1: 39.672 MIN TAU2: .40176 MIN 
A: .2B119 MGr/ML 8: .02652 MGr/ML 
C: .20475 MGr/ML 0: - .6B55 MGr/ML 
QUAO. SUM INL.:l2.7B361 QUAO. SUM OUTL.:14.43450 
Ke x Ap: .0719B 1/MIN 0 Ke x Ap: .01211 
CURVEFITTING IS DONE ON BOTH CURVES 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 
SOL UT ION 

SALICYLAAT ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
HUMAN PLASMA , 

NAME OF PATIENT MW LARHO FS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
POSS IBLE D ISEASE ? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT 26-04-1985 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S): WVJ TAEN/CM SCHEERDER/PH VAN RIJSINGEN ••••••• , 
DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN : ? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
Nl.JMBER OF COLUMN : 11 • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 0.149 1/CM 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 2551.1 MGR 
VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1 3100 ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE • 38 ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 35 ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 650 ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN 19 3 ML 
INLET PRESSURE 120 MM HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE 60 MM HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 37 DEG CEL , 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT 11.05 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( 11 11 

) SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( " 11 

) . SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 300 ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBANCE. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBANCE. 

530 
0.01 

10 
0.3 

1000 
16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.014 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO, TIME OUT,ABS. OUT, 
(MIN) (MGR/ML) (MIN) 

1, o.oo, 1. 359, 0.7885 , 1, 6.50, 1.032, 
2, 10.00, 1.147, 0.6503 , 2, 13.50, 1.132, 
3, 20.00, 1.102, 0.6210 , 3, 22.00, 1.109, 
4, 30.00, 1.086, 0.6106 , 4, 32.00, 1.069, 
5, 40.00, 1.017, 0.5656 ' 5, 42.00, 1.055, 
6, 50.50, 1.096, 0.6171 , 6, 52.00, 1.043, 
7, 60.00, 0 .972, 0.536 3 , 7, 62.00, 0.918, 
8, 90.00, 0.866, 0.4672 , 8, 92.00, 0.874, 
9, 120.00, 1.005, 0.5578 , 9, 122.00, 0.849, 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.5754, 
0.6406, 
0.6256, 
0.5995, 
0.5904, 
0.5826, 
0.5011, 
0.4724, 
0.4561, 
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NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT :-AAN HET PLASMA WAS NATRIUM
CITRAAT TOEGEVOEGD (0.1 MOL/LITER) 

1 

' -NA CA. 5 MINUTEN WERD HET EXP-, 
ERIMENT TIJDELIJK GESTOPT WEGENS LEKKAGE VAN DE KOLOM (CA 1 MINUUT). , 

-HET EXPERIMENT WERD OM 14.00 
UUR GESTAAKT OMDAT DE KOLOM WEER LEKTE EN BOVENDIEN DE POMPSLANG HET , 
BEGAF. 

-DE IN- EN UITGANGSDRUK BE
DROEGEN, 1 UUR NA DE START, RESPECTIEVELIJK 130 EN 85 MM HG. 

THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE CALCULATED WITH CURVEFITTING 

K7 = 3.275100E+Ol ML/MINT 
DELTA K7 m S.SII856E+OO ML/MINT 
REL.ERROR IN K7 = 16.83 % 
TAUl = 3.967227E+01 MINT 
A = 2.811877E-Ol MGR/ML 
C = 2.047461E-01 MGR/ML 
Ke,x Ap = 7.198023E-02 I/MINT 
Vi = 3.235500E+03 ML 
Vc = 6.SOOOOOE+02 ML 
Q (flow) = 3.000000E+02 ML/MINT 

KB = 1.098248E+Ol ML/MINT 
DELTA K8 = 3.327190E+OO ML/MINT 
REL.ERROR IN K8 = 30.30 % 
TAU2 = 4.017603E-Ol MINT 
B = 2.652438E-02 MGR/ML 
D = -6.855057E-01 MGR/ML 
DEL.KexAp= 1.211397E-02 I/MINT 
Vo = 1.325000E+02 ML 
MD = 2.551100E+03 ML 
C(equil.)= 4.807596E-01 MGR/ML 

REMOVED TOXIN MASS (THEORY) = 9.535881E+02 

REMOVED TOXIN MASS (EXPER.) = 7.463549E+02 
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ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERIMENTS 

O:INLET CONCENTRRTION 

Q : 166.6 ML/MIN 
Vc: 71 ML 
Vo: 38.65 ML 

6:0UTLET CONCENTRR-TION 

MO: 2250 MGR 
Vt: 3197.7 ML 
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TIME IN NINUTES ---> 

SALICYLART DATE 
3-5-1985 

ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERJMENTS 
K7 RNO KB RRE CRLCULRTEO WITH CURVEFITTING 
~:INLET CONCENTRRTION ~iOUTLET CONCENTRRTION 
X:INLET CONC. NOT USEO 0:0UTLET CONC. NOT USEO 
K7 -6.1-5 MLIMIN KB 1 .OE-7 MLIMIN 
0 K7: -.6717 MLIMIN 0 KB: .2665B MLIMIN 
TRU1: -5.7+7 MIN TRU2: .22922 MIN 
R: . 75135 MGriML B: . OOB40 MGriML 
C : . 7 513 5 M GrIM L 0 : - . 6 9 5 2 M GrIM L 
QURO. SUM INL.:7.4776BO QURO. SUM OUTL.:31.69566 

I
' Ke x Rp:-1.2-6 11MIN 0 Ke x Rp:-.0135 
. CURVEFITTING IS OONE ON BOTH CURVES 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION :SALICYLAAT •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
SOLUTION : HUMAN PLASMA , 
NAME OF PATIENT : ? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
POSSIBLE DISEASE :? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT :03/05/85 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S):W.TAEN. C.SCHEERDER ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NUMBER OF COLUMN :KLEINE KOLOM N0.1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 0.047 1/CM 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 2250. MGR 
VOLUME OF COMPARTMENT 1 3150. ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE • 37. ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 28. ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 71. ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN 18. ML 
INLET PRESSURE 45. }1M HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE 10. MM HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 3 7. DEG CEL , 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT :11.54 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) 88. SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( " " ) 180. SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( " " ) 362. SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 166.6 ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBANCE. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBANCE. 

530. 
0.01 

10 
0.3 

200. 
10.1 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.014 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN NO, TIME OUT,ABS. OUT, 
(MIN) (MGR/ML) (MIN) 

1 , 0.00, 1.165, 0.7036 ' 1' 5.00, 0.908, 
2, 10.00, 1.105, 0.6659 2, 12.10, 1.042' 
3, 20.00, 1.080' 0.6501 ' 3, 22.25, 1.095, 
4, 30.00, 1.073, 0.6457 , 4, 32.00, 1.095, 
5' 40.00, 1.227' 0.7427 ' 5' 42.00, 1.124, 
6, 50.25, 1.100, 0.6627 ' 6, 52.00, 1.151, 
7' 60.25, 1.146' 0.6917 7, 62.00, 1.119, 
8, 90.00, 1.155, 0.6973 ' 8, 92.00, 1.136, 
9, 120.00, 1.147, 0.6923 ' 9, 122.00, 1.133, 

10, 180.00, 1.176, 0.7106 ' 10, 182.00, 1.150, 
11, 240.00, 1.156' 0.6980 ' 11, 240.00, 1.180, 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.5419, 
0.6262, 
0.6596' 
0.6596, 
0.6778, 
0.6948, 
0.6747, 
0.6854, 
0.6835, 
0.6942, 
0.7131, 
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NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT ................................ 
MONSTER NO. 5 WERD 3 MAAL VERDUND •••••••••••••••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................. , ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... ' ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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ONE-COMPARTMENTAL IN-VITRO CIRCULATION EXPERIMENTS 

~:INLET CONCENTRATION 

Q : 276 ML/MIN 
Vc: 635 ML 
Vo: 128.25 ML 

6:0UTLET CONCENTRATION 

MO: 2250.4 MGR 
Vt: 3230.3 ML 
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TIME IN MINUTES ---> 

SRL!CYLRRT DRTE 
8-5-1985 

ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERIMENTS 
K7 RNO KB ARE CRLCULRTEO WITH CURVEFITTING 
~:INLET CONCENTRRTION ~:OUTLET CONCENTRRTION 
X:INLET CONC. NOT USEO 0:0UTLET CONC. NOT USEO 
K7 : 265.35 ML/MIN KB : 1B.420 ML/MIN 
0 K7: B.0526 ML/MIN 0 KB: .7497B ML/MIN 
TRUl: 13.471 MIN TRU2: .30715 MIN 
R: .51006 MGr/ML 8: .00665 MGr/ML 
C: .06692 MGr/ML 0: -.2469 MGr/ML 
QURO. SUM INL.:1.920712 QURO. SUM OUTL.:2.129102 
Ke x Rp: .59695 1/MIN 0 Ke x Rp_: .01B12 
CURVEF I. TT I NG IS OONE ON BOTH CURVES 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION :SALYCILAAT •••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
SOLUTION : HUMAN PLASMA , 
NAME OF PATIENT :W.HUIZINGA •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
POSSIBLE DISEASE :? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT :08/05/85 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S):W.TAEN. C.SCHEERDER ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NUMBER OF COL11}1N' : 6 • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 0.129 1/CM 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 2250.4 MGR 
VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1 3090. ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE • 45. ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 33. ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 635. ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN 207. ML 
INLET PRESSURE 60. ~ HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE 25. MM HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 37 DEG CEL , 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT :11.10 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) 54. SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( " " ) 108. SEC 
REQ~IRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( " " ) 220. SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 276. ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBANCE. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBANCE. 

530. 
0.01 

10 
0.3 

818. 
16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.014 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO, TIME OUT,ABS. OUT, 
(MIN) (MGR/ML) (MIN) · 

1 ' o.oo, 1.356, 0.6967 ' 1' 5.20, 0.531, 
2, 10.75, 0.816, 0.3901 

' 2, 12.00, 0.510, 
3, 20.25, 0.635, 0.2873 ' 3, 22.00, 0.484, 
4, 30.25, 0.531, 0.2282 4, 32.00, 0.468, 
5, 40.00, 0.508, 0.2152 , 5, 42.00, 0.465, 
6, 50.10, 0.445, 0.1794 6, 52.10, 0.419, 
7, 60.00, 0.456, 0. 185 7 7, 6 2.00' 0.437, 
8, 90.00, 0.444, 0.1789 , 8, 92.00, 0.436, 
9, 120.20, 0.443, 0.1783 9, 122.00, 0.454, 

10, 180.00, 0.469, 0.1930 10, 182.00, 0.472, 
11, 240.00, 0.434, 0.1732 , 11, 240.00, 0.439, 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.2282, 
0.2163, 
0.2016, 
0.1925, 
0.1908' 
0.1647, 
0.1749, 
0.1743, 
0.1845, 
0.1947, 
0.1760, 
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NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT : 88.754 GR. NA.CITRAAT TOEGEVD-, 
EGD IN CA. 250 ML. WATER ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
15 ML. ETHANOL MET SALYCYLAAT •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
134 ML. ZOUTOPL • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... ' ..................................................................... ' ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... , 

THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE CALCULATED WITH CURVEFITTING 

K7 s 2.653453E+02 ML/MINT 
DELTA K7 = 8.052637E+OO ML/MINT 
REL.ERROR IN K7 • 3.03 % 
TAU1 = 1.347114E+01 MINT 
A = 5.100602E-01 MGR/ML 
C = 6.69170SE-02 MGR/ML 
Ke x Ap = 5.969524E-01 1/MINT 
Vi = 3.230250E+03 ML 
Vc = 6.350000E+02 ML 
Q (flow) = 2.760000E+02 ML/MINT 

K8 = 1.842064E+01 ML/MINT 
DELTA K8 = 7 .497"762E-01 ML/MINT 
REL.ERROR IN K8 = 4.07 % 
TAU2 = 3.071481E-01 MINT 
B = 6.653269E-03 MGR/ML 
D = -2.468679E-Ol MGR/ML 
DEL.KexAp= 1.811617E-02 1/MINT 
Vo = 1.282500E+02 ML 
MO = 2.250400E+03 ML 
C(equil.)= 1.799509E-01 MGR/ML 

REMOVED TOXIN MASS (THEORY) = 1.669114E+03 

REMOVED TOXIN MASS (EXPER.) = 1.691010E+03 
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ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERIMENTS 

~:INLET CONCENTRRTION 

Q : 80.5 ML/MIN 
Vc: 650 ML 
Vo: 127.5 ML 

6:0UTLET CONCENTRRTION 

MO: 1350 ._6 MGR 
Vt: 3127.5 ML 
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ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERIMENTS 
K7 RNO KB ARE CRLCULRTEO WITH CURVEFITTING 
~:INLET CONCENTRRTION ~:OUTLET CONCENTRRTION 
X:INLET CONC. NOT USEO ~:OUTLET CONC. NOT USEO 
K7 _ : 59 .40B ML/MIN KB : 2 .403B ML/MIN 
0 K7: 1.3171 ML/MIN 0 KB: .17010 ML/MIN 
T RU 1 .: 6 1 . 0 9 0 M I N T RU 2 : 1 • 1 3 4 9 M I N 
R: , 35593 MGr/ML 8: . 00600 MGr/ML 
C: .12957 MGr/ML 0: -.1995 MGr/ML 
Q U RD ~ s·u M I N L • : 6 • 5 3 B 7 7 1 Q U R 0 . S U M 0 U T L . : 1 3 . 9 1 4 5 5 
Ke-2Ç'·Rp:.13057 1/MIN 0 Ke x Rp:.00289 
CURNEEI'TTING IS OONE ON BOTH CURVES 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION : PARACETAMOL 
SOLUTION : HUMAN PLASMA 
NAME OF PATIENT .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
POSS IBLE D ISEASE : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT : 11-01-1985 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S): ERIC V/D POLS , 
DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NlJMBER OF COL'(]}ffi' : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 0.043 1/CM 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 1350.6 MGR 
VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1 3000 ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE 30 ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 30 ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 650 ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN ~ 

INLET PRESSURE MM HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE MM HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 37 DEG CEL 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML.(FLOW MEASM.) SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( 11 

" ) SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( 11 

" ) SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 80.5 ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR 
RELATIVE ERROR 

.. 

10 
0.3 

893 
16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.006 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO, TIME OUT,ABS. OUT, 
(MIN) (MGR/ML) (MIN) 

1, o.oo, 1.049, 0.4318 ' 1' 5.00, 0.442, 
2, 10.00, o. 930, 0.3808 ' 2, 12.00, 0.440, 
3, 20.00, 0.810, 0.3293 ' 3, 22.00, 0.436, 
4, 30.00, 0.727, 0.2936 , 4, 32.00, 0.410, 
5, 45.00, 0 .604, 0.2408 , 5, 47.00, 0.344, 
6, 60.00, 0.503, 0.1975 , 6, 62.00, 0.320, 
7, 92.00, 0.407, 0.1563 , 7, 92.00, 0.260, 
8, 120.00, 0.317, 0.1176 ' 8, 122.00, 0.247, 
9, 180.00, 0.273, 0.098 7 , 9, 182.00, 0.218, 

10, 240.00, 0.235, 0.0824 , 10, 240.00, 0.185, 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.1713, 
0.1704, 
0.1687, 
0.1575, 
0.1292, 
0.1189, 
0.0932, 
0.0876, 
0.0751, 
0.0610, 
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NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... , 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• J ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... ' ..................................................................... , 

THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE CALCULATED WITH CURVEFITTING 

K7 = 5.940763E+Ol ML/MINT K8 = 2.403823E+OO ML/MINT 
DELTA K7 = 1.317057E+OO ML/MINT DELTA K8 = 1.701049E-Ol ML/MINT 
REL.ERROR IN K7 = 2.22 % REL.ERROR IN K8 = 7.08 % 
TAUl = 6.108992E+Ol MINT TAU2 = 1.134932E+OO MINT 
A = 3.559341E-01 MGR/ML B = 6.002744E-03 MGR/ML 
c = 1.295731E-Ol MGR/ML D = -1.994828E-Ol MGR/ML 
Ke x Ap = 1.305662E-01 I/MINT DEL.KexAp= 2.894631E-03 !/MINT 
V i = 3.127500E+03 ML Va = 1.275000E+02 ML 
Vc = 6 .500000E+02 ML MO = 1.350600E+03 ML 
Q (flow) = 8.050000E+Ol ML/MINT C(equil. )= 6.990970E-02 MGR/ML 

REMOVED TOXIN MASS (THEORY) = 1.110061E+03 

REMOVED TOXIN MASS (EXPER.) = 1.092831E+03 
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ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERIMENTS 

~:INLET CONCENTRRTION 

Q :. 229.3 ML/MIN 
Vc: 650 ML 
Vo: 127.5 ML 

6:0UTLET CONCENTRRTION 

M 0 : 1 3 6 0 . 9 M GR 
Vt: 3149.5 ML 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION : PARACETAMOL 
SOLUTION : HUMAN PLASMA 
NAME OF PATIENT : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
POSS IBLE DISEASE .•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT : 11-03-1985 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S): ERIC V/D POLS/PERRY VAN RIJSINGEN , 
DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN: •••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NUMBER OF COLIJ}IN' : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 0.027 1/CM 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 1360.9 MGR 
VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1 3022 ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE 30 ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 30 ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 650 ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN ML 
INLET PRESSURE MM HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE MM HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 3 7 DEG CEL 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) 64 .0 SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( 11 11 

) 107.0 SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1 OOOML ( 11 11 

) 218.0 SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 229.3 ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM • 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBANCE. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBANCE. 

10 
0.3 

893 
16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.006 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO, TIME OUT,ABS. OUT, 
(MIN) (MGR/ML) (MIN) 

1, o.oo, 0.671, 0.4321 , 1, 5.00, 0.224, 
2, 10.00, 0.648, 0.4167 , 2, 12.00, 0.128, 
3, 20.00, 0.412, 0.2583 3, 22.00, 0.116, 
4, 30.00, 0.228, 0.1349 , 4, 32.00, 0.040, 
5, 40.00, 0.179, 0.1020 ' 5, 42.00, 0.066, 
6, 50.00, 0.118, 0.0611 , 6, 0.11, 7.000, 
7, 0.00, o.ooo, o.oooo , 7, o.oo, 0.000, 
8, 92.00, 0.067, 0.0268.' 8, 92.00, 0.043, 
9, 120.00, 0.051' 0.0161 , 9, 122.00, 0.038, 

10, 180.00, 0.058, 0.0208 10, 1~2.00, 0.027, 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.1322, 
0.0678, 
0.0597, 
0.0087, 
0.0262, 
4.6786, 
0.0000, 
0.0107, 
0.0074, 
0.0000, 
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NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT :.EERSTE MONSTER NIET GOED BE
PAALT ,FOUT IN OPWERKING ,EXTINCTIE IS UIT MEERDERE BEWERKINGEN HER-
LEID .............................................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
...................................... . ............................ , ...................................... . ............................ ' ..................................................................... ' ..................................................................... ' ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... , 
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ONE-COMPARTMENTAL IN-VITRO CIRCULATION EXPERIMENTS 

~:INLET CONCENTRATION ~:OUTLET CONCENTRATION 

Q -: 2 4 4 . 7 _ M L I M I N MO: 1350 MGR 
Vc: 65'0 ML Vt: 3127.5 ML 
V'o : 1 2 7 ..A-S M L 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 
SOLUTION 

PARACETAMOL • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 

NAME OF PATIENT 
POSSIBLE DISEASE 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S): 

HUMAN PLASMA ' , 
HR HOITING ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
WALDENSTROEM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
15-3-1985 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
VAN RIJSINGEN/VAN DER POLS ••••••••••••••••••• , 

DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN : ? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NUMBER OF COL'U}ffi' : ? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 0. 0 11 1 /CM 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 1350.0 MGR 
VOLUME OF COMPARTMENT 1 3000 ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE • 30 ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 30 ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 650 ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN ML 
INLET PRESSURE 85 MM HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE 45 MM HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 37 DEG CEL 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT ·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••, 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) 60 SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( 11 11 

) 123 SF.:C 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( 11 11 

) 248 SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 244.7 ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 

430 
0.01 

10 
0.3 

. 1000 
16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.006 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO, TIME OUT,ABS. OUT, 
(MIN) (MGR/ML) (MIN) 

1, 0.00, 0.810, 0.4317 1, 2.00, 0.420, 
2, 10.00, 0.591, 0.3133 , 2, 8.00, 0.379, 
3, 20.00, 0.408, 0.2145 , 3, 12.00, 0.317, 
4, 30.00, 0.310, 0.1615 4, 17.00, 0.282, 
5, 40.00, 0.251, 0.1297 , 5, 22.00, 0.238, 
6, 50.00, 0.194, 0.0989 6, 27.00, 0.215, 
7, 60.00, 0.148, 0.0740 , 7, 37.00, 0.176, 
8, 90.00, 0.080, 0.0373 , 8, 43.00, 0.158, 
9, 120.00, 0.052, 0.0221 9, 47.00, 0.142, 

10, 180.00, 0.034, 0.0124 10, 52.00, 0.129, 
11, 240.00, 0.034, 0.0124 11, 57.00, 0.124, 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.2210, 
0.1988, 
0.1653, 
0.1464, 
0.1226, 
0.1102, 
0.0891, 
0.0794, 
0.0708, 
0.0637, 
0.0610, 
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12, 63.00, 0.112, 0.0546, 
13, 92.00, 0.062, 0.0276, 
14, 122.00, 0.046, 0.0189, 
15, 182.00, 0.025, 0.0076, 
16, 240.00, 0.025, 0.0076, 

NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT THE FILMLENGTH OF 
USED IN THIS EXPERIMENT WAS NOT MEASURED AFTERWARDS. THE 

THE FILM ••• , 
VALUE ATTRI-, 

BASEDON THE MEAN •• , BUTED TO THE FILMLENGTH IN THIS FILE IS A GAMBLE, 
LENGTH OF TIIE FILMS • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ..................................................................... ' ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... ' ..................................................................... ' ..................................................................... ' 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION : PARAQUAT 
SOLUTION : HUMAN PLASMA 
NAME OF PATIENT : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
POSS IBLE D ISEASE .••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT : 14-12-1984 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S): ERIC V/D POLS , 
DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NUMBER OF COLUMN : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 0.280 1/CM 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 406.8 MGR 
VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1 3000 ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE 30 ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 30 ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 500 ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN ML 
INLET PRESSURE ML HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE ML HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 37 DEG CEL 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( " " ) SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( " " ) SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 301 ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH • 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION · · 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 

10 
0.3 

101~ 

16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.024 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, , NO, TIME OUT,ABS. OUT, CONC. IN 
(MGR/ML) 

0.1310 ' 
0.0587 

(MIN) 
1, o.oo, 
2, 10.00, 
3, 20.00, 
4, 30.00, 
5, 45.00, 
6, 60.00, 
7, 92.00, 
8, 130.00, 
9, 180.00, 

10, 240.00, 

2.000, 
1.050, 
0.625, 
0.460, 
0.356, 
0.314, 
0.280, 
0.287, 
0.287, 
0.287, 

0.0263 ' 
0.0137 
0.0058 
0.0026 
o.oooo 
0.0005 
0.0005 
0.0005 

1 ' 2, 
3, 
4, 
5, 
6, 
7, 
8, 
9, 

10, 

(HIN) 
4.00, 

12.00, 
22.00, 
32.00, 
47.00, 
62.00, 
92.00, 

122.00, 
182.00, 
240.00, 

0 .462, 
0.550, 
0.380, 
0.335, 
0.335, 
0.294, 
0.287, 
0.290, 
0.294, 
0.294, 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.0139, 
0.0206, 
0.0076, 
0.0042, 
0.0042' 
0.0011' 
0.0005, 
0.0008, 
0.0011, 
0.0011, 
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ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERIMENT5 

~:INLET CONCENTRRTION 

Q : 
Vc: 
Vo: 

96.4 ML/MIN 
500 ML 

95 ML 

~:OUTLET CONCENTRRTION 

MO: 399.9 MGR 
Vt: 3095 ML 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 
SOLUTION 

- 263 -

PARAQUAT 
HUMAN PLASMA 

NAME OF PATIENT 
POSSIBLE DISEASE 

............................................. ' ............................................. , 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S): 

20-12-1984 
ERIC V/D POLS , 

DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NlJMBER OF COL'UMN .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 0.260 1/CM 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 399.9 MGR 
VOLUME OF COMPARTMENT 1 3000 ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE • 20 ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 20 ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 500 ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN ML 
INLET PRESSURE ML HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE ML HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 3 7 DEG CEL 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT :, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( 11 11 

) SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1 OOOML ( " 11 

) SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 96.4 ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 

•. 

10 
0.3 

865.0 
16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.024 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO, TIME OUT,ABS. OUT, 
(MIN) (MGR/ML) (MIN) 

1 , o.oo, 1. 780, 0.1292 , 1, 5.00, 0.235, 
2, 10.00, 1. 420, 0.0986 , 2, 12.00, 0.305, 
3, 20.00, 1.090, 0.0706 , 3, 2 2. 00' 0.316, 
4, 30.00, 0.805, 0.0463 , 4, 32.00, 0.305, 
5, 45.00, 0.620, 0.0306 , 5, 47.00, 0.306, 
6, 60.00, 0.452, 0.0163 ' 6, 62.00, 0.275, 
7, 92.00, 0.348, 0.0075 ' 7, 92.00, 0. 26 2' 
8, 120.00, 0.275, 0.0013 8, 122.00, 0.260, 
9, 180.00, o. 290, 0.0026 , 9, 182.00, 0.260, 

10' 240.00, 0.292, 0.0027 , 10, 240.00, 0.260, 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.0000, 
0.0038, 
0.0048, 
0.0038, 
0.0039, 
0.0013, 
0.0002, 
0.0000, 
0.0000, 
0.0000, 
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ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERIMENTS 

~:INLET CONCENTRRTION 

Q : 
Vc: 
Vo: 

291 ML/MIN 
SOO ML 
lOS ML 

~:OUTLET CONCENTRRTION 

MO: 499.9 MGR 
Vt: 3105 ML 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION PARAQUAT 
SOLUTION HUMAN PLASMA 
NAME OF PATIENT : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
POSS IBLE D ISEASE .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT : 08-01-1985 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S): ERIC V/D POLS , 
DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NUMBER 0 F COLUMN .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 0.258 1/CM 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 499.9 MGR 
VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1 3000 ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE • 30 ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 30. ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 500. ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN ML 
INLET PRESSURE ML HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE ML HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 3 7 DEG CEL 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT : ..•••••..•••.••....••••.•.•.•..••...•.•• , 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( " " ) SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( " " ) SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 291 ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH • 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 

10 
0.3 

792 
16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.024 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO, TIME OUT,ABS. OUT, 
(MIN) (MGR/ML) (MIN) 

1, o.oo, 1.680, 0.1610 , 1 , 5.00, 0.940, 
2, 10.00, 1.060, 0.0908 2, 12.00, 0.620, 
3, 20.00, 0.722, 0.0525 3, 22.00, 0.475, 
4, 30.00, 0.512, 0.0288 4, 32.00, 0.394, 
5, 45.00, 0.380, 0.0138 , 5, 47.00, 0.294, 
6, 60.00, 0.306, 0.0054 6, 62.00, 0.258, 
7, 95.00, 0.304, 0.0052 7, 97.00, 0.271, 
8, 120.00, 0.254, 0.0000 8, 122.00, 0.259, 
9, 185.00, 0.261, 0.0003 , 9, 187.00, 0.258, 

10, 240.00, 0.254, 0.0000 10, 240.00, 0.258, 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.0772, 
0.0410, 
0.0246, 
0.0154, 
0.0041, 
0.0000, 
0.0015, 
0.0001, 
0.0000, 
0.0000, 
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Vc: 650 ML Vt: 3049.5 ML 
Vo: 127.5 ML 
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ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERIMENTS 

~:INLET CONCENTRRTION ~:OUTLET CONCENTRRTION 

Q : 192 ML/MIN MO: 400 MGR 
Vc: 650 ML Vt: 3049.5 ML 
Vo: 127.5 ML 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 
SOLUTION 

PARAQUAT ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 

NAME OF PATIENT 
POSSIBLE DISEASE 

HUMAN PLASMA 
' HO ITING • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 

DATE OF EXPERIMENT 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S): 

WALDENS TROEM • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
19-3-85 ................•..................... , 
VAN DER POLS/VAN RIJSINGEN ••••••••••••••••••• , 

DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN : ? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NlJMBER OF COLUMN : ? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 0.434 1/CM 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 400 MGR 
VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1 2870 ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE • 30 ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 30 ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 650 ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN ML 
INLET PRESSURE 52-42 MM HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE 18 MM HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 37 DEG CEL 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT : •••••••••••••••••..•••..••..••••.••••... , 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) 
REQUIREp TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( 11 11 

) 

REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER lOOOML ( 11 11 
) 

FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 

67 
138 
282 
218 

299 
0.1 
10 
0.3 

1000 
16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.74 
18.0 
0.024 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO, TIME OUT,ABS. OUT, 
(MIN) (MGR/ML) (MIN) 

1' 0.00, 1.464' 0.1334 1 ' 3.00, 0.739, 
2, 10.00, 0.895, 0.0597 ' 2, 12.00, 0.515, 
3, 20.00, o. 7 39' 0.0395 3, 17.00, 0.505, 
4, 30.00, 0.549, 0.0149 ' 4, 22.00, 0.47 4, 
5, 40.00, 0.494, 0.0078 , 5, 27.00, 0.491, 
6, 50.00, 0.464, 0.0039 , 6, 32.00, 0.446, 
7, 60.00, 0.499, 0.0084 ' 7, 37.00, 0.401, 
8, 95.00, o. 481, 0.0061 ' 8, 42.00, 0.397, 
9, 120.00, 0.448, 0.0018 ' 9, 47.00, 0.457, 

10, 180.00, 0. 49 4' 0.0078 ' 10, 53.00, 0. 45 3, 
11, 240.00, 0.494, 0.0078 ' 11' 58.00, 0.456, 

SEC 
SEC 
SEC 
ML/MIN 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.0395, 
0.0105, 
0.0092, 
0.0052, 
0.0074, 
0.0016, 
0.0000, 
0.0000, 
0.0030, 
0.0025, 
0.0029, 
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1 

12, 62.00, 0.437, 0.0004, 
13, 92.00, 0.434, 0.0000, 
14, 125.00, 0.526, 0.0119, 
15, 182.00, 0.542, 0.0140, 
16, 240.00, 0.620, 0.0241, 

NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t ..................................................................... , 
•••••• LENGTH OF FILM WAS NOT MEASURED. IT IS ARBRITRARILY CHOSEN ••••• , ................................................. . ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ....................................................... . ...... ' ........... .............................. . ...... , 
......................................... . ......................... ' ......................................... . ......................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
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ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERIMENT5 

~:INLET CONCENTRRTION 

Q : 129 ML/MIN 
Vc: 634 ML 
Vo: 125.1 ML 

6:0UTLET CONCENTRRTION 

MO: 654.1 MGR 
Vt: 3145.1 ML 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION FENOBARBUTAL 
SOLUTION HUMAN PLASMA 
NAME OF PATIENT HOITING 
POSSIBLE DISEASE WALDENSTROEM 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT 20-3-1985 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S): ERIC V/D POLS & PERRY VAN RIJSINGEN 
DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN : .•...•••••.•............••.•...•••. , 
NUMBER OF COLUMN : 4 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 
VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1 

OOSTERHOUT 
0.015 

654.1 
3020 

VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE • 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN 
INLET PRESSURE 
OUTLET PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT 11.35.00 H 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( " " ) 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( " " ) 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN • · • 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 

30 
30 

634 

22-30 
10 
37 

115 
232 
471 
129.0 

320 & 250 
0.1 

10 
0.3 

1005 
16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.014 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO, TIME OUT,ABS. OUT, 
(MIN) 

1, o.oo, 0.398, 
2, 10.00, 0.331, 
3, 20.00, 0.258, 
4, 30.00, 0.152, 
5, 38.00, 0.127, 
6, 53.00, 0.070, 
7, 60.00, 0.053, 
8, 90.00, 0.023, 
9, 128.00, 0.008, 

10, 190.00, 0.002, 
11, 240.00, 0.026, 

(MGR/ML) 
0.2080 , 
0.1716 , 
0.1320 , 
0.0744 , 
0.0608 , 
0.0299 , 
0.0206 , 
0.0043 , 
0.0000 , 
0.0000 
0.0060 , 

(MIN) 
1, 7. 00, 
2, 12.00, 
3, 17.00, 
4, 22.00, 
5, 27.00, 
6, 35.00, 
7, 40.00, 
8, 49.00, 
9, 54.00, 

10, 57.00, 
11, 63.00, 

0.090, 
0.063, 
0.058, 
0.053, 

-0.002, 
0.099, 
0.055, 
0.049, 
0.024, 
0.023, 
0.034, 

1/CM 
MGR 
ML 
ML 
ML 
ML 
ML 
MM HG 
MM HG 
DEG CEL 

SEC 
SEC 
SEC 
ML/MIN 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.0407, 
0.0261, 
0.0233, 
0.0206, 
0.0000, 
0.0456, 
0.0217, 
0.0185, 
0.0049, 
0.0043, 
0.0103, 
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12, 
13, 
14, 
15, 

92.00, 
129.00, 
192.00, 
240.00, 

0.040, 
0.036' 
0 .063, 
0.012, 

0.0136, 
0.0114, 
0.0261, 
0.0000, 

NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT : SAMPLES OF THE FIRST 30 MINU- , 
TES TOOK AT LEAST 40 SECONDS SAMPLING TIME. IN CASE OF UNDECLARED ER-, 
RORS ONE CAN ALSO COUNT WITH A STANDARD DEVIATION IN TIME. THE INLET , 
PRESSURE INCREASED FROM 0 MM HG AT THE BEGINNING OF THE EXPERIMENT 
TO 10 MM HG AT THE END • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
..................................................................... , ..................................................................... ' ..................................................................... ' ..................................................................... , 
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TIME IN MINUTES ---> 

CHDLICRCID 

tSO 200 220 

E9 

180 200 220 

DRTE 
21-5-1985 

240 
-12 

. 1 1 

. 1 

.09 

.os 

.07 

.os 

.os 

. 04 

. 03 

.02 

. 0 1 

0 
240 

ONE-COMPARTMENTAL lN-VlTRO CIRCULATION EXPERIMENTS 

~:INLET CONCENTRATION 

Q : 100 ML/MIN 
Vc: 635 ML 
Vo: 108.25 ML 

~:OUTLET CONCENTRATION 

MO: 306.4 MGR 
Vt: 3114.3 ML 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION :CHOLIC ACID ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
SOLUTION : HUMAN PLASMA 
NAME OF PATIENT :DHR MARTENS ••••••••••••••••••• o••o••••••••o••o, 
POSSIBLE DISEASE :UNKNOWN.ooooo•••o•o•••o•••••••••o•••oooo••o•••, 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT :21/05/85 •••• o •••••••••••••• o o ••••• o o ••• o o ••••• , 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S):W.TAEN C.SCHEEERDER P.VAN RIJSINGEN •• o•o••o•••, 
DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN :o••oo•••o••oo•o••oo•o•••ooooo••o••o• 
NUMBER OF COLUMN : 136 • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER Vo OOSTERHOUT 
THIS PARAMETER INDICATES THAT INPUT IS THE CONCE 1000 NTRATION 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 306.4 MGR 
VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1 3000 ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE • 19 ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 13 ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 635 ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN 212 ML 
INLET PRESSURE 20 MM HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE 0 MM HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 37 DEG CEL , 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT :13.01 ••••• o.oo•o••o••oooo•o••ooo•••ooo•o• 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) 150 SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( " " ) 300 SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( " " ) 600 SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 100 ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH NM 
SPLIT WIDTH MM 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN CONCENTRATION. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN CONCENTRATION. 

10 
Oo3 

963 
16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0 
1 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, , NO, TIME OUT,ABSo OUT, CONC. IN 
(MGR/ML) 

0.0990 ' 
0.0870 , 
Oo0700 , 
0.0590 ' 
0.0540 ' 
0.0450 ' 
0.0410 
0.0240 
Oo0160 ' 
Oo0070 ' 
0.0020 , 

(MIN) 
1, o.oo, 
2, 10.50, 
3, 20o00, 
4' 30.10' 
5, 40. 10' 
6, 50o00, 
7, 60.40, 
8, 90.00, 
9' 120.00' 

10, 180.00, 
11' 240 oOO' 

0.099, 
Oo087, 
0.070, 
Oo059, 
0.054, 
0.045, 
0 0 041' 
0.024, 
0.016, 
0.007, 
0.002, 

1' 
2, 
3, 
4, 
5, 
6, 
7, 
8, 
9, 

10, 
11, 

(MIN) 
6.25, 

12o00, 
22.00, 
32.00, 
4 2.00' 
53o25, 
62.00, 
92.00' 

122.00, 
182.00, 
240.00, 

0.039, 
Oo036, 
Oo031, 
0.027, 
0.024, 
0.021, 
0.018, 
Oo013, 
Oo010, 
0.003' 
o. 002, 

MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
MGR/ML 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.0390, 
0.0360, 
0.0310, 
0.0270, 
0.0240, 
0.0210, 
0.0180, 
0.0130, 
0.0100, 
0.0030, 
0.0020, 
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NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT :GEANALISEERD IN DYKZICHT • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................................. ' 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••J ......................... . ............................ , .................................... . ............................ , ..................................................................... , 

..................................................................... , ..................................................................... ' 
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9.807692 49.03846 88.26923 127.5 166.7308 205.9615 245.1923 
C42 .042 

.04 . 04 

.038 . 038 

.036 . 036 

. 034 . 034 
1] 

.032 . 032 

. 03 .03 

.028 m .028 

.026 m .026 

.024 .024 

-022 .022 

. 02 . 02 
~ 

.018 .018 
2lS 

.016 r:tl .016 
2lS 

. 0 1 4 2lS . 0 14 
® 

.012 2!s .012 
2!s 

. 0 1 . 0 1 

.008 @} . 008 

.006 .. .006 

. 004 e . 004 
6 

.002 a a .002 

0 0 
9.807692 49.03846 88.26923 127.5 166.7308 206.9615 245.1923 

TIME IN MINUTES ---> 

CHDLICRCID DATE 
29-5-1985 

ONE-COMPRRTMENTRL IN-VITRO CIRCULRTION EXPERIMENTS 

~:INLET CONCENTRRTION 

Q : 208.3 ML/MIN 
Vc: 650 ML 
Vo: 110.5 ML 

~:OUTLET CONCENTRRTION 

MO: 122.7 MGR 
Vt: 3136.5 ML 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION :CHOLIC ACID ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
SOLUTION : HUMAN PLASMA , 
NAME OF PATIENT :DHR HUIZINGA •••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• , 
POSSIBLE DISEASE : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT :29/05/85 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S):W.TAEN C.SCHEERDER P.VAN RIJSINGEN •••••••••••• , 
DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
N'UMBER OF COLUMN : 6 • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
THIS PARAMETER INDICATES THAT INPUT IS THE CONCE 1000 NTRATION 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 122.7 MGR 
VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1 3020 ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE • 19 ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 13 ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 650 ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN 230 ML 
INLET PRESSURE 65 MM HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE 10 MM HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 37 DEG CEL , 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT :11.21 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) 71 SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( 11 11 

) 144 SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( 11 11 

) 288 SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 208. 3 ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN CONCENTRATIÖN. 
RELATIVE ERROR 

10 
0.3 

862 
16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0 
1 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO, TIME OUT,ABS. OUT, 
(MIN) (MGR/ML) (MIN) 

1' 0.00, 0.040, 0.0400 ' 1' 5.00, 0.025, 
2, 10.10, 0.033, 0.0330 ' 2, 12.10, 0.022, 
3, 20.00, 0.028, 0.0280 ' 3, 22.00, 0.017, 
4, 30.00, 0.026, 0.0260 ' 4, 38.50, 0.015, 
5, 40.00, 0.019, 0.0190 ' 5, 42.00' 0.014, 
6, 50.00, 0.016, 0.0160 ' 6, 52.00, 0.012, 
7, 60.00, 0.013, 0.0130 ' 7, 62.00, 0.011, 
8, 90.25, 0.008, 0.0080 ' 8, 92.25, 0.006' 
9, 120.00, 0.004, 0.0040 ' 9, 122.00, 0.002, 

10, 180.00, 0.003, 0.0030 ' 10, 182.00, 0.002, 
11, 255.00, 0.002, 0.0020 ' 11' 255.00, 0.002, 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
MGR/ML 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.0250, 
0.0220, 
0.0170, 
0.0150, 
0.0140, 
0.0120, 
O.OllO, 
0.0060, 
0.0020, 
0.0020, 
0.0020, 
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................................ , NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT 
89.04 GR. CITRAAT TOEGEVOEGD IN 150 ML. WATER ••• . .............. . . ' ................................... . ' .................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ................................................... , .. · ..................................... . . ..... ' .......................................................... . ..... ' ..................................................................... , 
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9.8i2S 39.25 68.6875 98.125 127.5625 157 
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0 29.4375 58.875 88.3125 117.75 147.1875 

TIME IN MINUTES ---> 

BIL/RUBIN DATE 
10-5-1985 

ONE-COMPARTMENTAL IN-VITRO CIRCULATION EXPERIMENTS 

~:INLET CONCENTRATION 

Q : 
Vc: 
Vo: 

64.4 ML/MIN 
28 ML 

17.2 ML 

à:OUTLET CONCENTRRTION 

MO: 95.5 MGR 
Vt: 563.2 ML 
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0 29.4375 58.875 88.3125 117.75 147.1875 
TIME IN MINUTES ---> 

BIL/RUBIN DATE 
10-5-1985 

ONE-COMPARTMENTAL IN-VITRO CIRCULATION EXPERIMENTS 
K7 ANO KB ARE CALCULATEO WITH CURVEFITTING 
~:INLET CONCENTRATION ~:OUTLET CONCENTRATION 
X:INLET CONC. NOT USEO ~:OUTLET CONC. NOT USED 
K7 : 1.4B52 MLIMIN KB : .61415 MLIMIN 
0 K7: .3B665 MLIMIN 0 KB: .23549 MLIMIN 
TAU1: 41.494 MIN TAU2: .25501 MIN 
A : . 0 1 7 3 B M GrIM L B : . 0 0 4 B 4 M GrIM L 
C : . 0 1 3 7 2 M ~01 M L 0 : - • 1 6 1 1 M GrIM L 

) 

QUAO. SUM INL~: .5B7900B QUAO. SUM OUTL.: .6799127 
Ke x Ap: .075/B 11MIN 0 Ke x Ap: .01973 
CURVEF I TT INO- IS OONE ON BOTH CURVES 
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SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION :BILIRUBIN ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
SOLUTION : HUMAN PLASMA 
NAME OF PATIENT :J .DE VOS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
POSSIBLE DISEASE :WALDENSTROEM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DATE OF EXPERIMENT :10/05/85 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NAME(S) OF ANALYSER(S):W.TAEN. C.SCHEERDER ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DATE OF ASSEMBLAGE OF THE COLUMN :10/5/85 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NUMBER OF COLUMN :MINI NO. 2 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DESCRIPTION OF COLUMN : DESIGNED BY PETER V. OOSTERHOUT 
ABSORBANCE OF PLASMA (BLANCO) 0.007 1/CM 
AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN SOLUTION 9 5. 5 MGR 
VOLUME OF GOMPARTMENT 1 540. ML 
VOLUME OF SUPPLY-PIPE • 19 ML 
VOLUME OF DISCHARGE-PIPE 13 ML 
VOLUME OF COLUMN 28 ML 
VOLUME OF FLUID IN THE COLUMN 6. 5 ML 
INLET PRESSURE 0-15. MM HG 
OUTLET PRESSURE 0. MM HG 
TEMPERATURE OF SOLUTION 3 7 DEG CEL 
STARTING TIME OF EXPERIMENT : .••..•••••••.••••...•••••••.•••••.•••..• , 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 250 ML (FLOW MEASM.) SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 500 ML ( 11 11 

) SEC 
REQUIRED TIME TO GATHER 1000ML ( 11 11 

) SEC 
FLOW THROUGH COLUMN 64.4 ML/MIN 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER USED : ZEISS P.M.Q. 2 
WAVE LENGTH 
SPLIT WIDTH 
PATHLENGTH THROUGH CUVET 
ESTIMATED BED POROSITY 
LENGTH OF FILM 
WIDTH OF FILM 
TYPE OF ABSORBENT USED : MERCK ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
AMOUNT OF 6% COLLODION IN ETHER IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHER ADDED TO SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ETHANOL IN SUSPENSION 
AMOUNT OF ABSORBENT IN SUSPENSION 
INNER DIAMETER OF THE COLUMN 
LENGHT OF COLUMN 
ABSOLUTE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 
RELATIVE ERROR IN ABSORBENCE. 

10 
0.3 

89.5 
16.7 

750 
250 
100 
140 

6.7 
18.0 
0.006 
0 

NO, TIME IN, ABS. IN, CONC. IN , NO, TIME OUT, ABS. OUT, . 
(MIN) (MGR/ML) (MIN) 

1 , 0.00, 0.238, 0.1696 , 1, 6.60, 0.211, 
2, 10.00, 0.225, 0.1600 , 2, 12.80, 0.217, 
3, 20.00, 0.226, 0.1608 3, 22.00, 0.218, 
4, 30.00, 0.215, 0 .152 7 4, 3 2.00, 0.216, 
5, 40.20, 0.223, 0.1586 , 5, 42.00, 0.211, 
6, 50.00, 0.223, 0.1586 , 6, 52.10, 0.213, 
7, 60.10, 0.220, 0.1564 7, 62.00, 0.210, 
8, 90.00, 0.218, 0. 154 9 8, 9 2.00, 0.206, 
9, 120.50, 0.216, 0.1534 9, 122.00, 0.202, 

10, 157.00, 0.213, 0.1512 , 10, 157.00, 0. 199, 

NM 
MM 
MM 
1 
CM 
CM 

GR 
ML 
ML 
GR 
CM 
CM 
1 
% 

CONC. OUT, 
(MGR/ML) 

0.1497, 
0.1542, 
0.1549, 
0.1534, 
0.1497, 
0.1512, 
0.1490, 
0.1461' 
0.1431, 
0.1409, 
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NECESSARY COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
NA CA. 7 MIN. WERD HET DEBIET VERHOOGD TOT 64,4 ML/MIN.,VANWEGE •••••• , 
PROBLE}IEN MET DE POMP • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
DE ANALYSES VONDEN PLAATS IN HET ST.JOZEF ZIEKENHUIS ••••••••••••••••• , 
ANALYSES WAREN 5 MAAL VERDUND •••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ..................................................................... , ..................................................................... , 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• J 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' •••••••••••••••••••••••• J ..................................................................... ' 
THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE CALCULATED WITH CURVEFITTING 

K7 = l.485210E+OO ML/MINT 
DELTA K7 = 3.866511E-Ol ML/MINT 
REL.ERROR IN K7 = 26.03 % 
TAUl = 4.149440E+Ol MINT 
A = 1.737835E-02 MGR/ML 
C = 1.371570E-02 MG~/ML 
Ke x Ap = 7.577601E-02 I/MINT 
Vi = 5.632000E+02 ML 
Vc = 2.800000E+Ol ML 
Q (flow) = 6.440000E+Ol ML/MINT 

K8 = 6.141633E-Ol ML/MINT 
DELTA K8 = 2.354940E-01 ML/MINT 
REL.ERROR IN K8 = 38.34 % 
TAU2 = 2.550061E-Ol MINT 
B = 4.837610E-03 MGR/ML 
D = -1.610665E-Ol MGR/ML 
DEL.KexAp= 1.972710E-02 1/MINT 
Vo = 1.720000E+Ol ML 
MO = 9.550000E+Ol ML 
C(equil.)= 1.473508E-01 MGR/ML 

REMOVED TOXIN MASS (THEORY) = 1.228947E+01 

REMOVED TOXIN MASS (EXPER.) = 1.033550E+Ol 
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Appendix 12: Abstracts resulting from this work 

This work resulted into two abstracts. One for the A.S.A.I.O. congress in 

Chicago (octobre 1985) and one for the yearly Haemeperfusion congress in 

Mexico City. The two abstracts are presented in this appendix. 
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A KINETIC MODEL OF THE LIVER'S EXCRETORY PUNCTION 
POR A NEW STRATEGY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
ARTIFICIAL LIVER SUPPORT. . 
P.H. van Rijsingen*, L.A.AE. Sluyterman*, A.M.W. 
van Ber.lo 
Eindhoven University of Technology,The Netherlands 

This study aiJilS at establishing when and to 
what extent a liver support system is required. In 
our strategy we must know the excretory capacity 
of the liver as a tunetion of the residual func
tional liver li&SS (M) and the blood flow perfusing 
the ltver parenchymal tissue (Q). 

Existing aodels assume proportionality between 
H, Q and excretory capacity. They ignore the maxi
mum capacity of the liver and the drastic increase 
of the concentration of relevant substances only 
wben most of the organ bas been deteriorated. 

The newly proposed model,in which the liver is 
represented by an enzyme reactor,. includes these 
phenom.ena. Every substance bas its. relevant para-· 
meters (Km and e*k(cat)). The height of the column 
(h) times the cross section area (d) simulates M. 
The flow through the column simulates Q. G equals 
the amount of a substance generated in the body. 
()D is the steady state concentration in the blood 
at constant G of endogenous substances. o- bas to 
be maintained below a eertaio level,with the aid 
of a support äYStem. "· 

The model shows, that ini tially o- is inverse 
proportional to Q; below a critica! value of Q, 
however, there is a sharp increase of o-. In addi
tion, limited decrease of h*d, doesn't affect a
at all, but below a certain level of h*d, o- in
creases dramatically. The concentration of a meta
bolite, synthesized by the liver, is similarly af
fected. The model can also describe how a pulse of 
an (exogenous) substance is cleared as a function 
of time. 

This theoretica! model remains to be evaluated 
in-vivo by markers of hepatic failure, but we may 
conclude from it that artificial liver support may 
be effective if started at appropriate time. 
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Appendix 13: Definitions 
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Appendix 14: List of definitions of dimensionless numbers 

EXCR := 

GEN 

k x a x (1-e) x V 
e p c 

Ne 

R 

s 

:= 

:= 

€ 
·=-x ~ • A V 

X(cr,e):= C(z,t) 
Ca 

Y(cr,e):= q(z,t) 
9a 

Q 

FL 

KAP13 

Ns 

T 

A x V 
c 

:= -~-vl 

60 x D x A x V := ___ ...;s;.... __ ~c 

d2x Q 

e: 
:= e - - x cr 

A 

* * C(z,t) X(cr,e):= 
Ca 

* Y(cr,e):= q(z,t) 
9a 
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A. := 

e := Q x t 
V x A. c 

z ·=-. L 

1 
:= ---------

Rl ~ + 1.688 x (1-R) 
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E.V.E.H. 

L.D.F. 

Q.D.F. 

P.U. 
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List of abbreviations 

Extra Vascular Extra Hepatic 

Linear Driving Force 

Quadratic Driving Force 

Processing Unit (on the Burroughs 7900 computer) 
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Appendix 16: List of symbols 

a(j) absorbence 
th 

of j sample 1 

specific surface area of column 
m2 

a p m3 

A cross sectional area of column m2 

C(z,t) toxin concentration in fluid phase 
g 
m3 

* kg 
C(z,t) fluid phase concentration of toxin at interface 

m3 

Ch(t) toxin outlet concentration of the liver 
kg 

m3 

Ci(t) toxin concentration in the compartments (i=1,2,3) ~ 
m3 

Co normalizing liquid phase concentration g 
m3 

C
0
(t) toxin outlet concentration of the column ~ 

m3 



d 
p 

D e 

D po 
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initia! blood campartment toxin concentratien 

distance of two film layers 

diameter of sarbent partiele 

axial dispersion coefficient 

apparent or effective pore diffusivity of toxin 

effective dispersion coefficient in fluid phase 

liquid phase diffusivity of toxin 

pore diffusivity of toxin 

solid phase diffusivity of toxin (sorbate) 

m 

m 

...... 
s 

...... 
s 

...... 
s 

...... 
s 
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e enzyme concentration 

eo initia! enzyme concentration 

El toxin excretion flow rate 

El toxin excretion rate coefficient 

EXCR dimensionless toxin excretion flow rate 

FL dimensionless volumetrie flow rate 

G toxin generation rate 

GEN dimensionless toxin generation rate 

J mass transfer rate per unit volume 

k mass transfer coefficient 
or 
rate constant in Michaelis-Menten equation 

k total external mass transfer coefficient e 

kf fluid-film mass transfer coefficient 

kij transfer rate coefficient (from campartment 

k membrane mass transfer coefficient 
m 

j 

mmo! 
-;r 

mmmol 
ml 

!! 
m3 

kg -s 

1 

1 

kg 

1 

~ 
m3xs 

m -s 
1 
s 

m 
s 

m 
s 

to i) 
m3 -s 

m 
s 



k m 

k 
q 

KAP12 

L 

m 
a 

m (t) 
a 

N 
e 

N 
s 
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empirical constant in linear driving force equation 

membrane mass transfer coefficient 

empirical constant in quadratic driving force eq. 

clearance.rate factor in equations 2.6.1 and 2.6.6 

saturation factor in equation 2.6.6 

affinity constant in Langmuir isotherm 

Michaelis-Menten constant 

dimensionless transfer rate coefficient 

lenght of column 

total mass of toxin in the circulation system 

apparent mass of sarbent in the column 

adsorbed toxin mass 

number of external mass transfer units 

number of intrapartiele mass transfer units 

Peelet number for column length L 

1 

m 
s 

1 

1 
s 

~ m 

1 

m 

kg 

kg 

kg 

1 

1 

1 
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q(z,t) solid phase concentration of sorbate g 
kg 

* kg 
q ( z' t) solid phase concentration of sorbate at interface kg 

qo normalizing solid phase concentratien of sorbate g 
kg 

q maximum solid phase concentratien of sorbate g 
kg 

Q blood or plasma volumetrie flow rate 
m3 -s 

r radius of partiele m 

R isotherm shape parameter or equilibrium parameter 1 

Rm removal mgr 
min 

s dimensionless axial coordinate of column 1 

s concentration of substrate mmol 
äil 

initia! concentratien of substrate mmol 
sa -ml 

inlet concentratien of substrate mmol 
si -ml 

oulet concentration of substrate mmol 
sh äil 



t 

T 

V 

V 
c 

V' 
i 

V. 
J 

V 
0 

V' 
0 

V 
s 

x 

X(cr,e) 

* X(cr,e) 
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time coordinate 

dimensionless time coordinate 

interstitial velocity (v0/€) 

superficial velocity 

volume of batch 

volumn of column 

inlet volume (V i= vb + vs) 

system inlet volume (V~= V
8 

+ Vb +~x € x Vc) 

volume of campartment (j = 1, 2, 3) 

outlet volume = volume of discharge line 

system outlet volume ( V' =V + ~ x € x V ) 
0 0 c 

volume of supply line 

concentration of enzyme-substrate complex 

or 

place coordinate perpendicular to flow direction 

normalized fluid phase concentration of toxin 

normalized fluid phase concentration of toxin at 

interface 

initial normalized fluid phase concentration of toxin 

s 

1 

m 
s 

m -s 

mmol -ml 

m 

1 

1 

1 
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x. (9) 
~ 

normalized toxin concentration in the compartments 

representing the body ( i = 1, 2, 3 ) 1 

Y(cr,e) normalized solid phase sorbate concentration 1 

initial normalized solid phase sorbate concentration 1 

z axial place coordinate of column 1 
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constant in Freundlich isotherm 1 

e: bed porosity 

porosity of partiele 

Tl constant in Freundlich isotherm 

intercompartmental rate coefficient -s 

adsorption coefficient 1 

p density of bed 

apparent density of partiele 

dimensionless axial coordinate 1 

e dimensionless time coordinate 1 

correction factor (Hall et. al. 1966) 1 


